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Introduction

We are pleased to present this volume of papers selected from presentations at the 
13th International Conference on the Structure of Hungarian (ICSH13), held in 
Budapest on June 29–30, 2017. The present selection contains 10 papers, address-
ing current issues in the syntax, semantics, phonology and phonetics of Hungar-
ian. Due to this variety in topics, the papers are listed alphabetically by author 
rather than thematically.

In the first paper Non-degree equatives and reanalysis: A case study of doubling 
patterns in German and Hungarian, Julia Bacskai-Atkari examines equative mark-
ers in German and Hungarian from a synchronic and diachronic point of view. 
The operator field of non-degree equatives is argued to be the starting point of 
diachronic reanalyses, resulting in changes that may or may not extend to degree 
equatives. Bacskai-Atkari shows that both languages exhibit doubling patterns 
that involved categorical reanalysis of an equative element from the matrix clause 
into the C head of the embedded clause. The historically and dialectally attested 
als wie ‘lit. as how’ in German is such a combination in non-degree equatives, and 
wie has also taken over as the complementizer of degree equatives. Old Hungar-
ian doubling patterns involving oly ‘as’ can be attested in a combination such as 
oly-mint ‘so as’ in non-degree equatives, however, this was not extended to degree 
equatives. The reason for this is argued to be a difference in the transparency of the 
reanalyzed element in the two languages.

In Anatomy of Hungarian aspectual particles, Anikó Csirmaz and Benjamin 
Slade provide an account of the distribution of various aspectual adverbs in Hun-
garian and propose a formal semantic characterization of these elements. The 
central particle covered is még ‘still’, and the discussion extends to some morpho-
logically related aspectual adverbs. The authors argue that a templatic definition 
can be given for these, and different specific meanings result from changing some 
components of the elements involved in the template. Such varying components 
of the templatic base as proposed here include the scalar argument or the focus 
set involved. Comparisons are drawn with the English, Hindi and Nepali coun-
terparts of the Hungarian aspectual particles. The generalizations also extend to 
repetitives, which go back to the same source as még in Hungarian.

The third paper is on Intervocalic voicing of Hungarian /h/ by Andrea Deme, 
Márton Bartók, Tekla Etelka Gráczi, Tamás Gábor Csapó and Alexandra Markó. 
The authors investigate the amount of voicing and the sound quality (expressed 
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in harmonics-to-noise ratio) of /h/ in syllable onset in Hungarian. They show 
that intervocalic position is the main factor that triggers its voicing: if /h/ appears 
between two vowels it is largely realized as voiced. This is in contrast with the 
base-line post-pausal context, where very little voicing is found. They further show 
that voicing happens irrespective of word boundary in the sequence and that the 
phonological condition of including pitch accent on the containing syllable is 
not a determining factor in the voicing of /h/. On the other hand, the backness 
and openness of the flanking vowel(s) play a role, as the exact amount of voicing 
depends on the horizontal tongue position of the flanking vowel(s) to some extent. 
The paper contributes to the cross-linguistic observation that intervocalic voicing 
of /h/ is a phonetic process.

The paper titled Contextual triggers of the Hungarian pre-verbal focus struc-
ture – A guided production study by Tamás Káldi, Levente Madarász and Anna 
Babarczy presents experimental studies that investigate contextual factors that 
have been claimed to be involved in the licensing of structural focus in Hungarian. 
These factors are identification, contrast, the availability of a set on which focus 
can operate and the explicitness/implicitness of this set. Two guided production 
studies are reported on in detail. The results of the first experiment show that con-
texts of identification and those of contrast facilitate the use of preverbal focus; 
however they also introduce further questions that the second experiment sets 
out to explore. The results of the second experiment confirm that preverbal focus 
is produced with a probability that is higher than chance when a set is given, but 
there is no significant difference between the conditions involving explicit versus 
implicit sets. The availability of sets is also suggested to be critical in exhaustive 
interpretations of preverbal focus.

In the paper Testing variability effects in Hungarian vowel harmony, Fanni 
Patay, Ágnes Benkő, Ágnes Lukács, Péter Rebrus and Miklós Törkenczy take on 
the task of experimentally testing harmonically mixed stems with respect to the 
variability they show in vowel harmony when combined with four different (har-
monic) suffixes. A sentence completion task was used in the experiment, and this 
method was expected to overcome previous issues with data sparseness that cor-
pus studies of this variability face. The results confirm that the height and the 
number of the neutral vowels involved (effects that were previously established 
in corpus studies), are at work, and they also show that the quality and the order 
of the neutral vowels also play a role. Furthermore, it is shown that there are dif-
ferences between the stem types and that the four harmonic suffixes investigated 
do not behave in a uniform fashion. The results also confirm that native speaker 
reaction in an experiment matches results of corpus studies, although comparison 
of data collected with these different methods might not be straightforward.
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The next paper, With or without the definite article: On the syntax of anaphoric 
possessor strategies in Hungarian by György Rákosi, discusses anaphoric possessor 
strategies and the distribution of the definite article in these constructions. The 
paper presents the results of a questionnaire survey that the author conducted to 
explore the intricacies of the use of the definite article in Hungarian possessive 
noun phrases involving the primary reflexive maga ‘self ’, the reciprocal anaphor 
egymás ‘each other’ and the complex reflexive önmaga ‘oneself ’ as possessors. The 
main claim based on the results is that the presence or absence of the definite 
article determines the binding domain in the following way: In the absence of a 
definite article in the possessive noun phrase, the dependency between the ana-
phoric possessor and an antecedent that is outside the possessive noun phrase is 
local, but the presence of the definite article blocks the establishment of a local 
binding dependency between the possessor and an external antecedent. A phase-
based account is proposed to account for the data, and the edge of the DP plays a 
crucial role.

In the paper Word order effects of givenness in Hungarian: Syntax or prosody?, 
Ádám Szalontai and Balázs Surányi explore the post-verbal domain of Hungarian 
sentences, an area that has not been studied in experimental works. The paper 
presents the results of a forced choice experiment, designed to explore linear place-
ment of textually given topical constituents in the post-verbal domain. The experi-
ment investigates whether givenness plays a role in word order in this domain, 
and the results show that there is a preferred order, where given phrases precede 
new phrases. The authors discuss possible syntactic and prosodic accounts and 
argue for a prosodic interface approach to explain the results. They claim that the 
observed word order variation is driven by the need to satisfy prosodic require-
ments associated with givenness. Topical givenness licenses deaccenting and the 
clause-internal post-verbal position has no prosodic prominence, hence it is pre-
ferred to the clause-final, prosodically more prominent position.

Krisztina Szécsényi and Tibor Szécsényi write about Object agreement and 
locality in Hungarian: Infinitival complement clauses, second person objects and 
accusative adjuncts in their paper. The paper proposes a distinction between the 
syntactic operations behind definiteness agreement with object and person agree-
ment in the case of the morpheme -lak/lek (LAK-agreement), which appears with 
the combination of a first person singular subject and a second person object. 
As a diagnostic, the authors use infinitival embedded clauses, sometimes with 
multiple embeddings, in order to identify locality restrictions. They claim that 
both types of agreement are cyclic in nature but definiteness agreement is more 
restricted, namely it is blocked by non-object infinitives while LAK-agreement is 
transmitted. Definiteness agreement is claimed to depend on the availability of a 
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position where accusative case can be checked, but there is no such condition on 
LAK-agreement. The paper also discusses variation among speakers.

In the paper, Fixed stress as phonological redundancy: Effects on production 
and perception in Hungarian and other languages, Irene Vogel analyzes the acous-
tic properties of Hungarian word stress in a large, systematically collected, corpus 
and considers them in relation to issues of redundancy in speech production and 
in speech perception (stress deafness). The Hungarian findings serve as the basis 
of comparison for languages with other types of stress systems, analyzed with the 
same methods: Turkish, Arabic and Spanish. It is demonstrated that stress predict-
ability affects both speech production and perception, and also that its effect may 
be mitigated by exceptions in otherwise predictable stress languages.

In the last paper, (Non-)exhaustivity in focus partitioning across languages, 
Malte Zimmermann, Joseph P. De Veaugh-Geiss, Swantje Tönnis and Edgar Onea 
present an experimental study on exhaustivity inferences with focus partition-
ing in German, English and Hungarian. They show similarity in the properties of 
German and English focus-background cleft constructions and Hungarian pre-
verbal focus. It is argued that these constructions use discourse anaphoric devices 
cross-linguistically and an existence presupposition is involved. The results of 
the experiment show that exhaustivity inferences are not obligatory in the lan-
guages examined, going against some previous claims in the literature, which base 
exhaustive interpretation on a semantic feature, and as such, are more in line with 
pragmatic accounts of exhaustivity.

Since the first ICSH, papers from the conferences have appeared in the 
Approaches to Hungarian series. ICSH1 was held in Bloomington, Indiana in 1992, 
and papers from that conference were published in Volume 4 of the series. Starting 
with Volume 11, John Benjamins Publishing Company has published the volumes 
from the biennial conferences; previous volumes were published by the University 
of Szeged Press (Vols. 1–7) and Akadémiai Kiadó in Budapest (Vols. 8–10).

ICSH13 was organized by the Research Institute for Linguistics of the 
 Hungarian Academy of Sciences, with financial support from the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences. There were 17 talks and 9 poster presentations, out of which 
14 papers were submitted for consideration and 10 could be included in this Vol-
ume. The abstracts submitted to ICSH13 and the papers submitted for publication 
underwent a careful peer-review process. We wish to express our gratitude to the 
external reviewers, as well as to the people involved in the organization and run-
ning of the conference. We are also thankful to the Hungarian Academy of Sci-
ences for the financial support, both for the organization of ICSH13 and for the 
publication of this volume.

The Editors
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Non-degree equatives and reanalysis

A case study of doubling patterns in German and 
Hungarian

Julia Bacskai-Atkari
University of Konstanz

The article examines reanalysis processes underlying doubling patterns in 
non-degree equatives in German and Hungarian. In German, the combination 
als wie (lit. ‘as how’) is attested historically and in certain present-day dialects. 
Traditionally, it is assumed to be a mixed pattern involving the earlier canonical 
equative complementiser als and the later canonical equative complementiser wie; 
however, more recent proposals suggest that als was in fact reanalysed from the 
matrix clause. While matrix equative markers and equative complementisers are 
surface-similar in German historically, these elements are distinct in Hungarian 
throughout its history. Based on the results of a corpus study on Old Hungarian, 
the paper argues that reanalysis from the matrix clause is indeed possible and 
starts in non-degree equatives.

Keywords: comparatives, complementiser, degree, doubling, equatives, German, 
grammaticalisation, matrix equative marker, reanalysis, similatives

1.  Introduction

In present-day Standard German, both degree and non-degree equatives (also 
called similatives; see Haspelmath & Buchholz 1998) are marked by the element 
wie:

 (1) a. Maria ist so groß wie ihre Mutter.
   Mary is so tall as her.f mother
   ‘Mary is as tall as her mother.’
  b. Maria ist so wie ihre Mutter.
   Mary is so as her.f mother
   ‘Mary is like her mother.’
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  c. Maria ist groß wie ihre Mutter.
   Mary is tall as her.f mother
   ‘Mary is tall, like her mother.’

The example in (1a) demonstrates degree equatives, while (1b) and (1c) are 
instances of non-degree equatives. As can be seen, the same complementiser (wie) 
appears in all the constructions in German; by contrast, English has a difference 
between as (degree equatives) and like (non-degree equatives), as demonstrated by 
the translations above.

The element wie is an innovation in German; the original equative comple-
mentiser was als ((al)so). This was already present in Old High German equatives, 
and it came to be replaced by wie during Early New High German (from the sec-
ond half of the 16th century onwards). (See Jäger 2010). This is illustrated in (2) 
below:

 (2) a. wart aber ie sô werder man geborn … sô von
   was.3sg but ever so noble.m man born  as from
   Norwege Gâwân
   Norway Gawain
   ‘But was there ever born a man as noble as Gawain from Norway?’
 (Parzival 651, 8ff; Eggs 2006: 22–23)
  b. waer er sô milt als lanc, er hete tugende
   be.cond.3sg he so generous as tall he have.cond.3sg virtues
   vil besezzen
   many possess.inf
   ‘If he were as generous as he is tall, he would have had many virtues.’ 
 (Walther von der Vogelweide, Werke Bd. 1, 118f; Eggs 2006: 22)
  c. dochn was dâ nieman alsô vrô alsô mîn her Gawein
   but was.3sg there noone so glad as my lord Gawain
   ‘but noone was as glad there as my Lord Gawain’ 
 (Iwein 2618f; Eggs 2006: 22)

German thus shows a complementiser change in equative constructions, namely 
from the original als to present-day wie. Interestingly, the combination als wie is 
attested dialectally and historically (Jäger 2016; see also Eggs 2006; Lipold 1983; 
Weise 1918). Consider the following:

 (3) a. Dei Schweinsbraan schmeggd genau a so fad ais wia
   your roast.pork tastes exactly prt so stale as as
   dei Schbinad
   you spinach
   ‘Your roast pork tastes just as stale as your spinach.’ 
 (Bavarian; Jäger 2016: 260, citing Merkle 1975: 171)
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  b. Das es akkerate su als wie bei eich.
   that.n is accurate so as as by you.pl.dat
   ‘It is accurate, as is at your place.’ (Thuringian; Jäger 2016: 261)

The traditional view (Jäger 2010) is that (3) represents an intermediate stage 
between (2) and (1), whereby wie is an innovation in a lower (CP) projection 
alongside the original als (Conj for Jäger 2010 and another C for Bacskai-Atkari 
2014a). However, diachronic evidence by Jäger (2016: 291–298) suggests a differ-
ent process: patterns like (3) appear after the establishment of patterns like (1), and 
the frequency of patterns like (3) is relatively low, which is unexpected if it con-
stitutes a significant middle stage. Jäger (2016) therefore hypothesises that there is 
a different reanalysis process underlying (3): namely, the matrix equative element 
was reanalysed into a subclause headed by wie, resulting in the double heads als 
wie. Such reanalysis can take place in non-degree equatives, since the presence 
of the matrix equative element is not necessary (1c). Later, the combination was 
analogically extended to degree equatives as well.

Since the element als(o) in German is historically and dialectally surface-
similar in the matrix clause and in the subordinate clause, as in (2), the proposal 
of Jäger (2016) relies on the time of appearance of als wie patterns and their rela-
tive frequency. I examine similar patterns in an unrelated language. There is no 
surface-similarity between the matrix marker and the equative complementiser 
in Hungarian, which provides direct evidence for the possibility of reanalysing 
the matrix equative element into the subclause in non-degree equatives. Further, 
I argue that surface-similarity was crucial in the spread of als wie in German to 
degree equatives, which is not attested in Hungarian historically.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the basic syntax of equa-
tives in German and Hungarian. Section 3 shows how the model introduced in 
Section 2 can describe the changes in German. Section 4 discusses the Hungarian 
data and the results of the corpus study and presents the theoretical conclusions 
regarding the emergence of doubling patterns.

2.  The syntax of equatives

As discussed in Section 1, present-day Standard German equatives are marked by 
the matrix element so and the complementiser wie, as in (1). Hungarian shows a 
similar distribution:

 (4) a. Mari olyan magas, mint az anyja.
   Mary so tall as the mother.poss
   ‘Mary is as tall as her mother.’
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  b. Mari olyan, mint az anyja.
   Mary so as the mother.poss
   ‘Mary is like her mother.’
  c. Mari magas, mint az anyja.
   Mary tall as the mother.poss
   ‘Mary is tall like her mother.’

As can be seen, the equative complementiser is mint ‘as’ in all cases; the matrix 
equative marker olyan is available both in degree equatives and in non-degree 
equatives. Given the similarities between German and Hungarian, it seems rea-
sonable that they should be similar in their syntax.

Let us first consider degree equatives. As the matrix equative element – so 
in (1a) and olyan in (4a) – imposes selectional restrictions on the comparative 
standard (the subclause headed by wie and mint), I follow Lechner (2004: 22) in 
assuming that it takes the subclause as a complement. I also adopt the view that 
the AP is in the specifier of the functional projection headed by the matrix equa-
tive element (Lechner 2004: 22). This projection is generally referred to as DegP 
in comparatives (Lechner 2004; Bacskai-Atkari 2018a; see also Corver 1997 for 
the notion of the DegP); and I will tentatively label it as EquatP (equative phrase) 
in the present paper, as the projection is not tied to the notion of degree in equa-
tives. There is an additional layer QP, above the DegP (Bacskai-Atkari 2018a: 32, 
following Lechner 1999: 25). The degree head moves to the Q head, and the speci-
fier of the QP can host degree modifiers; the QP is tied to the notion of degree.1 
Adopting the view that both wie and mint are complementisers (cf. arguments put 
forward by Jäger 2010, 2016 for German, and by Bacskai-Atkari 2014a for German 
and Hungarian), the structure for degree equatives is given in (5a). As there is no 
gradable adjective in non-degree equatives like (1b) and (4b), I assume that the 
structure is simpler, as in (5b).

1.  Modifiers like extremely, exactly and far show agreement with the particular degree, e.g. far 
taller is possible but *exactly taller is not. For this reason, such modifiers were already located in 
[Spec,QP] by Corver (1997: 154–161), albeit the relative position of his QP in the entire degree 
expression differs from that of Lechner (1999: 25) and Bacskai-Atkari (2018a: 32). Another 
argument in favour of the QP goes back to Bresnan (1973): the Q head is the locus where a 
dummy much is inserted, resulting in more in comparatives following the upward movement of 
-er. In sum, there is independent evidence for the existence of a second functional layer (QP).
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 (5) a. QP

Q¢

Q EquatP

soi AP Equat¢olyani

Equat CP

C¢

C TP

wie
mint

ti

b. EquatP

Equat¢

Equat CP

(so)
(olyan)

C¢

C TP

wie
mint

While German and Hungarian are strikingly similar regarding the basic syntactic 
pattern found in equatives, the doubling patterns differ in the two languages. In 
Modern Hungarian, mint can be followed by an overt operator (Kenesei 1992; 
Bacskai-Atkari 2014a, 2014b):

 (6) a. Mari olyan magas, mint amilyen (magas) az anyja.
   Mary so tall as how tall the mother.poss
   ‘Mary is as tall as her mother.’
  b. Mari olyan mint amilyen az anyja.
   Mary so as how the mother.poss
   ‘Mary is like her mother.’

The combination mint amilyen ‘as how’ might at first seem to be strikingly similar 
to German als wie, in (3) above, but note that while the element amilyen in Hun-
garian can take a lexical AP in degree equatives, as in (6a), this is not possible with 
German wie, as shown in (7a):

 (7) a. *Der Tisch ist so lang (als) wie breit das Büro ist.
       the.m desk is so long as as wide the.n office is
       ‘The desk is as long as the office is wide.’
  b. Der Tisch ist so lang (als) wie das Büro breit ist.
   the.m desk is so long as as the.n office wide is
   ‘The desk is as long as the office is wide.’
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The constraint holds regardless of whether als is co-present or not. (7b) shows that 
the adjective itself is otherwise licensed in its base position, and hence the problem 
in (7a) stems from the movement of the AP to the left periphery (see Bacskai-
Atkari 2014a for German comparatives).

The structure for the doubling patterns (leaving out the QP layer) is shown in 
(8); the AP in the matrix clause appears in degree equatives:

 (8) a. EquatP

(AP) Equat¢

Equat CP

C¢

C CP

als

so

C TP

wie

C¢

b. EquatP

(AP) Equat¢

Equat CP

C¢

C CP

mint

olyan

C

amilyen C¢

TP

Ø

There are two CPs, following Bacskai-Atkari (2014a). For German, Jäger (2010) 
proposed a combination of a ConjP (headed by als) and a CP (headed by wie), 
but the presence of coordination in comparatives (Lechner 2004) is problematic 
(Bacskai-Atkari 2018a: 65–70).2 There are two major differences between  German 
and Hungarian to mention here. First, the overt element in the lowest projection 
is a complementiser in German and an operator moving to [Spec,CP] in Hungar-
ian (see above). Semantically, wie can naturally be treated as an operator (Hohaus 
& Zimmermann 2014), and in this sense, there is no reason to assume a further 

2.  Under this non-cartographic view, multiple CPs are possible if there is multiple clause-
typing, but otherwise only a minimum of layers is generated. In doubling patterns in com-
paratives, the lower CP is associated with the relative nature of the clause, while the higher CP 
marks the clause as comparative. The model crucially differs from cartographic approaches 
going back to Rizzi (1997), which assume designated projections for each function. Instead, it 
is closer to the CP-recursion proposed by Vikner (1995) and Vikner, Christensen and Nyvad 
(2017), which likewise involves multiple CPs with partly similar functions (e.g. a projection 
hosting a finite complementiser and another projection hosting the fronted finite verb in 
Scandinavian embedded V2 patterns).
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operator in the specifier.3 Second, the canonical equative complementiser is 
located in different positions.

I suggest that the observed difference follows from different grammaticalisa-
tion processes underlying these patterns. In Hungarian, the lower element was 
introduced as an innovation; in German, the higher element was reanalysed from 
the subclause (as proposed by Jäger 2016). I show that the latter is attested in non-
degree equatives in Hungarian historically, providing cross-linguistic evidence for 
this kind of change.

3.  Equatives in German

The original pattern in German equatives (see Section 1) involved the equative 
complementiser als ((al)so), in (2). This conforms to the regular West-Germanic 
pattern, whereby the complementiser is as/so in degree and non-degree equatives, 
and the matrix equative element is as/so. This is partly reflected in the present-day 
patterns from English, Dutch, and German:

 (9) a. Ralph is as tall as Peter.
  b. Sophie is zo groot als Lieke.
   Sophie is so tall as Lieke
   ‘Sophie is as tall as Lieke.’
  c. Ralf ist so groß wie Peter.
   Ralph is so tall as Peter.
   ‘Ralph is as tall as Peter.’

Regarding the etymology, the following can be established. English as derives from 
eallswa (all + so), and the forms swelce (swilce, such) and so (swa) were also pos-
sible historically in as-constructions (Kortmann 1997: 315–317; see also López-
Couso & Méndez-Naya 2014: 312–314 and references there). Similarly, German 
als derives from Old High German also (all + so), and various forms of so were 
possible historically in as-constructions (Jäger 2010). Dutch als is likewise derived 
from also (al + so). Hence, the elements so and as are essentially the same, either as 
matrix elements or as complementisers, whereby later differentiation and changes 
are also naturally possible.

3.  For this reason, which ultimately follows from economy, the co-occurrence of an operator 
in the specifier and a head (in the same projection) is generally not attested. As Bacskai-Atkari 
(2018b: 22–26) argues, this may be possible in free relatives, but they have a syntax different 
from (8).
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In particular, German wie is an innovation. It is the result of a reanalysis from 
an operator in the specifier into a grammaticalised C head, in line with general 
economy principles. This change was termed the “comparative cycle” by Jäger 
(2010, 2016), based on the “relative cycle” of Van Gelderen (2004; 2009); see also 
the arguments of Bacskai-Atkari (2014a).

As mentioned in Section 1, there are two possible scenarios regarding the 
diachronic relation of single als, single wie and the combination als wie in the 
subclause. These are schematically represented in (10) below. In either case, the 
change took place in non-degree equatives earlier and later spread to degree equa-
tives (Jäger 2010, Jäger 2016: 294):

 (10) a. als → als wie → wie
  b. als → wie → als wie

The scenario in (10a) is represents the traditional view (which was also adopted 
by Jäger 2010 and Bacskai-Atkari 2014a), involving als wie as a middle stage. In 
this case, it is assumed that wie was introduced as a comparative operator in a 
lower functional projection; once it grammaticalised as a complementiser at a later 
stage, it eventually came to replace the original complementiser als. This change 
involves only canonical upward/leftward grammaticalisation, in line with Roberts 
& Roussou (2003). The option in (10b) is what Jäger (2016: 291–298) argues for, 
whereby the combination als wie is a later result, following the establishment of 
wie as a complementiser and the disappearance of the original als. While this is 
supported by the observed diachronic order and by the relative frequency of dou-
bling patterns (see Section 1), the element als is surface-ambiguous between the 
matrix equative element and the original equative complementiser, and it is not 
clear how such a reanalysis process can take place, as it apparently involves down-
ward reanalysis, seemingly contrary to Roberts & Roussou (2003). This question 
remains essentially unaddressed by Jäger (2016).

This paper argues for the change given in (10b). Regarding the emergence of 
the doubling structure, I assume that the following change took place:

 (11) a. EquatP

Equat¢

Equat CP

als

C TP

wie

C¢

b. CP

C¢

C CP

als

C TP

wie

C¢
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The structure in (11a) represents stage 2 in (10b), where single wie is a com-
plementiser, and the element als is a matrix equative marker. The structure is 
the same as in Modern Standard German (1b) involving the combination of the 
matrix equative marker so and the complementiser wie. The change from (11a) 
to (11b) involves a change in the label but not the reanalysis to a pre-existing 
lower position and is not contrary to the grammaticalisation scheme of Roberts 
and Roussou (2003). Indeed, the change in (11) is not an instance of grammati-
calisation from a less functional into a more functional element but of relabel-
ling. This is possible because non-degree equatives do not necessarily contain a 
matrix equative element, see (1c) above. The double CP in (11b) is not embedded 
under an Equat head but is interpreted as a construction where als is part of the 
subclause.

There are three important factors to mention here. First, reinterpretation is 
possible because the element als in (11a) is string-adjacent to wie; unlike in degree 
equatives, there is no intervening adjective, see (5a) and (5b). Second, in German 
elements like als (so, also) are surface-ambiguous even in dialects where als in no 
longer attested as an equative complementiser on its own. This is the case in all 
dialects except for Low German varieties, where als in equatives is attested even in 
present-day dialects (Jäger 2016: 262); als is possible as a comparative complemen-
tiser in comparatives expressing inequality. Therefore, als is prone to be assigned 
a different syntactic label. Third, the semantic role of als is to lexicalise the maxi-
mality operator, but this semantic function is not tied to the notion of degree and 
is not associated with a particular syntactic label (Hohaus & Zimmermann 2014; 
see also von Stechow 1984 on the role of the two operators). This results in some 
flexibility in the syntax, restricted to the choice between a matrix equative ele-
ment and an equative complementiser; and hence the relabelling of als is possible. 
Naturally, while this can result in two CPs, the number of CPs is restricted. The 
higher element lexicalises the maximality operator and the lower one lexicalises 
the comparative operator, which can syntactically be a complementiser head (see 
Section 2).

Once (11b) was available in non-degree equatives, it could be extended to 
degree equatives by way of analogy. Degree equatives involve a matrix equative 
element, which is then present in addition to the double CP in the subclause, as 
in (8a).

4.  Equatives in Old Hungarian

Let us now turn to the discussion of the data from Old Hungarian (10th to 15th 
centuries). As pointed out by Kántor (2013), there are various elements attested 
in the subclause in similatives in Old Hungarian, but out of these, only mint 
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 grammaticalised as a C head.4 In order to gain some insight into the distribu-
tion of these elements, I carried out a corpus study, using the normalised part 
of the “Old Hungarian Concordance” corpus (Simon 2014).5 The examples given 
below are from this corpus study. I will first introduce the four individual simila-
tive markers, all with a meaning close to ‘how’, including their etymology.6

The element mint stems from the combination of mi ‘what’ and the modal 
suffix -n and the locative suffix -t. The element miként stems from the combina-
tion of mi ‘what’ and the modal suffix -ként.7 Two examples are given from Old 
Hungarian below:

 (12) a. meɾt vala o̗kèt taneito mikent hatalmas & nē mikēt
   for was they.acc teaching as great  not as
   aʒ iraʃtudoc & a leualtac
   the scribes  the Levites
   ‘For He taught them as one having authority, and not as the scribes.’
 (Munich Codex 36va; Mark 1:22)
  b. mert wg̋ tanoyttya vala hw̋ket, mynt kynek hatalma
   for so taught.3sg be.pst they.acc as who.dat power.poss
   vagyon rea, es nem mykeppen az yraʃthwdok
   is it.subl and not as the scribes
   ‘For He taught them as one having authority, and not as the scribes.’
 (Jordánszky Codex 455; Mark 1:22)

The elements miként (in the Munich Codex)8 and mint (in the Jordánszky Codex)9 
appear in the same environment; both correspond to Latin quasi.10

The element miképpen stems from mi ‘what’ and the modal suffix -képpen 
(this suffix in turn consists of the noun base kép ‘picture, likeness’ and the modal 

4.  The reanalysis of mint is a standard reanalysis from specifier into head, in line with 
economy principles, as in the case of German wie (see Bacskai-Atkari 2014a).

5.  The corpus is available at: http://omagyarkorpusz.nytud.hu/en-search.html.

6.  The etymological data presented here are based on the following etymological dictionary: 
Etymologisches Wörterbuch des Ungarischen, edited by Loránd Benkő.

7.  The suffix -ként is still productive in Modern Hungarian, e.g. added to the noun tanár 
‘teacher’, it gives tanár-ként ‘as a teacher’.

8.  The Munich Codex is from 1466 and contains the translation of the 4 gospels.

9.  The Jordánszky Codex is from 1516 and 1519 and contains almost the entire New Testa-
ment and 7 books of the Old Testament.

10.  In addition, miként in the Munich Codex and miképpen in the Jordánszky Codex occur 
as the equivalents of 18 Latin sicut.

http://omagyarkorpusz.nytud.hu/en-search.html
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suffix -n).11 The element monnal is of unclear origin and it is a restricted option 
(see the discussion below). Two examples are given from Old Hungarian below:

 (13) a. meꝛt latam a ʒè́llètėt lè ʒállatta meńbo̗l mōnal
   for saw.1sg the spirit.acc down flown.3sg heaven.ela as
   galambat & o̗ raita maradot
   dove.acc  he upon.him stayed.ptcp
    ‘I saw the Spirit descending from heaven like a dove, and He remained 

upon Him.’ (Munich Codex 85va; John 1:32)
  b. Mert latam yſtennek leelkeet le zalwan menybó̗l,
   for saw.1sg God.dat spirit.acc down flying heaven.ela
   mykeppen az galamboth, es megh marada hw̋ raytta
   as the dove.acc and prt stayed.3sg he upon.him
    ‘I saw the Spirit descending from heaven like a dove, and He remained 

upon Him.’ (Jordánszky Codex 625; John 1:32)

Again, the elements miképpen and monnal appear in exactly the same environ-
ment (the Latin original contains again quasi) in the two different translations, 
and they can be treated as synonymous in non-degree equatives.

As mentioned above, out of the four similative elements, only mint gram-
maticalised as a complementiser in degree equatives. The question arises why this 
was the case. Kántor (2013) suggests that this element was more frequent while 
the other elements gradually disappeared or became marginal. My corpus search 
based on the “Old Hungarian Concordance” corpus mentioned above gave the 
number of hits summarised in Table (as of 29th September 2018). The corpus con-
tains results for Old Hungarian12 and also for selected texts from Middle Hungar-
ian (16th to 18th centuries).13

11.  It appears that the suffix -képpen is also still productive in Modern Hungarian, e.g. added 
to the noun büntetés ‘punishment’, it gives büntetés-képpen ‘as a punishment’.

12.  This includes various Old Hungarian codices and some minor texts; as of 29th Sep-
tember 2018, this normalised part of the corpus amounts to about 450 000 tokens, counting 
the normalised versions without punctuation marks.

13.  As of 29th September 2018, the normalised part of the corpus includes two Bible transla-
tions from Middle Hungarian: the translation of Gáspár Károli from 1590 (the translation is 
available for the whole Bible but the corpus contains only the books of the New Testament) 
and the translation of János Sylvester from 1541 (this translation includes the New Testament 
only). This normalised part of the corpus amounts to about 319 402 tokens, counting the nor-
malised versions without punctuation marks.
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Table 1. Similative markers in the Old Hungarian Concordance corpus

Old Hungarian Middle Hungarian Total

mint 542 842 1384
miképpen 738 492 1230
miként 478     7   485
monnal 189 –   189

Considering the total number of occurrences, one might at first indeed attribute 
the grammaticalisation of mint to its higher frequency, though miképpen is almost 
as frequent as mint. Note, however, that the hits for mint also include degree equa-
tives and comparatives expressing inequality, hence the number of non-degree 
equatives with mint is actually lower. Importantly, when considering its distribu-
tion in Old Hungarian, mint is not even the most frequently occurring element of 
the four similatives. Its frequency increases in Middle Hungarian, while the rela-
tive frequency of the other elements decreases. In other words, it seems that mint 
very probably did not come to be the canonical equative complementiser simply 
due to its high frequency, as its frequency was not the highest of the similative ele-
ments; rather, it came to be the most frequent similative element because it was the 
only one that grammaticalised as the canonical equative complementiser.

One factor to take into consideration is that mint is less transparent than 
miképpen and miként, and therefore more suitable for grammaticalisation, espe-
cially in degree equatives. The role of transparency can also be detected in Eng-
lish regarding the difference between as (non-transparent) occurring in degree 
equatives and like (transparent) occurring in non-degree equatives. Regarding the 
entire picture, it is also important to mention that monnal was restricted in its 
occurrence; it occurs only in the Munich Codex and in the Vienna Codex (middle 
of the 15th century) in the normalised part of the corpus. The two codices are 
related, and they are both parts of the “Hussite Bible”, which also includes the Apor 
Codex (end of the 15th century – beginning of the 16th century).14 It seems that 
the form monnal is restricted to this group.15

To achieve comparable results, I examined two Bible translations in detail, 
comparing the same loci in the gospels. The first one is the Munich Codex from 
1466, which contains the translation of the 4 gospels. The second one is the 

14.  A search in the Apor Codex (not yet normalised) gives 8 hits for the form monnnal (note 
that this is the original spelling, and other orthographic variants may occur in the text, too).

15.  According to Adrienne Dömötör (p.c.), monnal is not attested in other Old (or Middle) 
Hungarian texts than the three codices belonging to the Hussite Bible.
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 Jordánszky Codex from 1516 and 1519, which contains almost the entire New 
Testament and 7 books of the Old Testament. I searched for the equivalents of the 
Latin non-degree equative markers quasi and tamquam. The element quasi derives 
from quam si ‘as if ’ but it was no longer transparent in late classical Latin either 
(see Tarriño 2011). The element tamquam derives from tam ‘so’ and quam ‘as’.

The search results for the Munich Codex and the Jordánszky Codex are given 
in Table 2:16

Table 2. Non-degree equative markers in the Munich Codex and the Jordánszky Codex

Munich Codex Jordánszky Codex Total

monnal 21 – 21
miként   4 –   4
miképpen –   7   7
mint   2   5   7
oly-mint – 16 16
ugy-mint –   1   1

There are very few instances of mint in the Munich Codex; the most prominent 
equivalent is monnal. The proportion of mint is higher in the Jordánszky Codex, 
where it appears on its own and in combination with oly ‘so’ and ugy ‘so.adv’. An 
example for oly-mint is shown in (14):17

 (14) lataa a’ menyorzagot nythvan lenny, es yʃtennek zent
  saw.3sg the heaven.acc open.ptcp be.inf and god.dat sacred
  lelkeet oly mynth galamb kepeben le zallany
  spirit.acc so as dove picture.poss.ine down descend.inf
   ‘He saw the heavens parting and the Spirit descending upon Him like a 

dove.’ (Jordánszky Codex 454; Mark 1:10)

16.  There is apparently no one-to-one correspondence between a Latin element 
(quasi/tamquam) and its Hungarian translation. Note that the total number of occurrences 
differs in the two texts. This is because a similative meaning can be expressed in other ways 
(such as coordination), which cannot be considered as proper similatives.

17.  The Latin original contains tamquam. Note that the combinations oly-mint and ugy-mint 
are not calques based on Latin: most occurrences have quam in the original. There are also 
independent examples in the Kazinczy Codex (from between 1526 and 1541), which is not a 
translation.
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Table 3 shows the results for oly-mint18 in the normalised corpus (as of 29th 
 September 2018).

Table 3. The occurrences of oly-mint in the Old Hungarian Concordance corpus

Number of occurrences

Old Hungarian Â 64
Booklet (1521)  1
Kazinczy Codex (between 1526 and 1541)  9
Jordánszky Codex (1516 and 1519)  54
Middle Hungarian Â 17
Sylvester’s Bible translation (1541)  17
Total  81

The number of occurrences, especially compared to Table 1, is rather low and 
restricted to just a handful of texts from the first half of the 16th century. The dif-
ference is also reflected between the Munich Codex and the Jordánszky Codex 
(Table 2). This suggests that oly-mint emerged quite late in Old Hungarian and did 
not come to be a dominant pattern in Middle Hungarian either. This is reminis-
cent of the emergence of als wie in German. It appeared only after wie was estab-
lished as an equative marker, but it did not emerge as a dominant pattern in any 
German dialect (Jäger 2016: 266–269). The question is what the status of the com-
bination oly-mint is. Since the matrix equative marker in Hungarian is generally 
oly(an), one might think that instances of oly-mint also include a matrix  equative 
marker and a complementiser. After all, oly was clearly available as a matrix equa-
tive marker in Old Hungarian, as shown in (15):19

18. Table 3 does not include results for ugy-mint. The corpus search (as of 29th Septem-
ber 2018) gives only 6 hits for ugy-mint for Old Hungarian: 5 instances from the Jordánszky 
Codex and 1 instance from the Czech Codex (from 1513). This seems to have been a very 
restricted pattern; all the 6 examples are essentially the adverbial counterparts of oly-mint as 
in (14). In other words, the reanalysis affecting oly (see below) apparently affected ugy only 
to a limited degree and turned out not to be productive. The Middle Hungarian part of the 
corpus contains 82 instances of ugy-mint, all from Károli’s Bible translation (see above), but in 
these cases ugy-mint is used in the sense of ‘about, approximately’, as in (i). This suggest that 
ugy-mint may have undergone quite different reinterpretation processes, which are different 
from the ones affecting oly-mint and are hence not relevant here.

 (i) v’gy mint egy óra múluan
  so.adv as one hour elapsing
  ‘about an hour later’  (Károli 76v)

19.  The Czech Codex is from 1513 and the Jókai Codex is from around 1440.
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 (15) a. Kÿ olÿ. mÿnt mÿ vronk ÿsten. kÿ magassaagokban
   who so as our lord.poss.1pl God who heights.ine
   lakozÿk: ees alaazatosokath meg tekeent menÿben
   lives and meek.pl.acc prt regards heaven.ine
   ees fo̗ldo̗n
   and eart.sup
    ‘Who is like our Lord the God, who lives in heaven and regards the 

meek in heaven and on earth.’ (Czech Codex 140)
  b. Mert banya uala mÿkoron valamely egÿhazat nem lewl
   for regrets be.pst when some church.acc not finds
   uala oly tÿztan ment ew akarya vala
   be.pst so clean.adv as he wants be.pst
    ‘For he was sorry when he did not find a church as clean as he wanted it 

to be.’ (Jókai Codex 97)

In (15a), oly is a predicate in the matrix clause. It cannot be part of the subclause; 
this structure is analogous to (4b) and German (1b). In (15b), there is a grad-
able adverb intervening between oly and the subclause, again making it impos-
sible for oly to be part of the subclause. This is a structure analogous to (4a) and 
 German (1a).

However, (14) is different. The element oly is an adjectival equative marker, 
which, in non-degree equatives, is possible as a predicate, as in (15a), or as an 
attribute, but not as a verbal modifier. In (14), the similative clause is adverbial (it 
specifies the manner of flying), and hence oly is located in the subclause. As there 
are several other occurrences of this type in Old (and Middle) Hungarian (Table 
3), it can be concluded that the reanalysis of oly into the subclause was complete 
in the relevant grammar. Reanalysis involves a categorical change in the syntactic 
structure, as in German, involving a change from Equat to C, illustrated in (16):

 (16) a. EquatP

Equat¢

Equat CP

oly(an)

C TP

mint

C¢

b. CP

C¢

C CP

oly

C TP

mint

C¢

Reanalysis is possible because the two elements are adjacent in non-degree equa-
tives initially as well, and there is no movement to a Q head, as indicated in (5b) 
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above. In Old Hungarian, reanalysis involved only the shorter form oly but not the 
strong form olyan (the latter is not a clitic). Note that the form oly was much more 
frequent in Old Hungarian than olyan: as of 29th September 2018, a corpus search 
on the normalised part of the “Old Hungarian Concordance” corpus gave 179 hits 
for oly (79,56%) and 46 hits for olyan (20,44%). The Middle Hungarian part of the 
corpus (containing the two Bible translations mentioned before) gave 144 hits for 
oly (42,40%) and 106 hits for olyan (57,60%), indicating a change in the relative 
frequency of these elements.

The syntactic development is similar to German, see (11), but oly-mint (and 
ugy-mint) was not extended to degree equatives, unlike German als wie. It is cer-
tainly possible that the combination was not well-spread enough in the relevant 
dialects. In addition, there are certain factors that might have hindered a develop-
ment similar to German. One factor is the lack of ambiguity regarding the status 
of oly outside constructions like (14). Contrary to German als, which is attested 
in subclauses in other constructions, oly occurs otherwise in main clauses only. In 
degree equatives, a matrix equative marker is necessary, taking the gradable predi-
cate as an argument: oly(an) in Hungarian, which is surface-similar to oly- appear-
ing in oly-mint. This configuration would have been exceptional in the Hungarian 
syntactic paradigm, since in Hungarian, unlike in West Germanic, matrix equative 
markers differ from equative complementisers.20

In addition, the comparative operators of the form amilyen, (6), started to 
appear in Middle Hungarian (Bacskai-Atkari 2014a), and these appear in a double 
CP where mint is the higher head, lexicalising the maximality operator. The rela-
tive position and function of mint is thus in conflict with doubling patterns involv-
ing oly-mint, where mint is the lower C head (and oly lexicalises the maximality 
operator).21

While oly-mint had no continuation in later periods, the fact that it existed has 
important repercussions for syntactic theory and diachronic syntax. It is  evident 

20.  A triple combination of this form is possible in German, (3), indicating that while a 
triple combination involves a certain degree of redundancy, it is not excluded in the grammar. 
Still, as mentioned above, als wie is not the predominant pattern in any German dialect, and it 
may be the case that redundancy also matters in this respect.

21.  As discussed in Section 2, the co-occurrence of an overt comparative operator with a 
complementiser in the same projection (similarly to a Doubly Filled COMP effect) is not 
possible, rendering a sequence like *oly amilyen mint ‘so how as’ impossible. Further, a triple 
combination like *oly mint amilyen, involving three CPs, is not attested and is in fact not ex-
pected on theoretical grounds either: as mentioned in Section 2, in case there is a double CP, 
one projection lexicalises the maximality operator and another one the comparative operator, 
rendering a third CP unmotivated: this is a natural restriction on the number of CPs.
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that the combination oly-mint involves reanalysis from the matrix equative ele-
ment into a complementiser and not the simultaneous usage of two already estab-
lished complementisers, as was traditionally claimed to be the case for German 
als wie. This process involves a change in the syntactic label but no downward 
grammaticalisation, and is hence congruent with the hypothesis formulated by 
Roberts & Roussou (2003). In German, the element als is ambiguous between a 
matrix equative marker and a complementiser, while this is clearly not the case for 
Hungarian. The Old Hungarian data thus provide additional evidence for the label 
change proposed for German.

5.  Conclusion

This article examined equative markers in German and Hungarian, concentrating 
on doubling patterns synchronically and diachronically. Non-degree equatives are 
less restrictive than degree equatives in terms of operators in the subclause, and 
changes/innovations by default start from non-degree equatives and may or may 
not spread to degree equatives. In Old Hungarian, this resulted in the availability 
of more operator elements in non-degree equatives, which were also more trans-
parent with respect to their similative meaning. In German, the difference can be 
detected in the diachronic development: wie takes over in non-degree equatives 
earlier than in degree equatives. In both languages, doubling patterns can involve 
the reanalysis of the matrix equative element into a C head. This is an instance 
of categorial change, and is attested in German (als wie) and in Old Hungarian. 
The patterns may or may not be extended analogically to degree equatives. This is 
related to transparency. In German, the reanalysed als is identical to the previous 
canonical equative complementiser, while in Old Hungarian the reanalysed oly 
was idiosyncratic as an equative complementiser and still transparent as a matrix 
equative element, which hindered its analogical extension to degree equatives. The 
differences between the two languages can thus be drawn back to more general 
properties.
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Anatomy of Hungarian aspectual particles

Aniko Csirmaz & Benjamin Slade
University of Utah

The paper explores a common core of meaning that various aspectual adverbials 
in Hungarian (including megint, ismét ‘again’, még ‘still’) share. It is proposed 
that there is a general definition for various aspectual elements related to times 
and events. We suggest that some components of those elements, including the 
scalar argument and the focus set, can vary – and this results in the different 
specific meanings. We assume that meaning is compositional and also address 
the complex form mégis ‘(concessive) still’ and other elements that appear to be 
synonymous with mégis.

Keywords: aspectual adverbials, focus, repetitives, additive particles, semantics, 
Hungarian, Hindi, Nepali

1.  Overview

In this paper we provide a descriptive account of the distribution of selected 
aspectual adverbials in Hungarian with comparison to English, Hindi, and Nepali 
together with a proposal for a general approach to a formal semantic characterisa-
tion of these elements which captures connections suggested by the morphologi-
cal shapes of these elements crosslinguistically.

This paper is structured as follows. First, we discuss the various meanings of 
még ‘still’ and then we propose a templatic definition that these meanings share. 
Then we discuss how mégis ‘still’ and még … is ‘even’ are related to még. Next, we 
discuss how the repetitive adverbs megint and ismét are related to még. We then 
propose revisions to some earlier descriptions and treatments of crosslinguistic 
equivalents of még, including English still and German noch. A summary con-
cludes the paper and notes some outstanding questions.
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2.  Még

Hungarian még has several interpretations that are also shared by English still. In 
addition, there are a variety of other aspectual elements that are related to még 
morphologically, etymologically, and/or semantically. In enumerating the various 
senses we rely on a number of earlier treatments of crosslinguistic equivalents of 
még, notably Michaelis (1993), Ippolito (2007), and Beck (2016).

In the first table, we show that még has the temporal/continuity and mar-
ginality readings of still (examples illustrating these and other meanings appear 
below). In addition, it can also function as an additive. The form of még can also 
be found in mégis, the concessive/adversative particle, as well as the repetitive 
adverbs megint and ismét. The repetitives and their specific relation to még will be 
addressed in Section 6. In addition, még appears along with the additive particle is 
in the scalar particle counterpart of even. The additive particle is and – the equiva-
lent of deictic then – akkor are also shown below. When akkor appears with is, the 
resulting combination akkor is has a concessive interpretation.

Table 1. Selected aspectual adverbs and component pieces in Hungarian

Hungarian Meaning

akkor “then (at that time)”*

megint
ismét
újra
…

repetitive “again”,
restituitive “again”

még (mindig) temporal/continuity “still”
még marginality “still”
mégis
akkor is

concessive/adversative “still”,
“(and) yet”

még additive/subconstituent
még comparative
még … is scalar(-additive)

particle “even”
is additive particle “also”

*Akkor also appears in the apodosis of conditional “if…then” construction, roughly equivalent to the role 
of English then in such constructions. Potential differences between mégis and akkor is fall outside of the 
scope of this paper.

Once again, the goal of this paper is to explore the relations between the ele-
ments shown above, by relying on a generalized, templatic definition. Various 
 substantiations of that definition – involving differences in the scale, ordering 
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 relation, focus, etc. – will yield the meanings of még as well as those of other aspec-
tual elements.

Before proceeding to the specific definitions, we offer some examples that 
illustrate the aspectual particles in Table 1.

 (1) Deictic akkor
  János akkor itta meg a sört.
  János.nom then drank perfective the beer.acc
  János drank the beer then / at that time.’

 (2) Repetitive (& restitutive) megint/ismét
  Feri megint / ismét ivott egy pálinkát.
  Feri.nom again / again drank one palinka.acc
  ‘Feri drank a palinka again.’

 (3) Temporal/continuity még
  János még (mindig) olvas.
  János.nom still always reads
   ‘János is still reading.’  (optional mindig ‘always’ ignored here)

 (4) Marginality még
  Az Octavia még biztonságos (az annál kisebb autók
  the Octavia.nom still safe the than-that smaller cars.nom
  veszélyesek lehetnek).
  dangerous.pl are.cond
  ‘Octavias are safe (cars smaller than that can be dangerous).’

 (5) Concessive/adversative mégis/akkor is
  Bár fogyókúrázott, Feri mégis / akkor is
  though dieted Feri.nom still / then too
  evett zsíros-kenyeret.
  ate lard.adj-bread.acc
  ‘Even though he was on a diet, Feri ate some bread with lard.’

 (6) Additive még
  János ivott egy sört. (És) ivott még egy kólát /
  János.nom drank one beer.acc and drank still one coke.acc /
  evett még egy perecet.
  ate still one pretzel.acc
   ‘János drank a beer. And he drank a coke / ate a pretzel (as well).’  

 (additive, no temporal ordering)

 (7) Comparative még
  Ez egy nagy labda. (Az nagyobb.) És az még nagyobb.
  this one big ball that bigger and that still bigger
  ‘This is a big ball. (That one is bigger.) And that one is still bigger.’
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 (8) Scalar additive még … is
  Mindenki Még Feri *(is)
  everyone.nom still Feri.nom *(too)
  zsíros-kenyeret kért.
  lard.adj-bread.acc asked
   ‘Everyone asked for some bread with lard. Even Feri asked for some bread 

with lard.’

 (9) Additive is
  Feri is evett zsíros-kenyeret
  Feri.nom too ate lard.adj-bread.acc
  ‘Feri ate some bread with lard too’

2.1  Temporal még

We start with a discussion of temporal/continuity még. This kind of aspectual par-
ticle has been discussed in detail in a number of works earlier, mostly focusing on 
English and German (Michaelis 1993; Ippolito 2007; Beck 2016; Klein 2007). Here 
we adopt a rather straightforward definition and we address some differences with 
earlier definitions in Section 5.

First we offer an initial characterization of the meaning of temporal még. This 
will be subsequently revised to allow a more general, templatic definition. (Here 
and throughout, material in square brackets specifies presuppositional content.)

In the first definition, még combines with an ordered scale of times T, a time 
interval t, an eventuality e, and a saturated predicate P (with all arguments except 
for those indicated already saturated before combining with the adverb). It asserts 
that there is an eventuality e of type P at time t. Essentially, temporal még presup-
poses the existence of a time and an event, such that the presupposed event e* is 
of type P and its event time is t*. In addition, t* (left-)abuts1 the time of the event 
argument e.2

 (10) ‘temporal’ még, first version:

( )P e t … &
∃t

t t &T t e P
∃e t t T

λ λ λ λ

∗ ∗
∗

∗
∗

∗

, ,

, ∈
.P�(e, t,…): ∝

1.  The notation ∝ follows Krifka (2000) and others. We note that ∝ (and its counterpart �) 
have the virtue of distinguishing between left- and right-abutment (respectively), which is 
crucial for the definition proposed.

2.  T is the temporal scale in its entirety. For present purposes we assume that there is a covert 
argument T that the adverb takes, and T determines the scale of which t, t* are degrees.
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As the first step in revising the definition above, we suggest that még (as well as 
still) is focus sensitive.3 It is the time argument that is focused, so elements of the 
set of focus alternatives contain times distinct from t (see Rooth 1985, 1992).4 As 
before, the arguments of temporal még are the ordered scale of times T, time t, 
event e, and saturated predicate P. The assertion is that e is an event of type P at 
t. Also as before, the presupposition is that there is an event e* of type Q and event 
time t* such that t* left abuts t. Since time is focused, any element of the set of 
focus alternatives Q(e*, t*) is identical to P(e, t) except for the identity of the time 
argument.5

 (11) ‘temporal’ még, revised:

( )
( ) ( ( ))

Q�e t … &
Q e t … FA P e t … &
t t &∃Q

∃e

t t T

λTλtλeλP

∗ ∗

∗ ∗
∗

∃t ∗

∗

∗

, ,
, , ∈ , ,

∝
, ∈

.P�(e, t,…)

In the following subsections we examine other uses of még. The revised definition 
above in (11) is representative of the basic form of the definitions that will be given 
for the other uses of még, which differ from one another in a parametric fashion; 
that is, differing in terms of the identity of the scalar elements, the ordering rela-
tion, and the focus (and thus the set of focus alternatives).

2.2  Comparative még

The comparative use of the German counterpart of még was independently men-
tioned in Klein (2007) and Umbach (2009). The variable arguments of P(e, t) dif-
fer according to the type of predicate. If P is an individual-level predicate, then 
one of the individual arguments will differ (12) between the assertion and the 

3.  A reviewer wonders why még would not be sensitive to the full range of focus in Hun-
garian, such as material in the special preverbal focus position. However, the preverbal po-
sition is associated with exhaustive interpretation, suggesting that it is not available to be 
associated with other focus-sensitive operators. The type of focused material relevant to még 
and other particles appears to be focus that involves the position of nuclear stress rather than 
stress and a designated syntactic position.

4.  We assume that it is t, t* that are focused and ordered (cp. Ippolito 2007). As a conse-
quence there will be distinct eventualities that have the corresponding event times.

5.  Temporal még does in fact receive an obligatory imperfective reading (cp., for instance, 
the discussion in Ippolito 2007 of English temporal still). We do not explore this fact in the 
current paper due to lack of space, but it could relate to morphosyntactic restrictions on the 
attachment site of temporal még.
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presupposition.6 If P is a stage-level predicate, then the time argument can also 
differ (13, 14).7

 (12) Ez egy nagy labda. (Az nagyobb.) És az még nagyobb.
  this one big ball that bigger and that still bigger
  ‘This is a big ball. (That one is bigger.) And that one is still bigger.’

 (13) A víz meleg. Most még melegebb.
  the water.nom warm now still warmer
  ‘The water is warm. Now it’s even warmer.’

 (14) Ez a csésze kávé meleg. Az a csésze tea
  this the cup coffee.nom warm that the cup tea.nom
  még melegebb.
  still warmer
  ‘This cup of coffee is warm. That cup of tea is warmer.’

For the definition of comparative még, we propose the following entry:8

 (15) ∃d Q (e∗, d∗, t∗,…) &
Q (e∗, d∗, t∗,…) ∈�F A(P�(e, d, t,…))& 
d∗≺�d &
d, d∗  ∈�D

∗

∃e∗

∃t ∗

∃Q

λDλdλeλtλP .P�(e, d, t,…)

In all cases of comparative még, the predicates P/Q are comparative adjectives. d 
is a degree along the adjectival scale. As noted before, the elements of the set of 
focus alternatives can differ in either the individual argument (e ≠ e*) or the time (t 
≠ t*), and naturally in the degree (d ≠ d*). In all other respects, the  presupposition 

6.  We assume focus alternatives are generated as per Rooth (1985, 1992).

7.  A reviewer notes that s/he finds még in (12–14) acceptable (only) if még has focus stress. 
We find that comparative még does not differ from temporal még, for example, so the differ-
ence may represent speaker-variation. At this time we have no account of this effect or of the 
contrast.

8.  A reviewer asks about interaction of this type of még with a wider variety of adjectives, 
including distinctions between graded/non-gradable. While Hungarian examples like még 
üresebb are marginally possible, as are their English counterparts like still emptier, the accept-
ability of these has more to do with the fact that these do not actually require the absolute 
endpoint to have been reached (e.g. a bottle with a few drops of water in the bottom is in most 
situations reasonably described as empty), and so gradable-like comparisons with such adjec-
tives are often still possible. However, this seems like an issue rather separate from what this 
paper addresses.
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and the assertion are identical, as in the case of the other aspectual adverbials 
discussed.

Note that in the examples given above, the adjectival predicate is not com-
parative, thus there is another difference between P and Q. First of all, it is not 
necessary that this adjective appear in the base form, but it can also be compara-
tive, identical to P:

 (16) Ez a csésze kávé már melegebb. Az a csésze kávé
  this the cup coffee.nom already warmer. that the coffee cup.nom
  még melegebb
  still warmer
  ‘This cup of coffee is already warmer. That cup of coffee is still warmer.’

For present purposes, we assume that both the comparative and base form have a 
second degree argument. In the case of the base form, that is the contextual stan-
dard, and in the case of the comparative, it is the degree supplied by the entity that 
serves as comparison (see Heim 2001).

2.3  Marginality még

For the marginality meaning, let us start with Example (17), which is based on 
Michaelis (1993). Marginality még expresses that the predicate P holds for the 
individual e. Given a scale of individuals ranked according to property P, e is close 
to the standard (such that individuals below/above the standard, depending on the 
specific predicate, are not P-individuals).9

 (17) Az Octavia még biztonságos (az annál kisebb autók
  the Octavia.nom still safe the than-that smaller cars.nom
  veszélyesek lehetnek).
  dangerous.pl are.cond
  ‘Octavias are safe (cars smaller than that can be dangerous).’

We suggest that in reality (17) involves two kinds of issues: some kind of compari-
son and a standard. The difference between the two kinds of marginality readings 
are illustrated below. Giving English examples will be justified momentarily.

 (18) a. Sopron is still in Hungary. (simple marginality)
  b. This dress is expensive. That dress is still expensive. 

 (comparative marginality)

9.  A reviewer notes that s/he finds that (17), (19a) and (20) are acceptable if (presumably 
only if) még is stressed. See further fn. 7 above on apparent variation between speakers re-
garding stress on még.
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Example (18a) shows simple or true marginality. Given a ranking of settlements of 
Hungary according to their distance from the border (where a settlement on or on 
the other side of the border is not in Hungary), it asserts that Sopron, a city located 
close to the western border of the country, is low on the scale. We label this as the 
‘simple’ or S-marginality. In (18b) the degree to which a dress is expensive is com-
pared to the degree of another dress. Note that unlike with comparative még/still, 
the degree to which the second dress is expensive is smaller than the degree in 
the presupposition – that is, the second dress is cheaper, but still expensive. This 
interpretation will be referred to as ‘comparative’ or C-marginality.

Unlike comparative még discussed above in Section 2.2, C-marginality does 
not involve a comparative predicate. In addition, the individual in the assertion is 
associated with a degree that is closer to the standard that the degree in the presup-
position. With comparative még, the relation was the opposite: the degree in the 
presupposition was closer to the standard than the degree in the assertion. Thus 
the two readings are distinct.

Distinguishing these two subtypes of marginality still is also required by the 
fact that Hungarian only has the S-marginality reading for simplex még. In the 
C-marginality example, equivalent to (18b), only a temporal interpretation is 
available.

 (19) a. Sopron még Magyarország-on van.
   Sopron-nom still Hungary-on is
    ‘Sopron is still in Hungary.’  (S-marginality)
  b. Ez a ruha drága. Az a ruha is / #még drága.
   this the dress expensive that the dress too / still expensive
   ‘This dress is expensive. That dress is expensive too / still expensive.’
 (C-marginality, only ok if temporal még)

We note that it appears that még mindig (which also has a temporal interpreta-
tion equivalent to még) permits the C-marginality reading, lacking the obligatory 
temporal interpretation of (19b). At this point we only note this fact and leave a 
discussion of the possible contribution of mindig ‘always’ for the future.

 (20) Ez a ruha drága. Az a ruha még mindig drága.
  this the dress expensive that the dress still always expensive
  ‘This dress is expensive. That dress is still expensive.’

Crucially with C-marginality, as in (18b) (and (20)), no marginal degree is neces-
sary. The second dress does not need to be marginally expensive. This also holds 
for the following example (Michaelis 1993: 223, also Ippolito 2007):

 (21) Compact cars are still fairly safe. Subcompacts start to get dangerous.
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We offer the following definition for C-marginality:

 (22) 
∃d Q (e∗, d∗, …) &

Q (e∗, d∗, …) ∈�F A(P�(e, d, …))& 
d∗ ≻�d &
d, d∗  ∈�D

∗

∃e∗

∃Q
λDλdλeλP .P�(e, d,…)

Once again, P/Q is a gradeable adjective or some predicate with a scalar argument 
(for example, with the spatial ordering described for (18a) and (19a)). The C-mar-
ginal still combines with an ordered scale of degrees D, a degree d, an event e and a 
saturated predicate P. This flavour of still presupposes that there is an eventuality 
e*, degree d* and predicate Q. The predicates P and Q are identical, but d* is greater 
than d. With C-marginal still, one of the additional arguments of P is focused. In 
(18b) it is the individual that dress which is focused. In the presupposition, the 
corresponding argument of Q will differ, yielding a set of focus alternatives that 
includes This dress is d-expensive.

Simple marginality is the interpretation that is available for még as well as still. 
In this case the comparison is with the standard rather than another individual. 
S-marginals also induce an implicature that the degree in the assertion is close to 
the standard, hence the marginal interpretation. We propose the following defini-
tion for this interpretation of még:

 (23) 
∃d Q (e∗, d∗, …) &

Q (e∗, d∗, …) ∈�F A(P�(e, d, …))& 
d∗ ≻�d &
d, d∗  ∈�D

∗

∃e∗

∃Q
λDλdλeλP .P�(e, d,…)

Here Q invokes a standard, inducing a contextually-restricted domain widening of 
focus alternative to a standards (see also the discussion of comparative még, and 
either comparative or base adjectives in the presupposition above). The standard 
is defined as the area of maximal overlap for all alternatives along the scale. For 
example, this coffee is still warm might involve comparing hot beverages in Europe 
and finding the maximal overlap.10

10.  A reviewer points out that there remain complexities in defining the standard along these 
lines. The precise definition of a standard is not crucial for the definition of S-marginality we 
propose here, as it really just requires some way of establishing a standard‚ but nothing crucial 
in the analysis hinges on the details of that definition.
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2.4  Additive még

In the meanings of még discussed above, there was a scalar component. Additive 
még could be described as lacking such a scalar element. First, we suggest that if 
the predicates are identical, then the resulting meaning is not purely additive, but 
there is a temporal component as well, which establishes a temporal ordering (see 
(24)). If the predicates are distinct, as in (25), then the resulting meaning is purely 
additive and there is no temporal ordering imposed on the asserted and presup-
posed events.11

 (24) János ivott egy sört. (És) ivott még egyet.
  János.nom drank one beer.acc and drank still one.acc
   ‘János drank a beer. And he drank another one.’ 

 (temporal ordering, ‘additive’ (Beck 2016, Klein 2007, Umbach 2009))

 (25) János ivott egy sört. (És) ivott még egy kólát /
  János.nom drank one beer.acc and drank still one coke.acc /
  evett még egy perecet.
  ate still one pretzel.acc
   ‘János drank a beer. And he drank a coke / ate a pretzel (as well).’ 

 (additive, no temporal ordering)

For the ‘temporal additive még’ we propose the definition below. Similarly to  
temporal még (see (11)), the time of the asserted event e follows the time of the 
presupposed event e*. Elements of the set of focus alternatives differ from the 
asserted proposition in the time variable. The only difference between temporal 

11. Beck (2016), Umbach (2009), Klein (2007) note that German noch is ambiguous depend-
ing on the focus in the sentence. Depending on focus placement, noch can either have an ad-
ditive or a further-to interpretation. Here we suggest that at least for Hungarian, the nature 
of the predicates is also relevant in determining whether a truly additive reading is possible.

A reviewer asks about similar issues of focused vs. unfocused még in Hungarian, but in 
the Hungarian variety of the first author it is unclear whether there is clear parallel to the 
German facts.

Another reviewer asks about the evidence against temporal ordering in (25). Note that 
both the alternatives below are possible:

 (i) János ivott egy sört … és evett előtte még egy
  J-nom drank one beer-acc … and ate before.poss still one
  perecet. / és evett utána még egy perecet
  pretzel-acc / and ate after.poss still one pretzel-acc
  ‘John drank a beer …and ate a pretzel before that / and ate a pretzel after that’
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még and the ‘temporal’ additive még is that the required relation is precedence by 
the presupposed event rather than abutment.

 (26) 
∃t Q (e∗, t∗, …) &

Q (e∗, t∗, …) ∈�F A(P�(e, t, …))& 
t∗≺�t &
t, t∗  ∈�T

∗

∃e∗

∃Q
λTλtλeλP .P�(e, t,…)

The non-temporal additive appears to be synonymous with the additive particle is 
‘too’. If this was so, it would be puzzling, because so far we have identified a scalar 
argument in all senses of még. Here we follow Beck (2016) and Umbach (2009), who 
suggest that with non-temporal additives, the relevant scale is order of mention.

Thus, for non-temporal additives, we posit the following:

 (27) 
∃x Q (e∗, x∗, …) &

Q (e∗, x∗, …) ∈�F A(P�(e, x, …))& 
x∗<�x &
x, x∗  ∈�X

∗

∃e∗

∃Q
λXλxλeλP .P�(e, x,…)

Where x, x* are individuals, and X is an ordering of individuals. Here < is an order 
of mention relation which holds between x*, x iff x* was introduced into the dis-
course earlier than x.

3.  Templatic meaning

The previous section presented a number of meanings for még and specific defini-
tions for those meanings. In this section we describe a general, templatic meaning 
which captures all of the meanings above.

 (28) 
∃x Q (e∗, x∗, …) &

Q (e∗, x∗, …) ∈�F A(P�(e, x, …))& 
x∗R�
x, x∗  ∈�S

∗

∃e∗

∃Q
λSλxλeλP .P�(e, x,…)

x &

As before, P, Q are saturated predicates, except for the arguments indicated. The 
arguments e and e* are event variables. Specific to the template, x and x* are scalar 
entities (times, degrees, etc); R is a relation (for example, ≺, ≻, <, or ∝) and S is 
a scale. As seen above, FA is a set of focus alternatives to P(e, x) which differ in 
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terms of variation of elements under focus, which may include times, degrees, or 
subconstituents (assuming ‘transparency’ of the event variable).

Given variability in the specific type of scale, scalar relations/entities and focus 
alternatives, the meanings shown above can be derived by selecting the focused 
element and the ordering relation, as discussed above.

One of the salient meanings that we have not addressed so far is concessive 
still. The Hungarian equivalent, mégis, contains the additive particle is ‘too’ in 
addition to még. The meaning and the contribution of the additive particle are 
discussed in the next section.12

4.  Concessive mégis and additives

The concessive meaning is absent for még. Notably, the Hungarian concessive ele-
ment contains még and the additive particle is:13

 (29) Bár fogyókúrázott, Feri *még / mégis
  though diet.past.3sg Feri.nom still / still
  evett zsíros-kenyeret.
  ate lard.adj-bread.acc
  ‘Even though he was on a diet, Feri still ate some bread with lard.’

The definition we propose for concessive mégis is given below. Note that it differs 
significantly from the templatic version proposed above. This is not surprising, 
since mégis contains the additive particle in addition to még and so we would pre-
dict the meaning to also contain additional elements.

 (30) 

∃e∗

λSλwλeλP

R(e¢ , w, …) &
Q (e∗ , …) ∈ FA (P(e ,…)) &
Â({Λ(w¢) | R(e∗ , w¢) ∧P(e, w¢) ∧w¢∈ W cg})  <
   Â({Λ(w¢¢) | R(e∗ , w¢¢) ∧Q(e, w¢¢) ∧w¢¢∈ Wcg})
Â({Λ(w¢) | R(e∗ , w¢) ∧ P(e, w¢) ∧w¢∈ Wcg}),
   Â({Λ(w¢¢) | R(e∗ , w¢¢) ∧Q (e, w¢¢) ∧w¢¢∈ W cg}) ∈ S

.P(e, w, …)∃e¢

∃R
∃Wcg Õ W 

∃Q
:

12.  A reviewer points out that in Hungarian is on its own can also have a scalar meaning 
(‘even’). However, a similar observation holds for English, as in Don’t feel bad, this problem would 
be difficult for Einstein too, even though English too is uncontroversially a plain additive. We 
note that for both English and Hungarian, this scalar reading of is/too requires a special rise-fall 
intonation. Given the role of prosody, we assert that it is possible to maintain that these elements 
are not inherently scalar, and marked prosody (or whatever contributes marked prosody) yields 
the scalar meaning (which may actually derive from a conversation implicature).

13.  The concessive meaning is also available for akkor is ‘then too’, a fact that we do not 
address here.
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In (30), Wcg is the set of worlds consistent with the common ground. Assuming 
such examples involve verum focus, the set of Focus Alternatives contains P(e) 
and ¬P(e). Λ(w′) is the likelihood of w′. Building on that, Σ({Λ(w′)|…}) is the 
sum of the likelihood of every world in a particular set. Thus both the number of 
worlds in the set and the individual likelihood of each particular world affects the 
result. Finally, S is an ordering of real numbers. In sum, the overall likeliness of the 
worlds in which both the presupposed ‘frame-setting’ eventuality (Even though he 
was on a diet in (29)) and the eventuality in question both occur is lower than the 
overall likeliness of the worlds in which the ‘frame-setting’ eventuality occurs but 
the eventuality in question does not (given the speaker’s background knowledge / 
assumptions).

In general, the presence of the additive is seems to correlate with the addi-
tional presupposition of a ‘framing’ eventuality. The scalar elements, which involve 
summation of likelihood over sets of worlds, is also more complex than in the 
examples seen before.

Hungarian is not unique in invoking the additive particle for concessives. 
Hindi and Nepali also combine an additive element with a temporal adverb for the 
concessive meaning, as discussed in more detail in Section 6.2.

The table below summarizes the relations between the relevant temporal 
adverbials. Note that Hindi and Nepali combine the additive element with an 
adverb which can mean “again” or “then (= after that)”. As shown in Section 6.1 
below, the még element in Hungarian is etymologically connected to meg, which 
in Old Hungarian was used with a counter-directional sense (Benkő 1970), a sense 
which is closely connected with repetitives (cp. English again, originally used in 
the sense “against; back”). If morphology reflects semantic structure, this is not 
surprising, given the differences between the templatic definition of (28) and the 
concessive adverb.

Table 2. Crosslinguistic comparison of aspectual adverbs

Hungarian Hindi Nepali Meaning

megint
ismét

phir
phir se

pheri repetitive,
restituitive “again”

még (mindig) abhī bhī
ab tak

aile samma
ajha(i) (pani)
aile pani

temporal/continuity
“still”

még abhī (?) ? marginality “still”
mégis
akkor is

phir bhī pheri pani
tai pani

concessive/adversative
“still”

is bhī pani additive particle “also”, 
conjunction (Hungarian)
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Let us briefly address the scalar additive element, which also contains both még 
and is. Unlike concessive mégis, it is a complex disjoint element:

 (31) Mindenki zsíros-kenyeret kért. Még Feri *(is)
  everyone.nom lard.adj-bread.acc asked still Feri.nom    too
  zsíros-kenyeret kért.
  lard.adj-bread.acc asked
   ‘Everyone asked for some bread with lard. Even Feri asked for some bread 

with lard.’

We propose that here még contributes the scalar component, while the additive is 
functions as a plain additive.14

The previous sections outlined a general templatic approach to még and noted 
that the presence of the additive element in the concessive mégis may not be an 
accident. The next two sections focus on previous accounts, noting some basic dif-
ferences between the current and earlier proposals. Section (6) presents some his-
torical facts and comments on their relevance for the pattern of aspectual particles.

5.  Other accounts

A number of papers discuss various senses of still or the German equivalent 
noch; these include Michaelis (1993), Ippolito (2007) and Beck (2016). These 
papers focus on the semantic properties and – in some cases – aspectual 
constraints of aspectual particles. The role of morphology or the positing of 
a unique, general definition is generally not a concern, unlike in the present 
approach. Beck (2016: 3) explicitly assumes a general definition of the various 
senses of noch. However, we note that there are some issues with the general 
approach. First of all, she assumes abutment for all senses (see below); and the 
implicature of noch, also discussed below, is also problematic. In addition, she 
is not concerned with complex forms of the sort that contain the equivalent of 
still and some other element, such as the additive we noted for the concessive 
and the scalar additive.

Without presenting and discussing the earlier proposals in great detail, we 
point out some differences between the current proposal and other treatments.

14.  As noted above in fn. 12, a reviewer points out that még is not required for a concessive 
interpretation. Furthermore, s/he cites L. Varga (p.c.) who notes that the concessive reading 
is possible even in absence of both még and is. We note that such examples require a marked, 
rise-fall intonation (absent if both elements are overt) and assume that some covert element 
(perhaps a covert még) contributes the marked prosody.
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The first general issue is abutment. Recall that in the temporal reading the 
presupposed event left-abuts the asserted event. For the earlier approaches, abut-
ment is assumed to survive in other interpretations – notably, in the marginality 
sense, where the degree in the assertion is assumed to abut the standard (e.g. the 
standard of safety). We have argued that abutment is not necessary; it is certainly 
absent in the comparative and comparative marginality senses. We suggested that 
even in the case of simple marginality, it may be an implicature.

The other salient issue concerns the relevance of temporal still for the future. 
For example, Beck (2016) explicitly proposes that temporal still implicates that 
the event will not hold at a time that follows the time of the asserted event. For 
example, for Beck, It’s still raining implicates that it won’t be raining in the future. 
This implicature is also held responsible for the oddity of temporal still in John 
is still dead. We suggest that in fact there is no future implicature. Consider the 
sentence This dress is still expensive, which may be uttered by someone who keeps 
checking the price of a particular dress, hoping to purchase it if it is on sale. In this 
case, there is no necessary entailment, implicature or presupposition that the dress 
will be cheaper at a later time. Rather, we propose that there must be salient worlds 
in which at the time of the assertion the eventuality is not true – that the speaker 
considered the dress no longer being expensive a salient possible alternative to the 
current actual state of affairs.

So, likewise, the proposition It is still raining is licit or felicitous only if there 
are salient worlds where It is not raining is true (e.g. where the speaker had some 
reason to believe that it might not be raining). The oddity of examples like John 
is still dead, also discussed by Beck (2016), then arises because if the proposition 
John was dead (at t*) is part of the conversational background, then there will 
not be likely to be salient worlds where John is not dead now/ t (t following t*) is 
true (i.e. if a speaker believes that John was dead at some earlier time t* they are 
unlikely to entertain beliefs about John not being dead at a later time t under ordi-
nary circumstances).

Ippolito (2007) focuses on English still and already. She discusses aspectual/
temporal properties and temporal, marginality and concessive uses. She also 
relates these uses to additive, scalar and exclusive particles. In addition, she also 
mentions the repetitive again. One of her key observations (from our perspective) 
is the claim that temporal still and again focus the time variable, similarly to what 
we have proposed above. We note that some definitions she offers seem to be erro-
neous. For example, Ippolito argues that the concessive involves the presupposi-
tion that the set of worlds in which the framing proposition (John studied all night) 
and the proposition at issue ((still) he failed the exam) are both true are less likely 
than the worlds in which the framing proposition is not true, but the proposition 
at issue is true. This seems incorrect. The comparison which seems to the relevant 
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one is where the framing proposition is true but the proposition at issue is not. I.e., 
where John studied all night and failed is held as less likely than John studying all 
night and not failing.

Furthermore, in the discussion of concessive still, Ippolito argues that the 
worlds considered must be maximally similar to the evaluation world. We suggest 
that this not a necessary assumption. The sum of likelihood and the requirement 
that the (sets of) worlds under consideration include only those worlds where 
the frame setting proposition is true restricts the set of worlds in the appropriate 
manner.15

6.  Extensions and summary

6.1  Repetitives

Historical considerations shed light on some relations among aspectual particles. 
In connection with Hindi and Nepali, we noted earlier that repetitives are related 
to concessive adverbs. In fact, repetitives and temporal still are very similar in 
meaning. While temporal still requires the asserted and presupposed events to 
abut, repetitives only require precedence. Thus repetitives also fit with the tem-
platic definition proposed for still.

In addition to the similarity in meaning, morphology also reveals a connec-
tion between repetitives and még in Hungarian. Some repetitives, megint and ismét 
are superficially similar to még:

15. Zimmermann (2017) does not discuss aspectual still, but he does examine particles 
in Vietnamese which bear on some aspects of the present study. His observation concern-
ing scalar additives is identical to what we have suggested above: that the scalar and addi-
tive components are introduced by different elements. He discussed structures of the sort 
illustrated below, where thậm chí… cững is reminiscent of the scalar additive még… is of 
Hungarian.

 (ii) Tân thì thậm chí 1.7m cũng nhay qua
  Tan.top,1 prt scal 1.7m add jump
   ‘Tan can even jump 1.7m.’  [Zimmermann 2017: 141]

Zimmermann argues at length that thậm chí is a scalar(-additive) particle and cũng is an 
additive. However, there are some differences between Vietnamese and the Hungarian facts 
considered here. First, thì is a topic marker (Zimmermann 2017: 141); this holds for neither 
element in Hungarian. Second, Zimmermann (2017: 140) notes that cũng sometimes also ap-
pears to bear a scalar reading even without the scalar thậm chí. As noted in footnote 13, such a 
scalar reading is also available in Hungarian in the presence of marked prosody.
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 (32) Feri megint / ismét ivott egy pálinkát.
  Feri.nom again / again drank one palinka.acc
  ‘Feri drank a palinka again.’

In fact, both megint and ismét are derived from meg, which is the perfective par-
ticle in present-day Hungarian. In addition, még also ultimately derives from meg 
‘again’, ‘and, in addition’ (Benkő 1970).

The original interpretation of meg was ‘back’ (crosslinguistically repetitives 
often derive from a word meaning ‘back’; this is also true for such elements in 
other languages including, among others, English again).16

As noted above, the relation between the asserted and presupposed events 
is one of precedence with repetitives. As with temporal még, the elements of 
the set of Focus Alternatives differ from the asserted event in terms of temporal 
specification:17

 (33) 
∃x Q (e∗, t∗, …) &

Q (e∗, t∗, …) ∈�F A(P�(e, t, …))& 
t∗≺�t &
t, t∗  ∈�T

∗

∃e∗

∃Q
λTλtλeλP .P�(e, t,…)

6.2  Crosslinguistic patterns

The allosemy of certain aspectual adverbs is a property found in aspectual adverbs 
in other languages as well. English still and German noch are well known. As well, 
in Indo-Aryan languages like Hindi and Nepali we find adverbial elements which 
recur with distinct but related functions in a variety of contexts, see the ambiguous 
examples below, where Hindi phir, Nepali pheri can mean either “again” or “then” 
(in the sense of “after that”):

 (34) Rām phir so gayā.
  Ram then/again sleep went
   “Ram slept then/again.”  [Hindi]

16.  A reviewer suggests that ismét itself can be traced back to an intermediate form which 
appears in Old Hungarian codices as és még lit. “and/too still”, connecting to még “still”. 
However, Benkő (1970) allows ismét could have derived either from még or else from meg an 
element which at an earlier point could mean “back”.

17.  A reviewer points out that (33) does not taken into account restitutive readings. However, 
the point of defining the predicates of eventualities in the fashion that we have is to allow 
them to attach at various levels of structure, which will have the result that repetitive and res-
titutive readings will naturally follow from their attachment positions (cf. von Stechow 1996).
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 (35) Birendra pheri sutyo.
  Birendra then/again slept
   “Birendra slept then/again.” [Nepali]

Similarly, just as Hungarian még occurs in a collocation with an additive particle 
(Hungarian is) with semantics akin to that of English concessive/adversative still, 
both Hindi phir and Nepali pheri also occur in collocations with an additive par-
ticle (Hindi bhī, Nepali pani) with the same adversative sense:

 (36) Shyām guṇḍā hai; phir bhī merā dost hai.
  Shyam villain is, then/again too my friend is
  “Shyam’s a villain; stillconc he’s my friend.” [Hindi]

 (37) Pheri pani timro tasbir ā̃kha-mā āe-rahancha.
  then/again too your image eye-in come-continues
  “Still your image keeps coming into my eyes.” [Nepali]

For more detailed discussion of aspectual adverbs in Indo-Aryan, see Slade & 
Csirmaz (under review).

Table 3 provides relevant correspondences between Hungarian, Hindi, Nepali, 
and German.

Interestingly, though Hungarian még does not bear the same sort of temporal 
ordering as Hindi phir or Nepali pheri which can mean “after that”, it can bear a 
sense which is nearly identical but where the ordering relation is reversed:

 (38) Még épített egy házat (mielőtt meg halt)
  still built one house.acc before perf died
  ‘He built a house (before he died)’

The denotation for this sense of még is provided below in (39):18

 (39) még “(inverse) then; before that”:

  ∃t Q (e∗, t∗, …) &
Q (e∗, t∗, …) ∈�F A(P�(e, t, …))& 
t∗ ≻  t &
t, t∗  ∈�T

∗

∃e∗

∃Q
λTλtλeλP .P�(e, t,…)

Here, as in other cases where the syntactic predicate is part of the focus, the predi-
cate of eventualities can be different in the presupposition and the assertion (as per 

18.  Note that the “then; after that” denotation for Hindi phir, Nepali pheri would be identical 
but for the reversal of the ordering, i.e. t* ≺ t.
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the normal calculation of focus alternatives), so for example in (38), halt “died” is 
one of the focus alternatives to épített egy házat “built a house”.19

19. In Hungarian, még also occurs in idiomatic expressions used to express speaker evalu-
ation of an action or wish (on the part of someone other than the speaker, i.e. it cannot be 
self-evaluative) as very inappropriate or undesirable.

 (iii) a. Még mit nem!
   still what.acc not
   ‘God forbid!’

  b. Még csak az kéne!
   still only that.acc is.cond
   ‘God forbid!/ That’s just what we need!’

At this point, we cannot offer a more specific description of the role of még in these examples. 
We note, however, that it appears that még in these examples seems to require a scale of desir-
ability, and it indicates that the salient event is ranked very low on this scale – in general a 
semantic contribution in line with that we have seen associated with még in other contexts as 
described above.

Table 3. Comparison of Hungarian, Hindi, Nepali, & German

Hungarian Hindi Nepali German Meaning

akkor tab tab(a)
taile

da “then (at that time)”

az (u)tán phir pheri
tab(a) pachi

dann “then (after that)”

még – – – “before that”
megint
ismét
újra
…

phir
phir se
(dobr)

pheri wieder repetitive, restituitive

még (mindig) abhī bhī
ab tak

aile samma
ajha(i) (pani)
aile pani

noch temporal/continuity “still”

mégis
akkor is

phir bhī pheri pani
tai pani
tarai pani
ra pani

dennoch concessive/adversative
“still”

még … is bhī pani sogar scalar(-additive)
is bhī pani auch additive particle “also”
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6.3  Summary

In sum, we explored the meaning of a variety of aspectual elements which appear 
as or contain még in Hungarian. In several cases, we proposed changes to ear-
lier definitions offered for its English or German equivalents, still or noch. Most 
importantly, we argued that it is possible to give a templatic definition – which 
differs from the one adopted by Beck (2016) – and by allowing for the variation 
of some arguments, the nature of the scale, the ordering relation and the focused 
element, we obtain the meanings discussed from the templatic base. In addition, 
the generalization extends to repetitives, which share a source with még and are, in 
some cases, superficially similar to it.

Table 4 below summarizes the meanings discussed and accounts proposed, in 
terms of how each of the different senses assigns specifications to the properties of 
the templatic base.20

Table 4. Summary of aspectual elements

Item Scale Relation Focus
Identity of scale/
focus

“temporal” still time ∝ time yes

“temporal additive” 
still

time ≺ time yes

“marginality” still degrees ≻ individuals no

“concessive” still likelihood < verum no
again time ≺ time yes

then* time ≺ non-time element no

*English ordering “then” behaves as a relational inverse of the Hungarian use of még described in (39). 
That it requires part of the clause to be focused (rather than the time variable) is clear from the infelicity of 
examples like (iv) in contrast to (v):

 (iv) John built a house. # Then Mary planted a flower garden.
 (v) John built a house. Then he planted a flower garden.

Naturally, a number of questions remain. These include morphological and seman-
tic connections in other languages, including the Hindi and Nepali facts discussed 
briefly above. Crosslinguistic variation and the role of the additive particle are also 
issues that remain to be discussed in the future.

20.  Where ∝ = left-abuts; ≺ = precedes; ≻ = follows; < = is less than.
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Intervocalic voicing of Hungarian /h/
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In this study, we investigated whether the amount of voicing, and the sound 
quality (expressed in HNR) of /h/ in syllable onset are affected by intervocalic 
context (vs. post-pausal context), by backness and openness of the flanking vowels, 
and by a phonological conditioner, pitch-accent. We showed that both measures 
were similarly high in all intervocalic positions (irrespective of the presence of 
word-boundary and pitch-accent), while after a pause they were substantially 
lower, meaning that /h/ was voiced, and more modally voiced intervocalically, than 
after a pause. Further, interaction of this effect with that of vowel features led us 
to conclude that open, close, back, and front vowel groups should be considered 
internally heterogeneous with respect to their effect on /h/ voicing.

Keywords: phonetic analysis, fricative voicing, glottal fricative, laryngeal fricative, 
fraction of voiced frames, HNR, voice leak, intervocalic voicing, breathy voice

1.  Introduction

In the Hungarian consonant inventory, all but one of the obstruents occur in voiced 
and voiceless pairs. The only exceptional obstruent is the laryngeal fricative /h/, 
which has no voiced counterpart in the system, but may be phonetically realized as 
a non-contrastive voiced [ɦ] segment (Siptár 2001; Siptár & Törkenczy 2007).1 In 
our research, we aim to examine this allophonic alternation of the laryngeal frica-
tive from a phonetic point of view, in an attempt to shed more light on the pho-
netic and phonological factors that may facilitate or restrain the occurrence of [ɦ] 

1.  Note that while the phoneme corresponding to the segment(s) at hand is referred to as 
a voiceless velar fricative /x/ in current phonological descriptions (see Siptár & Törkenczy 
2007), it is described as a laryngeal fricative /h/ in the phonetic literature (see Bolla 1995; 
Gósy 2004; Kassai 2005). Merely for the sake of simplicity and since the authors of the present 
paper come from the field of phonetics, the latter practice is adhered to in the present paper.
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in Hungarian, and thus to test previous claims made both in the field of phonology 
and phonetics on this issue. As a first step in this process, the present study investi-
gates the effect of intervocalic context (vs. post-pausal word-initial position), two 
vowel quality features, viz. vowel backness and openness, and a phonological con-
ditioner, pitch-accent, on the ratio of voicing that occurs in /h/ in syllable-onset 
in laboratory speech. As a second aim, we also investigate the general sound (but 
not necessarily voice) quality of /h/ tokens with respect to their periodicity, and as 
a function of the openness and backness of the context vowels. For this purpose, 
we analyze an additional acoustic parameter, harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR), 
which is traditionally assumed to reliably and informatively quantify the amount 
of voicing and turbulent noise in fricatives, and can account for subtle differences 
of modally voiced, breathy voiced, and voiceless realizations on a continuous scale.

1.1  Background

To Hungarian phonology, the asymmetric behavior of /h/ in voicing assimila-
tion seems to be of the greatest concern, as /h/ triggers regressive devoicing, but 
does not undergo voicing before voiced obstruents (see e.g., Siptár 2001; Siptár & 
Törkenczy 2007). Its allophonic voiceless–voiced alternation, on the other hand, 
is assumed to be clear-cut: /h/ is taken to occur (almost) invariably as [ɦ] in inter-
vocalic positions (Siptár 2001; Siptár & Törkenczy 2007) (hereafter, in VhV) as 
well as in sonorant-h-vowel positions (hereafter, sonhV) (Siptár 1994/2016) due to 
what is often considered a purely phonetic process (Szigetvári 1998). Despite the 
prevalent view that emphasizes the phonetic nature of the intervocalic voicing of 
/h/, in some sources we also find suggestions that the occurrence of [ɦ] is to some 
extent also conditioned phonologically. According to Siptár (1994/2016), in for-
mal or slower speech styles /h/ may be realized as [ɦ] only in intervocalic contexts 
where /h/ is followed by an unaccented vowel, as in tehén [tɛɦeːn] ‘cow’. In these 
cases, additionally to voicing, /h/ may also be phonetically unrealized, resulting in 
such surface forms as [tɛeːn]. If, however, /h/ is followed by an accented vowel, 
as in a hír [ɒˈhiːr] ‘the news’, /h/ may not be voiced and cannot be deleted either 
(i.e., no *[ɒˈiːr] may occur), or at least not in the speech style mentioned above. 
By contrast, as Siptár (1994/2016: 265) claims, in fast/casual speech, /h/ may be 
realized as voiced also in the a hír [ɒˈɦiːr] context, as in this speech style the rule 
governing the voicing of /h/ does not block voicing in the onset /h/ of an accented 
syllable.

To summarize the above phonological description of the behavior of Hungar-
ian /h/ in syllable onset, we highlight three major claims: the realization of /h/ as 
a voiced [ɦ] segment is facilitated by (i) intervocalic context, (ii) sonorant-vowel 
context, and (iii) the absence of prominence on the syllable starting with /h/. Such 
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claims could easily be supported or falsified by objective empirical data, and thus 
one might expect that we find such data in the literature. However, as our review 
of empirical phonetic research will show, this is not the case. The effect of the first 
two factors, i.e., intervocalic and sonorant-vowel contexts, has not yet been tested 
under strictly controlled experimental conditions, while the effect of the third one, 
namely the effect of prominence, has not yet been addressed in any kind of struc-
tured empirical studies at all.

Before we review the moderate amount of empirical evidence on the voicing 
of /h/ in Hungarian, we make a brief note here on how the very same phenomenon 
is treated in other languages. Voicing of /h/-like segments in intervocalic position, 
or in a voiced environment in general is claimed to be present in many languages: 
British English (Ladefoged & Johnson 2011: 157), Amharic (IPA Handbook 
1999: 48), Czech (IPA Handbook 1999: 70), Hebrew (IPA Handbook 1999: 98), 
and Korean (IPA Handbook 1999: 112), to name a few. However, to the authors’ 
knowledge, to date there are only two studies by Mitterer (2018) and by Teras 
(2018) which provided some quantitative data on the amount of voicing found 
in intervocalic /h/ or on the ratio of voiced variants among intervocalic tokens. 
However, these studies provide no data on /h/ tokens in other than intervocalic 
(e.g., post-pausal) positions, or on the acoustic characteristics of breathy voice in 
/h/ tokens, which could have served as reference for our present analysis.

While investigating acoustic correlates of the singleton–geminate opposition 
in Maltese, Mitterer (2018) incidentally found that intervocalically, more than 
80% of the analyzed Maltese singleton /h/ tokens were “fully voiced” (i.e., voiced 
throughout the whole segment), while the remaining 20% showed “a relatively 
uniform distribution of voicing leaks from 10% to 80%” (2018: 35). From the data 
presented on figures we can also infer that while the average duration of single-
ton /h/ tokens was 150 ms, the average duration of voice leak was approximately 
70 ms, resulting in a ratio of 47% of voicing in intervocalic /h/ on average. Teras 
(2018) studied pronunciation variants of the short intervocalic /h/ in Estonian, and 
labelled /h/ tokens manually in a binary manner (voiced vs. voiceless). She found 
that 70% of the intervocalically positioned /h/ tokens were realized as voiced, while 
an additional 6% percent labelled as unvoiced were also “partly voiced” (2018: 84). 
Although these results do not lend themselves to direct comparison with ours, 
since Mitterer presents only absolute voicing durations (besides the gross ratios of 
“voiced” tokens presented by both Mitterer and Teras), both studies are important 
for our present analysis, mainly for two reasons. First, these data provide evidence 
that intervocalic /h/-voicing occurs in several languages. Second, they also further 
establish the relevance of our present analysis by showing how limited the amount 
of available data is on the extent of voicing observable in the laryngeal fricative, 
not to mention the quality of voicing it exhibits.
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In Hungarian phonetics, the status, place of articulation, and voicing char-
acteristics of /h/ have long been a matter of debate. By now, the status of /h/ as 
a consonant has been clearly established in Hungarian phonetics (see Laziczius 
1937, 1963/1979; Bolla 1995; Gósy 2004; Kassai 2005). As far as the allophones 
of /h/ are concerned, more specifically the place of articulation of these, and the 
contexts that facilitate the occurrence of each allophone, the phonetic handbooks 
of Hungarian show a diverse picture. Since the present study focuses on the voic-
ing characteristics of /h/ in Hungarian, we do not detail the various allophones 
enumerated in these handbooks, rather we focus on the relevant ones: [h] and 
[ɦ]. All of the recent phonetic textbook authors (Bolla 1995; Gósy 2004; Kassai 
2005) link voiced fricative [ɦ] to intervocalic contexts. Bolla (1995), on the basis of 
X-ray images taken from one male and one female speaker, considers these speech 
sounds pharyngeal, even though he uses the IPA symbols of voiceless and voiced 
laryngeal fricatives. With the exception of Bolla, [h] is undisputedly assumed to 
bear a glottal place of articulation by all of the cited sources. (Note, however, that 
due to strong coarticulation expected between /h/ and the neighboring vowels, the 
accompanying secondary oral gestures in /h/ warrant further discussion, see Sec-
tion 1.3.) To summarize these views on the voicing feature of the above mentioned 
allophones, (i) /h/ is unanimously claimed to be voiceless in post-pausal syllable 
onset, and (ii) it is unanimously claimed to be voiced in syllable onset intervocali-
cally. These observations lead us to the last but, with respect to the present study, 
most important point in our summary, the issue of voicing in Hungarian /h/.

In the first empirical studies which dealt with /h/ in Hungarian, with regard to 
its voicing, two important questions were formulated: (i) if the laryngeal fricative 
sounds may be voiced, and (ii) how one should interpret their uncommon voicing 
patterns, which combine two articulatory gestures: the incomplete adduction and 
the clearly observable undulation of the vocal folds. As Laziczius (1937) points 
out citing Meyer and Gombocz (1909), voiced [ɦ] was observed instrumentally 
already in the early 1900’s between vowels (or between voiced sounds in general, 
as first formulated by Meyer, according to Laziczius) in 20 tokens using a kymo-
graph (Meyer and Gombocz 1909, see Laziczius 1937). That is, there was evidence 
available to formulate the tentative conclusion that a voiced laryngeal fricative 
exists and occurs allophonically in intervocalic positions in Hungarian. Along 
with this finding, according to Laziczius (1937), the most intriguing questions the 
existence of this voiced allophone raised were (i) if [ɦ] should really be considered 
an allophone of the laryngeal voiceless fricative, as the constriction and frication 
produced in [ɦ] is fundamentally different from that observable in its voiceless 
counterpart [h], and (ii) if [ɦ] should be simply considered “voiced”, as its voicing 
without complete vocal fold contact is clearly different from the voicing of vowels 
or other obstruents. Regarding the first question, Laziczius (1937) implicitly seems 
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to suggest that despite the apparent differences between the fricative gestures in 
[h] and [ɦ], these sounds are not to be distinguished more than as allophonic vari-
ants, as they do not reflect a linguistically relevant opposition in Hungarian.2 As 
one might expect, today’s mainstream phonetic and phonological description of 
Hungarian follows this tradition. As to the latter question, he suggests that instead 
of voicing, the term (glottal) murmur should be used which encompasses both the 
fricative gesture and the voicing gesture in the glottis, and distinguishes the voic-
ing of [ɦ] from the full voice observable in voiced obstruents and vowels (Laziczius 
1937). Nowadays, additionally to glottal murmur, the term breathy voice (see also 
e.g., Maddieson 1984; Stevens 1999) and whispery voice (Laver 1994) are also used 
for the unique voicing patterns /h/ sounds exhibit. However, not only the termi-
nology but also the articulatory and acoustic parameters assigned to these terms 
may also vary with authors.3 (For an illustration of differences in the articulation 
of [h] and [ɦ], see Esling 2005.)

In sum, studies in Hungarian phonetics from the first half of the 20th century 
already claimed that there is evidence to assume the existence of a voiced laryngeal 
fricative in Hungarian, and they also realized the peculiarity of the voice quality it 
displays. However, the systematic exposure of the factors that facilitates the occur-
rence of [ɦ], and the acoustic description of its voicing characteristics were at that 
time, and as we will see below, are still, missing from the literature.

As we already briefly discussed, in the phonetic textbooks published in the 
last decades, a very strong agreement is reached with respect to the occurrence 
of breathy voiced /h/, irrespective of its place of articulation. According to this 
consensus, and in line with phonology, Hungarian /h/ is (breathy) voiced in all 
VhV contexts (Laziczius 1963/1979; Bolla 1995; Kassai 2005), as well as in all 
SonhV contexts (Laziczius 1963/1979; Kassai 2005). But interestingly, these preva-
lent assumptions are treated as trivial, despite the fact that ever since the study of 
Meyer and Gombocz (1909) who observed the breathy voiced [ɦ] in only 20 inter-
vocalic tokens of /h/ in unsystematically varying contexts, there has been only one 
experimental attempt to gather some more evidence for it, by the use of modern, 
and (at least in some sense) more reliable techniques, in more speakers, and via 
the analysis of more than 20 data points (Gósy 2005, see below). Moreover, the 

2.  Actually, the phonemic distinction between [h] and [ɦ] is generally very rare, as it is at-
tested only in two of the 317 languages included in the UCLA Phonological Segment Inven-
tory Database (Maddieson 1984).

3.  Breathy voice and whispery voice are compound phonatory modes involving two particular 
types of voiceless airflow, whisper and breath, and a voicing gesture (for further discussion see 
Laver 1994; Gobl & Ní Chasaide 1995).
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hypothesis that SonhV contexts also facilitate the voicing of /h/ to the same extent 
as VhV contexts, has never been addressed and corroborated experimentally. The 
same also applies to Siptár’s (1994/2016) suggestion that prominence may play a 
role as a governing factor in the [ɦ] ~ [h] alternation.

As the first, and to date the only follower of the path Meyer and Gombocz had 
set for research, Gósy (2005) analyzed 50 intervocalic realizations of /h/, by the 
use of visual inspection of the spectrogram and the oscillogram, and a categorical 
analysis that differentiated only between voiced and voiceless realizations (the crite-
rion for /h/ to be classified as voiced was whether it showed low-frequency period-
icity for minimally two thirds of its length). The material consisted of a number of 
different Hungarian vowel qualities serving as VhV contexts in Hungarian words. 
As the aim of the study was an initial exploration of the occurrence of the voiced 
allophone of /h/, these VhV contexts varied unsystematically: some contexts were 
symmetrical, some asymmetrical, some occurred word-medially, while others at 
word boundaries. The vowel opening and backness features were also not system-
atically controlled factors, or at least their variation did not result in a numerically 
well-balanced design, and neither were these features tested in otherwise com-
pletely well-matched comparisons (e.g., vowels were not matched for the backness 
feature, when the effect of openness was evaluated). In the final analysis, Gósy 
(2005) concluded that /h/ is likely to undergo voicing (i) if the speech rate is fast,4 
and the duration of the consonant is reduced accordingly, and (ii) if the /h/ sound 
is produced in the symmetric context of front vowels (as opposed to back vowels). 
More specifically, among all front contexts approx. 75% of /h/ tokens were realized 
with 100% voicing, while among back contexts, only approx. 38–39% (Gósy 2005: 
Figure 13).

Even though it may be claimed that due to the unbalanced speech material, 
the cited conclusions should be regarded as only tentative, they point to a very 
important question, namely, if the features of the vowels that serve as context for 
/h/ may play a role in facilitating the intervocalic voicing of /h/. More specifically, 
on the basis of the results of Gósy (2005), we may propose that both backness and 
openness should be tested as potential factors affecting the voicing of intervocalic 
/h/. The reason to include also openness in the analysis is basically the same as the 
rationale behind measuring the effect of backness, i.e., the interaction between the 
tongue position and the laryngeal settings that is exerted via a complex system 
of physiological and aerodynamical linkages between the tongue and the larynx 
structures.

4.  Gósy (2005) provides no specific measure of ‘fast’ speech.
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As articulatory studies tend to suggest, front close unrounded vowels (e.g., /i/ 
/e/) (and according to some sources, even the open front /a/, see Demolin et al. 
2002) have a higher larynx position than back close, close-mid or open rounded 
vowels (as e.g., /u/ /o/) (Painter 1976; Hess 1998; Hoole & Kroos 1998; Demo-
lin et al. 2002).5 Although the results are somewhat inconclusive for the effect of 
the backness feature alone (while Painter 1976 found implications of the backness 
effect via electromyography, Hoole and Kroos (1998) showed no clear support for 
it but found high interspeaker variability via digital video filming of the thyroid 
prominence), and are not really explicit about the effect of vowel openness alone 
(see e.g., Demolin et al. 2002), we may tentatively claim that front vowels display 
a higher position of the larynx than back vowels, while to a smaller extent, close 
vowels are also differentiated by higher positions of the larynx from low vowels. 
Moreover, larynx position also affects the production of voicing, since lower posi-
tions of the larynx induce a greater abduction of the vocal folds (Zenker & Zenker 
1960; Pabst & Sundberg 1992), while higher positions increase adduction, and 
thus tension in the vocal folds (Sundberg & Askenfeld 1981; Honda et al. 1999). As 
a result, a higher position of the larynx also decreases the possibility of creating a 
glottal chink needed for the production of breathy voice or voicelessness.

Now, as a result of such governing forces of articulation as ‘articulatory econ-
omy’, i.e., the (maximal) reduction of metabolic costs of speech production (see 
e.g., Lindblom 1990 for further details), we may assume that the vertical position 
of the larynx may be lower in /h/ if it is flanked by back/open vowels symmetri-
cally (rather than by front/close vowels), since back/open vowels also induce lower 
position of the larynx. This interrelation may be regarded as ‘secondary’ coarticu-
lation, as coarticulation in this case affects articulatory gestures which are not tra-
ditionally considered to be primary gestures in the production of speech sounds, 
such as vertical larynx position. Consequently, we may also expect that the main-
tenance and/or the quality of voicing in /h/ varies as a function of vowel quality, 
especially vowel backness and openness. On this basis, we argue that the vocalic 
features openness and backness, affecting the vertical position of the larynx both 
in the vowel and possibly in the enclosed consonant due to coarticulation, should 
both be tested as potential factors that may also affect the control and the quality 
of voicing in the enclosed laryngeal fricative.

5.  Actually, this interrelation is only true for languages that do not use the advanced tongue 
root [ATR] feature, since in the [ATR] languages the opposite relationship was observed em-
pirically between vowel openness and larynx height, as reviewed and pointed out by Hess 
(1998).
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1.2  Aims

Before discussing the aims of the present study, let us briefly recapitulate the claims 
made in the literature whose validity is at issue. First, it is claimed without firm 
empirical evidence that Hungarian /h/ in syllable onset is (breathy) voiced in all 
VhV contexts (Laziczius 1963/1979; Bolla 1995; Siptár 2001; Siptár & Törkenczy 
2007; Kassai 2005), as well as in all SonhV contexts (Laziczius 1963/1979; Siptár 
1994/2016; Kassai 2005). The most reliable experimental attempt addressing the 
effect of VhV context so far concluded that /h/ is likely to undergo voicing if it 
is produced in the symmetric context of front vowels (rather than back vowels) 
(Gósy 2005). However, the evidence supporting this conclusion was obtained in 
a study where the analyzed contexts were most probably not well-controlled for 
all features of interest, and thus the conclusions need further support and clari-
fication. Moreover, on the basis of the findings of Gósy (2005), and the complex 
interlinks between lingual and glottal articulatory structures, we also propose that 
the effect of vowel openness should also be tested as a potential conditioner of /h/ 
voicing. Second, it is also claimed without objectively gathered empirical data that 
/h/ may be realized as [ɦ] only in intervocalic contexts where /h/ is followed by an 
unaccented vowel (Siptár 1994/2016). For this claim we find no objective evidence 
in the literature.

In the present study, we aim at gathering empirical evidence for all but one of 
these claims and proposals. Our primary goal is to test four effects that may poten-
tially affect the voicing characteristics of intervocalic /h/: (i) intervocalic context 
(vs. post-pausal word-initial position), two vowel quality features of the flank-
ing vowels, (ii) backness, and (iii) openness, and (iv) a phonological conditioner, 
prominence.6 In the present study we test these effects in syllable-onset (i.e., the 
position of /h/ in the syllable is a controlled factor in the analysis), since in this 
position, the place of articulation of /h/ is undisputedly laryngeal (with accompa-
nying secondary oral gestures due to lingual coarticulation; for more details, see 
Section 1.3).

On the basis of the findings of Meyer and Gombocz (1909), and Gósy (2005), 
and the previous professional experience of the authors with the segment at hand, 

6.  Note that due to reasons of space, this study is only concerned with intervocalic context, 
and symmetrical vowel contexts specifically. The latter decision is further motivated by the 
fact that the predictions are much clearer for symmetric contexts than for asymmetric con-
texts (see Gósy 2005), where further movements of the larynx are also expected during the 
production of /h/, i.e., a dynamic instead of a static production is expected, with less clearly 
predictable effects on phonation. However, we already started to gather and analyze data on 
the effect of the sonhV context, on which preliminary results were already presented else-
where (Deme et al. 2018).
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we hypothesized that intervocalic contexts invariantly elicit the voicing of /h/ in 
syllable onset, irrespective of the presence or absence of a word boundary and a 
corresponding sentence level prominence. However, in accordance with the find-
ings of Gósy (2005), the phonetic characteristics of breathy voice, and the above 
outlined interaction of articulatory structures, we also expected that front and 
close vowels facilitate the maintenance of voicing in /h/ more (i.e., throughout the 
whole segment).

As a second aim, we also intended to give an initial, exploratory description of 
the quality of breathy voice Hungarian /h/ is claimed to exhibit, or to put it more 
precisely, to describe the quality of the sound (but not necessarily just the quality 
of the voice or voiced fraction of the sound) produced during the production of 
/h/ in intervocalic positions as opposed to the sound quality (may it be voiced, 
unvoiced, or partially voiced) it exhibits in a baseline post-pausal position. To 
grasp this general “sound quality” or signal characteristic difference between real-
izations, we measured and analyzed harmonics to noise ratio (HNR) as a function 
of the quality of the flanking vowels, with special attention paid to backness and 
openness. This acoustic parameter is briefly introduced in the next section, along 
with the acoustics of breathy voice known from the literature. As far as the qual-
ity of the produced sound, i.e., signal noisiness/periodicity of /h/ is concerned, 
we predict that higher and more fronted positions of the tongue (and the larynx) 
facilitate the increased adduction of the vocal folds, and thus reduce the breathi-
ness, i.e., the amount of noise in /h/.

We find it important to emphasize here that to reliably test our hypotheses, 
the most fruitful approach is to use a phonetically well-controlled and numerically 
also well-balanced speech material, and a fine-grained phonetic analysis, which 
could account for voicing (and the quality of the signal in /h/ tokens in general) 
in a gradual way by quantifying these features on a continuous scale. In order to 
fulfill these expectations, in our experiment we used read laboratory speech, and 
measured the ratio of the voiced part (RVP) to express the amount of voicing, and 
harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR) to express the quality of voicing in the segment 
at hand. Our approach in all of these respects constitutes novelty both in the topics 
of fricative voicing (especially in the laryngeal fricative) and the quality of breathy 
voice in general.

1.3   The acoustics of breathy voice, and acoustic parameters that quantify 
voice quality in fricatives

As discussed in the previous sections, the intervocalic allophone of Hungarian 
/h/ in syllable onset is claimed to be a voiced laryngeal fricative [ɦ]; however, 
as we have also seen in detailed phonetic argumentations, the voicing of /h/ is 
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a very special type of phonation, namely breathy voice. Therefore, to reveal if 
intervocalic /h/ is really “voiced”, we must somehow grasp the (subtle) acoustic 
difference between the voiceless (or, applying Laver 1994’s terms, the breath pho-
nated) [h] and the breathy voiced [ɦ] variant of the laryngeal fricative. Based on 
the acoustic and articulatory features associated with breathy voice (and summa-
rized briefly below), we opted for the harmonics to noise ratio (HNR) parameter 
to operationalize this difference, which expresses the harmonicity/noisiness of 
the voice source.

In the production of breathy voice, the vocal folds vibrate very inefficiently, 
and they never come fully together during the “closed” phase. As a result, a sub-
stantial amount of air is constantly escaping through the glottis during the whole 
phonatory cycle in the form of a turbulent air stream, causing a clearly audi-
ble frication noise characterizing this special voice quality (see e.g., Laver 1994; 
Gobl & Ní Chasaide 1995; Stevens 1999). In accordance with this, and according 
to Gobl and Ní Chasaide (1995), an important acoustic cue that differentiates 
breathy voice from other “noisier” types of phonation, including voicelessness, is 
a dominant periodic component relative to the noise component. Consequently, 
we propose that HNR, a measure of signal harmonicity is appropriate to quantify 
the fine-grained phonetic difference between breathy voiced and voiceless real-
izations of /h/, and it may also reliably reflect the dominance of noise/periodic 
components within the groups of phonated variants. As its name suggests, HNR 
expresses the relation between periodicity and noise in a signal, and so it can be a 
measure of both degree of voicing and “noisiness”, i.e., how periodic (as opposed 
to aperiodic) a sound is (Gradoville 2011; G. Kiss 2013). A HNR of 20 dB means 
that 99% of the energy of the signal is in the periodic part, and 1% is noise; in 
other words, HNR approximating to 20 dB indicates a modally voiced (e.g., a 
vowel) segment, while a HNR of 0 dB means that there is equal energy in the 
harmonics and in the noise (see the Praat manual) (for details of calculation, see 
Boersma 1993). We argue that for the purposes of the present study, HNR is the 
most suitable parameter, since unlike other source parameters (e.g., spectral tilt 
or formant bandwidth based parameters, see Garellek to appear), it can be mea-
sured both in (partially) voiced and voiceless realizations, and can thus quantify 
the differences between these qualities on one single dimension. We must also 
emphasize here again, however, that there are no formerly established HNR val-
ues for the possible realization of the laryngeal fricative which could be used as a 
reference in the present analysis.

As a second important feature of the laryngeal fricative, we must also briefly 
mention here its susceptibility to coarticulation, which is also a reason why 
e.g., measures of spectral balance (e.g., center of gravity, COG) were not used 
here as a measure of voicing, despite its widely accepted use for this purpose in 
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fricatives (see e.g., Gradoville 2011; G. Kiss 2013). Since the laryngeal fricative 
is specified only for a constriction in the glottis and is underspecified for oral 
configuration (see Keating 1988: 282–283; Beckman 1995: 212), it can essen-
tially be produced with any kind of anticipating or perseverating supraglottal 
(co)articulatory maneuvers that the economical production of the following 
or the preceding vowels may demand. Therefore, even in cases where the main 
place of articulation of /h/ is in the larynx (as is expected in the case of /h/ in 
syllable onset in Hungarian), there is most probably a secondary constriction 
also in the oral cavity when /h/ is preceded, followed, or enclosed by vowels. 
And this constriction inevitably shifts the center of gravity of the spectrum to 
a certain extent.

2.  Methods

2.1  Participants

We recorded 19 speakers (11 male, 8 female) aged between 22 and 38 (average: 
30). The speakers were monolingual native speakers of Hungarian with no speech 
or hearing disorders reported. Informed consents were collected from each par-
ticipant before the recordings.

2.2  Material

We analyzed /h/ realizations in syllable onsets of Hungarian words embedded in 
meaningful sentences which we recorded as part of a bigger set of linguistic mate-
rial. Tokens of /h/ were recorded in three conditions which varied in vowels as 
contexts, in the position of /h/ in the word, and in the syllable having or not having 
pitch-accent.7 The three conditions were the following. (i) Word-medial /h/ as the 
onset of an unaccented syllable (referred to as VhV in the analysis), e.g., Teher /
tɛhɛr/ nyomta a vállát, nem a semittevés könnyűsége ‘it was burden that she carried 
on her shoulders, not the unbearable lightness of doing nothing’. (ii) Word-initial 
/h/ in a pitch-accented word (the pitch-accent was elicited by pre-verbal focus 
position) as the onset of the accented syllable (referred to as V#hV in the analysis), 
e.g., Keze hevesen /kɛzɛ#hɛvɛʃɛn/ kutatott a nő után a sötétben ‘his hands searched 

7.  In Siptár (1994/2016) it is not specified if the effect of ‘prominence’ should be regarded as 
an effect of lexical stress or sentential prominence, i.e., pitch-accent. Therefore, in the present 
study we opted for testing the stronger prosodic phrase boundary marker, pitch-accent, which 
thus should also exert the strongest effect (if prominence does play a role in the issue at hand).
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for her vehemently in the dark’ (iii) Word-initial utterance-initial (post-pausal) 
/h/ as the onset of the pitch-accented syllable (referred to as #hV in the analy-
sis), e.g., Herendi /hɛrɛndi/ ‘from Herend (name of a city)’. (Note that items in the 
#hV condition were one-word sentences, and while reading these sentences, par-
ticipants were repeatedly reminded to read each item as an individual sentence.) 
Target items were collected by means of the ‘szószablya’ webcorpus (Halácsy et al. 
2003). In this setting, condition (iii) served as a baseline, since in this condition 
/h/ is predicted to exhibit no voicing both by phonetic and phonological studies. 
As mentioned above, to reduce the number of variables, but still provide a rep-
resentative and well-balanced set of vowels for the investigation of the effect of 
backness and openness, in the present study, we limited the analysis to symmetric 
V-contexts, where we used /u ɒ i ɛ/ in all conditions systematically. In other words, 
we compared /h/ realizations in /uhu/, /ɒhɒ/, /ihi/ and /ɛhɛ/ sequences, to test the 
effect of vowel backness (back /uhu/ and /ɒhɒ/ vs. front /ihi/ and /ɛhɛ/) and vowel 
openness (close /uhu/ and /ihi/ vs. open /ɒhɒ/ and /ɛhɛ/). Note that the feature of 
lip rounding covaried with backness (front vowels were both unrounded, while 
back vowels were both rounded), and showed a 50–50% distribution both in the 
open and the close groups (one rounded and one unrounded in each group). Since 
there is no open rounded front vowel in the Hungarian vowel inventory, this solu-
tion was the only one that could efficiently control for the effect of lip rounding 
(or at least balance it among the conditions). However, we are also aware that it 
potentially also exaggerated the effect that vowel backness may have exhibited, as 
lip rounding further lowers the position of the larynx (see Hoole & Kroos 1998).

To reduce the overall duration of recording sessions, we recorded 3 repeti-
tions from each stimulus. Recordings were made in a sound-attenuated room with 
an omnidirectional microphone and an external sound card. The items were pre-
sented on a computer screen in a randomized order; the recording sessions were 
administered by the SpeechRecorder software (Draxler & Jänsch, 2004). After the 
exclusion of mispronounced tokens, a total of 1446 stimuli were analyzed.

2.3  Measurements

2.3.1  Estimation of the voiced part
As already mentioned, to quantify the extent to which /h/ was realized as voiced on 
a ratio scale (instead of using the categorical ‘voiced’ vs. ‘voiceless’ labels), we used 
the ratio of the voiced part to the total duration measure (RVP). For this purpose, 
we measured the total segment duration and the duration of voicing (more spe-
cifically, the fraction of locally unvoiced frames) in it. To find the optimal way for 
the detection of voicing, and thus the estimation of RVP in the target segments, we 
ran a pre-test on three speakers’ data, i.e., on 450 stimuli. First, two authors of the 
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study segmented and labelled the target VCV and target CV segments, and they also 
annotated the voiced fraction of the /h/ realizations manually by the use of acous-
tic cues in the low-pass filtered acoustic signal (upper limit of the filter: 500 Hz).  
After the extraction of RVP in both annotations, we compared the data from the 
two annotators, and found close agreement between them (ρ = 0.9, p < 0.001). Then, 
we also extracted the RVP by the use of the voice report function in Praat (Boersma 
& Weenink 2017) using the settings suggested by Eager (2015): we used gender-
specific f0-ranges of 70–250 Hz for males and 100–300 Hz for females. Finally, we 
compared the data of the second annotator and the RVP extracted by Praat. The 
comparison showed a very close agreement between the data extracted manually 
and automatically (ρ = 0.7, p < 0.001). On this basis, and based upon other inde-
pendent sources which concluded that the voice report function in Praat may be 
regarded as statistically equivalent to manual annotation (see Eager 2015), we finally 
opted for manual annotation of the target segments but the use of automatic voice 
detection (i.e., Praat’s voice report) for the estimation of RVP in all participants. Typ-
ical examples of /h/ tokens in #hV, V#hV, and VhV conditions, and one atypical (i.e., 
almost voiceless) example of /h/ in VhV condition are illustrated in Figure 1 by the 
recorded audio waveform, spectrogram, and their corresponding manual segmenta-
tion. RVP data were also analyzed in interrelation with total token duration.
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Figure 1. Upper row: typical examples of /h/ tokens in the #hV (left, voiced in 18%), and 
V#hV (right, voiced in 100%) conditions; bottom row: typical (left, voiced in 100%) and atypi-
cal (right, voiced in 25%) examples of /h/ tokens in the VhV condition
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2.3.2  Acoustic measure of signal characteristics
Our second aim was to also investigate how intervocalic (vs. post-pausal) posi-
tion affects the sound quality, or more specifically, the periodicity/noisiness of /h/. 
Moreover, we also intended to test if this feature of the /h/ realizations is also 
affected by the backness and openness of the neighboring vowels. For this pur-
pose, we measured HNR, an acoustic parameter (which we also briefly introduced 
in Section 1.3) in Praat: we measured the mean HNR within the whole /h/ segment 
(HNR averaged over all frames, may it be voiced or voiceless), with the minimum 
pitch set to 100 Hz for women and 70 Hz for men (on the basis of Eager 2015), 
and the values of silence threshold, time step, and periods per second set to Praat’s 
standard values. Note that HNR averaged for the whole segment is affected both 
by the amount of voicing present in the segment, and the intensity of the noise 
components. Therefore, this method has the advantage of encompassing both fea-
tures of interest in one simple dimension, while it also has the disadvantage that 
it puts limits to the interpretation of the parameter at hand, as it does not simply 
reflect the quality of voicing in the voiced fraction of the sound, but rather an 
overall quality of the whole segment.

2.3.3  Statistical analyses
We used the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015) in R (R Core Team 2017) to per-
form a linear mixed effects analysis of the effect of vowel backness, vowel open-
ness and condition (as fixed effects) on RVP and HNR values. In these models, we 
also included random intercepts for subjects, and random slopes by subject for 
all fixed effects. Assumptions of homoscedasticity and normality were tested by 
visual inspection of residual plots. P-values were obtained via the Satterthwaite 
approximation available in the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al. 2017). Pair-
wise comparisons were carried out with Tukey’s post hoc tests available in the 
lsmeans package (Russell 2016). For graphical representation, we summarized the 
data with adjustment of the confidence intervals by removing inter-subject vari-
ability using the method proposed by Morey (2008). Correlation analyses were 
performed by Spearman’s test.

3.  Results

In general, 32% of /h/ tokens were realized with 100% RVP in all conditions, among 
which 97% were found in the two types of intervocalic conditions. Among tokens 
of intervocalic positions, 81% were realized as fully voiced. Among all /h/ tokens 
between front vowels 87% were realized as fully voiced (i.e., RVP = 100%), while 
among all tokens between back vowels, 75%. Overall RVP data (Figure 2, upper 
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left) shows that all the intervocalic conditions pattern together and are clearly 
distinguished from the baseline condition with a relatively high ratio of voicing. 
The group means and their standard deviations were as follows: #hV: 35 ± 21%, 
V#hV: 88 ± 23%, VhV: 96 ± 13%. Figure 2 also shows the data broken down by 
vowel quality (upper right panel). Generally speaking, the tendencies in terms of 
all vowel qualities are highly similar to what is observable in the pooled data, that 
is, on this basis no notable vowel quality effect may be suspected. However, we also 
see that in the word-initial pitch-accented (V#hV) condition, the extent of voicing 
in the back /ɒ/ (78 ± 27%) and /u/ contexts (87 ± 24%) is slightly lower than in 
the front vowel contexts (94 ± 18% for both /ɛ/ and /i/), while in the post-pausal 
syllable onset (#hV), the front /i/ (29 ± 19%) and /ɛ/ (34 ± 20%) elicited a lower 
ratio of voicing in /h/ as opposed to the back /u/ (37 ± 22%) and /ɒ/ (39 ± 20%).
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Figure 2. RVP in all /h/ segments pooled (upper left), and as a function of the right vowel’s 
quality (upper right; /ɒ/: black solid line; /ɛ/: black dotted-dashed line, /i/: grey dashed line, 
/u/: gray dotted line), vowel backness (bottom left), and vowel openness (bottom right) (mean 
± 95% confidence interval, adjusted for inter-speaker variability)
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The above observations were partially corroborated by statistical analysis: 
according to a linear mixed model including the fixed factors openness, back-
ness, and condition, and speaker as random effect, there was a significant inter-
action effect between backness and condition (F (2, 1042.50) = 18.13, p < 0.001) 
(Figure 2, bottom left), between openness and condition (F (2, 1041.47) = 3.92, p 
= 0.02), and between openness and backness (F (1, 1113.64) = 8.79, p = 0.03) on 
RVP (Figure 3).
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dence interval, adjusted for inter-speaker variability) comparing RVP in the three conditions 
within vowel groups

The first interaction is due to a difference between the front and back vowel groups 
in the V#hV context (where back vowels exhibited a slightly lower ratio of voicing 
in /h/, RVP = 94 ± 18% for front, and 83 ± 26% for back vowels), and a somewhat 
smaller difference observable in the #hV context in the opposite direction (where 
back vowels exhibited a slightly higher ratio of voicing, RVP = 38 ± 21% for back 
and 32 ± 20% for front vowels). The interactions show that the clearly visible effect 
of condition is to some extent different in the front and back vowel groups (as con-
texts), while the effect of backness is also to some extent different in the open and 
close vowels, i.e., neither the back and front vowels, nor the open and close vowels 
behave as homogenous groups (as contexts) with respect to the RVP in /h/. Despite 
the interactions, Tukey’s post hoc test revealed that all tokens differed in the #hV 
vs. V#hV (p < 0.0001 in all pairs), and in the #hV vs. VhV (p < 0.0001 in all pairs) 
comparisons, but not in the V#hV vs. VhV comparisons, where vocalic features 
were held constant.
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We also analyzed the duration of /h/ as a function of conditions (fixed factor: 
condition) to see if token durations varied systematically in the three  conditions. 
The model revealed that the absolute duration of /h/ is indeed affected by the 
 condition (F(2, 18.76) = 11.86, p < 0.001), but according to pairwise comparisons, 
only the #hV condition (M = 79.89 ms, SD = 25.46) differs from VhV (M = 67.78 
ms, SD = 18.37) significantly (p = 0.006), while V#hV (M = 75.70 ms, SD = 28.20) 
does not differ from any of the conditions. Correlation analysis of token durations 
and RVP additionally showed that the difference between conditions also lies in 
the interrelation between /h/ duration and the amount of voicing: while /h/ dura-
tion was in strong negative correlation with RVP in both types of intervocalic 
positions (V#hV: ρ = −0.57, p < 0.0001; VhV: ρ = −0.41, p < 0.0001), it showed 
only a very weak significant negative correlation in #hV (ρ = −0.09, p = 0.02). This 
result suggests that the duration of the voice leak in /h/ from the right vowel is 
almost independent of the total duration of the segment post-pausally, but longer 
segments tend to have less voicing intervocalically (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Correlations of segment duration and ratio of voiced part

Lastly, we turn to the measure of harmonicity. Visual observation of the overall 
HNR data reveal a very similar trend to what we observed in the RVP data, namely 
that the intervocalic and post-pausal onset conditions differ remarkably, while the 
two intervocalic conditions pattern together (this observation is also supported by 
post hoc tests of the linear mixed effects model: for #hV vs. V#hV p < 0.029; for #hV 
vs. VhV p < 0.0001). /h/ realizations in #hV showed dominance of aperiodic (noise) 
components over periodic components (lower HNR values), while /h/ tokens in 
V#hV and VhV appeared to be more periodic (higher HNR values) ( Figure 5, 
upper left). According to the data sorted by the vowel quality feature (Figure 5, 
upper right), /h/ tokens were the least periodic in /ɒ/ context in all but the #hV 
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 condition, while tokens in /i/ context and in V#hV condition were the most peri-
odic. On the basis of HNR values, the following harmonicity order of /h/ realiza-
tions emerged in the two intervocalic contexts, in terms of the context vowel: /ɒ/ < 
/ɛ/ < /u/ < /i/, and the following grouping was established in VhV context: /ɒ/ vs. /ɛ 
u i/ (where the latter group displayed less noisy /h/ tokens) (Figure 5, upper right).
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On the HNR data, a linear mixed model revealed a significant 3-way interaction 
effect of backness, openness and condition (F (2, 995.74) = 13.3670, p < 0.001), 
which is to be interpreted as a condition by openness, or a condition by backness 
interaction, that varies across the levels of the third variable. Therefore, in the pres-
ent design this result is basically equivalent to a condition by vowel quality interac-
tion, which reflects again that the open, close, back, and front vowel groups do not 
behave as homogenous groups with respect to their role in facilitating /h/ voicing. 
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According to Tukey’s post hoc tests, #hV vs. V#hV, and #hV vs. VhV contexts dif-
fer in all vowel groups significantly (p < 0.05), but the two intervocalic conditions 
do not. The differences of group means show that the acoustic signal exhibited 
more dominant periodic components in all conditions in close vowels’ context 
(Figure 5, bottom right), and that a similar trend was true for /h/ tokens in back 
vowels’ context in all but the #hV condition (Figure 5, bottom left).

We also tested if signal harmonicity in /h/ is correlated with RVP, to see to 
what extent the value of HNR was affected by the length of the periodic signal 
fragment. We found a strong/moderate positive correlation in both intervocalic 
contexts (V#hV: ρ = 0.59, p < 0.001; VhV: ρ = 0.32, p < 0.001), but no correlation 
in #hV (Figure 6).
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This reflects that the differences we found in HNR values between the intervo-
calic and post-pausal conditions are linked to the amount of voicing: although 
an increase in overall signal periodicity is indeed in correspondence with an 
increased ratio of voiced frames intervocalically, it is not so if the segment is 
uttered after a pause. In other words, the noisy quality of /h/ tokens in post-pausal 
position cannot simply be interpreted as a result of shorter relative durations of 
the voice leak from the neighboring vowel; rather, it is a generally noisier sound 
quality.

4.  Discussion and conclusions

The acoustic analysis of the Hungarian /h/ has shown that the main factor trig-
gering its voicing in syllable onset is the intervocalic position: if the /h/ occurs 
between two vowels, it is realized as voiced (in roughly 80% of its total duration), 
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irrespective of the word boundary in the sequence or the presence of pitch-accent 
on the containing syllable, while in a post-pausal context (regarded as a baseline in 
the analysis) a very low amount (approx. 30%) of voicing is found. However, vowel 
backness also has an effect in interaction with this condition. Thus, although in a 
binary categorization we are safe to categorize /h/ as voiced intervocalically, the 
exact amount of its voicing is to some extent dependent on the horizontal tongue 
position of the flanking vowel(s). On a word boundary, and between front vowels, 
/h/ appears to contain more voicing than between back vowels, but the tendency is 
reversed when the onset /h/ is uttered after a pause.

The ratio of fully voiced tokens we found in intervocalic positions was highly 
in line with Mitterer (2018), and roughly in line with the results of Teras (2018). 
Similarly to Mitterer, we found that 81% of tokens were realized with 100% voic-
ing, while Teras had found this ratio to be 70%. As far as the ratio of voiced vari-
ants in intervocalic front and back contexts is concerned, to some extent, our 
results are close to Gósy (2005), since both studies conclude that front vowels 
favor /h/ voicing. However, there is a striking difference with regard to the dis-
favored back vowel context. To recall, Gósy (2005) put the ratio of voiced vari-
ants at 75% between front vowels, and 38–39% between back vowels, compared 
to the present study’s findings of 87% between front vowels and 75% between 
back vowels. We are tempted to put down this divergence in the results to major 
differences in methodology and speech material applied in the two studies, and 
conclude that by and large, our results are in accord with Gósy (2005) as well. On 
the basis of the above, we claim that our first hypothesis is partially corroborated, 
as the position of the /h/ and the presence of pitch-accent did not show an effect 
on the amount of voicing in /h/, but the effect of openness is more complex than 
hypothesized. This effect of vowel quality will receive further comment as we 
discuss our findings on HNR.

The durational analysis revealed that there are further differences between 
/h/ variants and the phonetic processes that are responsible for /h/ voicing in the 
intervocalic and post-pausal positions. The results show that /h/ tokens are the 
longest if they are produced word-initially and after a pause, and that duration 
and amount of voicing are in closer correspondence if /h/ is positioned intervo-
calically rather than post-pausally. While /h/ tends to have less voicing if its total 
duration increases intervocalically, the amount of voice leak from the neighbor-
ing vowel is much more independent of the total duration of the token if it is 
preceded by a pause.

Our results suggest that the voiced realization of /h/, i.e., [ɦ], is voiced in 
approximately 80% of its total duration, while its voiceless counterpart [h] con-
tains vocal fold vibration in about one third (approx. 30%) of its total duration. 
As these values were established on the basis of a great number of observations, 
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they may be also treated as gross reference values in future binary-classification-
based analyses.

We also intended to give an initial, exploratory description of the qual-
ity of breathy voice Hungarian /h/ is claimed to exhibit. To put it more pre-
cisely, we aimed to describe the quality of the sound (but not necessarily just 
the quality of voice or the voiced fraction) produced during the production of 
/h/ in  intervocalic positions as opposed to the sound quality (may it be voiced, 
unvoiced, or partially voiced) it exhibits in a baseline post-pausal position. To 
grasp this general “sound quality” or signal characteristic difference between 
realizations, we measured and analyzed the harmonics-to-noise ratio as a func-
tion of the quality of the flanking vowels, with special attention paid to backness 
and openness again. We predicted that higher and more fronted positions of 
the tongue (and the larynx) facilitate the increased adduction of the vocal folds, 
and thus reduce breathiness, i.e., the amount of noise in /h/. This hypothesis 
was again partially corroborated by our results, as we found that front vowels 
and close vowels did indeed facilitate more periodic (less breathy/less noisy) 
/h/ realizations, but these tendencies were found so clearly only in intervocalic 
contexts. After a pause, /h/ variants were not distinguished by HNR along the 
neighboring vowels’ backness feature, while the distinction was still present, 
only at a generally lower mean value along the openness dimension. HNR data 
were also in line with RVP (which we used to quantify the amount of voicing), 
as both of these measures reflected that /h/ tokens are more likely to be voiced 
(or they contain more prominent periodic components) intervocalically than 
after a pause. Furthermore, we also showed that the difference we found between 
the two positions reflected actual dissimilarities of the laryngeal settings the /h/ 
tokens were produced with, and not only the fact that post-pausal /h/ tokens 
generally contained a lower ratio of voiced part. In the statistical analysis, how-
ever, we found a three-way interaction of the factors, indicating that the vowel 
quality features openness and backness, which are claimed to distinguish and 
cluster the tested vowels, do not seem to be relevant, or homogenous categories 
with respect to their behavior as facilitating contexts for intervocalic /h/ voic-
ing. That is, in this respect, /ɛ/ differs from /ɒ/ in other aspects than /i/ differs 
from /u/. We can further note that on the basis of the HNR values measured in 
intervocalic /h/ realizations, two (more or less distinct) vowel groups seemed to 
emerge: /ɒ/ vs. /i u ɛ/. Before turning to the explanation of this result, we take a 
short detour into the underlying articulatory mechanisms of these vowels and 
their traditional featural description (that we also applied in the present study).

Traditionally, vowel qualities are defined and described on the basis of artic-
ulatory and perceptual-acoustic features in a mixed manner as follows (see IPA 
Handbook 1999). The first feature is jaw opening and/or tongue height, i.e., the 
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vertical position of the highest point of the tongue or the position of the tongue 
body as a whole. In this dimension we distinguish ‘close’, and ‘open’ vowels, and 
two in-between categories defined on a perceptual basis: ‘close-mid’, and ‘open-
mid’. The second feature is tongue backness, i.e., the horizontal position of the 
highest point of the tongue or the position of the tongue body as a whole. In this 
dimension we define ‘front’, ‘back’, and ‘central’ vowels. The third feature is lip 
rounding. In this dimension we have ‘rounded’, and ‘unrounded’ vowels. (To these 
features, the additional feature of phonological length is also added, if relevant.) 
Although these features seem to be rather straightforward, and are thus widely 
used, if we take into account the actual articulatory maneuvers the vowels are pro-
duced by, this ‘lingual oral model’ of classification (Esling 2005: 15) seems to be 
highly oversimplifying.

In a series of studies done by electromyography and via the computational 
modelling of the tongue muscles, Honda (1996) analyzed the coordination of the 
lingual muscles, with special attention paid to vowel articulation. Based on his 
findings, Honda (1996) proposed that the main four muscles of the tongue are 
assigned to the production of the anchor vowels of the cardinal vowel system in 
pairs, as follows: the genioglossus posterior and genioglossus anterior are involved 
in the production of /i/, the genioglossus anterior and the hyoglossus are employed 
in the production of /æ/, the genioglossus posterior and the styloglossus are pat-
terning together in the production of /u/, and the hyoglossus and the styloglossus 
are engaged in the production of /ɑ/. That is, from an articulatory perspective, 
the difference between “openness” categories is indeed fundamentally different in 
“front” and in “back” vowels: in “front” vowels (/i/ vs. /æ/) it is indeed the differ-
ence in jaw opening, while in “back” vowels (/u/ vs. /ɑ/) it is raising, and retraction 
of the tongue in the case of “close” and “open” vowels, respectively (see Esling 2005: 
23). What is more, due to the connections of these muscles to other speech organs, 
these findings also imply that it is the “back open” /ɒ/-like vowels which exhibit 
the strongest connection to (and the greatest effect on) the laryngeal settings via 
the direct link of the hyoid bone. In conclusion, it may as well be argued that the 
coarticulatory effects of /ɒ/-like sounds on the vertical position of the larynx in 
the flanking speech sounds and thus on the quality of voicing may also be funda-
mentally different from that of the rest of the “vowel regions” in the vowel space. 
Therefore, we may now draw the conclusion that our results, which show the two 
“natural classes” of vowels /ɒ/ vs. /i u ɛ/ emerging as separate categories, are well-
established in the articulatory implementation of the studied vowel categories.

To conclude, the present study has contributed to the observation that the 
intervocalic voicing of /h/ is a phonetic process that generalizes across languages. 
It has also shown that such phonological conditioners as pitch-accent do not play 
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a role in this process, but the openness of the flanking vowels as a vocalic fea-
ture does, via coarticulation. Our fine-grained phonetic analysis has further dem-
onstrated that the sound quality of the fricative is also affected by the openness 
and backness of the flanking vowels. Our proposed explanation for this finding is 
informed by a less simplified explanation of vowel articulation, and the complex 
interactions between the tongue and the larynx structures.
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The study uses a novel experimental method to investigate contextual factors 
claimed in the theoretical literature to license the use of Hungarian pre-verbal 
focus. These factors are: (i) identification, (ii) contrast, (iii) availability of a set 
on which the focus operates and (iv) whether this set is explicit or implicit. We 
tested the effects of these factors using online surveys in which respondents read 
short texts describing a context and saw a cloud of randomly arranged words. 
The experimental task was to create sentences that naturally fit the context by 
clicking the words in the cloud. Results show that narrow identification and 
contrast reliably predict the use of pre-verbal focus as does the availability of a set 
regardless of explicitness.
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factors, production experiment, information packaging

1.  Introduction

1.1  Hungarian: A free word-order language

Hungarian is a free word order language; almost any order of constituents will 
make up a grammatical structure. Consider the (incomplete) list of word order 
variations in (1): any one of the examples is a grammatical Hungarian sentence.
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 (1) a. Meg-harapta1 a kutya a postást.
   VM2-bite-pst.3sg the dog-nom-sg the postman-sg-acc
   ‘The dog bit the postman.’
  b. Meg-harapta a postást a kutya.
  c. A kutya meg-harapta a postást.
  d. A postást meg-harapta a kutya.
  e. A kutya a postást meg-harapta.
  f. A postást a kutya meg-harapta.
  g. A postást a kutya harapta meg.
  h. A kutya a postást harapta meg.
  i. A postást harapta meg a kutya.
  j. A kutya harapta meg a postást.

As it is a generally valid assumption that nothing is without a cause, a question 
regarding the observation in (1) promptly presents itself: what causes speakers 
of Hungarian to opt for one of the above word order variations in one particu-
lar instance, and why are they using another one in another instance? This is the 
question that the current study attempts to at least partially answer with respect to 
two sentence types in (1): what factors contribute to the use of (1c), which will be 
referred to by the well-established term “neutral” sentence (see e.g. Kálmán 1985), 
and (1h), which we shall label “pre-verbal focus” sentence. We will argue that two 
of the most crucial factors are identification and contrast; and we will propose 
that both of these can be captured in terms of the availability of sets, whether 
explicit, implicit or evoked in the context. Before elaborating on these factors, first 
we provide a short introduction to the basic notions of sentential focus and related 
aspects in the following sections.

1.2  Accounts of word order: Discourse configurationality

The question formulated above was first raised and meticulously studied by Sám-
uel Brassai (1852, 1860) who divided the sentence into two parts: the inchoati-
vum and the bulk (‘zöm’). In Brassai’s account, the former contains elements that 
“practically lay a basis for the meaning of the sentence in the listener’s mind, i.e., 
they are calling attention, and pointing forward, connecting the mental activity of 

1.  According to the Hungarian orthographic conventions, the verbal modifier (VM) and the 
verb are written as one word. In the current study hyphenated forms are used for illustrative 
purposes.

2.  The abbreviation VM will be used for Verbal Modifier.
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the listener with that of the speaker”3 (1860: 351). As far as the bulk is concerned, 
its function is “the communication of an action or a circumstance of an action 
that the speaker supposes to be unknown to the listener” (1860: 72). Although in 
certain cases the bulk may contain old information, it can be argued that it is the 
more informative part of the sentence. For this reason, as Brassai also points out, 
the inchoativum is optional, while the bulk is obligatory. In another study, Brassai 
mentions that sentences should not be studied only in isolation, since they serve 
the role of building blocks in texts. That is, “speech never serves to express merely 
single thoughts, but sequences of them, and just as every word, every form has a 
certain word order value, every sentence, every structure of thought has a given 
sentence order value” (Brassai 1885: 30-31).

The passages from Brassai’s works cited above clearly outline a framework 
in which the use of the different word order variations exemplified in (1) can be 
accounted for. There are two closely related considerations: one of these is the infor-
mation status of a particular element (given or new, emphatic or backgrounded), 
while the second is text coherence. Although at first sight it may seem redundant 
to differentiate the two aspects, in our opinion, the distinction is justifiable. If a 
text is to be coherent, then the information in the sentences it is comprised of 
must be structured with respect to their status, as required by the text. However, 
different word order variations of a sentence can appear in the same text depend-
ing on what is emphasized without compromising coherence. Also, isolated sen-
tences can express the information status of their constituents via particular word 
order variations. Therefore, it is not only coherence that determines word order, 
but also, and perhaps more importantly, the information status of the elements. 
For this reason, Brassai’s findings bear special relevance to our investigation, since 
it is his work that first meticulously studied the interrelations between context, the 
psychological state of the interlocutors and the use of different word order patterns 
in Hungarian.

The issue of the relationship between information status and word order (in 
Hungarian and also in other languages) was taken up in the generative tradition 
by É. Kiss (1995). By this time, the terms Topic and Focus had been introduced in 
the literature,4 therefore É. Kiss (1995) could formulate her linguistic typological 
account using these terms. On the one hand, it has been observed that in cer-
tain languages “the structural relation [NP, S] can be used to express not only the 

3.  Translations of Brassai’s text were borrowed from É. Kiss (2008: 28, 30).

4.  The functional notions were first defined by linguists of the Prague School. However, 
these functions were not yet given the names Topic and Focus. For more on these issues see 
e.g. Aronoff and Rees-Miller (2017)
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function ‘grammatical subject’, associated with the most prominent theta role, but, 
alternatively, the discourse-semantic function ‘topic’, as well” (É. Kiss 1995: 3). On 
the other hand, “many languages have a designated structural position for focus, 
akin to the WH-position of the English sentence” (É. Kiss 1995: 4). In order to 
capture these cross-linguistic observations, the term discourse configurationality 
was coined. A language is discourse configurational if either one or both of the 
following two independent descriptions are valid for the given language: (i) the 
function Topic “is expressed through a particular structural relation”, (ii) the func-
tion Focus “is expressed through a particular structural relation” (É. Kiss 1995: 6). 
Since the current study concentrates on Focus, this notion and the corresponding 
“structural relation” will be discussed in the following section in more detail.

1.3  The structures investigated in the present study

The two structures investigated in the present paper are (1c) and (1h) repeated as 
(2a) and (2b), respectively, for convenience.

 (2) a. A kutya meg-harapta a postást.
   the dog-nom-sg VM-bite-pst.3sg the postman-sg-acc
   ‘The dog bit the postman.’
  b. A kutya a postást harapta meg.
   ‘It was the postman that was bitten by the dog.’5

The most crucial difference between the two structures is the element that appears 
immediately pre-verbally.

In (2a) it is the VM, meg, that sits in the pre-verbal position, and it is incor-
porated into the verb (V) forming a phonological word with it (É. Kiss 2002). The 
Noun Phrase (NP), a kutya, preceding the VM-V compound functions as a Topic, 
while the post-verbal NP, a postást, is commonly referred to as information focus 
(see e.g. É. Kiss 1998) or post-verbal focus (see e.g. Surányi 2011). The different 
terms in the literature denoting this word order variant are all indicative of the 
aspect central to the given analysis. In order to remain theory-neutral, the term 
‘neutral sentence’ will be used in the present study to refer to structures exempli-
fied in (2a).

In (2b) the VM-V order is reversed, and the NP which is post-verbal in (2a) 
occupies the immediately pre-verbal position. Accordingly, its status is changed: 
the immediately pre-verbal NP functions as a Focus. A number of different terms 
have been used to denote this sentence type, as well (e.g. identification focus in 
É. Kiss 1998, contrastive focus in Kenesei 2006), but, in the current study the 

5.  PreVf sentences are translated into English as clefts based on É. Kiss (1998).
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 theory-neutral ‘pre-verbal focus’ (henceforth preVf) will be used. Since the cur-
rent paper aims to investigate the contextual factors that potentially contribute 
to the use of preVf and neutral sentences, we first review some of the definitions 
of Focus presented in previous literature, and then we enumerate the contextual 
requirements for preVf as suggested by theoretical accounts.

1.4  What is Focus?

In modern linguistics, the term Focus has been defined in a number of ways. One 
of the most often cited earliest definitions is given by Halliday (1967). Halliday 
(1967: 204) claims that “focus reflects the speaker’s decision as to where the main 
burden of the message lies.” It is associated with “prominence” and it is a kind 
of emphasis that helps the speaker mark the most informative part of their mes-
sage. Halliday adds that “what is focal is ‘new’ information; not in the sense that 
it cannot have been previously mentioned, […], but in the sense that the speaker 
presents it as not being recoverable from the preceding context.” Clearly, Halliday’s 
approach is a directly functional one: the author identifies functions of focusing 
which he claims to be the most important. Nevertheless, it must be noted, that 
Halliday’s treatment is strictly specific to the English language.

Rooth (1985, 1992), and Krifka (2008) using the Alternative Semantics frame-
work and the notion of sets take a more general stance, and as we will see, create a 
theoretical framework that can be applied cross-linguistically: “Focus indicates the 
presence of alternatives that are relevant for the interpretation of linguistic expres-
sions” (Krifka 2008: 247). The novelty of the Alternative Semantics approach lies 
in the fact that it attempts to formulate the most central and cross-linguistically 
valid function of Focus. To achieve this, the theory has three additional tenets. 
First, the description does not specify what form a Focus containing construc-
tion has to take. It only indicates that focus has to be marked somehow. Conse-
quently, it allows for the variety of different focus marking strategies observed in 
different languages.6 Second, the description does not specify the type of linguistic 
expression7 that can be focused. Third, it does not specify how “different ways 
of focus marking signal different ways of how alternatives are exploited” (Krifka 
2008: 248). That is, the indication of the presence of alternatives can be used to 
express different aspects of propositional content within or across languages.8 In 

6.  The most typical Focus marking strategies are marking through intonation, word order, 
particles, clitics etc. (see e.g. Miller 2006).

7.  E.g. phrase, sentence, suffix etc.

8.  For an explanation see Example (3) and (4) and the corresponding discussion.
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sum, the alternative semantics approach “allows for languages to differ in the ways 
they mark focus and in the specific interpretational effects of focus” (Krifka 2008: 
248). In the present study, Rooth’s and Krifka’s approach is adopted. Therefore, we 
take it that preVf indicates the presence of alternatives. The ways the alternatives 
indicated by Hungarian preVf are “exploited” will be discussed in the forthcoming 
sections.

1.5   Contextual factors commonly associated with preVf and  
neutral sentences

According to theorists, there are two main ways in which the indication of the pres-
ence of alternatives is exploited in Hungarian: preVf may express identification or 
contrast. These two functions will be discussed in the following two subsections.

1.5.1  Identification
É. Kiss (1998) defined preVf as “identificational focus” claiming that its function is 
to represent “a subset of the set of contextually or situationally given elements for 
which the predicate phrase can potentially hold; it is identified as the exhaustive9 
subset of this set for which the predicate phrase actually holds” (p. 245). The iden-
tificational function of the immediately pre-verbal slot was already recognized by 
Brassai (1860), who claimed that the very first element in the bulk (i.e. the part 
following the optional inchoativum) is the most prominent, most emphatic one 
“which we assume the speaker or listener would ask about” (translation by É. Kiss 
2008: 33). Recall, that Brassai (1860) put forward the idea that sentences serve as 
building blocks of texts or dialogues. With respect to dialogues, it is reasonable 
to assume that answers given to wh-questions will be felicitous if they identify 
the entity which corresponds to the wh-element in the question. This identifica-
tion is achieved through focusing the expression which denotes the entity at hand. 
Indeed, question – answer congruence has been a test for Focus not only for Hun-
garian but cross-linguistically, as well (Rooth 1992, Krifka 2001). Rooth (1992), for 
example claims that “there is a correlation between questions and the position of 
focus in answers” (p. 9). Consider the sentence pairs in (3) and (4).

 (3) a. Who owns a gorilla? [x owns a gorilla]
  b. [John]F owns a gorilla.
  c. *John owns a [gorilla]F.

9.  Although exhaustive interpretation is an important aspect of preVf well studied both 
in the theoretical and experimental literature, this issue will not be directly addressed in the 
present paper. The question of exhaustive interpretation will be addressed in Section 3.
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  (4) a. What does John own? [John owns x]
   b. *[John]F owns a gorilla.
   c. John owns a [gorilla]F.

As illustrated by (3a) and (4a), a question introduces a set of alternatives which 
are related to the potential answers that can be given to them (Hamblin 1973, 
Rooth 1992, Roberts 1996). (3a) introduces a set of people as potential owners 
(e.g. [John, Mary, Carl, Susan]), whereas (4a) introduces a set of entities that can 
be owned (e.g. [a gorilla, a car, a cat, a house]). Focus serves to identify one or 
more elements of the introduced sets to which the rest of the sentence holds. For 
this reason, (3c) is an infelicitous answer to (3a), since [gorilla] is not a subset of 
the set introduced by (3a), and likewise, (4b) is an infelicitous answer to (4a), as 
[John] is not a subset of the set introduced by (4a). On the contrary, (3b) and (4c) 
are appropriate answers to their respective questions.

Interestingly, É. Kiss (1998) claims that wh-questions “can be answered not 
only by an identificational focus (i.e. preVf) but – less commonly – by a mere 
information focus (i.e. neutral sentence), depending on whether the answer is 
intended to be exhaustive” (p. 249).10 The author reasons that focusing does not 
take place if the only role of the constituents at hand is the “marking of the novelty 
of the information they carry”. That is, the referent of the NP is not presented as a 
member of the contextually available set of alternatives, if it is post-verbal. For this 
reason, É. Kiss argues that both (5b) and (5c) are compatible with the question in 
(5a).

 (5) a. Hol jártál a nyáron?
   ‘Where did you go in the summer?’
  b. Jártam Olaszországban.
   go-pst.1sg Italy-in
   ‘I went to Italy (among other places).’
  c. Olaszországban jártam.
   ‘It was Italy where I went.’

According to Surányi (2011) the factor that determines whether a preVf or a neu-
tral sentence is used as an answer to a wh-question is a function of the “Ques-
tion Under Discussion” in the sense of Roberts (1996). In Surányi’s account both 
preVf and the neutral sentence can represent a choice between contextually avail-
able set members; the neutral sentence is merely a subcase of preVf. According to 
the author, the choice between the preVf and neutral sentence types in answers 

10.  For a similar reasoning see also Brody & Szendrői (2010).
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is determined by two mutually exclusive imperatives assumed by the hearer: (i) 
“Mention all”, or (ii) “Mention some!” If the former is applicable, preVf is used, 
if the latter, then the neutral sentence type wins. Surányi’s (2011) account thus 
allows both sentence types as felicitous answers to wh-questions suggesting that 
the choice is a pragmatic one. In sum, according to findings in the theoretical lit-
erature, the question types in (3a), (4a) and (5a) primarily trigger answers of the 
preVf word order, where the focused element corresponds to the wh-expression 
in the question.

The question now arises: what type of questions trigger the use of neutral sen-
tences? According to Kenesei (2006) and Skopeteas and Fanselow (2011), answers 
given to questions of the type in (6a) will be neutral sentences.

 (6) a. Miért örülnek az emberek a hídon?
   ‘Why are the pople on the bridge happy?’
  b. (Mert) Matyi fogott egy halat.  proposition: [p]
   (because) Mathias.nom catch-pst.3sg a fish.acc
   ‘(Because) Mathias has caught a fish.’
  c. (Mert) megérkezett a postás. proposition: [q]
   (because) arrive-pst.3sg the postman.nom
   ‘(Because) the postman has arrived.’
  d. (Mert) kisütött a nap. proposition: [r]
   (because) start-to-shine-pst.3sg the sun.nom
   ‘Because the sun started to shine.’

The sentence type exemplified in (6b), (6c) and (6d) is also called broad focus 
or sentential focus, since now it is the whole sentence (or rather the proposition 
denoted by it) that gets focused. For ease of reference, this question type (some-
times also called broad-wh-question) will be referred to as a sentential focus trig-
gering question (SFT-question, henceforth). The SFT-question in (6a) evokes a set 
of alternatives at the propositional level: the potential answers to (6a) might be 
the propositions p, q, r, as indicated. Since now the focus is placed on the clauses 
corresponding to the proposition, the word order will be such that it expresses 
information focus as in É. Kiss (1998); or in our terminology, it will be a neutral 
sentence.

Regarding word order variants as potential responses to the question type at 
hand, Kenesei (2006) makes an interesting point. Consider example (7) (Kenesei 
2006: 18).

 (7) a. What’s new?
 b. [Jelcin]F nyerte meg az orosz választásokat.
   Jeltsin-nom win-pst.3.sg VM the Russian election-pl.acc
   ‘Yeltsin has won the Russian elections.’
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  c. Jelcin meg-nyerte az orosz választásokat.
   ‘Jeltsin has won the Russian elections.’

According to Kenesei (2006), the answers in (7b) and (7c) are both congruent 
with the question in (7a). The choice is extra-linguistic, and depends on speaker 
expectations about the beliefs of the hearer: if the speaker assumes that the hearer 
is aware of the candidates for presidency (i.e. assumes a set of alternatives present 
in the universe of discourse), then (s)he will use a preVf sentence as an answer to 
identify the element of the implicitly assumed set. If, however, the speaker assumes 
that the hearer knows nothing about the options, broad focus (i.e. a neutral sen-
tence) will be used to designate a proposition among the potential alternatives 
(e.g. [there was an earthquake], [it is snowing in the mountains], [there will be a 
pay raise for linguists] etc.). In sum, if the speaker assumes that the hearer is not 
aware of a set whose elements are smaller than a clause, a neutral sentence will be 
used as an answer to questions like those exemplified in (6a) and (7a). Otherwise, 
it is highly likely that the speaker will use a preVf sentence.

The second way preVf exploits the marking of the presence of alternatives is 
the expression of contrast, to which we now turn.

1.5.2  Contrast
Contrast is commonly associated with focus (see e.g. Rooth 1992; Krifka 1992; É. 
Kiss 1998; Kenesei 2006; Zimmerman 2008; Destruel & Velleman 2014). É. Kiss 
(1998), for example claims that “the identificational foci of different languages 
are specified for the positive value of either or both of the features [± exhaus-
tive] and [± contrastive]” (p. 267). However, what is categorized as the contrastive 
use or function of focus is highly variable depending on the frame of analysis. 
Krifka (2008),11 for example, takes a strict stance on contrastivity in the case of 
focus: the author claims that contrast is only present if the alternatives are directly 
mentioned and contrasted in a corrective or additive way. Consider Example (8), 
(Krifka 2008: 259) in which the alternatives are names for people, and the contrast 
is made explicit: the proposition [x wants coffee] is not only true for John, but for 
Sue, as well.

 (8) a. A: [John] wants coffee.
  b. B: [Sue] wants coffee, too.

Krifka (2008) adds that the contrastive use of focus is instantiated through cer-
tain grammatical and prosodic features (see e.g. Selkirk 2002; Molnár 2002, 

11.  For a similar account of contrastive focusing see Selkrik (1984).
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 Gussenhoven 2004). Hence, contrastive focus should be considered as a separate 
case of focusing.

In the present paper, Rooth’s alternative semantics approach is adopted as 
intuitively formulated in Section 1.4. Since, according to this formulation, focus 
marks the presence of alternatives, its contrastive function is directly derivable: 
if focus serves to identify elements in a contextually available set, it follows, 
that the elements that are not identified by the focus (i.e. the complementary 
set) can be or will be contrasted. Indeed, according to É. Kiss (1998), “an iden-
tificational focus (i.e. preVf, in our terminology) is [+ contrastive] if it operates 
on a closed set of entities whose members are known to the participants of the 
discourse” (p. 267). Kenesei (2006) goes further. According to the author, both 
preVf and neutral sentences perform identification on a given set; the differ-
ence is the type of set identified with relation to the contextually available set of 
all alternatives. While a neutral sentence identifies a subset, preVf identifies a 
proper subset. If a proper subset is identified, it naturally follows that there will 
be at least one entity to which the proposition of the focus-containing sentence 
does not hold. Consequently, Kenesei (2006) terms preVf “contrastive focus”. In 
sum, if a set is contextually available (implicitly or explicitly), and an utterance 
is made regarding this set, it is highly likely that a speaker would use a preVf 
sentence. In this case, the use of preVf may be contrastive. Otherwise a neutral 
sentence is used.

1.6  The goal of the present study, hypotheses

The goal of the present study is to examine contextual factors that facilitate the use 
of preVf sentences. More specifically, we are interested in two of the main factors 
identified in the theoretical literature: the presence of (i) identification and (ii) 
contrast.

Regarding identification, we hypothesize that in a context where identifica-
tion is carried out the preVf sentence type is preferred. If the context does not 
support identification, either a preVf or a neutral sentence is used.

Regarding contrast, it is hypothesized that the presence of contrast facilitates 
the use of preVf sentences. If no contrast is present, a neutral sentence is preferred.

2.  Experiments

In order to test the hypotheses formulated above, we carried out two guided pro-
duction studies in the form of an online survey. The details of these experiments 
are outlined in the following sections.
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2.1  Experiment 1

2.1.1  Participants
68 native adult Hungarians (58 female, 10 male, mean age: 50.32, SD = 10.48) par-
ticipated in the first experiment. Participants were recruited through a Facebook 
page available for this purpose. Since the experiment was carried out online, data 
was gathered from speakers from different regions of Hungary.

2.1.2  Procedure
The experiment was an online survey containing a series of trials. Each trial con-
sisted of a panel containing a context text in the upper part of the screen (either 
one or two sentences depending on the experiment or condition (e.g. Mit tört el 
Márti? ‘What did Márti break?’ in Figure 1.), a cloud of words in the middle of the 
screen (e.g. törte ‘break’, Márti ‘Martha’, egy ujját ‘a finger’, el ‘VM’ in Figure 1), and 
a blank field between the two.

Mit tört el Márti?

TÖRTE
MÁRTI

EGY UJJÁT

Beküldés & ugrás a következöre

kitöltöttség

EL

Figure 1. Example panel of the survey

The words in the cloud were randomly arranged in an area under the blank field. 
The task of the participant was to produce sentences using the words in the cloud 
so that the resulting sentence is a natural continuation of the context text. Partici-
pants could produce a sentence by clicking on the words: once a word was selected 
by clicking, it appeared in the field above the cloud. Participants were asked to use 
all the words in the cloud. Once the sentence was built, the next trial was initiated 
by a click on a button at the bottom of the screen. Before proceeding to the next 
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trial, participants were encouraged to reread the context text and the sentence 
together to make sure that their solution was natural and coherent. Responses 
could be modified as needed.

The experiment contained two blocks: a practice block following the instruc-
tions, and the test block. The practice block contained 5 trials similar to those in 
the test block. The test block contained three types of trials: (i) test, (ii) filler and 
(iii) hidden control trials (see details for (i) and (ii) in sections 2.1.3 and 2.2.3). In 
the hidden control trials, participants were given an instruction to put the words in 
the cloud in a given order; one that would have been very unlikely to be produced 
by chance. The inclusion of these trials was a practical one. In order to encourage 
participation, respondents were entered a draw in which a winner would be picked 
randomly at the end of data collection. The prize was a small fee; a voucher worth 
of 5000 HUF sent via post to the winner. The hidden control trials were included 
so that we could filter out respondents who participated only in the hope of win-
ning the voucher: erroneous responses in the hidden control trial indicate that the 
participant did not read the instruction in these trials based on which it can be 
assumed that they did not read the context sentences in the rest of the trials either.

The experimental interface was developed by relying on the d3-cloud JavaS-
cript package (Davies 2013) and was implemented in the in the IBEX online 
experimental environment (Drummond 2010).

2.1.3  Materials
Experiment 1 investigated whether identificatory and contrastive contexts have 
the effect of facilitating the use of preVf word order sentences. For the two differ-
ent context types, two different test trial types were created.

To test the effect of identification, questions were introduced, as shown in 
(9). For contexts of identification (identification-condition), we used directive 
wh-questions (or narrow-wh-questions) (9a); and for contexts where identifica-
tion was not present (no-identification-condition), SFT-questions (or broad-wh-
questions) (9b) were used.

 (9) a. Mit veszített el Péter?
   ‘What did Peter lose?’
  b. Miért szomorú Péter?
   ‘Why is Peter sad?’

The set of words comprising the cloud for the example in (9) is given in (10a) sepa-
rated by commas. The elements of the word cloud were the same types of linguistic 
units in each critical trial: (i) a name in the nominative case, (ii) an NP comprising 
of an indefinite article and a noun in the accusative case, (iii) a verb in past tense 
and (iv) a corresponding VM. (10b) and (10c) are two example sentences that can 
be produced by ordering the words in the word cloud for the contexts in (9). The 
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order and location of the elements in the cloud was randomly allocated in each 
trial.

 (10) a. Péter, egy órát, vesztett, el
   Peter-nom, a watch-sg.acc, lose-pst.3sg, VM
   ‘Peter’, ‘a watch’, ‘lost’
  b. Péter egy órát vesztett el.
   ‘Peter lost [a watch]F.’
  c. Péter el-vesztett egy órát.
   ‘Peter lost a watch.’

To test the effects of contrast, two-sentence contexts were created, as in (11). The 
first sentence designated an explicit set (11a) in both conditions. The experimental 
manipulation was introduced in the second sentence. In the contrast-condition, 
the second sentence identified one element of the designated set (11b). To avoid 
a syntactic priming effect, these sentences had a structure that could not be built 
with the words in the cloud: the NP referring to the identified element was in the 
nominative case, and the VP did not contain a transitive verb. In the no-contrast-
condition, the second sentence did not identify any member of the contextually 
given set, but it always referred to some state of affairs that was irrelevant with 
respect to that set (11c). The structure of these sentences also differed from focus 
constructions for the aforementioned reasons.

 (11) a. Ebéd után maradt desszertnek egy körte, egy alma és egy barack.
   ‘After lunch there was a pear, an apple and an apricot for dessert.’
  b. János desszertje az alma volt.
   John-nom dessert-his-nom.sg the apple-nom.sg be-pst.3sg
   ‘John had the apple for dessert.’
  c. János desszert helyett szundított
   John-nom dessert-nom.sg instead take-a-nap-pst.3sg
   inkább kicsit.
   rather little.acc
   ‘John didn’t have dessert, he took a nap instead.’

The set of words comprising the cloud for the example in (11) is given in (12a) 
separated by commas. Just as in the previous case, the elements in the word cloud 
were of the same type in each trial: (i) a name in the nominative case, (ii) an NP 
consisting of a definite article and a noun in the accusative case, (iii) a verb in past 
tense and (iv) a VM. The two canonical word order variants that can be produced 
using elements listed in (12a) are provided in (12b) and (12c).

 (12) a. Péter, a körtét, ette, meg
   Peter-nom, the pear-sg.acc, eat-pst.3sg, VM
   ‘Peter’, ‘the pear’, ‘ate’
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  b. Péter a körtét ette meg.
   ‘Peter ate [the pear]F.’
  c. Péter megette a körtét.
   ‘Peter ate the pear.’

For the investigation of the possible effects of both identification and contrast, 16 
critical trials were presented. The conditions were distributed equally: 8 trials in 
the identification condition, 8 trials in the no-identification condition, 8 trials in 
the contrast condition, and 8 trials in the no-contrast condition. This amounted to 
a total of 32 critical trials.

The experiment also contained 64 filler trials. In order to “conceal” the actual 
purpose of the experiment, we identified four key features for fillers. These fea-
tures were the following: (i) whether the trial contains a one- or two-sentence 
context, (ii) the presence or absence of a question in the context, (iii) whether the 
sentence that fits the context (i.e., the one that the participant produces) should 
contain a separated or a non-separated VM-V complex, and (iv) the presence or 
absence of a VM in the sentence to be produced. The features listed were selected 
to correspond to all the manipulated variables (feature (i), (ii)), and the outcome 
variable (feature (iii)) in the experiment. Feature (iii) was especially important, 
since we wanted to encourage participants to regard VMs as elements that could 
appear in any potential position within the sentence. Additionally, feature (iv) was 
crucial to eliminate the potential impression that the experiment had anything to 
do with VMs. The distribution of features in filler trials is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The distribution of key features in filler trials.

Feature Number

2-sent. context Question VM – V separ. 4
VM – V non-separ. 4

No question VM – V separ. 4
VM – V non-separ. 4

3-sent. context Question VM – V separ. 4
VM – V non-separ. 4

No question VM – V separ. 4
VM – V non-separ. 4

2-sent. context Question No VM 8
No question 8

3-sent. context Question 8
No question 8
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2.1.4  Predictions
In line with our hypotheses in Section 1.6, we predicted that in the case of wh-
question types (9a), participants would produce preVf word order sentences (10b), 
whereas in the case of SFT-questions (9b), preVf (10b) and neutral sentences (10c) 
would be produced.

Regarding the effect of contrast, it was predicted that in the contrast-condi-
tion dominantly preVf sentences would be produced, whereas in the no-contrast-
condition we expected the dominance of neutral sentences.

2.1.5  Results
PreVf response rates were analyzed in a Friedman’s ANOVA model with four 
within-subjects conditions (narrow-wh-question, SFT-question, contrast context 
and no-contrast context). The results indicate that context has a significant effect 
on the choice of word order (X2 = 91.24, p < .001). Specifically, there is a sharp 
contrast in preVf response rates between the narrow-wh (M = .83, SD = .17) and 
SFT (M = .17, SD = .15) question conditions (z = 7.20, p < .001) and between the 
contrast (M = .92, SD = .10) and no-contrast (M = .63, SD = .21) context condi-
tions (z = 4.35, p < .001). Further analyses using a series of one-sample Wilcoxon 
Signed Ranks tests reveal that the median rate of preVf responses significantly 
differs from chance in all four conditions: in the narrow-wh-question, contrast 
context and no-contrast context conditions it is above chance level (z = 5.08, 5.49 
and 3.32 respectively; p ≤ .001) while in the SFT-question condition it is below 
chance level (z = −5.25, p < .001).
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Figure 2. Proportion of sentence types in the two contexts (error bars: 95% CI). The horizon-
tal dashed line represents the level of chance.
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2.1.6  Discussion
The data obtained in Experiment 1 partly corroborated our hypotheses. The high 
proportion of preVf sentences produced in both contexts of identification and 
contrast are in line with our expectations, and clearly demonstrate that these two 
contextual factors facilitate the use of the sentence type at hand. The below-chance 
level rate of preVf sentences in the SFT-condition, and the above-chance level rate 
of preVf sentences in the no-contrast-condition, however, present an interesting 
puzzle. Note that in the former case, we predicted that this rate would be around 
chance, whereas in the latter, we predicted that it would be below chance. Based on 
the observed patterns, we conjectured that the answer may lie in the availability of 
sets. In the forthcoming discussion, the issue of sets will be taken up.

Let us return to our starting point regarding the function of focus: focus 
evokes alternatives (Rooth 1992, Krifka 2008). Using sets to represent what focus 
does, this formulation suggests that there must be a contextually available set from 
which a subset is identified by focus, which entails that there is also a comple-
mentary set of alternatives. Recall that this is exactly what Kenesei (2006) claims: 
focus identifies a proper subset of the contextually available set. More importantly, 
Kenesei adds that “whether or not the contrasting complementary set is explicit, 
in case of contrastive focus a complementary set is always created” (p. 137). If 
this is indeed true, preVf is triggered in contexts that either explicitly or implicitly 
contain a set whose members are potential referents of the focus of the proposition 
to be made. This explanation can straightforwardly account for the observation 
that in all of the conditions which contained a set or in which a set was evoked, 
the proportion of preVf structures was above chance level. Let us consider the 
conditions used in Experiment 1 from the point of view of sets. In contexts with 
a narrow-wh-question a set is evoked. Consider (3a) and (4b) again: the former 
evoked a set of potential owners ([x owns a gorilla]), whereas the latter evoked a 
set of entities that can be owned ([John owns x]). In the case of SFT-questions no 
such set is evoked. Correspondingly, the observed rate of preVf sentences was well 
below chance level, and participants reliably produced neutral sentences. In the 
contrast- and no-contrast-conditions the set was not evoked; it was explicit, since 
the first sentence always designated a three-element set in the context. Note that 
apart from the SFT-question-condition, in which no set was available, the propor-
tion of preVf sentences was above chance level in all conditions.

Considering the above reasoning, an important factor contributing to the 
production of preVf is the availability of sets. Thus, we hypothesized that if a set 
is either explicitly or implicitly present, a preVf sentence is used. Otherwise either 
a preVf or a neutral sentence is produced (cf. Examples (7b) and (7c) in Section 
1.5.1). In order to test this hypothesis, we designed and ran Experiment 2.
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2.2  Experiment 2

2.2.1  Participants
118 native adult Hungarians participated in the experiment (99 female, 19 male, 
mean age: 48.37, SD = 12.43). Participants were recruited through a Facebook 
page dedicated to obtaining participants. Since the experiment was carried out 
online, data was gathered from speakers from different regions of Hungary.

2.2.2  Procedure
The procedure of Experiment 2 was identical that of Experiment 1. For details see 
Section 2.1.2.

2.2.3  Materials
In order to test the potential effect of the contextual availability of sets, two-sen-
tence contexts were created. The first sentence in the context either (i) designated 
a set explicitly (Table 2, sentence a), or (ii) implicitly (Table 2, sentence b), or (iii) 
designated no set at all (Table 2 expression c). In the case of (i), the set was made 
explicit through an enumeration, while in the case of (ii), the implicit set was 
implied. In case (iii), we used a label for a particular situation or place irrelevant 
with respect to the potential sets for the third (i.e. test) sentences. The second sen-
tences were such that they either introduced a contrast with respect to the third 
sentence (Table 2, sentence d), or not (Table 2, sentence e).

The combination of sentence types in Table 2 resulted in altogether six condi-
tions. These are presented in Table 3.

Example (13) presents the elements of the cloud for the example trial in Table 
2 separated by commas (13a), and two potential word order variants that could be 
produced using these words: a preVf sentence (13b) and a neutral one (13c). The 
elements of the word cloud were the same type of linguistic units in each critical 
trial: (i) a name in the nominative case, (ii) an NP comprising of an indefinite 
article and a noun in the accusative case, (iii) a verb in past tense, and (iv) a cor-
responding VM.

 (13) a. Misi, egy várat, rakott, össze
   Mike-nom, a castle-sg.acc, put-pst.3sg, VM (~together)
   ‘Mike’, ‘a castle’, ‘built’, ‘up’
  b. Misi egy várat rakott össze.
   ‘Mike built [a castle]F.’
  c. Misi össze-rakott egy várat.
   ‘Mike built a castle.’
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In Experiment 2, the availability of sets (explicit, implicit or no set) was a between-
subject factor, and the presence or absence of contrast was a within-subject factor. 
Each run of the experiment contained 12 test trials (6 in the contrast condition 
and 6 in the no-contrast condition) and 24 filler trials. Respondents were assigned 
to one of the three versions of the experiment randomly. As in Experiment 1, three 
types of fillers were used in equal proportion: the third sentence (i) had to be pro-
duced in a way that it contained a VM-V compound, (ii) the VM and V had to be 

Table 2. Sentences of the contexts used in Experiment 2

Label Number in context Condition Example

a. 1 Expl. set A gyerekeknek kiosztottak egy csomó játékkockát. 
Ezekből mindenfélét össze lehetett rakni: például 
tornyot, várat, házat.
‘Kids were handed out lots of building blocks. 
So many things could be built out of them: for 
example a tower, a castle, a house.’

b. 1 Impl. set A gyerekeknek kiosztottak egy csomó játékkockát, 
amikből mindenfélét össze lehetett rakni
‘Kids were handed out lots of building blocks. So 
many things could be built out of them.’

c. 1 No set A játéksarokban:
‘In the playing corner:’

d. 2 Contrast Bence már korábban is sok tornyot épített, így 
most is ezt csinálta.
‘Ben had built a lot of towers before, so now he 
did so again.’

e. 2 No contrast Bence álmos volt, így csak nézte, ahogy a többiek 
játszanak.
‘Ben was sleepy, so he just watched the others play.’

Table 3. Conditions in Experiment 2

Experimental manipulation introduced in

First sentence Second sentence

explicit set – contrast
explicit set – no-contrast
implicit set – contrast
implicit set – no-contrast
no set – contrast
no set – no-contrast
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separated, or (iii) the sentence did not contain a VM at all. Also as in Experiment 
1, this variation was introduced to encourage participants to regard VMs as ele-
ments that could appear in any potential position within the sentence.

2.2.4  Predictions
In line with our hypothesis formulated at the end of Section 2.1.6, we predicted 
the following. If contrast is present, dominantly preVf sentences will be produced. 
The availability of a set (either explicit or implicit) will facilitate the production of 
preVf sentences even if no contrast is present. If neither a set is available nor con-
trast is to be expressed, preVf sentences will not be produced reliably.

2.2.5  Results
The results were in line with our predictions. A Kruskal-Wallis test for the con-
trast-condition and one for the no-contrast-condition revealed that the presence or 
absence of an explicit or implicit set had no significant effect on word order choices 
in the contrast context condition (H(118) = 2.63, p = .27), while in the no-contrast 
context condition it did ((H(118) = 13.35, p = .001). Specifically, in the no-contrast 
condition, preVf was less likely to be used when no set was specified (M = .49, SD 
= .26) than when a set was either explicitly given (M = .69, SD = .24; z = 3.67, p = 
.001), or implicitly given (M = .62, SD = .24; z = 2.54, p = .05). There was no signifi-
cant difference between the explicit and implicit conditions. Wilcoxon Signed Rank 
tests comparing the medians to chance level revealed that in the presence of a con-
trast context, the probability of choice of preVf in all three set conditions (explicit, 
implicit, none) was significantly higher than chance (z = 5.39, 5.27 and 5.36; all ps 
< .001). In the absence of contrast, participants produced a preVf word order with 
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higher than chance probability when an explicit or implicit set was given (explicit: 
z = 3.64, p < .001; implicit: z = 2.72, p = .006); but the choice between preVf and 
neutral word order did not differ from chance when no set was given.

2.2.6  Discussion
Data obtained in Experiment 2 corroborated our hypotheses: the availability of 
sets facilitates the production of preVf sentences. The facilitation effect is present 
irrespective of the expression of contrast for both explicit and implicit sets. How-
ever, in the case of implicit sets, this facilitation effect diminishes if no contrast is 
to be expressed. Altogether, contrast also facilitates the production of preVf sen-
tences. Additionally, lack of contrast makes the production of preVf sentences less 
likely irrespective of the type (i.e. explicitness or implicitness) of the contextually 
available set. However, in the case of contrast, preVf is still reliably produced rela-
tive to chance level even if no set is available in the immediately preceding context. 
If both a contextually available set and contrast are missing, preVf is not produced 
reliably.

In sum, two important and intimately related factors have been identified 
which facilitate the production of preVf sentences: (i) the availability of a set and 
(ii) the expression of contrast.

3.  General discussion

The present study investigated the factors that potentially facilitate the use of sen-
tences in the preVf word order. Based on findings in the theoretical literature, it 
was hypothesized that two of these factors are the expression of (i) identification 
and (ii) contrast.

These factors were examined in a guided production study: in the experimen-
tal trials, participants were presented a context text and a cloud of words. The task 
was to produce sentences using the words in the cloud in a way that the newly 
constructed sentences fit the context and thus create a coherent text.

The results of the experiment showed that the aforementioned factors facili-
tate the use of preVf. However, it was also observed that even when no contrast 
was to be expressed, participants still reliably produced preVf sentences at a rate 
above chance level. In the case of SFT-questions, however, the rate of preVf sen-
tences was reliably under chance level. The authors of the present study believe 
that the formulation of the function of focus as outlined in Section 1.4 is the most 
appropriate one to account for the observed results. This formulation states that 
focus is a means of indicating the presence of alternatives. Furthermore, alterna-
tives can only be marked if there is a contextually available set (see e.g. Kenesei 
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2006). In terms of sets, focus creates a distinction: it designates a proper subset of 
the contextually available set, and consequently, creates a complementary set. The 
former is an instance of identification; the latter is an instance of contrast. Note 
that a set was present in all but one conditions in Experiment 1. In the identifica-
tion-condition, the narrow-wh-question created an implicit set of alternatives for 
the NP (cf. Examples (3) and (4)). In the contrast and no-contrast conditions, the 
first sentence of the contexts always contained an explicit set. In the SFT-question-
condition, however, in which a below chance level rate of preVf sentences was 
produced, neither an implicit nor an explicit set was present. For this reason, we 
conjectured that the availability of sets may be an underlying factor facilitating 
preVf use. In order to test this conjecture, a second experiment was run.

Experiment 2 tested conditions in which a set was either explicitly or implic-
itly present as well as conditions that referred to no set at all. In all cases, there were 
trials which contained contrast and trials which did not. It was predicted that in 
conditions that contained a set, preVf would be used. Likewise, if contrast is to be 
expressed, the rate of preVf sentences would be increased. The results of Experi-
ment 2 were in line with the predictions. PreVf sentences were reliably produced 
in conditions where a set was present, irrespective of whether the set was explicit 
or implicit. Also, contrast in general facilitated the rate of preVf sentences with 
respect to the no-contrast conditions. The only conditions in which the rate of 
preVf sentences was around chance level was the no-set-no-contrast-condition. 
Interestingly, we also observed the dominance of preVf sentences in the no-set-
contrast-conditions. This result deserves a mention. We believe that the high pro-
portion of preVf sentences can be accounted for in terms of sets, as well. Consider 
the context for one such trial as shown in (14a).

 (14) a. IN THE PLAYING CORNER:
   Ben had built a lot of towers, so he decided to build one now, as well.
  b. [Mike built x]
  c. [a castle, a house, a bridge, etc]

Although the context does not designate a set either explicitly or implicitly as in 
the other two conditions, a set is still evoked with respect to the second sentence if 
contrast is to be expressed. The mechanism is analogous to the one where identifi-
cation is triggered via a wh-question (cf. example (3) and (4)) as indicated in (14b) 
and (14c): by the contrastive use of focus a set of alternatives with respect to what 
can be built out of building blocks is introduced or evoked.

To conclude, the results of Experiment 1 and 2 jointly support the view 
that there is a general underlying factor determining the use of preVf sentences, 
namely, the contextual availability of a relevant set. The uses of preVf examined in 
the current paper are derivable from this factor.
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Another, independent observation may account for the dominating propor-
tions of preVf sentences in the conditions containing sets in the present experi-
ments. Káldi and Babarczy (2017) and Káldi and Babarczy (2018), in a series 
of visual world experiments, presented preVf, neutral and lexically marked 
focus sentences in contexts containing either explicit or implicit sets, and stud-
ied the rate of exhaustive interpretations of the presented sentence types. It was 
observed that in the case of preVf sentences, the rates of exhaustive interpreta-
tion were around 90% (where a chance level was 50%) in all conditions. This is 
a high ratio compared to those found in the literature where the rate of exhaus-
tive reading was measured in out-of-context preVf and neutral sentences. For 
example, an earlier study (Káldi, Babarczy & Bende-Farkas 2016) found that the 
rate of exhaustive reading was 65% for out-of-context preVf sentences. In sum, 
the results of the experiments reported in the present paper and of those cited 
above show that the contextual availability of sets matters for two reasons. On the 
one hand the present experiments showed that the availability of a set facilitates 
preVf use. On the other hand, the results of Káldi and Babarczy (2017) and Káldi 
and Babarczy (2018) demonstrate that if this set is either explicitly or implicitly 
given, the likelihood that preVf is interpreted exhaustively increases. To approach 
the question from a different perspective, note that according to É. Kiss (1998), 
preVf sentences have an exhaustive interpretation: for example if an answer to a 
narrow-wh-question is to be understood exhaustively, a preVf is used. Now, if we 
postulate that in scenarios where identification and/or contrast is to be expressed, 
a felicitous utterance has to contain a structure that has exhaustive interpreta-
tion (i.e. the speaker obeys the implicit “Mention all!” imperative), it follows that 
this structure will be a preVf sentence. Apparently, the availability of sets and the 
typically exhaustive interpretation of preVf are in an intricate relationship. More 
experimental work is needed, however, to clarify the mechanisms through which 
these factors interact.

4.  Conclusion

The results of the two experiments in the present paper showed that two impor-
tant functions of the preVf word order sentences are identification and contrast. 
A crucial factor underlying both of these functions is the availability of sets. Sets 
can be present in a number of ways: they can either be explicitly mentioned (e.g. 
by an enumeration), implicitly referred to (e.g. by a category name) or evoked (e.g. 
by a question or contrast). If a set is present and one or more of its elements are 
to be identified or contrasted, a preVf sentence is most likely used. Furthermore, 
it is highly likely that the availability of sets is a critical factor contributing to the 
typically exhaustive interpretation of preVf sentences.
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Hungarian backness harmony shows various degrees of transparency and 
variation, but the empirical testing of these variability effects in corpora is 
problematic because of data sparseness. We have created an experiment using 
harmonically mixed stems and four different harmonic suffixes, and collected 
information about the variants from native speakers in the form of a sentence 
completion task. We show that there are significant differences between stem 
types, and that the harmonic suffix can also affect the behaviour of the stem. Our 
results confirm that native speakers can learn unnatural patterns and that they 
obey the Law of Frequency Matching (Hayes et al. 2009).

Keywords: vowel harmony, variation, vacillation, neutral vowels, experimental 
phonology

1.  Harmony

The backness harmony system of Hungarian (henceforward HVH) is both deter-
mined and underdetermined by phonology. This manifests itself in variation 
where some stems that are identical in their phonological properties relevant in 
harmony behave in more than one way harmonically. This may be lexical varia-
tion, where different stems of the same phonological shape belong to different 
harmonic classes (e.g. hɑvɛr-ok ‘mate-pl’ vs. konʦɛrt-ɛk ‘concert-pl’), or vacil-
lation, where the same stem may take front or back alternants of the same suf-
fix (e.g. fotɛl-ok / fotɛl-ɛk ‘armchair-pl’). In this paper, we focus on the latter 
type of variation. Vacillation is confined to a phonologically identifiable ‘zone of 
variation’ (Hayes & Cziráky Londe 2006): it can occur after harmonically mixed 
stems whose final portion consists of a back-vowelled syllable followed by one 
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or more syllables whose vowel is a neutral one, schematically [BN+].1 Vacilla-
tion is motivated by two effects which modify the basic pattern of neutral-vowel 
transparency in HVH. While the neutral vowels /i/ and /iː/ are totally transpar-
ent ([Bi]B, e.g. forint-nɑk ‘florin-dat’), the other neutral(-like) vowels are vari-
ably transparent: [Be]B/F (e.g. ɑrzeːn-nɑk/nɛk ‘arsenic-dat’) and [Bɛ]F/B (e.g. 
hotɛl-nɛk/nɑk ‘hotel-dat’). This is called the Height Effect. An additional effect 
obtains when two neutral vowels follow the back vowel: [BNN]. In this case either 
variable transparency or non-transparency occurs: e.g. [Bii]B/F (ɑspirin-nɑk/
nɛk ‘aspirin-dat’) or [Biɛ]F (sɑnitɛr-nɛk ‘sanitary ware-dat’). This is called the 
Count Effect. The two effects are shown schematically in (1), where x < y means: 
‘y is more front than x’.

 (1)2 a. Height Effect: [Bi(ː)] < [Beː] < [Bɛ]
     pɑpiːr-ok < taːɲeːr-ok, sɑteːn-ɛk/ok < hɑvɛr-ok, fotɛl-ɛk/ok, 

konʦɛrt-ɛk
  b. Count Effect: [BN] < [BNN+]
    pɑrti-rɑ < ɑlibi-rɑ/re, horribiliʃ-rɑ/rɛ
    taːɲeːr-rɑ < klɑrineːt-rɛ/rɑ, proteːziʃ-rɛ/rɑ

These effects were known in the literature, and were typically impressionistically 
described based on intuition/introspection (e.g. in Vago 1980, Siptár & Törkenczy 
2000; see Törkenczy 2016 for an overview) before they were named by Hayes et al. 
(2006, 2009), but the latter are the first empirical studies3 based on extensive cor-
pus-based research and psycholinguistic experiments. Hayes and Cziráky Londe 
(2006) has shown that the Height Effect and the Count Effect (i) manifest them-
selves in type frequency, measured in the ratio of back/front suffixed forms to 
all harmonically suffixed forms in a corpus; and that (ii) native speaker reaction, 
based on wug testing, matches the results of the corpus study. That is, they obey 
what Hayes et al. (2009) call the “Law of Frequency Matching” and define as the 
state of affairs when “[s]peakers of languages with variable  lexical patterns respond 

1.  B, F and N are back, front and neutral vowels, respectively; [ and ] mark the edges of stems. 
Some vowels that are neutral in roots and invariable suffixes may also occur in the front alter-
nants of harmonically alternating suffixes; in this last case we have encoded them as front (F), 
e.g. dative -nɛk (-nɑk), adessive -neːl (-naːl). Unless otherwise indicated, in order to avoid un-
necessary clutter we suppress the consonants, the non-final portions of stems and the length 
mark ‘ː’ in formulas throughout the paper.

2.  Glosses: pɑpiːr-ok ‘paper-pl’, taːɲeːr-ok ‘plate-pl’, sɑteːn-ɛk/ok ‘satin-pl’, konʦɛrt-ɛk 
‘concert-pl’, pɑrti-rɑ ‘party-subl’, ɑlibi-rɑ/re ‘alibi-subl’, horribiliʃ-rɑ/rɛ ‘horrible-subl’, 
klɑrineːt-rɛ/rɑ ‘clarinet-subl’, proteːziʃ-rɛ/rɑ ‘prosthetic-subl’.

3.  Ringen & Kontra (1989) is a notable exception in the earlier literature.
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stochastically when tested on such patterns. Their responses aggregately match the 
lexical frequencies” (p. 826). However, Hayes and Cziráky Londe (2006) presents 
a simplified picture in several respects (e.g. they examined word forms with one 
and the same harmonic suffix (the dative) only). There is every indication that the 
patterning of variation and its conditioning in the zone of variation in Hungarian 
is far richer and is conditioned by many and varied factors, which include syllable 
count ([BN] vs. [BBN] stems, cf. Ringen & Kontra 1989), the place and manner 
of articulation of stem-final consonants (cf. Hayes et al. 2009), the phonological 
shape of the harmonic suffix (C-initial vs. V-initial, cf. Rebrus & Törkenczy 2013), 
paradigm uniformity ([[BN]N] vs. [BNN] stems, cf. Rebrus & Törkenczy 2015, 
Rebrus & Szigetvári 2016), the fuzziness of harmonic domain boundaries due to 
the gradience of morphological complexity (cf. Rebrus & Törkenczy 2017) and the 
multiple application of the Height Effect (stems in which the Height Effect and the 
Count Effect can combine: [BNxNy] vs. [BNzNw] stems, cf. Rebrus & Törkenczy 
2016). In this study, we take a closer look at the last one of these factors.

It has not been sufficiently explored what the combined effect of the Count 
and the Height Effects is for those stems that end in a back vowel followed by two 
neutral vowels (BNN-stems). Rebrus and Törkenczy (2015, 2016) quantify these 
two effects in terms of a measure of variability, the Frontness ratio (F-ratio).4 The 
F-ratio of a stem class is the ratio of the number of front suffixed forms to the 
number of all harmonically suffixed forms whose stems belong to the relevant 
stem-class. The F-ratio is measured in type frequency, i.e. the number of different 
word-forms (as opposed to tokens) is counted:

 (2) The Frontness Ratio

F - ratio = number of front suffixed forms
number of front suffixed formms + number of back suffixed forms

The F-ratio increases (i.e. the transparency decreases) between the relevant forms 
as defined by the Height and the Count Effects. Because of the Height Effect, the 
transparency of the neutral vowel in [Bi] stems is greater than in [Be] stems, and 
the same holds between [Be] and [Bɛ] stems; expressed in F-ratios, this is [Bi] 
< [Be] < [Bɛ]. In accordance with the Count Effect, transparency decreases in 
[BNN+] stems compared to [BN] stems. Minimally,5 this means that if one of the 

4.  Compare Hayes & Cziráky Londe (2006) for a similar measure.

5.  Since we do not know the relative strengths of these effects, we cannot tell whether the 
Count Effect applies independently of the identity of the neutral vowels involved or not, i.e. 
what the relationship is between [BNN+] stems and [BN] stems when they do not share a 
neutral vowel, e.g. [Be] vs. [Bii].
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neutral vowels is fixed while the other varies, transparency decreases in  accordance 
with the Height Effect, e.g. [Bi] < [Bie] (fixed N1) and e.g. [Bɛ] < [Beɛ] (fixed N2).

BNN-stems are a context for the combined application of the Height Effect 
and the Count Effect. Given the three neutral vowels /i(ː)/, /eː/ and /ɛ/, there are 
nine types of BNN-stems, shown in (3).6

 (3) Types of BNN-stems7

i(ː) eː ɛ
i(ː) [Bii] ɑlibi [Bie] klɑrineːt [Biɛ] kɑbinɛt
eː [Bei] proteːziʃ [Bee] ɑteːneː [Beɛ] konteːnɛr
ɛ [Bɛi] bɑkɛlit [Bɛe] suvɛreːn [Bɛɛ] kompɛtɛnʃ

Rebrus & Törkenczy (2016) argue that in BNN-stems, which are subject to the 
Height Effect and the Count Effect, there are two additional effects, Cumulativity 
and Locality.

Cumulativity means that since we have two neutral vowels in BNN-stems, the 
Height Effect applies twice: (i) for the second neutral vowel with a fixed quality of 
the first one, and (ii) for the first neutral vowel with a fixed quality of the second 
one. Cumulative interaction between the two neutral vowels in a [BN1N2] envi-
ronment is defined as in (4) (where x, y, z are neutral vowels). In the definition, the 
ordering “≤” (which allows equality (or near-equality) of F-ratios) is used instead 
of the strict ordering “<” because some BNN-classes have F-ratios that are very 
close and nearly equal to 1 (which is the maximal possible value of an F-ratio).

 (4) Cumulativity 
  i. Height Effect for N2: if [Bx] ≤ [By] then [Bzx] ≤ [Bzy]
  ii. Height Effect for N1: if [Bx] ≤ [By] then [Bxz] ≤ [Byz]
  iii. transitivity: if [Bx1x2] ≤ [By1y2] and [By1y2] ≤ [Bz1z2] then [Bx1x2] ≤ Bz1z2]

The ordering relation defined in (4) yields 27 different ordered pairs of the 9 pos-
sible BNN sequences (where only the Ns vary between the 3 different values). This 
is shown in (5), where ordered pairs are connected by arrows, the direction of 
an arrow corresponds to the ordering ≤, and ordering by transitivity (4iii) is left 
unindicated to avoid clutter.

6.  No distinction is made between long iː and short i. We only consider [BNN+] stems 
with exactly two neutral vowels since those with longer N sequences are extremely rare (e.g. 
kompɑtibiliʃ  ‘compatible’).

7.  Glosses: ɑlibi ‘alibi’, klɑrineːt ‘clarinet’, kɑbinɛt ‘cabinet’, proteːziʃ, ‘prosthetic’, ɑteːneː ‘Athena’, 
konteːnɛr ‘container’, bɑkɛlit ‘bakelite’, suvɛreːn ‘sovereign’, kompɛtɛnʃ ‘competent’.
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 (5) Ordering by Cumulativity

[Bii] [Bie] [Biε] 

[Bei] [Bee] [Beε] 

[Bεi] [Bεe] [Bεε] 

In (5), the stem classes that are greater in F-ratio are those which are to the right 
and/or down, and those that are smaller are to the left and/or up. The other pairs 
(i.e. those that are to the right and up or are to the left and down) are not defined 
to be in relation by Cumulativity.

Rebrus and Törkenczy (2016) has found on the basis of the frequencies 
(F-ratios of BNN-stems) in the Szószablya webcorpus (Halácsy et al. 2004) that 
Cumulativity holds true of the interaction of the three neutral vowel qualities.8

Rebrus and Törkenczy (2016) propose that another effect, Locality, applies 
to BNN-stems. Locality is the dominance of the Height Effect of N2, the neutral 
vowel closer to the suffix in a [BN1N2] environment. It is defined as in (6), (where 
x, y are neutral vowels):

 (6) Locality
    If [Bx] ≤ [By] then [Byx] ≤ [Bxy]

Locality introduces three further orderings: [Bɛi] ≤ [Biɛ], [Bɛe] ≤ [Beɛ], [Bei] ≤ 
[Bie]. As can be seen in (7), the F-ratios of BNN-stems in the webcorpus reflect 
the ordering by Locality in the first two cases, but not in the last one: [Bɛi] (0.726) 
≤ [Biɛ] (0.987), [Bɛe] (0.864) ≤ [Beɛ] (1.000) but [Bei] (0.674) ≰ [Bie] (0.579):

 (7) F-ratios of BNN-stems

i(ː) eː ɛ
i(ː) 0.560 0.579 0.987
eː 0.674 0.931 1.000
ɛ 0.726 0.864 0.996≈1.000

However, a closer look at the F-ratios of BNN-stems shows that this ‘anomaly’ 
is related to the fact that (in contrast to the other ones) the [Bie] stem type is 

8.  There are two irrelevant exceptions [Bee] vs. [Bɛe] and [Beɛ] vs. [Bɛɛ]; see Rebrus and 
Törkenczy (2016) for details and explanation.
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not internally harmonically consistent. Internal harmonic consistency means 
that given a division of a stem type into subtypes, the F-ratios of the subtypes are 
not significantly different. Given a division of BNN-stems into consonant-final 
[BNNC] and vowel final [BNN#]9 subtypes, the internal harmonic consistency of 
a BNN-stem type can be defined as in (8):

 (8) Internal harmonic consistency: [Bxy#] ≈ [BxyC]
   (where X ≈ Y means that the F-ratio of X is not significantly lower/higher 

than that of Y)

The F-ratios in (9) show that the stem type [Bie] is indeed inconsistent (non-
homogeneous) as opposed to the other BNN types, three of which are shown for 
contrast. Note also that the non-homogeneity of [Bie] results in the fact that the 
F-ratio of its vowel-final subtype [Bie#] is rather low; i.e. stems that belong to this 
subtype have a preference for the back alternants of harmonic suffixes.

 (9) The internal harmonic consistency of the [Bie] type
  i. homogeneous
   [Bii#] ≈ [BiiC] 0.63 vs. 0.51
   [Bei#] ≈ [BeiC] 0.61 vs. 0.70
   [Bɛi#] ≈ [BɛiC] 0.77 vs. 0.70
  ii. non-homogeneous
   [Bie#] ≉ [BieC] 0.33 vs. 0.75

Although the corpus study in Rebrus and Törkenczy (2016) has found these effects, 
the question arises whether native speakers indeed observe the Law of Frequency 
Matching in this case (shown for the Height Effect and the Count Effect separately 
by Hayes et al. 2006, 2009).10 Furthermore, the empirical testing of these variabil-
ity effects in corpora is problematic because of data sparseness: these classes repre-
sent stems whose harmonically suffixed forms can be extremely rare. These are the 
main motivations for psycholinguistic testing, i.e. for collecting information about 
the variants from native speakers directly. In this paper, we report on our find-
ings based on the psycholinguistic experiment we conducted. We wanted to find 

9.  We use the string of symbols “N#]” to indicate that the stem ends in a neutral vowel.

10.  There are some important differences: Hayes et al. (2006, 2009) counted forms with the 
dative suffix -nɑk/-nɛk only whereas Rebrus & Törkenczy (2016) considered singly suffixed 
forms containing any harmonically alternating monosyllabic suffix. Hayes and Cziráky Londe 
(2006) did examine the application of the Height Effect in BNN-stems but (over)simplified 
the effect. They assumed that the ordering of the N1N2 sequences solely depends on the last 
neutral vowel (N2) in the stem: the more transparent N2 is according to the Height Effect, the 
more transparent the sequence is.
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answers to the following questions: In which cases are (i) the Height Effect, (ii) the 
Count Effect, (iii) the Cumulativity Effect and (iv) the Locality Effect satisfied or 
violated? Furthermore: (v) Are the stem classes homogeneous in their harmonic 
behaviour: do consonant-final and vowel-final stems behave in the same way?

2.  Experiment

2.1  Participants

21 adults participated in the experiment (14 women (mean age: 33 years, range 
19–66 years; 7 men (mean age: 44 years, range 26–67 years). All participants were 
native speakers of Hungarian, 19 currently living in Budapest (10 born & raised 
there).

2.2  Stimuli

We set up 9 classes of real monomorphemic stems representing the relevant 
groups. For BN-stems there are 2 bisyllabic stem classes [Be] and [Bɛ]. We did 
not test class [Bi] because it shows no variability: all such stems take back suffixes. 
We included two trisyllabic stem classes in the experiment: [BBe] and [NBe]. For 
BNN-stems, each neutral vowel quality in each position is represented, except for 
[Bee], which is practically empty; and [BNɛ] stems, which do not show variation 
in the corpus, all such stems always take front suffixes: [Bii], [Bei], [Bie], [Bɛi], 
[Bɛe]. The number of stems in each class roughly corresponds to the real size of 
the class (all the stems in the class)11 and in each one, we have a balanced sample, 
with both consonant-final and (different) vowel-final stems in each class where 
relevant. Consider the table of comparisons in (10) below, where the columns and 
the rows are stem subtypes and a cell at the intersection of a row and a column is 
a comparison of two subtypes, i.e. a potential ordering between them. The cells 
show the orderings imposed by the effects discussed in Section 1 (cf. (1), (4), (6), 
and (8)). The notation, where each symbol represents an ordering between the 
subtypes compared by these effects, is as follows:

 – Height Effect: <HE
 – Count Effect: <CE

11.  We wanted to include as many stems as possible, hence the difference in stem tokens 
across types. Testing fewer stems of the bisyllabic types would not have provided us a detailed 
picture of the variation observed in and across different types.
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 – the transitive corollary of the Height Effect and the Count Effect: (<)
 – Cumulativity: ≤
 – the transitive corollary of Cumulativity: (≤)
 – Locality: ≤LOC
 – internal harmonic consistency: ≈

The shaded cells represent comparisons where these effects do not impose an 
ordering on the subtypes of stems.

 (10) A table of comparisons between stem subtypes

Be Bɛ Bii Bei Bie Bɛi Bɛe
(Bi = 0) <HE <HE <CE <CE <CE <CE (<)
Be ≈ <HE <CE <CE (<) <CE

Bɛ ≈ <CE <CE

Bii ≈ ≤ ≤ ≤ (≤)
Bei ≈ ≤LOC ≤ (≤)
Bie ≈ ≤
Bɛi ≈ ≤
Bɛe ≈

Altogether, 104 stems were tested in the 9 classes. Each stem appeared with 4 dif-
ferent consonant-initial suffixes (dative -nɑk/-nɛk, instrumental -vɑl/-vɛl, elative 
-boːl/-bøːl and allative -hoz/-hɛz), yielding 416 experimental sentences alto-
gether. See (11) for the distribution of stems across stem classes in the experiment.

 (11)  The distribution of the number of stems across stem classes in the 
experiment12

Stem type Number of stems Example

Be 37 taːɲeːr, sɑteːn
Bɛ 37 hɑvɛr, fotɛl
Bii   6 ɑspirin, kolibri
Bie   6 mɑtineː, klɑrineːt
Bei   3 proteːziʃ, poeːziʃ

12.  Glosses: kolibri ‘hummingbird’, mɑtineː ‘matinee’, poeːziʃ ‘poetry’, ʃpɑgɛtti ‘spaghetti’, 
sutɛreːn ‘basement’, indoneːz ‘Indonesian’, finaːleː ‘finale’, mɑjoneːz ‘mayonnaise’, kɑrɑnteːn 
‘quarantine’.
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Bɛi   6 bɑkɛlit, ʃpɑgɛtti
Bɛe   3 suvɛreːn, sutɛreːn
NBe   3 indoneːz, finaːleː
BBe   3 mɑjoneːz, kɑrɑnteːn

The experimental sentences were complemented by 208 filler sentences. Filler sen-
tences were 4–6 words long, they did not contain mixed stems or any of the target 
suffixes. Experimental sentences were sorted into two batches, yielding two ver-
sions of the experiment (A and B). Each participant heard every target stem with 
two different suffixes, an ɑ/ɛ (dative or instrumental) suffix and a non-ɑ/ɛ suffix 
(allative or elative) out of the four (208 target sentences) and 208 filler sentences. 
Filler sentences were the same in the two batches.

2.3  Method and procedure

We collected data from adult participants in an elicited production task disguised 
in the form of a sentence repetition task. Each target word+suffix combination 
was presented acoustically, as part of a digitally prerecorded sentence. The target 
inflections in each sentence (and sometimes another syllable in the sentence) were 
masked by a carefully inserted cough that prevented the participant from hearing 
the inflection, but not the stem or the remaining portions of the sentence, as illus-
trated below (where strikethrough represents the cough):

Valamiért sosem voltam híve az aszpirinnak/nek.
‘For some reason I have never been devoted to aspirin-dat.’
A trópusi kolibrinak/nek kék a tollazata.
‘The tropical hummingbird-dat (has) blue plumage.’

The audible parts of the sentence make it clear which inflection is missing, but 
provide no cues to the frontness of the actual suffix alternant. After hearing the 
sentence, participants were asked to repeat the sentence. This design was modeled 
after Warren’s (1970) phoneme restoration procedure. Restoration with the same 
procedure works at the morpheme level e.g. for affixes in Hungarian (Dankovics 
& Pléh 2001), and has been successfully used as an elicited production method 
for suffixes with children (Lukács et al. 2009). In this design, participants are usu-
ally unaware that the inflections are missing, which allows us to examine the dif-
ferences in variability in production without relying on metalinguistic awareness 
and conscious decision about the front/back variants. Crucially, it also allows 
us to  collect data for stem+suffix combinations that are rarely or never attested 
in corpora, thus providing new sets of data for systematically testing the above 
hypotheses.
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2.4  Results

The dependent variable in all cases was the frontness of the inflection the partici-
pants produced. To test the Count Effect, the Height Effect and the Cumulativity 
Effect, the effect of stem type and stem subtype was tested on mean percentages 
of front answers. Since Type and Subtype were within-subject factors, the results 
were analyzed by a Repeated measures ANOVA (analysis of variance), and were 
further tested by post-hoc pairwise comparisons.

2.4.1  Results by generalized type – Count Effect
First, we tested the Count Effect by comparing mean percentages of front answers 
in a repeated measures GLM with Type as a 4-level factor (BN, BBN, NBN, BNN). 
A significant main effect of Type was observed (F(3, 60) = 44,66; p<0.001). Post 
hoc pairwise comparisons showed that BN-stems were significantly different from 
all others (p<0.001), and, as expected by the Count Effect, BNN-stems were asso-
ciated with a significantly higher ratio of front answers than stem types with a 
single neutral vowel between the back vowel of the stem and the suffix (i.e. BN, 
BBN, NBN stems).13 BBN and BN stems differed significantly (p<0.05). No other 
pairwise differences were significant. The results are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Mean percentage of front answers across participants by stem type. Error bars indi-
cate standard deviations (SDs)

2.4.2  Height Effect
To test the Height Effect, we compared mean percentages of front answers in a 
repeated measures GLM with Subtype as a 4-level factor ([Be], [BBe], [NBe], [Bɛ]), 

13.  Note that the difference would have been even greater if we had included [Bi] and [BNɛ] 
stems.
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which revealed a significant main effect of Subtype (F(3, 60) = 184.46; p<0.001). 
Post hoc pairwise comparisons showed significant differences between all pairs of 
subtypes (p<0.001) except for [NBe] vs. [BBe], which did not differ statistically. 
The standard deviation is also higher in these subtypes,14 and, compared to BN 
types, the number of roots tested is lower (3 vs. 37).

The results illustrating the Height Effect by subtype are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Mean percentage of front answers across participants by stem subtype. Error bars 
indicate SDs

2.4.3  Cumulativity 1
The Cumulativity hypothesis was first tested by comparing the results for [Bii], 
[Bei], [Bie] and [Bɛi] in a repeated measures GLM with Subtype as a 4-level factor, 
which revealed a significant main effect of Subtype (F(3, 60) = 26.485; p<0.001). 
Post hoc pairwise comparisons showed significant differences between all pairs of 
subtypes ([Bie] < [Bɛi], [Bei], [Bii] at p<0.001; [Bii] < [Bɛi] and [Bei] < [Bɛi] at 
p<0.01) except for [Bei] vs. [Bii], which did not differ statistically. The results by 
subtype are shown in Figure 3.

14.  The F-ratios of the stems belonging to the [BBN] type were the following: pɑraːde 
‘parade’ 0.7%, kɑrɑnteːn ‘quarantine’ 8%, mɑjoneːz ‘mayonnaise’ 93%; and that of the stems 
in the [NBN] type were: finaːleː ‘finale’ 0%, diɑdeːm ‘diadem’ 31%, indoneːz ‘Indonesian’ 73%. 
Presenting the averaged F-ratios of these types hides the extent of variation within the types, 
although this might provide an explanation for the lack of significant difference between the 
two types. It seems that the two types are also not harmonically consistent (similarly to the 
type [Bie], see (9) above). That is, consonant-final and vowel-final stems do not behave in a 
uniform way.
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Figure 3. Mean percentage of front answers across participants by stem subtype. Error bars 
indicate SDs

Our hypotheses expected [Bei] ≤ [Bie] to hold, but since [Bie] stems have signifi-
cantly lower F-ratios than all other BNN-stems, they violate both the Cumulativity 
and the Locality Effects. This is consistent with the corpus results shown in (7) 
above, but the difference is more pronounced in our results.

2.4.4  Cumulativity 2
The Cumulativity hypothesis was also tested by comparing the results for [Be], 
[Bei], [Bie] and [Bɛe] stems in a similar repeated measures GLM with Subtype 
as a 4-level factor, which revealed a significant main effect of Subtype (F(3, 60) = 
128.471; p<0.001). Post hoc pairwise comparisons showed significant differences 
between all pairs of subtypes ([Bɛe] < [Bei] at p<0.05; all others at p<0.001). The 
results by subtype are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Mean percentage of front answers across participants by stem subtype. Error bars 
indicate SDs

Figures 3 and 4 show that the order and the quality of the neutral vowels in a 
BNN-stem can cause significant differences in their F-ratios, and that the har-
monic behaviour of a stem is affected by both N1 and N2 (i.e. the last vowel is not 
the only one responsible for harmonic behaviour, contra Hayes & Cziráky Londe 
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2006, Bowman 2013). According to the experiment, native speakers follow the 
general trends found in Rebrus and Törkenczy’s (2016) corpus results, but the dif-
ferences can be more marked.

2.4.5  Comparisons of C-final vs V-final roots
A corpus study (Rebrus and Törkenczy 2016) has shown that consonant-final 
BNN-stems ([BNNC]) and vowel-final BNN-stems ([BNN#]) are not necessarily 
homogeneous in their harmonic behaviour in all subtypes. In (12), we show the 
F-ratios of [BNNC] and [BNN#] stems, comparing experimental data with word 
forms in the webcorpus that contain the same stem+suffix combinations that we 
tested in the experiment. According to the Cumulativity Effect, the F-ratios should 
be the following: [Bii] ≤ [Bie] ≤ [Bɛi]. As can be seen in (12), this only holds for 
[BieC] ≤ [BɛiC], [Bii#] ≤ [Bɛi#] and [Bie#] ≤ [Bɛi#] in the webcorpus and not for 
the other three ([BiiC] ≰ [BieC], [BiiC] ≰ [BɛiC], [Bii#] ≰ [Bie#]) of the theoreti-
cally possible six pairs.15 The results of the experiment are a close match for the 
corpus frequencies. The two pairs violating Cumulativity are [BiiC] ≰ [BieC] and 
[Bii#] ≰ [Bie#]; the others all conform to the ordering by Cumulativity. Note that 
with one exception ([BiiC] ≰ [BɛiC] in the webcorpus), the pairs violating order-
ing by Cumulativity all involve [Bii] vs. [Bie] comparisons.

The difference between the F-ratios of [BiiC] stems (webcorpus: 0.94, experi-
ment: 0.50) is due to the fact that the webcorpus contains only one stem out of the 
three which were tested (ɑspirin ‘id.’). However, this stem in the experiment has an 
F-ratio of 0.81, which fits in with the general patterns observed in the webcorpus.

 (12)  Internal consistency: front-ratios of the C# and V# roots used in the 
experiment in the webcorpus and the experiment

Webcorpus Experiment

C# V# diff. C# V# diff. p

[Bii] 0.94 0.81    0.13 0.50 0.75 −0.25 0.002
[Bie] 0.43 0.20    0.23 0.46 0.21    0.25 0.000
[Bɛi] 0.88 0.91 −0.03 0.73 0.86 −0.13 0.058

As can be seen in (12), Cumulativity holds for consonant-final (C#) stems in 
the experiment; the difference between [BiiC] and [BieC] (0.50 vs. 0.46) is not 

15.  Compare (7) where (i) all available BNN-stems were counted with all available harmonic 
suffixes, and (ii) consonant-final and vowel-final stems were not distinguished.
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 significant. However, with vowel-final (V#) stems, Cumulativity is violated by the 
[Bie] subtype. Regarding internal harmonic consistency, it has already been noted 
that [Bie] stems are not consistent (cf. (9ii)). The experimental results also show 
that [Bii#] and [BiiC] stems differ significantly, but in the other direction: [Bii#] 
stems are more likely to take a front suffix than [BiiC] ones, while [Bie#] stems are 
more likely to take back suffixes than [BieC] stems.

If we look at all of the subtypes and their harmonic behaviour according to 
the webcorpus results (taking the same stem+suffix combinations that we tested), 
and compare them to the experimental data in (13) below, we can see that there 
are three marked differences ([Bii], [Bei], [Bɛe]). In the case of [Bii] stems, the 
difference may be due to the fact that out of the six stems we tested, only three 
were found in the webcorpus, yielding an F-ratio of 0.86, while the experimental 
result is 0.63. [Bei] stems show a 31% difference (webcorpus: 0.95, experiment: 
0.64), and [Bɛe] stems show a 24% difference in their F-ratios (webcorpus: 0.99, 
experiment: 0.75). The differences here are probably due to the fact that the words 
tested in these subtypes are very infrequent. Nevertheless, it is clear that the gen-
eral trends in harmonic behaviour in the corpus are a close match for our results, 
i.e. native speakers do observe the Law of Frequency Matching.

 (13)  Harmonic behaviour of BNN-stems in the webcorpus and in the 
experiment

Types Webcorpus Experiment

Bii Bie Biɛ 0.86 0.30 ((0.99)) 0.63 0.33 –
Bei Bee Beɛ 0.95 – ((1.00)) 0.64 – –
Bɛi Bɛe Bɛɛ 0.89 0.99 ((1.00)) 0.79 0.75 –

3.  Conclusion

Previous studies of variability in Hungarian vowel harmony were based on cor-
pus data, which has its known limitations (e.g. data sparseness on rare com-
binations), and/or wug testing using a single alternating suffix, which may 
oversimplify the dimensions and the range of variation. Our experiment pro-
vided direct data from native speakers, which made it possible to examine a 
larger set of stem+suffix combinations, and thus shed light on several lesser 
examined areas of HVH. The data provided new insights about the combined 
workings of the Height and the Count Effect, the behaviour of different har-
monically alternating suffixes, and the harmonic behaviour of consonant-final 
and vowel-final stems. The experiment has also allowed us to confirm previous 
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hypotheses that were formed based on the basis of corpus data and to identify 
areas/directions where more research is needed.

We have examined the harmonic behaviour of existing words combined 
with four different suffixes, based on an experiment with native speakers, and 
we provided a statistical analysis. Our results confirm the Height Effect and the 
Count Effect previously observed in corpus studies (Hayes & Cziráky Londe 2006 
(based on Google searches), Rebrus & Törkenczy 2016 (based on the Szószablya 
webcorpus)) and wug tests (Hayes & Cziráky Londe 2006): [Be] stems are more 
transparent (i.e. less front) than [Bɛ] stems, and the frontness of BNN-stems is 
significantly higher than that of BN-stems. Furthermore, our results also confirm 
the Cumulativity and Locality Effects in native speaker behaviour: the quality of 
N1, the quality of N2, and the order of the two neutral vowels, are all important in 
determining a [BN1N2] stem’s harmonic behaviour, contrary to the simplified view 
in Bowman 2013 and Hayes & Cziráky Londe 2006, who assume that only the last 
neutral vowel N2 is relevant. Internal consistency effects were also observed in the 
experiment: the stem types [Bie] and [Bii] are not internally homogeneous. The 
stems in these types show different harmonic behaviour depending on whether 
their final segment is a consonant or a vowel, albeit with an opposite harmonic 
bias (i.e. [Bie#]: back bias; [Bii#]: front bias). The experiment has also confirmed 
the violation of Cumulativity found in the corpus involving the stem type [Bie#].

Interestingly, harmonic suffixes do not show a uniform behaviour either – 
contrary to virtually all analyses of HVH, which typically assume that harmoni-
cally alternating suffixes are uniform in their harmonic behaviour (but see Rebrus 
& Törkenczy 2013). Further research is needed to map out the exact way in which 
different suffixes behave when attached to BN and BNN-stems, but we can see the 
general patterns in Figure 5. We can observe differences in F-ratio between the 
harmonic suffixes examined in every stem type.
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Figure 5. Mean percentage of front answers across participants by stem type+suffix. Error bars 
indicate SDs
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Even with a relatively small sample of roots and a completely different methodol-
ogy of data collection, our results correspond to the tendencies observed in the 
webcorpus. However, we have to emphasize that the conditioning of harmonic 
variation may be even more fine-grained. For instance, it is itself a generalization 
that we treat different stems of the same harmonic pattern (i.e. stems that have the 
same neutral vowels following a back vowel) as belonging to the same subtype (e.g. 
bɑkɛlit ‘bakelite’ and ʃpɑgɛtti ‘spaghetti’ belonging to the subtype [Bɛi]). However, 
the frequency of the stems themselves and their harmonic behaviour may differ 
from the generalized subtype. This means that even though the six stems in the 
[Bii] subtype are labelled by a certain number that represents their F-ratio (in this 
case, 0.63), the individual stems themselves may have different harmonic behav-
iour (F-ratios); e.g. ɑspirin ‘id.’ and kolibri ‘hummingbird’ do not behave exactly 
the same way.

It is a further generalization that we treat the experimental and webcorpus 
data as the same. We have pointed out above that our results conform to the Law 
of Frequency Matching. Nevertheless, we have found some interesting differences 
between the frequencies gained from the corpus and the native speaker reactions 
in our experiment. The difference in F-ratios between the webcorpus and the 
experiment may indicate that the comparison of written and experimental data 
is not straightforward, as token and type frequencies taken from the corpus are 
merely a simulation of gaining data from participants.
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With or without the definite article

On the syntax of anaphoric possessor strategies in 
Hungarian

György Rákosi
Department of Linguistics, University of Debrecen

That noun phrases may constitute a binding domain is a key component among 
the parallelisms between the syntax of noun phrases and clauses. Reuland (2007, 
2011) and Despić (2011, 2015) have shown recently that the definite article plays 
a crucial role in delimiting this domain, since dedicated possessive reflexive 
anaphors are only possible in languages that lack a prenominal definite article. 
Hungarian has several anaphoric possessor strategies, which vary in whether 
they require, allow, or prohibit the use of the definite article in the possessive 
noun phrase. This paper gives an overview of the grammar of these strategies, 
and presents a discussion of the results of a questionnaire survey that was 
conducted to better understand the delicate distribution of the definite article in 
these constructions. The importance of these Hungarian data lies in showing that 
Reuland’s conjecture describes an important factor not only in cross-linguistic, 
but also in language internal variation in definite article use in possessive DP’s.

Keywords: anaphor, definite article, Hungarian, logophor, noun phrase, phase, 
possessive, pronoun, reflexive, reciprocal

1.  Introduction

The Hungarian possessive construction has figured prominently in research on 
the syntax of the noun phrase, and, in particular, in the development of the paral-
lel analysis of the structure of the noun phrase and the clause (see Szabolcsi 1983, 
1987, 1989, 1994). It is expected under the analogous treatment of the DP and the 
CP that the possessive noun phrase acts as a binding domain, a prediction that É. 
Kiss (1987) shows to be accurate for Hungarian. What escaped attention in the 
GB-theoretic analyses as well as in the subsequent literature, is the crucial role that 
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the definite article plays in the determination of this binding domain.1 This paper 
offers an overview of the grammar of the major anaphoric possessor strategies of 
Hungarian, and it makes the principal claim that the dependency between ana-
phoric possessor and matrix antecedent is local in the absence of a definite article 
in the D-head, but it is non-local in its presence.

In Hungarian, each argument anaphor can function as an anaphoric pos-
sessor, including the primary reflexive maga ‘oneself ’ (1b) and the complex reflex-
ive önmaga ‘oneself ’(2b), as well as the reciprocal egymás ‘each other’ (2a). The 
definite article shows an interesting distribution across these strategies: it is obliga-
tory if the possessor is a pronoun (irrespective of whether it is coreferential with a 
matrix antecedent or not) or the primary reflexive (1), but it is ungrammatical or 
barely acceptable if the possessor is the reciprocal anaphor or the complex reflex-
ive (2).2

 (1) a. Jánosi ismeri [DP *(az) ői/k korlát-a-i-t].
   John know.3sg  the he limit-poss-pl-acc
   ‘John knows his limits.’
  b. Jánosi ismeri [DP *(a) magai/*k korlát-a-i-t].
   John know.3sg  the oneself limit-poss-pl-acc
   ‘John knows his limits.’

 (2) a. A fiúki ismerik [DP (*/??az) egymási/*k korlát-a-i-t].
   the boys know.3pl  the each_other limit-poss-pl-acc
   ‘The boys know each other’s limits.’
  b. A fiúki ismerik [DP (*/??az) önmaguki/*k korlát-a-i-t].
   the boys know.3pl  the themselves limit-poss-pl-acc
   ‘The boys know their own limits.’

This partition may seem surprising at first sight, since the primary reflexive pat-
terns up with the personal pronoun (1), rather than with the rest of the anaphors 
(2).

1.  The list of further standard references on the Hungarian possessive noun phrase include 
Bartos (1999), Dékány (2011), den Dikken (1999, 2006), É. Kiss (2000, 2002) and Laczkó 
(1995). I refer the reader to these works for comprehensive descriptions of the syntax of the 
Hungarian noun phrase. In this paper, I only focus on details that are directly relevant for our 
purposes.

2.  Abbreviations in the glosses: 1 = first person, 2 = second person, 3 = third person, acc = 
accusative case, cond = conditional mood marker, dat = dative case, dev = deverbal nominal-
izing suffix, freq = frequentative suffix, imp = imperative mood marker, masc = masculine, pl 
= plural, poss = possessedness suffix (on the possessum), prt = verbal particle, sg = singular.
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In recent work (Rákosi 2017), I have shown that this distribution can be better 
understood from the vantage point of Reuland’s (2007, 2011) conjecture on dedi-
cated possessive reflexives. Reuland argues that dedicated possessive reflexives 
(like the Latin suus ‘self ’s’ or the Russian svoj ‘self ’s) are available only in languages 
without a prenominal definite article, which creates an impenetrable domain for 
binding. As is, this conjecture is a typological universal, but this line of inquiry 
provides an explanatory framework for the Hungarian data in (1) and (2). The 
dependency between the anaphor and antecedent is local in the case of the exam-
ples in (2), and it is non-local in (1). This prevents a Principle B violation in (1a), 
and this renders the reflexive in (1b) an exempt anaphor.

My fundamental aim in this paper is to provide further support for this 
analysis. I have investigated transitive constructions in my earlier work (as in 
(1) and (2)), but judgements on the distribution of the definite article may be 
more subtle in other syntactic contexts. To gain a better understanding of the 
data patterns, I have conducted a questionnaire study. The results of this study 
strengthen the principal hypothesis on the role of the definite article in the 
determination of the binding domain for anaphoric possessors in Hungarian. 
In particular, I argue that possessive anaphors are either exempt in the presence 
of the definite article in the D-head of the possessive phrase, or they have an 
antecedent inside of the possessive construction. These results also give further 
support to the claim that binding domains are phase-based and the DP is a phase 
(see Despić 2011, 2013, 2015 for more on these claims in the context of posses-
sive reflexives).

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, I give a brief overview of 
Reuland’s observation and related work, as well as a survey of pertinent remarks 
in the literature on Hungarian. In Section 3, I describe the results of the question-
naire survey, and provide an analysis for each of the anaphoric possessor con-
structions discussed. Section 4 rounds up the paper with the conclusions and an 
outlook on remaining research questions.

2.  The background of the study

2.1  Reuland’s (2007, 2011) conjecture on dedicated possessive reflexives

Languages differ in whether they employ a dedicated possessive reflexive or not. 
English, for example, does not avail itself of this option. This creates a potential 
ambiguity between bound variable and referential readings of possessive pro-
nouns as in (3).
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 (3) Everyonei loves hisi/k mother.

The two readings are disambiguated through the use of two distinct possessive pro-
noun strategies in many languages. The minimal pair in (4) is from Serbo-Croatian.

 (4) Serbo-Croatian (Marelj 2011: 205)
  a. Svakoi voli njegovu*i/k majku.
   everyone loves his.3sg.masc mother
   ‘Everyone loves his mother.’
  b. Svakoi voli svojui/*k majku.
   everyone loves self ’s mother
   ‘Everyone loves his mother.’

Serbo-Croatian has a φ-complete pronominal possessor fully specified for per-
son, number, and gender. This pronoun is referential, and it does not license the 
bound variable reading in (4a). Serbo-Croatian also has a dedicated possessive 
reflexive, svoj, which is φ-deficient (4b), and which needs to be bound to a matrix 
antecedent.3

Reuland (2011: 167) observes that the availability of dedicated possessive 
reflexives of the svoj-type strongly correlates with the absence of prenominal defi-
nitess marking. In other words, dedicated possessive reflexives are only available 
in languages with postnominal definiteness marking (Bulgarian, Icelandic, Roma-
nian, Swedish, etc.), or in languages with no definiteness marking at all (Chinese, 
Hindi-Urdu, Latin, Russian, Serbo-Croatian, etc.).4 Both Reuland and Marelj 
(2011) note that Italian, French and Spanish contrast with their Latin ancestor in 
a particularly interesting manner. Latin has no definiteness marking, and it has 
a dedicated possessive reflexive suus, together with a fully specified pronominal 
paradigm (eius ‘his’), with a share of labour between the two that is similar to 
what is attested in Serbo-Croatian. Italian has a prenominal definite article, and 
the cognate of the Latin suus patterns up with the English possessive pronouns in 
licensing both referential and bound variable readings:

 (5) Italian (Reuland 2011: 168)
  Giannii ama [DP le suei/k due macchine].
  Gianni loves  the his two cars
  ‘Gianni loves his two cars.’

3.  Marelj (2011) and Despić (2013) both provide an in-depth discussion of the Serbo-Cro-
atian data, though their analyses differ. We discuss the relevant aspects of Despić’s proposal 
below.

4.  Despić (2015: 203) provides a detailed inventory of these language types.
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So a change towards overt coding of definitiness brought about important 
changes in the use of the descendants of suus. Reuland assumes furthermore that 
the D-position is also present in possessives in languages that have an overt defi-
nite article but do not employ it in possessive structures. English and Dutch are 
such languages. In sum, the gist of Reuland’s conjecture is that the D-position 
marks an impenetrable domain for binding, rendering the dedicated possessive 
reflexive strategy an unavailable option in languages that have prenominal defi-
nite articles.

Reuland leaves it open whether the definite article in these languages causes 
a minimality intervention or it defines a phase domain. The latter position is 
argued at length in Despić (2015). To account for the English facts specifically, 
he assumes that reciprocal and pronominal possessors do not occupy the same 
position.5 Pronominal possessors are situated in the complement of the D head, 
in Spec,PossP (6b). Given that the DP is a phase, and binding domains are phase-
based, pronominal possessors are free to take antecedents outside of their local 
domain. So they can be bound by the subject, as happens in (3). Reciprocals, on 
the other hand, are in Spec,DP, with the possessive morpheme ’s occupying the 
D-position (6a).

 (6) a. [DP each other [D’ s [PossP [NP friends]]]]
  b. [DP [D’ D [PossP their [PossP’poss [NP friends]]]]]

Since Spec,DP is the edge of the DP phase, reciprocal possessors can be bound 
directly from the next higher phase (the vP). Consequently, a reciprocal pos-
sessor bound by an antecedent in the embedding clause is a true anaphor in 
English.6

5. One argument that Despić builds on to substantiate this claim is the fact that reciprocal 
possessors, like lexical possessors and unlike pronominal possessors, allow the ellipsis of the 
material that follows them (Despić 2015: 212–213). For arguments that pronominal posses-
sors are lower in the possessive structure than lexical possessors, see Bernstein and Tortora 
(2005).

i. They could read their own files, but they could not read each other’s.
ii. They could read their own files, but they could not read John’s.
iii. *They could read their own files, but they could not read my.

6.  The Serbo-Croatian facts observed in (4) above are explained in this approach under 
the assumption that no DP is projected in the Serbo-Croatian possessive noun phrase. Since 
Hungarian is a DP-language, articleless languages are not directly relevant for the current 
discussion. See, among others, Bošković (2005, 2014), Despić (2011, 2013, 2015) and Marelj 
(2011) for three alternative accounts of the Serbo-Croatian facts.
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Hungarian is a DP-language. As such, it does not have a dedicated possessive 
reflexive, but all the anaphors that can serve as internal arguments of the verb are 
also licit in the possessor position. They together instantiate each of the three sce-
narios that Reuland and Despić describe for languages with a prenominal definite 
article. Some anaphoric possessors co-occur with a definite article in the D-cap of 
the possessive phrase. This definite article is normally overt, but it can also have 
a covert form in the right (discourse) context. Other anaphoric possessors are 
licensed in Spec, DP, without an article in D. Whether the dependency between 
the possessor and its antecedent is local, is determined by the respective position 
of the possessor in the possessive DP, and by the concomitant presence or absence 
of the article in D. Thus Hungarian is a language that itself entertains all the syn-
tactic variation that is attested across DP-languages.

2.2  The Hungarian background

É. Kiss (1987) is essentially the sole locus in the literature on Hungarian that 
extensively discusses issues concerning the claim that the Hungarian noun phrase 
is a binding domain. In particular, she argues that the pronominal coding of ana-
phoric possessors is the unmarked case, and using the primary reflexive for the 
same function is a marked strategy (É. Kiss 1987: 197–198). Consider the follow-
ing examples for illustration.

 (7) a. Jánosi ismeri [DP az ő(i/)k korlát-a-i-t].
   John know.3sg  the he limit-poss-pl-acc
   ‘John knows his limits.’
  b. Jánosi ismeri [DP a proi(/k) korlát-a-i-t].
   John know.3sg  the he limit-poss-pl-acc
   ‘John knows his limits.’
  c. Jánosi ismeri [DP a magai/*k korlát-a-i-t].
   John know.3sg  the oneself limit-poss-pl-acc
   ‘John knows his limits.’

My own judgements of these data are consistent with those of É. Kiss, and I show 
in 3.3 below that the marked nature of (7c) derives from the dependence of the 
anaphoric possessor on an antecedent that is construed as a perspective holder. 
Pronominal possessors are normally pro-dropped, unless they bear a discourse 
function. The overt pronominal possessor is typically interpreted as non-coref-
erential with the subject (7a), whereas the most prominent reading of (7b) is the 
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bound variable interpretation.7 But this is certainly not a strict syntactic constraint, 
both sentences can have both interpretations in facilitating contexts.8

This interpretation of the data entails that the possessive noun phrase is a 
binding domain. Another argument to support this claim comes from possess-
ors external to the possessive DP.9 Possessors can occur outside of the possessive 
phrase if they receive dative case. If that happens, a pronominal possessor cannot 
be coreferential with the clausemate subject (8a), and a reflexive needs to be used 
to obtain the anaphoric interpretation (8b).10

 (8) a. Jánosi csak neki*i/k ismeri [DP a korlát-a-i-t].
   John only dat.3sg know.3sg  the limit-poss-pl-acc
   ‘It is only his limits that John knows.’

7.  A reviewer raises the issue of whether the rules that guide the preferential readings of 
(7a) and (7b) are also relevant in the interpretation of embedded subjects. Though many other 
factors may intervene in the case of clausal embedding, the covert pronoun strategy is often a 
sign of topic continuity with the matrix clause (ii), and the overt pronoun is more likely to be 
used when topic switch happens (i).

 (i) Jánosi megígérte Peti-nekk, hogy ő(i/)k ittmarad.
  John promised.3sg Peti-dat that he here.stay.3sg
  ‘John promised Pete that he stays here.’

 (ii) Jánosi megígérte Peti-nekk, hogy proi(/k) ittmarad.
  John promised.3sg Pete-dat that he here.stay.3sg
  ‘John promised Pete that he stays here.’

Thus pronoun possessors and subject pronouns in finite embedded clauses show a converging 
pattern in what preferential readings they manifest. For pertinent discussion, see Pléh (1983) 
on cross-sentential anaphora.

8.  The coreferential use of overt pronouns often becomes more available if some material is 
added between the possessor and the possessum. This is the preferred option, for example, if 
the possessum is modified by the speaker-oriented, non-referentially used adjective kis ‘little’:

 (i) Jánosi ismeri [DP az ői(/k) kis korlát-a-i-t].
  John know.3sg  the (s)he little limit-poss-pl-acc
  ‘John knows his little limits.’

9.  In principle, the dative possessor can be truly extracted from its position internal to the 
possessive DP, or it can be base-generated in the matrix clause (see É. Kiss 2014 for a compre-
hensive discussion of this variation). The differences between the two constructions do not 
matter for the argument presented here.

10.  (8b) arguably has a marked character, just like (7c). But this has nothing to do with the 
binding facts, and (8b) sharply contrasts with (8a) in grammaticality.
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  b. Jánosi csak magá-naki/*k ismeri [DP a korlát-a-i-t].
   John only himself-dat know.3sg  the limit-poss-pl-acc
   ‘It is only his limits that John knows.’

The contrast between (7a) and (8a) is strong, and it instructs us once again that the 
possessive DP is a distinct binding domain.

The facts concerning the use of the definite article in these constructions, as 
I argue in this paper, point towards the same conclusion. It is all the more inter-
esting that these facts have not been investigated in the literature on Hungarian. 
The single exception that I am aware of is Marácz (1989: 396–397). Marácz notes 
that the definite article is unacceptable if the possessor is the reciprocal anaphor. I 
repeat (2a) as (9) for illustration.

 (9) A fiúki ismerik [DP (*/??az) egymási/*k korlát-a-i-t].
  the boys know.3pl    the each_other limit-poss-pl-acc
  ‘The boys know each other’s limits.’

He takes the article facts at face value and draws the conclusion that possessive 
phrases with reciprocal possessors are smaller than DP.11 But in fact all the pos-
sessive phrases investigated here behave as DP’s in the structure of the Hungarian 
clause, and there is no positive evidence that the possessive in (9) is smaller than 
a DP. We will also see in 3.4 that reciprocal possessors are not made incompatible 
with the definite article: they can co-occur with one if their antecedent is inside of 
the possessive phrase. Thus Marácz’s conclusion seems unwarranted, and a more 
explanatory account of the behaviour of reciprocal possessors can be elaborated 
under the assumption that the possessive phrase that contains them is a DP.

3.  Anaphoric possessors with or without the definite article

3.1  Pronominal possessors

The definite article is obligatory in Hungarian if the possessor is an overt personal 
pronoun. I repeat (1a) as (10) for illustration.

 (10) Jánosi ismeri [DP *(az) ői/k korlát-a-i-t].
  John know.3sg   the he limit-poss-pl-acc
  ‘John knows his limits.’

The only exception to this is the case of vocatives. Szabolcsi (1989) points out that 
the definite article is ungrammatical in vocatives in Hungarian:

11.  They are NP’s in the GB-theoretic framework he adopts.
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 (11) a. Én barát-om, gyere!
   I friend-poss.1sg come.imp.2sg
  b. *Az én barát-om, gyere!
    the I friend-poss.1sg come.imp.2sg
   ‘My friend, come!’

In her system, the article is needed to create an argumental noun phrase, and its 
subordinating function is analogous to the role that the complementizer plays 
in clauses. In the current proposal, the article creates a phasal domain that helps 
avoid a potential Principle B violation in case there is a clause-mate antecedent for 
the pronominal possessor. There is no need for such protection in vocatives, where 
no potential linguistic antecedent is available. Thus nothing forces the presence of 
the article in (11), and the ungrammaticality of (11b) may in part be due to reasons 
of economy in this respect.12

The article facts are somewhat more complex if the pronominal possessor is 
pro-dropped, which is in fact the most frequently used strategy to code a depen-
dency with a clause-mate antecedent. The definite article can be omitted mostly if 
the possessum is uniquely identifiable through the possessor in the context of use. 
So article drop is natural in (12a) because one normally has a salient and uniquely 
identifiable homeland. Bus stops are different in this respect, so the drop of the 
article in (12b) is unnatural.

 (12) a. Elindultam [DP (a) pro szép hazá-m-ból].
   departed.1sg  the pro beautiful homeland-poss.1sg-from
   ‘I departed from my beautiful homeland.’
  b. Elindultam [DP #(a) pro buszmegálló-nk-tól].
   departed.1sg   the pro bus_stop-poss.1pl-from
   ‘I departed from our bus stop.’

12.  (11a) has a somewhat archaic character, but the contrast between (11a) and (11b) is real 
nevertheless. Szabolcsi (1989: 24) argues that vocatives are DP’s, because the possessor can 
be dative-marked and then it occupies Spec,DP in her system. Her example contains a lexical 
possessor, but in fact dative pronominal possessors are ungrammatical in vocatives:

 (i) *Nek-em (a) barát-om!
     dat-1sg the friend-poss.1sg
      ‘My friend!’

It has been argued that Romance vocatives are DPs (d’Hulst et al. 2007), and see Hill (2007) 
for the same claim concerning Romanian, Bulgarian and Umbundu. The ungrammaticality of 
(i) leaves us without obvious positive evidence for the presence of a DP-cap in (11a). I leave 
this issue open here.
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It is important to emphasize that this article drop is not compulsory in any 
variety of Hungarian, and the use of the article is always an option with argu-
ment possessives. The awkward nature of article drop in (12b) is the result of 
the lack of a supportive discourse context, and thus the problem is essentially 
pragmatic, and not syntactic in nature.13 I conclude that the definite article can 
have a phonologically zero variety in Hungarian, licensed in the contexts repre-
sented by (12a). Note that the possessum is non-restrictively modified in (12a), 
and the overt definite article is still not compulsory.14 This renders an N-to-D 
movement account of (12a) implausible. The postulation of a covert definite 
article captures the modifier-possessum linearization facts successfully, and it 
is also a plausible account of the fact that article drop by pro-possessors is never 
compulsory.

In sum, when the possessor is an overt or a pro-dropped personal pronoun, 
the D-position of the possessive phrase is always filled by the definite article. The 
article has a phonetically empty variant that is licensed only by pro-dropped pos-
sessors in the right discourse setting.15

 (13) a. [DP [D’ az [FP én [NP hazá-m]]]]
     the  I  homeland-poss.1sg
   ‘my homeland’
  b. [DP [D’ a/Ødef [FP pro [NPhazá-m]]]]
     the  pro homeland-poss.1sg
   ‘my homeland’

This means that pronominal possessors are always inside the phasal domain con-
stituted by the possessive DP. Any potential clause-mate antecedent is outside of 
this domain, and therefore Principle B violations cannot arise in dependencies 
involving the pronominal possessor and an antecedent external to the possessive 
structure.

13.  Dóla et al. (2017) and Virovec (to appear 2019) are two recent discussions of the complex 
web of factors that influence the acceptability of article drop in Hungarian possessive con-
structions with covert pronominal possessors.

14.  This is not the case with personal names, which do require the presence of the definite 
article if they are modified by an adjective. Dékány (2011: 94) gives an overview of the facts 
and the pertinent literature.

15.  I simply assume for the purposes of this article that possessors are merged in a functional 
projection FP. See the literature listed in footnote 1 for different syntactic models of the pos-
sessive structure in Hungarian.
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3.2  The survey

While the definite article is obligatorily spelt out in the D-head of the possessive 
phrase if the possessor is a personal pronoun, there is some variation in judge-
ments concerning the use of the article if the possessor is an anaphor. I have con-
ducted a web-based questionnaire survey for a firmer grip on the data, the results 
of which are incorporated in the discussion in sections 3.3–3.5.

The questionnaire contained 26 target sentences with anaphoric possessors 
and 6 filler sentences. The target sentences formed 13 minimal pairs which only 
differed in the presence or the absence of the definite article in the possessive DP. 
The possessor was the reciprocal egymás ‘each other’ in 5 sentence pairs, the pri-
mary reflexive maga ‘oneself ’ in 4 sentence pairs, and the complex reflexive önma-
gam ‘oneself ’ in 3 pairs.16 I adopted some of the test sentences from the linguistic 
literature, whereas the rest were mostly (based on) corpus examples. The major 
conditions tested were the presence or the absence of a clause-mate antecedent 
and the respective order of the antecedent and the anaphor. The test sentences only 
included nominative possessors.17

The sentences were presented in a fixed, pre-randomized order with non-
adjacent minimal pair test items. The test was self-paced, and participants could 
see one test item at a time. Participants were asked to evaluate the sentence using 
a 5-point Likert-scale (5 = fully acceptable, 1 = totally unacceptable). 149 native 
speakers participated in the survey, each raised and educated in Hungary. The 
responses from 8 are not included in the results because these participants’ evalu-
ation diverged from the expected value (5 or 1) by at least 2 points on at least two 

16.  One another pair included the special logophoric reflexive jómagam ‘myself ’, but I 
decided not to include it in the current discussion. This reflexive is mostly used in colloquial 
varieties of Hungarian, but speakers are divided in their overall evaluation of this form. Those 
who judged it more favourably tended to prefer the absence of the article in the possessive 
D-head to its absence. This pattern is similar to what we find attested in the case of önmaga 
‘oneself ’, to be discussed in 3.5 below.

17.  Alternatively, the unmarked possessor receives no case. The decision between the two 
analyses has no direct relevance for the current discussion. See É. Kiss (2002) and Dékány 
(2011) for some discussion. Dative possessors require the spellout of the definite article in D 
if the possessive phrase is definite (see 8 in the text), therefore they are less interesting in the 
context of the current inquiry.
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filler sentences. Therefore the data reported in this paper include judgements from 
141 native speakers.18

3.3  The primary reflexive as a possessor

As we have seen in the previous section, the default strategy to code bound vari-
able readings for pronominal possessors in Hungarian is to pro-drop them. Using 
the primary reflexive for the same purpose is a marked strategy in this respect. 
What renders reflexive possessors marked, in comparison to argument reflexives, 
is that they do not create a reflexive relation themselves, and they frequently have 
a logophoric character. Let us investigate now how the results of the questionnaire 
survey can be interpreted in the framework of these assumptions.

Figure 1. provides an overview of the results pertaining to the 4 sentence pairs 
that contained the primary reflexive. The sentence pairs are referenced as below 
from (14) to (17).
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Figure 1. Mean judgements for the reflexive possessor sentences (14–17)

 (14) with article: 4.63, without article: 3.99
  [DP (A) magam rész-é-ről] egyetértek.
   the myself part-poss-from agree.1sg
  ‘For my part, I agree.’

18.  The mean age of these respondents was 31, and 111 of them were female. Most partici-
pants were from the eastern part of Hungary, but each major regional dialect was represented 
in the survey. The response patterns do not correlate obviously with these social factors (age, 
gender, place of birth and living, education), and I assume that any inter-speaker variation is 
idiosyncratic in this respect.
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 (15) with article: 4.62, without article: 1.63
  Mi csináltuk [DP (a) magunk dolg-á-t].
  we did.1pl  the ourselves thing-poss-acc
  ‘We went about our own business.’

 (16) with article: 3.43, without article: 2.11
  Túlságosan sokra becsültem [DP (a) magam ere-jé-t].
  too much.to estimated.1sg  the myself strength-poss-acc
  ‘I much overestimated my own strength.’

 (17) with article: 2.47, without article: 1.65
  Ez a változás mintha [DP (a) magam
  this the change as.though  the myself
  gondolkod-ás-á-t] is megváltoztatta volna.
  thinking-nomsuf-poss-acc too altered.3sg cond
  ‘As though this change had altered my own way of thinking, too.’

As is evident, the participants of the survey preferred the use of the definite article 
to its absence in each condition. Thus the primary factor that determines the dis-
tribution of the definite article is the choice of the reflexive itself. Nevertheless, 
there is obvious variation in the mean judgements across the sentences.

The two sentences (14–15) that received the highest score each include an 
underlying relation that is normally reflexive. One can go about one’s own busi-
ness, and one can normally express one’s consent on one’s own behalf. Most of the 
corpus examples for reflexive possessors represent this sort of use, in which the 
semantic contribution of the primary reflexive is minimal. There is a pronounced 
difference in judgements concerning the drop of the definite article. It is barely an 
option in (15), in which the possessive phrase is an argument inside of the VP; but 
the article-less variant received much higher scores in (14), in which the posses-
sive phrase is an adjunct in topic position. The participants consistently rated this 
sentence without the article either as good as the variant with the article, or only a 
little worse. I assume that this is an instance of article drop in topic position, mani-
festing the phonologically zero form of the definite article that we discussed in 3.1.

Examples (16) and (17) do not include an underlying reflexive relation. One 
can, for example, quite naturally overestimate somebody else’s strength. (17), which 
is based on a sentence from the Hungarian National Corpus (Oravecz et al. 2014), 
does not even include a clause-mate antecedent. I have argued in Rákosi (2014) 
that the reflexive is a perspective-dependent, logophoric pronoun in this example. 
(17) becomes totally unacceptable if it is embedded in a context that represents 
somebody else’s perspective. This sentence, just like all the others, was presented 
out of context, which might be the reason why the participants did not evaluate it 
favourably. Perspective dependence also plays a role in the  interpretation of (14) 
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and (15), though this factor is much less prominent there than in the case of (16) 
and (17). The native speakers that I consulted on this in a follow-up inquiry were 
in agreement that (15) is awkward or less felicitous in a context where the point-
of-view holder is not the antecedent of the reflexive. Compare (18a) to (18b).

 (18) a. √Örültem, hogy…
   was.happy.1sg that
   ‘I was happy that…’
  b. (?)János örült, hogy…
      John was.happy.3sg that
     ‘John was happy that…’
   …mi csinálhattuk [DP(a) magunk dolg-á-t].
   we could.do.1pl the ourselves thing-poss-acc
   ‘we could go about our own business.’

Thus even if these uses are not logophoric in the strict sense of the term, sensi-
tivity to the presence of an antecedent whose perspective structures the piece of 
discourse around the reflexive is an evident factor in its licensing.

The emerging picture is that these reflexive possessors are exempt anaphors, 
and as such, they do not need a local syntactic antecedent. They may show different 
degrees of logophoricity, and they tend to sound best when the semantics of the 
embedding clause inherently requires the identity of the possessor and a clause-
mate antecedent (usually the subject). They co-occur with the definite article in 
the D-head of the possessive phrase exactly for the reason that they do not act as 
locally bound variables. Within the current set of assumptions, this means that 
they are inside of the phasal domain of the possessive phrase, just like pronominal 
possessors, and their antecedent – if there is one – is outside of this domain.

3.4  The reciprocal anaphor as a possessor

What sets a reciprocal possessor apart from the primary reflexive possessor, is that 
the former does not have a marked character in canonical transitive constructions 
containing a subject antecedent and a possessive DP object, and that reciprocal 
possessors do not take the definite article in this configuration. But the overall 
picture on article use is slightly more complex.

The results of the survey are summarized in Figure 2, and the test sentences 
are listed below.

 (19) without article: 4.61, with article: 1.87
  A fiúk feljelentették [DP (az) egymás szüle-i-t]
  the boys reported.3pl  the each_other parent.poss-pl-acc
  a rendőrség-en.
  the police-on
  ‘The boys reported each other’s parents to the police.’
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 (20) without article: 4.52, with article: 3.12
  Már kicsit unalmas [DP (az) egymás feljelentget-és-e].
  already little boring  the each_other report.freq-dev-poss
   ‘The constant reporting of each other (to the police) is a little boring 

already.’

 (21) without article: 3.35 (Rákosi 2015, 261: √), with article: 1.91
  [DP (Az) egymás szüle-i] tetszenek a gyerekek-nek.
   the each_other parent.poss-pl appeal.3pl the children-dat
  ‘The children like each other’s parents.’

 (22) without article: 2.97 (É. Kiss 2008, 464: √), with article: 1.64
  A fiúk-at feljelentették [DP (az) egymás szüle-i]
  the boys-acc reported.3pl  the each_other parent.poss-pl
  a rendőrség-en.
  the police-on
  ‘The boys, each other’s parents reported to the police.’

 (23) without article: 2.75 (É. Kiss 1987, 200: ?), with article: 1.97
  A lányok féltek, hogy [DP (az) egymás
  the girls feared.3pl that  the each_other
  jelölt-je-i] nyer-nek.
  candidate-poss-pl win-3pl
  ‘The girls were afraid that each other’s candidates would win.’

As is clear, the variant without the definite article is rated highest in each case. The 
greatest distance between the two variants is in what we regard as the canonical 
binding configuration (19). (22) is from É. Kiss (2008), who uses it to illustrate 
the claim that the object can bind into the subject in Hungarian if the former pre-
cedes the latter, and who considers the articless variant grammatical. But this sen-
tence was in fact rated much lower in this survey than (19), and even (21) received 
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Figure 2. Mean judgements for the reciprocal possessor sentences (19–23)
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higher scores. In (21), the internal experiencer argument binds into the internal 
subject argument, the latter preceding the former.19 What is noteworthy about this 
example is that the lack of a linear precedence relation between antecedent and 
anaphor does not improve the acceptability of the article in a significant manner.

The same pattern emerges in the case of example (23), which was the low-
est rated sentence in this group in the no-article condition. The reciprocal pos-
sessor is embedded within the subordinate subject DP, and its antecedent is in the 
matrix clause. The example is from É. Kiss (1987), who gives it a question mark, 
and who considers it an exempt anaphor (being “excluded from the domain of 
anaphora”, op. cited p. 201). The anaphor and the antecedent are in two distinct 
binding domains in the phase-based approach, too, given that the finite subordi-
nate clause constitutes a phase. I therefore also treat this reciprocal as an exempt 
anaphor.20 We would then expect the definite article to be more acceptable in this 
configuration than in the previous three, but it fared only slightly better. Only 20 
participants out of 141 rated this sentence higher with the article than without it, 
with an average 1,35 points difference between the respective judgements.

19.  Rákosi (2015) extensively argues for the two-place unaccusative analysis of dative expe-
riencer verbs in Hungarian.

20.  This conclusion is also supported by the general uncertainty in the judgements. The 
reciprocal possessor can be bound by a local dative antecedent (i), and if it is part of the sub-
ordinate subject, it can marginally take either a dative or a nominative argument as its ante-
cedent (ii–iii). If both the nominative and the dative arguments of the matrix verb are plural, 
then the reciprocal can co-refer with either with a moderate level of success (not shown). 
More research is needed on the factors that govern grammaticality judgements here, but this 
construction is apparently not an instance of a well-behaving, local referential dependency.

 (i) Megmutattam a lányok-nak egymás jelölt-je-i-t.
  showed.1sg the girl.pl-dat each_other candidate-poss-pl-acc
  ‘I showed the girls each other’s candidates.’

 (ii) ?(?)Megmutattam a lányok-nak, hogy egymás jelölt-je-i
    showed.1sg the girl.pl-dat that each_other candidate-poss-pl
    hova állnak.
    where.to stand.3pl
     ‘I showed it to the girls where each other’s candidate will stand.’

 (iii) ?(?)A lányok megmutatták nek-em, hogy egymás
    the girls showed.3pl dat-1sg that each_other

    jelölt-je-i hova állnak.
      candidate-poss-pl where.to stand.3pl
    ‘The girls showed me where each other’s candidates will stand.’
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In comparison, the definite article was much better received in (20). This 
example contains a possessum which is an action nominalization that comes with 
a local antecedent (the agent of the verbal base of the possessum) that can bind 
the reciprocal.21 Since the search for the antecedent is within the possessive DP, 
the presence of the article is expected. And it was fully acceptable (5) for 35 par-
ticipants out of 141, with 29 of them rejecting it altogether (1). This indicates that 
there is a split across the speakers, but a much bigger portion of them accepts the 
article here than in the other conditions. It is also noteworthy that the majority of 
the relevant examples (a reciprocal possessor with a preceding definite article) that 
one may find in corpora are possessive phrases containing a nominalized verbal 
head. (24) is one such example from the Hungarian National Corpus.

 (24) A csapatjátéknál [DP az egymás segít-és-é-n] van
  the team_game.at  the each_other help-dev-poss-on is
  a hangsúly.
  the emphasis
  ‘In a team game, the emphasis is on helping each other.’

The importance of this configuration is in demonstrating that reciprocal possess-
ors are not incompatible with the definite article, or at least not totally for most 
speakers. If the antecedent is available within, the article can be spelled out in the 
possessive DP.

So in this case the reciprocal possessor stays low in the possessive structure 
(25a). When the reciprocal possessor has an antecedent in the embedding clause, 
the D-position of the possessive DP contains no article. Instead, the reciprocal, 
which is based generated in the specifier of a possessive functional projection 
(called FP in this paper), moves to the specifier of the DP.22 This movement is 
driven by the φ-deficient nature of the reciprocal anaphor, and also by the lack of 
an alternative strategy to express reciprocal meanings.

 (25) a. [DP [D’ definite article [FP reciprocal possessor [NP possessum]]]]
  b. [DP reciprocal possessor [FP reciprocal possessor [NP possessum]]]

In (25b), the reciprocal possessor occupies a position at the edge of the DP phase 
and it can be directly bound by an antecedent from the embedding clause.

21.  How exactly this agent argument is represented in syntax is less crucial in the context of 
the current discussion. See Kenesei (2005) and Laczkó (2009) for two opposing views.

22.  This is analogous to how É. Kiss (2002: 166) treats lexical possessors. I also assume with 
her that dative possessors are hosted in the specifier position of an extra DP adjoined to the 
core DP-layer represented in (25b).
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3.5  The complex reflexive önmaga ‘oneself ’ as a possessor

The primary reflexive maga ‘oneself ’ has several more complex variants. The most 
frequent one of these is önmaga ‘oneself ’. This anaphor is primarily used in predi-
cates where a reflexive relation is not expected, and its syntax is similar in certain 
ways to the syntax of personal names. It can, for example, be modified by a non-
restrictive adjective:

 (26) a. *(a) korábbi János
    the former John
    ‘the former John’
  b. (a) korábbi önmaga
   the former oneself
   ‘his former self ’

The difference between the name and the reflexive is that the former necessarily 
combines with the definite article in this construction (26a), while the article is 
optional for the reflexive (26b).

The survey contained 3 sentence pairs with this anaphor, as is summarized 
below.
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Figure 3. Mean judgements for the complex reflexive possessor sentences (27–29)

 (27) without article: 4.09, with article: 2.47
  Minden nap [DP (az) önmagam leleplez-és-e is] volt.
  every day  the myself expose-dev-poss too was
  ‘Every day was the exposing of my own self, too.’

 (28) without article: 3.83, with article: 1.89
  A fiúk felfedezték [DP (az) önmaguk határ-a-i-t].
  the boys discovered  the themselves limit-poss-pl-acc
  ‘The boys discovered their own limits.’
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 (29) without article: 3.39, with article: 2.15
  [DP (Az) önmaga szerep-é-t] Péter is hasonlóan élte meg.
   the himself role-poss-acc Peter too similarly lived.3sg prt
  ‘His own role, Peter experienced in a similar manner.’

(27) received the highest scores in both conditions. The possessum is a nominal-
ized form of a verbal predicate, and thus the reflexive anaphor has an antecedent 
within the possessive DP. It is for this reason that a subset of the participants of the 
survey gave higher scores to the variant with the definite article than in the other 
conditions. The overall distribution of the judgements is similar to what we have 
seen with reciprocals, though there the definite article is somewhat more accept-
able in the presence of a DP-internal antecedent (compare (20) and (27)).

I therefore assume a similar analysis for the two anaphors. The definite article 
is acceptable here too at least for some speakers if the antecedent is within the 
possessive DP (30a). But this reflexive has an antecedent in the embedding clause 
in the usual case, and then the definite article is absent. It is the complex reflexive 
itself which moves from the DP-internal functional projection to the specifier of 
the DP-cap to occupy a position at the edge of the DP-phase (30b).

 (30) a. [DP [D’ definite article [FP complex reflexive [NP possessum]]]]
  b. [DP complex reflexive [FP complex reflexive [NP possessum]]]

What triggers this movement in this case is the analogy with lexical possessors 
(names), since this reflexive is characterised by a degree of referentiality that sets it 
apart from run-of-the-mill reflexive anaphors. But önmaga ‘oneself ’ is an anaphor 
nevertheless, and it can be bound within the next phasal domain higher up in the 
tree as a result of this movement.

4.  Summary and outlook

I have argued in this paper that the apparently complex distribution of the definite 
article in Hungarian possessive DP’s containing an anaphoric possessor can be 
better understood once the role of the definite article in determining the binding 
domain for the possessor is recognized. In particular, I have shown that the defi-
nite article in the D-head of the possessive phrase allows the anaphoric possessor 
to find an antecedent within the possessive DP, but it blocks the establishment 
of a local binding dependency between the possessor and an antecedent exter-
nal to the possessive phrase. Overt or pro-dropped personal pronouns require the 
presence of the article in D, and thus they do not induce a Principle B violation 
even in the presence of a clause-mate antecedent. The primary reflexive possessor 
maga ‘oneself ’ also requires an article in D, and it acts as an exempt anaphor. The 
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 reciprocal egymás ‘each other’ and the complex reflexive önmaga ‘oneself ’ move 
up to Spec,DP to be on the edge of the DP phase, which allows them to be bound 
from the next phase higher up in the tree. The D-position is not filled in this sce-
nario, but some speakers do find the definite article acceptable with these two 
anaphors if an antecedent is available within the DP.

This discussion introduces a novel, binding theoretic perspective to the syntax 
of the Hungarian possessive construction, and the paper also provides a survey 
of an empirical field that has been relatively neglected in pertinent research. The 
source of inspiration for this analysis is Reuland’s (2007, 2011) observation on the 
role of the definite article in binding dependencies involving anaphoric possess-
ors. Reuland shows that dedicated possessive reflexives are only available in lan-
guages without prenominal articles. This paper has provided data from Hungarian 
in support of the claim that the definite article creates an impenetrable domain for 
binding into possessives, thereby illustrating that Reuland’s conjecture describes 
an important factor not only in cross-linguistic, but also in language internal 
variation in definite article use in possessive DP’s. Following Despić (2011, 2013, 
2015), I assumed a phase-based approach to the description of the data discussed. 
The paper demonstrates the role of the definite article in spelling out the boundar-
ies of the phase constituted by the possessive DP. These are also the boundaries of 
the binding domain for the possessor, which only becomes accessible to the next 
higher phase if it moves to the edge of the DP phase, to Spec,DP.

The survey that I have reported in this paper is an initial attempt at under-
standing the empirical data in a more comprehensive manner. The primary data 
show variation in some of the conditions, especially in the case of exempt ana-
phoric uses, or in the cases when article use deviates from what we see attested 
in canonical transitive constructions with subject antecedents and anaphoric 
possessors in the DP object. It is an important objective for further research to 
develop a better understanding of variation in definite article use in possessive 
constructions in general, and variation in native speakers’ assessment of exempt 
anaphoric possessor strategies. I believe nevertheless that more fine-grained sur-
veys of the empirical field will only give further support to the analysis that I have 
proposed in this paper.
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Word order effects of givenness in Hungarian:

Syntax or prosody?
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This pioneering study presents results from a forced choice experiment designed 
to investigate the favoured linear placement of given constituents within the post-
verbal domain of Hungarian. Specifically, the experiment tested the preferred 
relative position of textually given topical adjunct phrases. The results indicate 
that speakers prefer to place topical given constituents in the immediately post-
verbal position, preceding contextually new items in the clause final position. 
The paper makes the argument that the results are best explained by an interface 
approach that sees word order variation as driven by the prosodic marking 
associated with givenness.

Keywords: word order, post-verbal field, information structure, givenness, 
prosodic marking

1.  Introduction

Information structural (IS) categories like focus and givenness are associated with 
word order alternations in many of the world’s languages. Over the past decades 
the word order effects of focus have been investigated in great detail from a variety 
of formal perspectives. Popular accounts range from the purely syntactic and those 
formulated in terms of the syntax-IS interface to those lying at the prosody-IS inter-
face. Indeed, in transformational generative grammar, much of this research has 
centered around charting the precise division of labor of the relevant grammatical 
components in focus-related word order phenomena. While no less prominent 
in functionalist schools of thought than focus, the ordering effects of givenness 
have received comparatively less attention in transformational grammar. A key 
observation, first explored in detail by the Prague School, is the tendency of given 
elements to linearly precede new elements. This given-before-new generalisation, 
however has not been widely adopted in transformational theories as a general 
principle. In addition to the difficulty in pinning down the  linguistically relevant 



notion of givenness, reasons for this lapse include the extensive, yet ill-understood 
variation in givenness-related word order effects, which include across-the-board 
obligatory reordering, obligatory reordering applying only to a restricted range of 
elements, and cases in which the generalization appears to be blatantly violated; 
phenomena which have all been observed in a variety of Slavic and Germanic 
languages.

Especially challenging from a generative syntactic perspective are variations 
in word order due to givenness that are best described as tendencies or prefer-
ences, rather than discrete and unambiguous effects. These types of phenomena 
are worth exploring since they make available potentially fruitful comparisons 
with better studied mandatory syntactic effects associated with IS, and are thus 
bound to inform general theories of the relation between IS and syntax.

This paper presents a two-alternative forced choice experiment that was 
designed to examine whether givenness plays any role in the word order of the 
post-verbal domain of the Hungarian sentence. In this domain major constituents 
of the sentence appear in a free word order, and currently it is not clear whether 
any information structural categories are relevant to the choice between differ-
ent post-verbal word order alternants. After providing the necessary background 
regarding basic notions of givenness and characteristic ways of its grammatical 
marking in Section 2, in Section 3 we briefly review previous analyses of the syntax 
of the post-verbal region of the Hungarian sentence and prior claims concerning 
the effect of givenness in this syntactic domain. Section 4 presents our forced-
choice experiment. The results reveal that while givenness does not determine 
word order in a categorical way, speakers tend to prefer for the given phrases to 
precede the new phrases in the critical sentences. In Section 5 we discuss possible 
syntactic and prosodic accounts of these results, and argue for the viability of a 
prosodic approach that views the relevant word order variation as driven by the 
prosodic requirements associated with givenness. Section 6 concludes with a sum-
mary and identifies open questions for future research.

2.  Givenness

2.1  Notions of givenness

Givenness can be defined in a number of ways, which vary in how one assumes 
that an expression or its denotation are already present in discourse (Rochemont 
2016). Chafe (1974) frames givenness in terms of cognitive activation (or salience), 
Clark and Haviland (1977) and Prince (1981) in terms of familiarity, and Ariel 
(1990) in terms of accessibility, to name three key points of reference. From a lin-
guistic perspective, givenness is commonly understood in current approaches not 
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as a singular notion, but as a complex category encompassing various potentially 
related but distinct contextual properties. Ladd (1980), for one, discriminates 
between referential and textual senses of givenness. While extensionally these two 
senses may overlap, they do not necessarily coincide: something that is textually 
given may or may not be referentially given, and a referentially given entity may or 
may not be textually present (see Baumann and Riester 2013).

It is often posited that different combinations of these and other basic prop-
erties comprising different particular notions of givenness will lead to different 
degrees of givenness in a more encompassing sense. This assumption is common to 
a number of models that have been set up to capture the gradual or scalar nature of 
givenness (Chafe 1974; Prince 1981; 1992; Ariel 1990; Gundel et al. 1993; Arnold 
1998; Kaiser 2011 among others). These models propose that the level of given-
ness of a particular item can be placed on a scale or hierarchy. The differential, and 
potentially graded, nature of givenness is revealed in its differential linguistic mark-
ing, potentially reflected, for instance, in the choice among alternative nominal 
forms that can be used to refer to the given entity (Ariel 1990; Gundel et al. 1993), 
or in differences in accent type and deaccentuation (Baumann 2006; Baumann & 
Grice 2006). Givenness markers can thus be defined in a way in which they reflect 
the varying degrees of givenness they are associated with (Krifka, 2008).

Thus, givenness may be of varying types and/or degrees, as revealed by poten-
tial differences in their linguistic marking. The aim of the present empirical study 
is modest: it concentrates on one type of given elements in Hungarian, namely, 
topical textually given phrases. This type would be positioned comparatively high 
on any givenness scale. Textual givenness is a relatively simple affair: textually 
given items are part of the common ground because they have a salient match-
ing linguistic antecedent in prior discourse. As for topicality, this notion overlaps 
with givenness a number of ways. It requires the presence (or accommodation) of 
a corresponding element in the common ground (Chafe 1976; Gundel et al 1993; 
Lambrecht 1994; Prince 1981) Further more, it sometimes may also be understood 
as being scalar (Givón 1983; Ariel 1991). Two basic types of topics are commonly 
distinguished: aboutness topics (or sentence topics), of which the comment part of 
the sentence is predicated (Reinhart 1981; Lambrecht 1994), and discourse topics, 
namely themes of particular discourse segments (van Dijk 1976; Prince 1981). The 
two notions are not mutually exclusive in the sense that an element that is marked 
linguistically as the aboutness topic of a sentence may be, or may become, the dis-
course topic at that point of the discourse. For instance, in a dialogue context, if an 
item is marked as the aboutness topic in the question, then that item may function 
as the discourse topic (though not necessarily the aboutness topic) for the answer 
directly addressing that question.1 In the experiment to be presented below we 

1.  For the relation between aboutness topic and discourse topic, see also Asher (2004: 191).
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examine the syntactic positioning of phrases that are both textually given and top-
ical in a a sense of topicality to be defined below (we will refer to them as topically 
given, for short).

2.2  The grammatical marking of givenness

Givenness has been shown to be associated in a wide range of languages with 
specific realisations both in terms of syntax and prosody. The syntactic reflexes 
of givenness often involve the use of non-canonical word order as reflected by 
the given-before-new generalization introduced above. In terms of prosody, on 
the other hand, givenness marking typically takes the form of reduced prosodic 
prominence, such as deaccentuation (Halliday 1967; Chafe 1976; Ladd 1980; Crut-
tenden 1997). One possibility with regard to any particular manifestations of these 
two types of reflexes is to assume that they arise independently of each other; that 
is, givenness exerts its influence on word order and on prosody separately. The 
other main possibility, capitalizing on the fact that syntactic form and prosodic 
form are highly interrelated, is to approach syntactic effects of givenness from the 
perspective of its prosodic effects, uncovering how the former may in fact be moti-
vated by the latter. In the remaining part of this section, we survey some promi-
nent accounts of the syntactic effects of givenness exemplifying each of these two 
possible approaches. We will return to them in Section 3.2 below, where we con-
sider both of these possibilities in relation to the word order effects of givenness 
we have found in Hungarian.

A long established generalisation going back to the work of Henri Weil, Her-
mann Paul and the Functional Sentence Perspective of the Prague School, and 
also adopted in some form in a great deal of linguistic research since (e.g. Clark & 
Clark 1977; Clark & Haviland 1977; Gundel 1988; Kučerová 2007, 2012; Skopeteas 
& Fanselow 2009), is that given material generally precedes new material. A care-
ful formulation of this generalisation is presented in Neeleman and van de Koot 
(2016):

 (1) Given-before-New Generalisation
   If a language uses word order alternations to mark givenness, then in the 

marked order the given material precedes the new material.

The following Czech examples illustrating this generalization are taken from 
Kučerová (2007). When the subject is interpreted as a (new, nonspecific) indefi-
nite and the object is interpreted as a definite, the basic SVO order changes to OVS 
(2b). If the subject is definite, or both the subject and the object are novel indefi-
nites, then the basic SVO order surfaces (2a).
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 (2) a. Chlapec našel lízátko
   boy.nom found lillipop.acc
    ‘The boy found a lollipop’ ‘A boy found a lollipop’ ‘The boy found the 

lollipop’
  b. Lízátko našel chlapec
   lollipop.acc found boy.nom
   ‘A boy found the lollipop’

Kučerová (2007, 2012) puts forward a syntactically based analysis, proposing a 
givenness operator (G-operator) to account for this effect. Her account can be 
said to be syntactically flexible in that the G-operator has no fixed position in the 
functional hierarchy of the clause: it may be inserted in one of several positions. 
Wherever the G-operator is inserted within the structure of the clause, for each 
c-commanding phrase within the containing propositional clausal constituent it 
introduces the presupposition that that phrase must be given. It then follows from 
the Maximize Presupposition principle (Heim 1991) that all given phrases must 
c-command, and thus (due to the right-branching nature of Czech clause struc-
ture) must precede, all new phrases.2

The overlap between givenness and topicality means that given elements may 
also be syntactically marked on account of being topical. Of special relevance to 
our current concerns is the notion of familiarity topic. A familiarity topic, also 
called givenness topic or continuity topic (Bianchi & Frascarelli 2010), is a given 
expression linked to a previously established aboutness topic and/or used for topic 
continuity (Givón, 1983, 1990; Lambrecht 1994), which gets “an already introduced 
aboutness topic” “merely refreshed” (Bianchi & Frascarelli 2010). This particular 
notion of familiarity topic is similar to what van Dijk (1981) dubs ‘sequential topic’, 
and what Erteschik-Shir (2007) refers to as ‘continued topic’.3

Basing themselves on the cartographic approach (Rizzi 1997), Frascarelli and 
Hinterhölzl (2007) show that in Italian familiarity topics are associated specifically 
with a low IP-external position that is located below the position of aboutness/
shifted topics (Reinhart 1981), contrastive topics (Büring, 1997), and left- peripheral 

2.  As noted in the preceding subsection, different types and/or degrees of givenness may 
elicit varying forms of associated linguistic marking. Kučerová (2007, 2012) claims that an 
object in Czech is marked by reordering as in (2b) only if it is “presupposed” in addition to 
being given in the common ground, where presuppositionality is roughly equivalent to Enc’s 
(1991) notion of specificity. Šimík and Wierzba (2015) argue that this extra requirement is 
both too strong and too weak for an adequate description of Czech.

3.  Familiarity topic status has been shown to influence word order phenomena (Cowles & 
Ferreira 2011).
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focus, as shown in the clausal sub-hierarchy of dedicated left-peripheral functional 
projections below.4

 (3) [ShiftP [ContrP [FocP [FamP [IP

Thus, in some cases the syntactic marking of given constituents may be due spe-
cifically to their familiarity topic status.

Both the flexible account and the cartographic account presented thus far 
regard givenness related word order phenomena as primarily syntactic, without 
assuming that the prosodic properties of given constituents play a significant role 
in these word order variations. With regard to the word order effects of focus, this 
has been a prominent line of research, culminating in what have come to be called 
cartographic syntactic accounts of focus (Bródy 1995; Rizzi 1997).5 At the same 
time, some focus-related word order alternations have been treated as being gov-
erned by the prosodic need of focus to bear the nuclear accent. Namely, it has been 
suggested that marked word orders may result from the syntactic alignment of the 
focused constituent with the default position of sentence-level nuclear prominence 
(Neeleman & Reinhart 1998; Zubizarreta 1998; Ishihara 2003; Szendrői 2003). It 
is also eminently possible to approach the apparent syntactic effects of givenness 
from the perspective of the prosodic properties associated with it, uncovering how 
the former may in fact be motivated by the latter. The key idea on which this type 
of approach is based is that, in inverse analogy to focus, given elements prefer to 
avoid surfacing in a syntactic position which is assigned prosodic prominence by 
default. Šimík and Wierzba (2015) argue in favour of such an account of the word 
order effects of givenness in Czech, one example of which was cited above. They 
show that, in the absence of stress shift, Czech disfavours a new » given ordering 
of arguments if and only if the given element is in a sentence-final position, where 
it receives the default nuclear stress (see also Šimík et al. 2014; Šimík & Wierzba 
2017). Under this approach word order interacts with givenness via the prosodic 
needs of given constituents.

It is worth noting that this general type of account is only applicable to lan-
guages in which givenness (or rather, the particular type of givenness at issue) 
imposes special prosodic requirements. While in many languages givenness is 
associated with deaccentuation, this is not a universal property. For instance, 

4.  In Italian familiarity topics are less restricted than the other topic types in that, due to 
some other constituents’ options for movement in the clause, they may linearly en up either at 
the right or the left periphery; see Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007).

5.  For a flexible syntactic approach to focus, see Neeleman and van de Koot (2008); for a 
hybrid syntactic/prosodic flexible approach to focus in Hungarian, see Surányi (2012).
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in languages like Italian and Romanian the givenness of a constituent does not 
license its deaccenting (Ladd 2008: 323; see Ladd 1990).

In this section we have reviewed some of the key notions of givenness, along 
with several prominent approaches to its grammatical marking. Before proceeding 
to present our experiments, in what follows we provide the relevant background 
on Hungarian.

3.  Background on Hungarian

3.1  Free word order in the post-verbal field

Hungarian is a discourse-configurational language that has both a Topic and 
a Focus position in its sentence structure (É. Kiss 1995). The focus position is 
unique: focus is canonically situated immediately before the finite verb. Topics, 
which are recursive, precede the comment, thus they are located to the left of the 
verb, and also to the left of the pre-verbal focus, if there is one. The standard struc-
tural analysis of the Hungarian sentence is given schematically in (4a). (4b) spells 
out a possible implementation of this constituent structure in terms of functional 
projections.6 The Topic position houses aboutness topics or contrastive topics (É. 
Kiss 2002; Gécseg & Kiefer 2009). Aboutness topics are generally shifted topics.

 (4) a. [Topic* [Focus [V [ XP … YP ]]]]
  b. [TopP Topic [TopP Topic [FocP Focus [Foc V] [V P XP … YP ]]]]

Example (5) below exemplifies a sentence in which the object is topicalized to a 
pre-verbal position. If the verb has a verbal particle, then in broad focus sentences 
like (5), it is immediately pre-verbal.

 (5) a. Pistá-t el-vitték a Bahamák-ra
   Steve-acc prt-take.past.3sg the Bahamas-onto
   ‘Steve was taken to the Bahamas.’

While the pre-verbal domain of the Hungarian sentence has been described in 
terms of a hierarchical structure within which different word orders give rise to 
different assignments of topic and focus information structural roles, the structure 
of the post-verbal domain has been a matter of controversy. Post-verbal constitu-
ent order has been described as “free” (including both arguments and adjuncts) in 

6.  A number of proposals have been offered in the literature that implement (4a)) in dif-
ferent ways (e.g. Bródy 1995; Puskás 2000; É. Kiss 2002). The choice among the different alter-
natives will be immaterial for our present purposes.
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the sense that different orders are not mapped to differences in the distribution of 
topic and focus functions:

 (6) a. El-magyaráztam a feladat-ot a diákok-nak.
   prt-explained.1sg the assignment-acc the students-dat
   ‘I explained the assignment to the students.’
  b. El-magyaráztam a diákok-nak a feladat-ot.
   prt-explained.1sg the students-dat the assignment-acc
   ‘same’

One point of debate has been whether or not the post-verbal domain has hierarchi-
cal surface structure, showing structural asymmetries between subject and object 
arguments, or whether this domain of the sentence is best analyzed as structurally 
“flat”, with major constituents in sister positions. The best elaborated account is 
É. Kiss’s analysis, who argues forcefully in a number of studies (1987, 1994, 2002, 
2008) in favor of the “flat” view of the surface structure of the post-verbal domain. 
Surányi (2006a,b) advocates a right-branching hierarchical analysis of the post-
verbal domain, proposing a scrambling movement based account of the free post-
verbal order of major constituents. Importantly from the present perspective, the 
scrambling operation does not affect the assignment of topic or focus roles accord-
ing to this movement based approach either.

While the order of non-focal post-verbal constituents is syntactically free, it 
may be modulated by non-syntactic factors. These may include specificity and 
human reference (É. Kiss, 2002), as well as “phonological weight”, which is subject 
to Behagel’s (1932) law of growing constituents (according to which shorter con-
stituents precede longer ones; É. Kiss 2008).

3.2  Givenness in Hungarian

There have been few attempts to characterise the role of givenness in Hungarian. 
In the remainder of this section we briefly summarise existing proposals regarding 
the effect of givenness in prosody, and in syntax.

It is not clear whether or not information structurally given material is, as a 
rule, deaccented in Hungarian, and as far as we are aware, there is no experimental 
evidence to back up either position. According to Varga (1981, 2002) and Gyuris 
(2012), given elements are deaccented as a rule. Although they do not explicitly 
make this point, Kálmán and Nádasdy (1994) do not posit that givenness based 
deaccenting is a general process in Hungarian as an obligatory process. They sug-
gest, however, that obligatory deaccenting applies, in the presence of a pre-verbal 
narrow focus, to (non-focal) background elements in the post-verbal domain (a 
view also shared by Vogel & Kenesei 1987, and Kenesei & Vogel 1989). They also 
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claim that pre-verbal given topics preceding a pre-verbal focus are deaccented as 
an option (Kálmán & Nádasdy 1994: 459).

There are few studies that make any mention of the role of givenness or new-
ness in post-verbal constituent order. Varga (1981: 200) is a notable exception. He 
provides the pair of examples in (7b) and (7c), noting that the order of the post-
verbal elements is free as long as both of them are informationally new or both of 
them are given.

 (7) a. Mit csinált a konyhá-ban?
   what do.past.3sg the kitchen-in
   ‘What did he do in the kitchen?’
  b. Be-gyújtott a konyhá-ban a fi-á-nak.
   prt-lite.past.3sg the kitchen-in the son-poss-dat
   ‘He lit a fire in the kitchen for his son.’
  c. Be-gyújtott1 a fi-á-nak a konyhá-ban.
   prt-lite.past.3sg the son-poss-dat the kitchen-in
   ‘He lit a fire for his son in the kitchen.’

Varga goes on to suggests that in a context like (7a) while (7b) is natural, (7c) is 
unacceptable (which he marks with an asterisk, indicating ungrammaticality). He 
does not provide a description of the grammatical mechanisms that are respon-
sible for this asymmetry, but formulates the generalization that in case the post-
verbal part of the comment contains a given element and a new element, then the 
new, and consequently accent-bearing, element may only occur in the comment-
final position.

É. Kiss (1996, 1998) points out that Varga’s (1981) prosody-based general-
ization regarding given and new post-verbal elements fails to apply in sentences 
containing two narrow foci, one of them in the pre-verbal slot and the other in a 
post-verbal position. In her judgment, in such sentences an informationally new 
post-verbal focus is preferably not comment-final in the presence of an additional 
informationally given element; instead, the post-verbal focus prefers to precede 
any given phrases. She proposes that this is because in a double focus sentence 
the post-verbal focus does not occupy an in situ position, but instead, extending 
the functional structure in (4b), it is located in a higher, functional specifier posi-
tion: it is raised to a post-verbal FocP. Since given argument phrases normally 
remain low in their argument positions, they linearly follow this post-verbal focus. 
É. Kiss acknowledges that post-verbal given material may also occur to the left 
of the post-verbal focus, but she suggests that this material is topical (or else it 
is quantificational, a special case that is irrelevant to our present concerns). She 
argues that while such post-verbal topics are not interpreted as aboutness topics, 
they nevertheless do possess topic properties: they must be interpreted as specific 
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or definite (referential). Thus, the relevant part of the functional structure É. Kiss 
(1998) proposes for the post-verbal region of Hungarian is an iteration of the rel-
evant portion of the functional structure in the pre-verbal field:7

 (8) [TopP …[FocP…V …[TopP […[FocP …]]]]]

In summary, É. Kiss’s (1996, 1998) proposal differentiates between topical and 
non-topical post-verbal given elements, without making direct reference to pure 
givenness. On the assumption that the domain to the right of the lowest discourse-
related functional projection, which is comprised by elements that are neither 
focal nor topical, exhibits free word order, a non-topical given element is expected 
to be able to both precede and follow a non-focal new element, while a topical 
given element is predicted to precede it.

4.  Experimental treatment

While there have been proposals for the existence of givenness related word order 
effects in Hungarian, no formally gathered empirical evidence is available to sup-
port them. In order to explore these effects, we present the results of a forced 
choice experiment that addresses this issue. The experiment was part of a series 
of experiments that have been designed to look at the effects of Focus and Given-
ness on the word order of post-verbal constituents in Hungarian. The scope of this 
paper is limited to the analysis of the effects of topical givenness alone.

4.1  Methods and materials

Participants were asked to complete a two-alternative forced choice experiment. 
In each step of the experiment they were presented with a context question, and 
two possible answers, which only differed in the linear order of their two post-
verbal phrases. The task of the participants was to read the context question first, 
and then to pick the answer which they felt was the more felicitous. The dependent 
variable to be analyzed was the proportion of word orders chosen in relation to the 
total number of responses recorded for each condition.

7.  A similar set of iterated A-bar projections is proposed by Szabolcsi (1997). A partial rep-
resentation is given below. RefP can only be occupied by (non-focal) referential phrases, in-
cluding definite NPs. Movement to the post-verbal RefP, however, is not assumed to be overt.

 (i) [HRefP [… [FocP [AgrSP V [RefP […[FocP …]]]]]]]
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The context for each condition was presented in the question, while the two 
answers represented two possible word order realisations of the same target sen-
tence. A template is given in (9), in which the two word orders are labeled as 
‘Answer 1’ and ‘Answer 2’. We will use the term target sentence to refer to the pair of 
sentences presented as possible answers, abstracting away from their post-verbal 
word order.

 (9) Context question
  a. Answer 1: TOPIC V XP YP
  b. Answer 2: TOPIC V YP XP

A total of 16 lexicalizations matching this template were created.
The target sentences always contained a topic, which was followed by a verb, 

and two post-verbal constituents. The topic functioned as a grammatical subject, 
and it was invariably a singular definite expression referring to a person. Formally, 
it was either a proper name or a noun phrase consisting of a definite determiner 
and a noun. The verb may or may not have contained a verbal prefix. As noted in 
above in Section 2, a number of factors may influence the word order preferences 
regarding post-verbal constituents. In order to isolate the effects of givenness, the 
two constituents were matched for other possible factors that might possibly have 
an effect or ordering preferences. They were both adjuncts, to rule out asymmetri-
cal argument structural relations. They were both of the same syllable count to 
rule out any effect of prosodic weight (i.e. Behagel’s law of growing constituents). 
They were both specific and definite. Finally, the two post-verbal phrases were also 
matched for animacy.

In order to further counterbalance the experiment and to rule out any possible 
lexical effects that might influence word order preferences, the set of participants 
was divided into two groups. If in Group 1 one of the two post-verbal phrases, say 
XP in (9), was Given, then in Group 2 it was the other post-verbal constituent, 
namely YP in (9), that had a Given status; and vice versa.

Each trial was displayed on a separate screen. The context setting question 
appeared at the top of the screen, and the two answers representing two possible 
post-verbal word orders of the target sentence appeared in the centre of the screen, 
one below the other. Within each trial, the presentational order of the two answers 
was randomized in order to remove any presentational bias.

The experiment consisted of four conditions, and followed a Latin square 
design, based on four counterbalanced lists of critical items. Within each list, each 
condition was represented by four items. Each participant saw each of the sixteen 
lexicalizations in one of the four conditions. Of the four conditions the present 
paper considers only those that are relevant to the analysis of the effects of Given-
ness on post-verbal word order preferences.
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In particular, we analyze two conditions: (i) a critical condition, and (ii) a 
baseline condition. In the baseline condition both post-verbal phrases were new. 
In the critical condition one of the two post-verbal phrases was new, while the 
other one was given. In particular, the given phrase had a linguistically matching 
antecedent in the context setting question that was syntactically marked there as 
an aboutness topic. This lent the given phrase in the target sentence both textual 
and topical givenness. Neither the critical nor the baseline items contained a nar-
row focus, i.e., they were all broad focus sentences.

Table 1 presents an overview of the experimental conditions analyzed in this 
study.

Table 1. Experimental conditions

Conditions One of the post-verbal phrases The other post-verbal phrase

Baseline condition new new
Critical condition textually given + topical new

A sample target sentence is given in (10), showing the two possible word order 
realisations that formed the alternatives in the forced choice task.

 (10) a. Az unoká-m be-vásárolt [a hétvégé-n]
   the grandson-poss prt-buy.past.3sg the weekend-on
   [a csarnok-ban].
   the hall-in
   ‘My grandson did the shopping on the weekend in the market hall.’
  b. Az unoká-m bevásárolt [a csarnok-ban]
   the grandson-poss prt-buy.past.3sg the hall-in
   [a hétvégé-n].
   the weekend-on
   ‘My grandson did the shopping in the market hall on the weekend.’

In the baseline condition the target sentence was presented with a context ques-
tion that determined both post-verbal constituents to be contextually new. The 
relevant question for (10) is presented in (11).

 (11) Hogy segít neked Andris?
  How help.3sg you.dat Andrew
  ‘How does Andrew help you?’

This context question did not contain any of the post-verbal constituents, there-
fore givenness was not expected to play a role in the word order choices of the 
participants. It was hypothesised that this condition would induce the choices 
between the two candidates in (10) to be at chance levels, thus the baseline 
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 condition would serve as the basis of comparison against which the effects of 
givenness could be measured. If the results indeed reflect chance levels, then that 
also confirms that biases for possible word orders have been successfully con-
trolled for. Note, however, that this condition properly fulfills its role as a baseline 
even if it does not yield chance level results, i.e., if it turns out that due to some 
hidden factor(s) we find that participants exhibit a certain degree of preference 
towards one of the two orders. This is because the same factor(s) are expected to 
also be present in the matched target sentences of the critical condition. What is 
crucial is whether the critical condition reveals a significant difference as com-
pared to this baseline.8

In the critical (new-given) condition, givenness was elicited in two ways. First, 
the context question contained an antecedent phrase that was textually identical 
to one of the two post-verbal phrases in the answer (this will be referred to as the 
target phrase). Second, the given phrase was also syntactically marked as a syntac-
tic topic in the context question, which is a reliable trigger of an aboutness topic 
interpretation in Hungarian. We assumed that marking the target constituent as 
an aboutness topic (A hétvégén in (12a)) in the context question would make this 
phrase topical in the target sentence: it would have the effect of interpreting this 
constituent as a familiarity topic.

An example of a pair of context questions used in the critical condition is 
given in (12).

 (12) a. A hétvégé-n mit csinált Andris?
   the weekend-on what do.past.3sg Andrew
   ‘What did Andrew do on the weekend?’
  b. A csarnok-ban mit csinált Andris?
   the hall-in what do.past.3sg Andrew
   ‘What did Andrew do in the market hall?’

The context questions shown in (12) contain one of the post-verbal constituents 
of the target sentence, which is a hétvégén ‘on the weekend’ in (12a), the context 
question presented to Group 1, and a csarnokban ‘in the (market) hall’ in (12b), 
the context question presented to Group 2. The hypothesis was that if the type of 
givenness employed in the experiment has an effect on the word order of the post-
verbal constituents, then this preference will be reflected in a significant difference 
between the results of the baseline and the new-given conditions.

8.  We are making the simplifying assumption here that the potential hidden factor(s) at 
issue have the same effect in the critical condition as in the baseline condition.
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The experiment was conducted with 192 participants (171f/21m, age range: 
18–85, mean = 54). Participants were volunteers recruited online through adver-
tisements posted on the social networking site Facebook.

The dependent variable was the ratio in which participants chose one pos-
sible word order over another in the contexts provided. The ratios were analyzed 
with the progam R (version 3.3.0, R Core Team, 2013), using logistic mixed effects 
models implemented with the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015), where the fixed 
effects were the conditions (critical and baseline), and the random effects were the 
participants and the target sentences. A series of models were fitted, and the most 
parsimonious model was selected by backward elimination, using ANOVAs.

The models calculated the slope and intercepts for both random effects. Addi-
tionally, pairwise comparisons were conducted using the lsmeans package, with 
Tukey correction. These compared all conditions that formed part of the larger 
experiment. Below we will only include the two conditions in Table 1. Finally, we 
also checked, using a one-sample t-test, whether or not the proportion of the two 
selected orders in the baseline condition was significantly different from chance 
level. The following section will describe the results of the experiment.

4.2  Results

As reflected in the plots in Figure 1, a substantial difference seems to surface 
between the ratios of the selected word orders in the two conditions.

After fitting logistic mixed effect models, pairwise comparisons were run. The 
results indicate that givenness had a significant effect on the word order prefer-
ences: participants favoured the placement of the given item in the immediately 
post-verbal position over having it in the clause-final position (z-ratio = 2.26, p = 
0.044, standard error: 0.105). The results of the one-sample t-test that compared 
the baseline condition to chance level revealed that participants’ choices in this 
condition did not differ from chance level.
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Figure 1. Placement of target item in the baseline and new-given conditions. red = target item 
in clause final position, blue = target item in immediately post-verbal position
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4.3  Discussion

The foregoing outcomes reveal that, at least when textual givenness is coupled 
with familiarity topic status, the immediately post-verbal positioning of the given 
phrase is favoured over its clause-final placement. Thus, free word order in the 
Hungarian post-verbal field is sensitive to topical givenness in that, when other 
factors are appropriately controlled for, a given » new ordering preference emerges.

This result is convergent with Varga’s (1981) intuitions regarding the superior-
ity of the given » new order as compared to the new » given linearization after the 
verb. The convergence is only partial for two reasons. First, rather than applying to 
givenness across the board, the effect is only shown here to cases of topical given-
ness (cf. Section 2.1). Second, our results suggest that the effect does not involve a 
categorical difference between word order choices, which would be indicative of a 
grammatical distinction between the possible word orders (as implied by the aster-
isk assigned to the new » given order in Varga 1981: 200). Instead, the responses 
appear to reflect tendencies or preferences. Having said that, the convergence with 
the pattern laid out by Varga (1981) seems sufficiently clear.9

As noted in the introduction, there are two main routes that can be taken 
in modelling word order effects of givenness. Givenness-related syntactic alter-
nations may be assumed to reflect givenness directly, implicating the mapping 
between syntax and information structure. Alternatively, they may be motivated 
by the prosodic needs associated with givenness, rendering the syntax-givenness 
relation indirect. In the next section we first consider how our results may be 
interpreted in terms of the syntactic proposals reviewed in Section 2.2, and then 
we explore the prospects of an indirect prosodic approach.

5.  General discussion

5.1  Syntactic approaches

As will be recalled from Section 2.2, Kučerová’s (2007, 2012) flexible syntactic 
approach posits a givenness-operator (G-operator) that imposes the presuppo-
sition that elements that c-command it within a propositional unit are given. 
It follows from the Maximize Presupposition principle (Heim 1991) that in a 
language whose syntax is sufficiently flexible to permit it, all given phrases will 
c-command all new phrases. In turn, assuming that the domain at issue in which 

9.  As we came across the relevant passage of Varga’s (1981) squib only after we have de-
signed the experiments and analysed their results, we find this convergence strongly sugges-
tive that the effects we have found are real.
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the relevant structural reordering takes place is right-branching, this will lin-
early order all given phrases before all new phrases. Recall also that the property 
of givenness that is imposed by the G-operator in Czech includes a combination 
of givenness and specificity (see footnote 2). As the post-verbal given phrases 
in our experiment were definite NPs, they satisfy the requirement of specificity.

One serious complication for a G-operator approach is related to the syntac-
tic domain to which its ordering effect needs to be limited. On Kučerová’s pro-
posal the givenness operator divides the clause (for her, a propositional domain) 
into a given and a non-given portion (Kučerová 2012: 14): all material above the 
G-operator is given, and all material below it is new. This does not seem to hold 
for Hungarian. It is in fact the norm in Hungarian to place new information into 
a position before the verb, which is normally higher than elements of the post-
verbal field, given the right-branching character of Hungarian clause structure. 
As reviewed in Section 3.1, Hungarian clause-structure is generally assumed to 
be hierarchical and right-branching all the way from its left edge at least to that 
head-initial projection whose head is overtly filled by the verb. In order for it to be 
viable in the first place, the G-operator-based account of the post-verbal ordering 
preference furthermore presupposes that the surface structure of the post-verbal 
domain too is hierarchical and right-branching. This is compatible with Surányi 
(2006a, b), though not with É. Kiss (1987, 1994, 2002, 2008); see Section 3.1 above. 
In all sentences that contain an informationally new exhaustive focus, the focus 
routinely occupies the pre-verbal position, independently of the givenness sta-
tus of any post-verbal constituents. This is represented schematically in (13a). It 
might be argued, however, that this type of systematic counterexample is irrel-
evant, if one assumes that the pre-verbal focus is located outside of what Kučerová 
describes as a ‘propositional’ unit. If so, a range of other systematically available 
word orders make the same point. For instance, as schematized in (13b), in broad 
focus sentences an informationally new bare noun phrase argument normally also 
appears in an immediately pre-verbal position, again independently of whether or 
not any of the post-verbal phrases, which it c-commands, is given (for illustrative 
examples, see É. Kiss 2002: Chapter 3.6). The same holds of manner and other 
predicate phrase internal adverbials, which routinely occupy a (not necessarily 
immediately) pre-verbal position when they are informationally new, again irre-
spective of the givenness of post-verbal phrases; see (13c) (for an example, see É. 
Kiss 2002: 21, (24a)).

 (13) a. Focusnew Verbgiven XPgiven/new YPgiven/new

  b. Bare-NPnew Verbnew XPgiven/new YPgiven/new

  c. ADVnew Verbnew XPgiven/new YPgiven/new
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In view of such facts, the domain of application of the G-operator would have to be 
restricted to the post-verbal domain in Hungarian. Effectively, the operator must 
be stopped from imposing the presuppositon of givenness on any c-commanding 
phrase above the surface position of the verb. While this could be doable, it would 
be stipulative, since it would limit the effect of the G-operator to what is consid-
ered a smaller-than-propositional clausal unit on most extant analyses of Hungar-
ian clause structure. This in itself makes the approach less attractive to account 
for our experimental results. In fact, limiting the G-operator’s application to the 
empirically required linearly post-verbal domain may well be a non-trivial task if 
the structural ‘height’ at which the verb surfaces is not constant across the vari-
ous constructions, i.e. if the verb raises to a higher or lower position within the 
clausal functional hierarchy depending on what occurs in the pre-verbal domain 
(see Bródy 1995; Puskás 2000; É. Kiss 2002).

A second major challenge to the G-operator approach is the fact that that 
approach predicts a much greater effect of givenness on word order than we have 
found (see Šimík & Wierzba 2017 for the same issue posed by their Czech experi-
mental data). The degradation that results from leaving a given element below the 
G-operator is due on Kučerová’s theory to the violation of Heim’s (1991) Maxi-
mize Presupposition. Indeed, violations of this principle generally give rise to a 
relatively perceptible infelicity, as illustrated by the sentence in (14b), uttered in a 
context in which it is part of the common ground that the speaker has exactly one 
neighbour (14a).

 (14) a.  Common ground: the predicate ‘neighbour of mine’ has a unique 
individual in its extension.

  b. #A neighbour of mine broke into my attic.

By contrast to this type of infelicity, what our results from Hungarian reflect is a 
preference of one post-verbal order over the other, rather than a sharp difference 
between the two. This remains unexplained under a G-operator based analysis.

It seems fair to conclude, then, that a G-operator based account of our empiri-
cal findings has little to offer itself.

Let us turn now to how a cartographic approach could handle the current 
empirical results. As will be recalled from Section 3.2, É. Kiss (1996, 1998) offered 
a syntactic analysis of the post-verbal domain of Hungarian in terms of discourse-
related functional projections. The relevant parts of this analysis are reproduced in 
(15) below for convenience. É. Kiss suggested that when two identificational foci 
are present in the Hungarian clause, the post-verbal focus occupies a post-verbal 
FocP position, which may be preceded within the post-verbal field by topics.

 (15) [FocusP Focus Verb [TopicP …[FocusP […(in situ) …]]]]
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In order to be able to adopt this analysis as a model of our experimental findings, 
assume now that a post-verbal TopP may be present even in the absence of a post-
verbal FocP, i.e., when no focus appears in the post-verbal domain. This is a natu-
ral assumption, as both TopP and FocP, including their pre-verbal instantiations 
in Hungarian, are generally taken to be projected only when a corresponding topic 
and focus element is present.

For the sake of the argument, we may support the postulation of a post- 
verbal topic position in Hungarian by making a combination of two points. First, 
É. Kiss herself does not specify what type of topic interpretation is assigned in 
this position, but notes that it is not an aboutness topic interpretation. We suggest 
that elements in this position could be viewed as familiarity topics in the sense of 
Givón (1990), Lambrecht (1994) and Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007). Second, 
as noted in Section 2.2, Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007) demonstrate that FamP, 
the position of familiarity topics, is relatively low in Italian (see (3). It is lower than 
the position of aboutness and contrastive topics. Indeed, in Hungarian too both 
of these are located higher than the purported topic position in the post-verbal 
domain (namely, aboutness and contrastive topics are in the pre-verbal field, see 
Section 3.1). In Italian, FamP is also lower than the position of a fronted focus. 
Indeed, the position in question is lower than the canonical (pre-verbal) position 
of focus in Hungarian clause structure too.

The cartographic analysis under consideration then posits a dedicated imme-
diately post-verbal position in Hungarian for topical items. This makes such an 
analysis seem highly suitable to treat the present result that topical given elements 
favour an immediately post-verbal placement over the clause-final position. Let 
us consider then (16) below as the structural analysis of those target sentences in 
which the given element preceded the new element.

 (16) [ Prt-Verb [FamP given …[ …new …]]]

One challenge to this type of approach is posed by the preferential nature of the 
word order phenomena at issue. While movement to the pre-verbal topic position 
is practically obligatory in Hungarian, and indeed, movement of all topic types is 
obligatory in Italian according to Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl, this is apparently not 
the case for the post-verbal topic position that is hypothesized to play a role in our 
experimental data.

More detrimentally to the account under consideration, the very existence 
of a post-verbal FamP projection is dubious. First, there are no strong positional 
arguments in its favour. For instance, as shown in (17) below, a post-verbal famil-
iarity topic can not only precede but it can also follow a post-verbal focus. Second, 
it is expected that non-specific bare NPs cannot occur in the FamP position, since 
topics must be specific (including definites and specific indefinites). This, however, 
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is disconfirmed by data such as (18), in which the object gyógymódot ‘cure’ is a 
non-specific bare nominal.10

 (17) [FocusP Miért mutatta be [FocusP pont ő [FamP a
    why introduce.past.3sg prt  specifically he  the
  diák-já-t [FocusP csak neked […(in situ) …]]]]
  student-poss-acc  only you.dat
  ‘Why was it specifically him who introduced his student only to you’

 (18) Ki fejleszt-ene ki gyógymód-ot pont erre
  who develop-cond.3sg prt cure-acc specifically this
  a betegség-re?
  the illness-for
  ‘Who would develop (some sort of) a cure specifically for this illeness?’

In the foregoing we have examined a flexible and a cartographic syntactic approach 
to the outcomes of our experiment, and have found that they face a number of 
difficulties. Two types of issues appear to stand out. First, both approaches are 
difficult to make consistent with other facts of Hungarian that fall outside the 
explanandum at issue.

Second, they have no story to tell as to why the detected effects are ‘merely’ 
preferential. In the remaining part of this section, we explore an alternative, pro-
sodic approach, which is potentially able to give a more principled explanation of 
the facts at hand.

5.2  A prosodic approach

The prosodic approach to the uncovered word order effects of givenness that we 
would like to put forward is, in a sense, the inverse of the suggestion made by Varga 
(1981). As we pointed out in Section 3.2, Varga (1981: 200) claimed that if the 
post-verbal field is comprised by a new and a given element, then it is the new, and 

10. An example similar to (18) is discussed by É. Kiss (1998: 26), reporting that some speak-
ers disprefer the ‘bare NP » focus’ order to the ‘focus » bare NP’ order in the post-verbal field, 
the latter of which is reproduced in (i). As in this example the bare NP contains an adjectival 
modifier, it may be that some speakers interpreted the bare NP as another focus. When inter-
preted as a focus, it falls within the scope of the other post-verbal focus (‘only John’) on the 
most plausible interpretation of the sentence (given in (i)). As this relative scope is reflected 
in the linearization in (a), this might be the reason why some speakers preferred this order.

 (i) Melyik teszt-ben követett el csak jános súlyos hibá-t.
  which test-in made.past.3sg prt only John fatal mistake-acc
  ‘Which test is such that it was only John who made a grave error in it?’
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therefore accented, element that must be sentence-final. Although Varga does not 
comment further on the grammatical mechanisms underlying this generalization, 
the formulation of his generalization seems to imply that the comment-final (or 
sentence-final) position better serves the prosodic needs of the new element than 
a comment-medial position would. This reasoning would be analogous to that of 
Šimík and Wierzba (2017) proposed for Czech, in that it takes the the syntactic 
order of given and new elements to be ultimately regulated by prosodic needs. 
At the same time, it differs from Šimík and Wierzba’s account in that it views the 
prosodic requirements associated with newness, rather than givenness, as the key 
driving force in Hungarian. This latter hypothesis is difficult to maintain, however, 
because newness generally seems to be a prosodically and information structur-
ally unmarked status, with no special prosodic requirements (Selkirk 2008; Katz & 
Selkirk 2011; Féry & Ishihara 2010); only focus needs to receive special (nuclear) 
prominence. Further, it incurs no deviation from default prosody for a new ele-
ment to receive an accent in a sentence-medial position.

Instead, we propose to adopt the inverse perspective, namely the one put for-
ward by Šimík and Wierzba’s (2017) for Czech (and more generally, West Slavic). 
A key ingredient of their approach is that in these languages the sentence-final 
position is the default position of nuclear stress. The nuclear stress is commonly 
taken to be more prominent than any other stresses located in the same prosodic 
domain.

By analogy, here we submit the following claim for Hungarian:

 (19)  The right edge of the Hungarian sentence is prosodically special in that by 
default it is aligned with special prosodic prominence.

According to (19), in a default syntax-prosody mapping the right edge of the sen-
tence is a position that is prosodically more prominent than clause-internal posi-
tions, including the position of any other post-verbal element. Admittedly, as it 
stands, the claim formulated in (19) is informal, leaving open various issues of 
implementation. It can be formally implemented in a number of different conceiv-
able ways, but since our paper has an empirical focus we prefer to remain agnostic 
with regard to these choices here, leaving a formal treatment for another occasion.

Šimík and Wierzba’s (2017) hold that in the absence of stress shift, Czech dis-
favours a new » given ordering of arguments if the given element is in a sentence-
final position, because in that position the given item is aligned with the default 
position of the nuclear stress. This, in turn, represents a mismatch between the 
default prosodic pattern and the prosodic requirement associated with givenness, 
which in Czech they take to be deaccenting. Scrambling a given element away 
from a clause-final position, yielding a given » new order, has the beneficial conse-
quence that the (scrambled) given element can be deaccented, as required, without 
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diverging from the default alignment of the special clause-level prominence with 
the end of the clause (now occupied by a new element). Thus, leaving the given 
phrase in its clause-final position would either result in a deviation from default 
sentence prosody (if the given element is deaccented), or else the deaccenting 
requirement of givenness would have to be violated.

On the syntactic side, the approach only needs to assume that the derivation 
of a scrambled word order is either syntactically costless, or its cost is lower than 
the cost that would be incurred by deviating from the default prosodic pattern. 
Considering Hungarian, we can make the same assumption in a scrambling-based 
analysis of the post-verbal field (Surányi 2006a, b), while on the flat structural 
analysis of this field advocated by É. Kiss (1987 et seq.) the equal cost of different 
linear orders is the null hypothesis. But independently of the syntactic analysis 
of the Hungarian post-verbal field, if we assume that the attachment of adjuncts 
is syntactically free, then due to the adjunct status of both post-verbal phrases in 
our target sentences, neither of the two linearizations is expected to incur higher 
syntactic cost than the other. Thus, as far as the syntax is concerned, a Šimík and 
Wierzba-style approach can be straightforwardly adapted to Hungarian.

The crucial assumption that this account of our results needs to make is that 
topical givenness can lead to deaccenting in Hungarian. The hypothesis that it is 
possible (though not obligatory) to deaccent given topical elements in Hungarian 
is not without antecedent. Although they restrict it to sentences containing a nar-
row focus, Kálmán and Nádasdy (1994) make the claim that preverbal aboutness 
topics are optionally deaccented in Hungarian when they are given (see Section 
3.2). Our suggestion is that this phenomenon is more general, and it carries over to 
post-verbal familiarity topics too: it is topical givenness, independently of about-
ness, that licenses optional deaccenting.

To sum up, a possible prosodic account of the outcome of our forced-choice 
experiment is based on the following assumptions regarding Hungarian:

 (20) a. Topical textually given elements may be deaccented.
  b.  The end of the clause is a distinguished position in that it is aligned in 

a default syntax-prosody mapping to special prosodic prominence; a 
deviation from this alignment is prosodically marked

  c.  Other things being equal, neither one of the possible linearizations of 
two post-verbal adjunct phrases is syntactically more costly than the 
other

On this account, it is the prosodic markedness in (20-b) that ultimately triggers 
the word order preference detected in our experiment. The markedness is simply 
the result of the fact that a non-default prosodic form is used even though a default 
prosodic form would also be available, with a different, but syntactically no less 
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economical (i.e. no less marked) word order targeting the same semantic inter-
petation and information structure (cf. Reinhart 2006).

The fact that the preference we have found is relatively mild can also receive 
an explanation on this approach. First, in general, prosodic markedness does not 
necessarily have the status of grammatical ill-formedness. Second, independently 
of the status of the marked prosodic form, the mildness of the preference also fol-
lows if deaccenting of topical given elements is optional rather than obligatory (in 
line with the suggestion made by Kálmán and Nádasdy 1994).

6.  Conclusion

This pioneering study explored the effect of givenness on post-verbal constituent 
order in Hungarian, addressing the issue experimentally for the first time.

Based on a two-alternative forced choice experiment, it was found that in the 
case of topical textually given elements, speakers prefer a given » new order to a 
new » given order: they opt for placing the given constituent in the immediately 
post-verbal position rather than in the clause-final position in sentences contain-
ing two post-verbal phrases.

Examining a flexible and a cartographic syntactic approach to these out-
comes, it was concluded that while these accounts are feasible when it comes to the 
attested linear asymmetry itself, they face difficulties when faced with additional 
empirical facts of Hungarian. Furthermore, these approaches have no straightfor-
ward explanation for the preferential nature of the uncovered effect.

The prosodic approach that we have proposed, which successfully avoids 
these problems, holds instead that in Hungarian (i) the right edge of the clause 
is aligned in default syntax-prosody mapping to special prosodic prominence, 
as compared to clause-internal post-verbal positions, and (ii) (topical givenness) 
licenses deaccenting.

While (ii) is an extension of a claim made by Kálmán and Nádasdy (1994) and 
it is an instantiation of the special relation between givenness and reduced promi-
nence in stress-accent languages in general, the proposal in (i) is new in the form 
presented here, and we have left the issue of its implementation open.

The degradedness of the new » given order as well as the preferential, rather 
than categorical, nature of this degradation are then explained in terms of the 
marked status of prosodic forms (namely, those associated with a new » given 
order) that involve a deviation from default prosody in the presence of an available 
syntactic alternative that licenses a different word order (namely, the given » new 
order) in which the same prosodic deviation is avoided.
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While such a prosodic approach successfully explains the pattern found in 
the experiment, it opens up certain empirical questions, as well as questions for 
existing theories of the Hungarian prosody-syntax interface, which are, however, 
beyond the scope of this paper to begin to explore, let alone conclusively settle. It 
may nevertheless be worth concluding by spelling out the most relevant issues in 
the hope that they offer worthwhile new perspectives for future research.

An outstanding empirical issue raised by our prosodic approach is whether 
the claim made regarding the deaccenting patterns associated with topical given-
ness stands up to empirical scrutiny in prosodic production (though see Genzel 
et  al. 2015 for some relevant confirmatory evidence). An additional empirical 
question of immediate relevance is whether and which other types of givenness, in 
addition to topical givenness, have a similar ordering effect in the post-verbal field 
as the one that we reported here.

Two points made in Section 2 are of immediate relevance to this issue. First, 
the association of givenness with deaccentuation is subject to cross-linguistic vari-
ation. Second, givenness is a family of closely related yet different notions, and fur-
thermore different types of givenness may be combined with each other. Therefore 
it may also be subject to variation which type of givenness a language associates 
with deaccenting. The only expectation in this regard is a priori: namely, if there 
is an implicational relation holding between two different types of givenness (or 
combinations thereof), then this implicational relation will be reflected in their 
prosodic marking, and a fortiori, in their ordering preferences in the Hungarian 
post-verbal field.

Another key issue concerns the status of the special prosodic prominence that is 
assumed to be located at the end of the clause by default. On current assumptions of 
prosodic phonology, this prominence must be associated with a prosodic position at 
the right edge of some high-level prosodic constituent aligned with the right edge of 
the clause. What is the nature of this constituent in terms of the prosodic hierarchy, 
and how is it derived in a default syntaxprosody mapping (for different views of the 
syntax-prosody mapping, see Vogel & Kenesei 1987, 1990; É. Kiss 1994; Hunyadi 
2002; Varga 2002; Szendrői 2003; Surányi et al. 2012)? Do sentences with given » 
new and new » given orders correspond to the same prosodic structure or different 
prosodic structures, apart from accentuation (and strictly concomitant phonological 
phrase formation)? At a more theoretical level, how does the assumption of a special 
right-edge prominence bear on models of the directionality of prosodic heads in 
Hungarian (Kálmán & Nádasdy 1994; É. Kiss 1994; Varga 2002; Vogel & Kenesei 
1987; Kenesei & Vogel 1989; Szendrői 2003), and more generally? How do they bear 
on the prosodic headedness of broad focus sentences (Katz & Selkirk 2011)? All 
these are non-trivial issues that point to intriguing avenues for future research.
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The paper claims that the two types of object agreement in Hungarian, 
definiteness agreement and the special lak-agreement form used for the 
combination of first person singular subject and second person object arguments, 
are the result of different syntactic operations. The argumentation is based on 
the different distribution of the two agreement types. To diagnose the nature of 
the conditions for agreement we use infinitival embedded clauses, at times with 
multiple embedded constructions. Six different patterns are discussed showing 
sensitivity to locality. Definiteness agreement turns out to be more restricted than 
lak-agreement. While the condition for definiteness agreement is the availability 
of a position where accusative case can be checked, we claim that no such 
condition holds for lak-agreement.

Keywords: object agreement, definiteness agreement, infinitives, locality 

1.  Object agreement: Preliminaries

Hungarian verbs, besides agreeing with their subjects, also agree with their objects 
along two properties: definiteness and person.

In the case of definiteness agreement (def-agree), the finite verb agrees with 
its object in definiteness: the presence of a definite object triggers definiteness 
(also called object-) agreement on the verb, while verbs taking indefinite objects 
and intransitive verbs appear with the indefinite (also called subject-) agreement 
morpheme (Table 1).1 The reflexive forms in the table show definite agreement 
due to the morphologically definite form of the reflexive pronoun: they behave as 
third person forms due to their etymology. An interesting split can be observed 
regarding pronouns: first and second person pronouns show indefinite agreement, 
whereas third person pronouns are definite.

1.  For more details on object agreement in simple sentences see Bárány (2015).
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The second form of object agreement, which we call lak-agreement in the 
present paper, surfaces in the form of a special verbal suffix when we have a 1sg 
subject and 2nd person (singular or plural) object in the sentence.2 While Bárány 
(2015) argues that it forms a natural part of the definite agreement paradigm, 
 Bartos (1999) claims that it is independent of it.

If a matrix verb selects an infinitival clause, it often shows definiteness agree-
ment with the object of its infinitival complement. To account for this, Bartos 
(1999) and É. Kiss (2002) argue for a long distance agreement analysis, whereas 
Den Dikken (2004) identifies the phenomenon as one of the clause union diagnos-
tics. For obvious reasons, verbs that have their own objects, such as object control 
verbs like küld ‘send’ or kényszerít ‘force’ will be excluded from our investigation: 
in the presence of a local object agreement with the object of the infinitive is not 
possible.

One of the claims made in our paper follows Bartos in arguing that we are 
dealing with different syntactic processes. This argument is based on observa-
tions regarding infinitival embedding. While in the majority of cases a verb that 
shows definiteness agreement also shows lak-agreement, the overlap is only par-
tial. There are verbs that do one, but not the other, which we take as suggesting 
that the two types of agreement phenomena are the result of different syntactic 
operations.

Table 1. The Hungarian present tense object agreement paradigm

Subj
Intransitive  
verb fut ‘run’

Transitive verb: lát ‘see’

1st person or  indefinite 
3rd person object

2nd person  
object

3rd person definite 
object and reflexives

1sg fut-ok lát-ok lát-lak lát-om
2sg fut-sz lát-sz lát-od (refl.) lát-od
3sg fut-Ø lát-Ø lát-Ø lát-ja
1pl fut-unk lát-unk lát-unk lát-juk
2pl fut-tok lát-tok lát-játok (refl.) lát-játok
3pl fut-nak lát-nak lát-nak lát-ják

2.  Though in principle it is possible to analyse the lak morpheme as bimorphemic, we are 
not going to depart from traditional accounts in this paper and continue to consider them an 
unanalyzed unit.
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2.  The data: Six patterns of agreement

In the following examples, we present the different possible patterns of object 
agreement.

2.1  Transitive verbs with a DP object: [+def +lak]

The verb néz ‘watch’ is a verb that selects an accusative direct object, but it has 
no infinitival complement. Both definiteness agreement (1ab) and lak-agreement 
(1c) are attested as expected, with both agreement forms being obligatory.3

 (1) V + DPACC
  a. Péter néz/*néz-i egy film-et.
   Peter watch.indef/watch-def a film-acc
   ‘Peter is watching a film.’
  b. Péter *néz/néz-i a film-et.
   Peter watch.indef/watch-def the film-acc
   ‘Peter is watching the film.’
  c. (Én) néz-lek/*néz-ek/*néz-em (téged).
   I watch-lak/watch-indef/watch-def you.acc
   ‘I am watching you.’

2.2  Intransitive verbs with an accusative adjunct: [+def ?lak]

The verb fut ‘run’ is an intransitive verb that selects no DP object. In spite of this, as 
discussed in Csirmaz (2008), it has a definite agreement paradigm as well, which 
surfaces when the verb fut takes a non-theta-marked definite accusative constitu-
ent.4 Due to considerations related to the meaning and the intransitivity of the verb, 
it is hard to draw conclusions regarding lak-agreement. These accusative adjuncts, 

3.  This pattern is consistent regardless of the person and number of the subject. Thus, we 
use third person singular subjects throughout the work, except for the obvious cases of lak-
agreement, where we need a first person singular subject.

4.  The definite agreement paradigm is also needed when the verb fut ‘run’ appears with a 
perfectivizing preverb such as le lit. ‘down’, which actually results in a change of argument 
structure, transitivizing the verb. Sentence (i) would be ungrammatical without an object. In 
this case a second person object is also possible with the meaning ‘overtake, run faster than’ 
((ii), we are grateful to an anonymous reviewer for the example).

 (i) Le-fut-ott-ák *(a három kör-t)
  pv-run-pst-3pl.def  the three lap-acc
  ‘They have run the three laps (that they were supposed to).’
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which Csirmaz (2008: 169) calls situation delimiters, typically express manner and 
measurement. No second person pronoun is likely to appear in such a role.

 (2) V + DPegyet
5

  a. Péter fut/*fut-ja.
   Peter run.indef/run-def
   ‘Peter is running.’
  b. Péter fut/*fut-ja egy kör-t.
   Peter run.indef/run-def a lap-acc
   ‘Peter is running a lap.’
  c. Péter *fut/fut-ja az utolsó kör-t.
   Peter run.indef/run-def the last lap-acc
   ‘Peter is running the last lap.’

2.3   Verbs with an infinitival complement alternating with an object DP: 
[+def +lak]

The sentences in (3) show one of the possible patterns with a verb taking an infini-
tival complement clause. The verb akar ‘want’ agrees with the accusative marked 
arguments of the embedded infinitival clause in exactly the same way as was seen 
in the sentences in (1) and (2). Both definiteness agreement and lak-agreement 
(3d) are obligatory, even when the infinitive takes an accusative adjunct (3e). 
Finally, (3f) shows that the verb akar can take a DP object as well.

 (3) V + VINF,OBJ (+ DPACC) 
  a. Péter akar/*akar-ja fut-ni.
   Peter want.indef/want-def run-inf
   ‘Peter wants to run.’
  b. Péter akar/*akar-ja néz-ni egy film-et.
   Peter want.indef/akar-def watch-inf a film-acc
   ‘Peter wants to watch a film.’

 (ii) Simán le-fut-lak száz-on.
  easily pv-run-lak hundred-supe
  ‘I can easily outrun you in the 100 meters.’

5.  The DPegyet in (2) has been chosen as the representative of this kind of adjunct. The con-
stituent egyet literally translates into one-acc, resulting in an aspectually slightly different 
meaning, something close to the English He had a run. Also, egy can appear together with 
manner-type modification, such as egy jó-t ‘one/a good-acc’, in which case it is the adjective 
that carries accusative case.

 (i) Fut-ott-ak egy jó-t.
  run-pst-3pl a good-acc
  ‘They had a good run.’
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  c. Péter *akar/akar-ja néz-ni a film-et.
   Peter want.indef/want-def watch-inf the film-acc
   ‘Peter wants to watch the film.’
  d. (Én) akar-lak/*akar-ok/*akar-om meglátogat-ni (téged).
   I want-lak/akar-indef/akar-def visit-inf you.acc
   ‘I want to visit you.’
  e. Péter *akar/akar-ja fut-ni az utolsó kör-t.
   Peter want.indef/akar-def run-inf the last lap-acc
   ‘Peter wants to run the last lap.’
  f. Péter akar egy könyv-et.
   Peter want.indef a book-acc
   ‘Peter wants a book.’

The fact that these verbs need an expletive DP in the accusative case when they 
take a finite clause (if they do), indicates that these verbs are indeed associated 
with an object position (4). Variation along these lines depends on potential obvia-
tion effects and factivity among others.

 (4) Péter az-t akar-ja, hogy Mari vegyen egy könyv-et.
  Peter that-acc want-def that mari buy.subj a book-acc
  ‘Peter wants Mary to buy a book.’

Based on these data, we refer to the infinitival complements of such verbs as infini-
tival objects. Although some of the verbs showing this behaviour have no match-
ing DP and/or finite clause objects, we nevertheless identify them as belonging 
to this group based on the fact that they show the same pattern, and we take the 
lack of a DP object as resulting from lexical restrictions. These verbs are very few 
in number, and, apart from Kenesei’s (2001) auxiliaries, include verbs such as bír 
‘can’ and mer ‘dare’, which are also auxiliary-like though not identified as such by 
Kenesei.

2.4  Verbs with a non-object infinitival complement: [–def ±lak]

Another verb, készül ‘prepare’ takes an infinitival agreement, but shows an unex-
pected pattern. It does not agree in definiteness with the object of its infinitival 
complement – it is the indefinite form that is used throughout. lak-agreement, 
however, is optionally possible, as shown in (5c), where indefinite agreement alter-
nates with lak-agreement in a sentence with a first person singular subject and a 
second person object.

 (5) V + VINF,NON-OBJ (+ DPACC) 
  a. Péter készül/*készül-i fut-ni.
   Peter prepare.indef/prepare-def run-inf
   ‘Peter is preparing to run.’
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  b. Péter készül/*készül-i néz-ni egy/a film-et.6
   Peter prepare.indef/prepare-def watch-inf a/the film-acc
   ‘Peter is preparing to watch a/the film.’
  c. (Én) készül-lek/készül-ök/*készül-öm
   I prepare-lak/prepare-indef/prepare-def 
   meglátogat-ni  (téged).
   visit-inf you.acc
   ‘I am preapring to visit you.’
  d. Péter készül/*készül-i fut-ni az utolsó kör-t.
   Peter prepare.indef/prepare-def run-inf the last lap-acc
   ‘Peter is preparing to run the last lap.’
  e. Péter készül az eljegyzés-re
   Peter prepare.indef the engagement-subl
   ‘Peter is preparing for the engagement.’

These are crucial data for the present study, indicating that definiteness agree-
ment and lak-agreement have different syntactic derivations. The main aim of 
our paper is to offer an account of this particular difference in the behaviour of the 
two agreement types. In order to do so, we capitalize on the difference between the 
selectional restrictions of the groups of verbs in question: while akar-type verbs 
take object DPs, készül-type verbs have no accusative arguments. Instead, they 
either take complements with oblique case forms, which for készül happens to be 
sublative (5e), or they have no complements at all. This difference shows a correla-
tion with the availability of definiteness vs. lak-agreement. Observationally, it can 
be stated that definiteness agreement is possible when the selecting verb can also 
take an object DP. When the selecting verb takes a complement in oblique case or 
is intransitive, lak-agreement is possible for most of the speakers. This indicates 
that lak-agreement is not restricted to accusative environments.

Similarly to what we saw at the end of the discussion of verbs belonging to 
group 3, sentences containing készül-type verbs take a finite clause introduced by 

6.  Bárány (2017) actually argues that these sentences are grammatical with definiteness 
agreement as well for some speakers. The grammaticality of the forms with definiteness agree-
ment improves spectacularly in the presence of focus (i), for a detailed discussion see (Bárány 
2017). The proposal made there seems compatible with our locality-based approach.

 (i) András BUDAPEST-ET készül/készül-i meglátogat-ni.
  András Budapest-acc prepare.indef/prepare-def visit-inf
  ‘It is Budapest that András is preparing to visit.’
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an expletive DP in the oblique case form associated with the verb in question, in 
this case sublative (6).

 (6) Péter ar-ra készül, hogy megnéz-i a film-et.
  Peter that-subl prepare.indef that watch-def the film-acc
  ‘Peter is preparing to watch the film.’

The infinitival clauses appearing in these sentences carry the non-object infinitive 
label in this paper.

Actually, the grammaticality judgements regarding this case are even more 
subtle. For a small group of speakers, definite agreement with verbs like készül ‘pre-
pare’ is also possible, though, similarly to lak-agreement, not obligatory. The really 
interesting cases, however, are still the patterns used by the majority of the speakers 
shown in (5), with definiteness agreement and lak-agreement parting ways and 
behaving differently (see also fn6 for the role of focus in these constructions).

2.5  Non-agreeing patterns with infinitival complements: [–def –lak]

Though also selecting non-object infinitives, certain verbs such as neki-lát ‘begin, 
lit. PV-see’, próbálkozik ‘try’7 (7) and látszik ‘seem’ (8) do not show either type of 
agreement for the majority of the speakers. Again, for a small group of speakers, 
definiteness agreement and lak-agreement are optionally possible.

 (7) V + VINF,NON-OBJ (+ DPACC) 
  a. Péter próbál-kozik/*próbál-koz-za fut-ni.8
   Peter try-kozik.indef/try-kozik.def run-inf
   ‘Peter is trying to run.’
  b. Péter próbál-kozik/*próbál-koz-za néz-ni egy/a film-et.
   Peter try-kozik.indef/try-kozik-def watch-inf a/the film-acc
   ‘Peter is trying to watch a/the film.’

7.  The case of próbálkozik ‘try’ is all the more interesting as there exists a morphologically 
simpler verb meaning ‘try’ in Hungarian: próbál. This verb behaves like akar ‘want’ discussed 
under the examples in (3) in every relevant aspect discussed in this paper, suggesting that 
morphological complexity also plays a role. For further details see the discussion in Section 
3.3. To account for this kind of speaker variation, identified as problematic by one of our 
reviewers, we propose that it is the result of different processes of lexicalization. Speakers for 
whom there is no difference between próbál and próbálkozik lexicalize the more complex form 
as an unanalyzed unit, disregarding its internal morphological complexity.

8.  For more details concerning the nature of the -kozik suffix, see Section 3.3. The -ik ending 
drops when further suffixes are added to the verb.
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  c. (Én) *próbál-koz-lak/próbál-koz-om/próbál-koz-ok
   I try-kozik-lak/try-kozik-indef/try-kozik-indef
   fölhív-ni (téged).9
   call-inf you.acc
   ‘I am trying to call you.’

 (8) a. A lányok megolda-ni látsza-nak/*látsz-szák egy/a problémá-t.
   the girls solve-inf seem-indef/seem-def a/the problem-acc
   ‘The girls seem to be solving a/the problem.’
  b. (Én) fölhív-ni *látsz-ott-alak/*látsz-ott-am (téged).
   I call-inf seem-pst-lak/seem-pst-def/indef you.acc
   ‘I seemed to be calling you.’

2.6  Verbs with an infinitival adjunct: [–def –lak]

Finally, in (9), we can see another pattern that is ungrammatical either with defi-
niteness agreement or lak-agreement for all the speakers of Hungarian. When 
the infinitival clause is an adjunct, either form of agreement is ruled out, even for 
those speakers who otherwise accept optional definiteness or lak-agreement in 
groups 4 and 5.

 (9) V + VINF,ADJ (+ DPACC) 
  a. Péter leül/*leül-i pihen-ni.
   Peter sit.indef/sit-def rest-inf
   ‘Peter sits down to rest.’
  b. Péter leül/*leül-i néz-ni egy/a film-et.
   Peter sit.indef/sit-def watch-inf a/the film-acc
   ‘Peter sits down to watch a/the film.’
  c. (Én) *leül-lek/leül-ök/*leül-öm kikérdez-ni (téged).
   I sit-lak/sit-indef/sit-def ask-inf you.acc
   ‘I sit down to ask you.’

2.7  Speaker variation

Let us consider the details of speaker variation now: we have identified three groups 
of speakers. What they share is that definiteness agreement and  lak-agreement 

9.  In first person singular forms of -ik verbs, the verbal suffix of indefinite agreement is the 
same as the definite form. Today it is rather the result of a prescriptive rule with more and 
more speakers actually using the regular indefinite form as well, hence the acceptability of 
both forms (as opposed to -LAK, which is clearly ungrammatical). We regard both forms as 
indefinite in these cases.
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are obligatory in the first three verb types (lak-agreement being excluded due to 
independent reasons for verb type 2), but both are prohibited in infinitival adjunct 
clauses. We find variation in the judgement of verb types 4 and 5: there is no defi-
niteness agreement for the majority of the speakers, with lak-agreement possible 
only for verb type 4. In the second group, lak-agreement is also possible for type 5 
verbs, but definiteness agreement is still excluded for both. For members of group 
3, definiteness agreement can also optionally appear on the matrix verb as well 
as lak-agreement. In general, it can be concluded that definiteness agreement 
is more restricted than lak-agreement, with the exception of group 3 speakers, 
where the two pattern together.

Table 2 summarizes our findings, where group 1 represents the judgements of 
the majority of the speakers.

Table 2. Speaker variation in object agreement (‘+’: obligatory; ‘−‘: prohibited; ‘±’: op-
tional)

Speaker Agreement

Verb types

1 2 3 4 5 6

Group 1 def + + + − − −
lak + n.a. + ± − −

Group 2 def + + + − − −
lak + n.a. + ± ± −

Group 3 def + + + ± − −

lak + n.a. + ± ± −

From now on, we focus on the most productive pattern, that of group 1. A natural 
explanation for the other variants will then fall out of our proposal as well.

3.  The proposal

3.1   A locality-based hierarchy of verbs based on patterns of object 
agreement

We propose that the differences between the constructions above can be accounted 
for by assuming a locality-based scale. At one end of this scale we find verbs 
selecting an object, the most local relationship between a verb and the accusa-
tive marked constituent that it agrees with. In this case no difference between 
definiteness agreement and lak-agreement can be detected potentially leading to 
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the  conclusion that the two result from the same syntactic processes, as claimed 
in Bárány (2015), who studies object agreement in simple sentences only. At the 
other end of the scale, we have verbs with infinitival adjuncts, where no form 
of agreement ever arises. Between the two ends of the scale, we find the rest of 
the patterns with a decreasing level in the locality of the agreement relations as 
described in Table 3. That definiteness agreement and lak-agreement are not the 
same is shown by the verbs belonging to group 4, which do not have definiteness 
agreement forms, but can nevertheless show lak-agreement.

The list of verbs taking infinitival complements in Table 3 is based on 
Kálmán et. al (1989), excluding object control verbs and verbs taking inflected 
infinitives but not showing person and number agreement themselves. The 
verbs marked with a star in groups 3 and 4 have no matching object or oblique 
DP variants.

Agreement between an intransitive verb and an accusative adjunct is still 
within a local domain. lak-agreement, as pointed out in Section 2.2, is not 
attested for reasons to do with semantics. As we have seen, the shared property of 
the verbs in the third item on the scale is that they take infinitival complements 
that alternate with a DP object (10), or they are auxiliaries of the Hungarian  
language.

 (10) a. Szeretné-m megven-ni ezt a könyv-et.
   would.like-def buy-inf this the book-acc
   ‘I would like this book.’
  b. Szeretné-m ezt a könyv-et.
   would.like-def this the book-acc
   ‘I would like to buy this book’

The patterns that are in need of an explanation (which are also subject to native 
speaker variation indicating a degree of uncertainty in the grammars) are those 
that contain matrix verbs that take infinitival clauses not alternating with a DP 
object. These come in two groups: one with a verb taking the infinitive as a non-
object complement like készül ‘prepare’, showing only lak-agreement discussed 
in 2.4, and the other containing verbs like látszik ‘seem’ and próbálkozik ‘try’, not 
showing either agreement pattern as described in 2.5. The latter are expected 
to behave on a par with készül-type verbs, since they share the property of not 
selecting an object infinitive with them. However, there is a property members 
of this group share as opposed to készül-type verbs: the complexity of their mor-
phological/syntactic structure, which turns out to play a role in their syntactic 
behaviour.

Finally, in order to complete this part of the discussion, let us turn to type 
6 verbs. To account for the lack of object agreement with objects appearing in 
infinitival adjunct clauses, all that needs to be pointed out is that adjunct clauses  
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Table 3. The locality-based hierarchy of verbs based on patterns of object agreement10

Verb type Verbs belonging to the given verb type

Agreement 
pattern

def lak

1. V + DPACC
DP object

néz ‘watch’ + +

2. V + DPegyet
Intransitive verb with 
accusative adjunct

fut ‘run’, alszik ‘sleep’ + ?

3. V + Vinf (+ DPACC)
Infinitival object 
complement

fog* ‘will’, szokott* ‘usually does’, talál* ‘happen to’
akar ‘want’, (meg)próbál ‘try’, (el)kezd ‘begin’,
bír* ‘can’, elfelejt ‘forget’, gyűlöl ‘hate’, imád ‘adore’, kíván 
‘wish’, megkísérel ‘attempt’, (meg)tanul ‘learn’, mer* 
‘dare’, óhajt ‘wish’, sajnál ‘regret’, szégyell ‘be ashamed’, 
szeret ‘like’, szeretne ‘would like’, tanul ‘learn’, tud ‘can’, 
un ‘be bored’, utál ‘hate’

+ +

4. V + Vinf (+ DPACC)
Infinitival non-object 
complement

készül ‘prepare’, fél ‘be afraid’, habozik* ‘hesitate’, adj 
+ lesz/volt10 ‘adj + be.fut/be.past’, igyekszik ‘does 
one’s best’, iparkodik ‘work hard’, jön* ‘(aspectual) 
come’, kényszerül ‘be compelled to’, megy* ‘(aspectual) 
go’, szándékozik *‘intend’, vágyik ‘desire’, vonakodik* 
‘hesitate’

– ±

5. V + Vinf (+ DPACC)
Infinitival non-object 
complement

próbálkozik ‘try (hard)’, látszik ‘seem’, adj + van ‘adj 
+ be.pres’, neki-lát ‘begin, lit. pv.see, see to’ (together 
with a great number of other clitic-like preverb-verb 
combinations meaning begin: hozzá-fog, neki-ül, etc.)

– –

6. V + Vinf (+ DPACC)
Infinitival adjunct

– –

10.  Interestingly, adjectives appearing with the copula show sensitivity to tense: the present 
form belongs to group 5 (no agreement), whereas the past and future forms show the group 4 
pattern, where lak-agreement is possible (ia). This corresponds to the observation that lexical 
verbs also show more willingness to bear lak-agreement in the past tense (ib). We assume the 
reasons are morphological in nature: the defectivity of the verbal paradigm.

 (i) a. (Én) kénytelen volta-lak/lesz-lek/*vagy-lak
   I forced was-lak/be.fut-lak/be.pres-lak
   megbüntet-ni  (téged).
   punish-inf you.acc
   ‘I had/will have/have no choice but to punish you.’

  b. (Én) jötte-lek/*jön-lek meglátogat-ni (téged).
   I come.past-lak/come.pres-lak visit-inf you.acc
   ‘I came/am coming to see you.’
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are islands; as opposed to infinitival complement clauses, they are not transpar-
ent domains, so agreement between the finite verb and the object of an infinitival 
adjunct clause is not possible. This is different from what we find in simple sen-
tences containing what Csirmaz (2008) calls accusative adjuncts, where the verb 
and the adjunct are in the same domain making agreement possible. We focus on 
infinitival complement clauses in the rest of the paper, that is verb types 3–5.

Of course these verb types may turn out to need further refinement. Type 
3 verbs include the three verbs that Kenesei (2001) identifies as the auxiliaries 
of Hungarian (fog ‘will’, szokott ‘usually does’, and talál ‘happen to’). If locality is 
the main factor in establishing the different classes, an even closer connection 
between the matrix verbs and the infinitival object can be assumed, and then this 
group can appear as a separate category between groups 1 and 3. Similarly to this, 
the verbs jön ‘come’ and megy ‘go’, identified as aspectual auxiliaries when taking 
infinitival complements (e.g. Den Dikken 2004), may turn out to form a separate 
class. Responding to a reviewer’s remark asking for further clarification regard-
ing why they are different from verbs taking adjunct purpose clauses, we empha-
sise the semi-auxiliary status of these verbs. Under such an assumption we also 
account for why verbs with similar semantics but with richer content are ruled 
out. Whereas jön ‘come’ results in well-formed sentences with lak-agreement, if a 
manner (siet ‘hurry’) or direction (vissza-jön ‘come back’) component is added to 
this verb, the result is a sharp decrease in the grammaticality judgements.

3.2  What multiple infinitival constructions show us

In order to be able to account for the patterns found in the infinitival construc-
tions in verb types 3, 4 and 5, we must first consider the nature of object agreement 
across infinitival clause boundaries. As pointed out before, simple sentences dis-
guise some of the processes taking place in object agreement. Multiple infinitival 
constructions reveal some further properties of the phenomenon.

We have seen already that lak-agreement has a different distribution from 
definiteness agreement: it is possible without the verb subcategorizing for an 
accusative argument, so it is likely to require an account different from definite-
ness agreement, which presupposes an argument position where accusative case 
can be checked. When it comes to agreement phenomena, we can choose one of 
the following alternatives: (i) direct one step agreement also called long distance 
agreement between the finite verb and the object of the infinitive; (ii) direct cyclic 
agreement with the definiteness features of the object recursively moving from 
object position to object position; (iii) indirect agreement transmitted by a con-
stituent different from the object DP. Our underlying assumption is that, in order 
to account for the differences observed, different routes of agreement should be 
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considered: if definiteness agreement is direct, then lak-agreement may turn out 
to be indirect, and vice versa. Both patterns can be indirect if case transmission 
can be shown to be carried out using different means. It is these options we are 
going to consider in the following sections, starting with the discussion of definite-
ness agreement.

3.2.1  Definiteness agreement in multiple infinitival constructions

Szécsényi and Szécsényi (2016, 2017) discuss definiteness agreement in mul-
tiple infinitival constructions, concluding that definiteness agreement proceeds 
in a cyclic manner from clause to clause. This claim is based on the observation 
that a non-agreeing infinitive, such as készül ‘prepare’ in (11c) blocks further 
agreement.

 (11) a. Péter fog/*fog-ja akar-ni néz-ni egy film-et.
   Peter will.indef/will-def want-inf watch-inf a film-acc
   ‘Peter will want to watch a film.’
  b. Péter *fog/fog-ja akar-ni néz-ni a film-et.
   Peter  will.indef/will-def want-inf watch-inf the film-acc
   ‘Peter will want to watch the film.’
  c. Péter fog/*fog-ja készül-ni néz-ni egy/a film-et.
   Peter will.indef/will-def prepare-inf watch-inf a/the film-acc
   ‘Peter will prepare to watch a/the film.’

To explain these data Szécsényi and Szécsényi (2016, 2017) assume that the verbs 
selecting an infinitival complement do not directly agree with the accusative DP of 
the most embedded infinitive but by virtue of agreeing with the definiteness value 
of the infinitival clause directly selected by them. Definiteness then is constructed 
as a value that spreads from infinitival clause to infinitival clause via the transmis-
sion of the infinitival verbs in a cyclic manner. This means that the infinitive itself 
has a definiteness feature, and this is what the selecting verb checks. Non-agreeing 
verbs block definiteness agreement because they cannot check, and for this rea-
son, cannot transmit the definiteness feature appearing on the infinitive they select 
(12b). What follows from this is that the infinitival clause is actually the object of 
the selecting verb, which needs to check a definiteness feature in a strictly local 
domain.

 (12)  a. [Vfin OBJ[Vinf … OBJ[Vinf OBJ[Vinf DPACC]…]]]

b. [Vfin OBJ[Vinf … OBJ[Vinf NON-OBJ[Vinf DPACC]…]]]
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3.2.2  lak-agreement in multiple infinitival constructions

Turning to lak-agreement in multiple infinitival constructions not discussed pre-
viously, we find a more refined pattern: in a multiple infinitival construction where 
the most embedded verb takes an object DP as a complement, and the select-
ing verbs alternate with an object DP, lak-agreement can also proceed up until it 
reaches the matrix finite verb. In this case, lak-agreement is obligatory (13a). In 
(13b), there is an infinitival verb in the middle that can optionally lak-agree with 
the object, so we find optional lak-agreement on the finite verb. In (13c), we have 
a type 5 verb, which has a blocking effect on agreement, so only indefinite agree-
ment is grammatical.11

 (13) a. (Én) fog-lak/*fog-ok/*fog-om akar-ni meglátogat-ni (téged).
   I will-lak/will-indef/will-def want-inf visit-inf you.acc
   ‘I will want to visit you.’
  b. (Én) fog-lak/fog-ok/*fog-om készül-ni
   I will-lak/will-indef/will-def prepare-inf
   meglátogat-ni (téged).
   visit-inf you.acc
   ‘I will prepare to visit you.’
  c. (Én) *fog-lak/fog-ok/*fog-om próbál-koz-ni
   I   will-lak/will-indef/will-def try-kozik-inf
   meglátogat-ni (téged).
   visit-inf you.acc
   ‘I will try to visit you.’

Based on these data, the following picture emerges for verb types 3, 4 and 5: when 
a verb taking an infinitival complement alternates with a DP object, both definite-
ness agreement and lak-agreement are obligatory (type 3), and both are transmit-
ted further onto the matrix clause. Definiteness agreement is not possible when 
the verb takes an infinitival complement that is not an object, but lak-agreement 
is optionally possible (type 4), and the transmission of agreement takes place 
accordingly: lak-agreement can, but does not have to appear on the matrix verb. 
For the majority of speakers, neither agreement type is possible for type 5 verbs. 
As (13c) indicates, even lak-agreement is blocked by próbálkozni ‘to try’.

These observations suggest that lak-agreement is also cyclic in nature, as it 
is also affected by the infinitive in the middle. However, the differences between 
(11c) and (13b) with készül ‘prepare’ not showing definiteness agreement (11c), 

11.  Of course, the judgements of speakers who treat készül ‘prepare’ and próbálkozik ‘try-
kozik’ on a par (speakers of group 2 and 3), are going to be as in (13b) for próbálkozik as well.
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but showing lak-agreement (13b), indicate that we are dealing with different syn-
tactic processes.

Now we are in the position to discuss an important difference between defi-
niteness agreement and lak-agreement. As we saw in (10), definiteness agreement 
between a matrix verb and the object of an embedded infinitive goes together with 
the possibility of definiteness agreement between the matrix verb and an object 
of its own. However, when the infinitives in type 4 sentences alternate with an 
oblique complement, a similar lak-agreement between the matrix verb and the 
selected oblique second person complement is impossible (14b). The verb fél ‘be 
afraid of sg’ takes an ablative complement; it has no version that selects an accu-
sative DP.12 Still, sentence (14a), showing lak-agreement with the object of the 
infinitive, is grammatical. In (14c), we can see a clear contrast with (10b): an accu-
sative complement is excluded in (14c); nevertheless, lak-agreement is not ruled 
out between the finite verb and the object of its infinitival complement. One of the 
main questions of the present paper is how lak-agreement can be made indepen-
dent of accusative case assignment.

 (14) a. (Én) fél-te-lek meglátogat-ni (téged)
   I be.afraid-past-lak visit-inf you.acc
   ‘I was afraid to visit you.’
  b. (Én) *fél-te-lek/fél-t-em tőled.
   I   be.afraid-past-lak/be.afraid-past-indef you.abl
   ‘I was afraid of you.’
  c. (Én) *fél-lek/*fél-ek/*fél-em (téged).
   I   be.afraid-lak/be.afraid-indef/be.afraid-def you.acc

What this indicates is that in the case of lak-agreement the infinitive is not the 
object of the selecting verb, and for this reason, the matrix verb is unable to check 
either a definiteness or a lak feature on the infinitive. The features of the embed-
ded infinitival object are obviously checked in these constructions, but this check-
ing procedure must then take place differently.

As a result, our conclusion regarding the cyclicity of lak-agreement needs to 
be refined: the data show that lak-agreement also proceeds form infinitival clause 
to infinitival clause. The selecting verb, however, cannot check the respective fea-
tures of the infinitival clause, as it only takes an oblique complement. The agree-
ment process therefore has to be triggered by the second person object pronoun of 
the embedded infinitive, and when its features end up in the same domain as the 

12.  The verb fél ‘be afraid’ used to be able to have an accusative argument, which is shown 
e.g. in the archaic expression fél-i az isten-t ‘fear God’. Its use is not productive in present day 
Hungarian.
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first person singular subject, the local configuration required for lak-agreement 
is established (first person singular subject combining with second person object). 
The infinitives must have a transmitting role, as we have seen in (13); without the 
presence of the infinitive lak-agreement is impossible.13 The contribution of the 
infinitive lies in providing the second person object to the sentence.

The pattern in (15a) shows how lak-agreement proceeds from clause to 
clause. In the case of type 5 verbs, it is this kind of agreement that is blocked, as 
shown in (15b).

 (15) a. [Vfin OBJ/NON-OBJ[Vinf … OBJ/NON-OBJ[Vinf OBJ/NON-OBJ[Vinf DPACC]…]]]

b. [Vfin OBJ/NON-OBJ[Vinf … OBJ/NON-OBJ[Vtype5, inf NON-OBJ[Vinf DPACC]…]]]

The direction of agree is spectacularly different in (12) and (15). Whereas in (12), 
we can see a garden variety process of Agree with a probe targeting a goal, either 
the DP or the infinitival object of the verb, in (15) the search begins in the lower 
domains.

3.3  What is responsible for the blocking effect in type 5 verbs?

The property shared by verbs belonging to types 4 and 5 is that they take infinitival 
complements that do not alternate with an accusative DP object. Type 5 verbs are 
morphologically more complex, and in this section, we consider the syntactic con-
sequences of this complexity.

The verb látszik ‘seem’ can be identified as the unaccusative pair of the verb lát 
‘see’, as illustrated in (16). This means that the subject of the sentence containing 

13.  Infinitives themselves never have a lak-agreement form in Standard Hungarian in spite 
of productive inflected infinitival patterns. Data mentioned in Grétsy (2008), however, suggest 
an account similar to what we proposed for definiteness agreement, where the definiteness 
feature moves from infinitival clause to infinitival clause. What (i) shows is that lak-agree-
ment can optionally appear on the infinitive in very informal spoken registers. However, it is 
only possible in constructions where the infinitive can be otherwise inflected for the person 
and number properties of the infinitival subject. (For more details on inflected infinitives see 
Tóth 2000.)

 (i) a. szólj, ha föl kell segíte-ne-lek.
   call if up have.to help-inf-lak
   ‘Call me if I have to help you up.’ (Grétsy 2008)

  b. szabad megkér-ne-lek ar-ra, hogy…?
   possible ask-inf-lak that-subl that(= comp)
   ‘May I ask you to…?’  (Grétsy 2008)
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látszik originates from a VP-internal position, where object agreement takes place. 
Since this position is occupied by the trace of Mari, lak-agreement is blocked. The 
verb lát can also take an infinitival complement, but it is an object control verb 
with its own object DP, so it never agrees with the object of its infinitive.

 (16) a. Péter lát-ja Mari-t.
   Peter see-def mary-acc
   ‘Peter sees Mary.’
  a′. Marii látszik ti.
   Mary seem.indef
   ‘Mary can be seen.’
  b. Péter lát-ja Mari-t elmen-ni.
   Peter see-def Mary-acc leave-inf
   ‘Peter sees Mary leave.’
  b′. Marii látszik ti elmen-ni.
   Mary seem.indef  leave-inf
   ‘Mary seems to be leaving.’

The morphological complexity of the verb látszik ‘seem’ reflects that látszik is deri-
vationally related to the transitive verb lát ‘see’. Out of the two arguments of lát, the 
internal argument is preserved, which functions as the subject of látszik. It results 
in the presence of two internal argument positions, a DP and an infinitival clause 
with the DP position occupied by the trace of the moved object (16a′).14 This DP 
object blocks agreement with other potential candidates in the infinitival clause.

This fits into a more general pattern of intervention effects: multiple internal 
arguments also have a similar blocking effect elsewhere, as in dative control con-
structions such as (17).

 (17) (Én) segít-ek/*segíte-lek Mari-nak meggyőz-ni téged.
  I help-indef/help-lak Mari-dat persuade-inf you.acc
  ‘I help Mary persuade you.’

As for próbál-kozik ‘try-kozik’, attention can be drawn to the morphological 
marker shared by this verb and reflexive forms of transitive verbs. In (18), we can 

14.  In order to respond to a remark made by one of our reviewers, we wish to highlight the 
fact that Hungarian látszik ‘can be seen’ is not an equivalent of English seem, where we indeed 
have strong arguments for a subject-to-subject raising analysis. Notice that the Hungarian 
verb can have a structural subject without an embedded infinitive which we claim originates 
from an internal argument position (see 16a–a¢). In English, such a construction is ruled out: 
*Mary seems. The implicit claim made in (16) is that the structural subject undergoes subject-
to-object-to-subject raising in the infinitival sentence.
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see two ways of expressing reflexive meanings, one using the reflexive pronoun 
magá-t ‘self-ACC’, the other using the verbal reflexivizer morpheme -kozik, the 
same ending on the verb meaning ‘try’.15

 (18) a. Péter borotvál-ja magá-t.
   Peter shave-def self-acc
   ‘Peter is shaving himself.’
  a′. Péter borotvál-kozik.
   Peter shave-kozik.indef
   ‘Peter is shaving himself.’
  b. Péter próbál elmen-ni.
   Peter try.indef leave-inf
   ‘Peter is trying to leave.’
  b′. Péter próbál-kozik elmen-ni.
   Peter try-kozik.indef leave-inf
   ‘Peter is trying to leave’

We argue that the reflexive morpheme leads to an intervention effect16 similar to 
the one we saw for látszik ‘seem’ above, hence object agreement is not possible. 
The pattern that seems to emerge for lak-agreement is that it is always possible 
between a matrix verb and the object of its infinitival complement, unless it is 
blocked by overt or covert intervening phrase-sized constituents occupying an 
internal argument position.

Regarding neki-lát ‘begin’, (lit. ‘PV-see’), and similar preverb-verb combina-
tions typically meaning ‘begin’, our account capitalizes on the pronominal nature 
of the preverb and the fact that these verbs take arguments sharing the case form 

15.  This particular verb form is interesting from a cross-linguistic perspective as well. As 
pointed out by Medová (2009), the addition of reflexive morphemes can also result in what 
she calls an effort reading. The verb form próbál-kozik ‘try’ seems to offer further confirmation 
of her observations, though this use of the reflexive morpheme is clearly more productive in 
Czech. For more parallels between reflexivity and lak-agreement, see Szécsényi and Szécsényi 
(2019).

16.  One of our reviewers points out that the -kozik suffix in próbálkozik ‘try’ is not reflexive 
at all, but a tentative-frequentative one. While we agree that it is not strictly speaking reflexive, 
we maintain that even in this case there is a hidden reflexive/antipassive meaning, something 
like ‘engage oneself in doing something,’ and we are not dealing with a case of accidental 
homonymy. Differences in the argument structure of próbál ‘try’ taking accusative objects and 
próbálkozik ‘try-kozik’ taking an instrumental complement and ruling out an accusative one 
can also be taken as supporting such an approach. In general, we take the -kozik suffix as an 
indicator of an unavailable internal argument position.
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appearing on the preverb.17 In these cases, the preverb shows an argument clitic-
like behaviour. In order to understand this, the reader needs to be aware that the 
morpheme neki appearing in our example is the same form as the dative third 
person pronoun in Hungarian. Having said this, let us turn to the examples in 
(19). (19a) shows the pattern of a simple sentence with the dative clitic preverb 
encoding the case form of the selected argument. Since the argument is not an 
accusative object, definite agreement is not an option. In (19b), we have an embed-
ded infinitive with a definite object, but definiteness agreement is ungrammatical 
for the same reason: neki-lát does not take an object, so it does not agree with any. 
In (19c), we can see a lak-agreement example, which is ungrammatical. Again, 
for those speakers who find this sentence grammatical, the verb is possibly an 
unanalyzed unit (see fn. 6).

 (19) a. Péter neki-lát-ott/*neki-lát-ta a házi feladat-nak.
   Peter pv-see-pst.indef/pv-see-past.def the home task-dat
   ‘Peter started the homework.’
  b. Péter neki-lát-ott/*neki-lát-ta lerajzol-ni Mari-t.
   Peter pv-see-pst.indef/pv-see-pst.def draw-inf Mari-acc
   ‘Peter started to draw Mary.’
  c. *(Én) neki-lát-ta-lak lerajzol-ni (téged).
   I pv-see-pst-lak draw-inf you.acc
   ‘I started to draw you.’

Note that in the case of other preverb-verb combinations, we do not find the same 
pattern: when the matrix verb is el-kezd ‘pv(= away)-begin’ lak-agreement (20a), 
moreover, even definiteness agreement turns out to be fully grammatical (20b). 
This is actually predicted by our proposal. Notice that in these sentences, the pre-
verb is not clitic-like; it is a pure adverbial without a pronominal use, and the 
verbal expression actually takes an accusative DP complement as well (20c). What 
this means is that the infinitive is an object infinitive, and in this case, the blocking 
effects do not apply, since the transitive matrix verb needs to check the respective 
object features on the selected infinitival object.

 (20) a. (Én) el-kezde-lek/*el-kezd-em/*el-kezd-ek
   I pv-begin-lak/pv-begin-def/pv-begin-indef
   követ-ni (téged).
   follow-inf you.acc
   ‘I began to follow you.’

17.  For more information on this construction see Kálmán and Trón (2000).
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  b. Péter el-kezd-te/*el-kezd-ett követ-ni Mari-t.
   Péter pv-begin-pst.def/pv-begin-pst.indef follow-inf Mari-acc
   ‘Peter began to follow Mary.’
  c. Péter el-kezd-te/*el-kezd-ett az iskolá-t.
   Péter pv-begin-pst.def/pv-begin-pst.indef the school-acc
   ‘Peter started school.’

To summarize, in different ways, agreement is blocked by a matrix constituent in 
sentences with type 5 verbs. It is the trace of Mari in the case of látszik ‘seem’, the 
reflexive morpheme in the case of próbálkozik ‘try-kozik’, and the clitic-like pre-
verb for neki-lát ‘begin’ (lit. ‘pv-see’).

In order to account for the variation among the speakers, we propose the 
following: for the majority of the speakers the distinction between object and 
non-object arguments results in a difference between the accessible patterns of 
agreement. Definiteness agreement is obligatory with a local nominal or infinitival 
object, but it is not possible anywhere else. Optional lak-agreement is always pos-
sible, but can be blocked by intervening phrases. Group 2 speakers, for whom every 
sentence with an infinitival complement is grammatical with lak-agreement, do 
not show sensitivity to morphological complexity; it does not translate into syn-
tactic complexity, and the forms are treated as lexicalized, unanalyzed units. Those 
speakers for whom definiteness agreement is possible whenever lak-agreement 
is possible do not distinguish the two types of agreement. Definiteness agreement 
follows the pattern of lak-agreement in being obligatory when lak-agreement is 
obligatory, and being optional when lak-agreement is optional.

4.  Conclusion

The purpose of the paper has been to account for the difference between the two 
patterns of object agreement attested in Hungarian, definiteness agreement, and 
person agreement in the presence of a first person singular subject and a second 
person object appearing on the verb in the form of a harmonizing lak suffix. In 
reaching the conclusions listed below, we used sentences with matrix verbs tak-
ing an infinitival clause with its own object, occasionally with multiple layers of 
embedding. The reason that such data were particularly useful is that they made it 
possible to identify locality-based restrictions.

We claim that, while both definiteness agreement and lak-agreement are 
cyclic in nature, they are not the result of the same syntactic operations. Our data 
indicate that agreement is not directly between the object of the infinitive and the 
matrix verb, but rather the intervening infinitives also play a role and can have a 
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blocking effect. Definiteness agreement is possible only across object infinitives, 
where the infinitive itself has been argued to be the locus of indirect cyclic agree. 
Non-object infinitives do not transmit definiteness, but they can transmit lak-
agreement. lak-agree is possible in every infinitival complement clause, but it can 
be blocked by an intervening phrase associated with an internal argument posi-
tion, indicating that the object of an infinitive lak-agrees with the matrix verb in 
a more local domain.

The assumptions made in the paper also make is possible to account for varia-
tion among speakers. Questions left for future research include the reasons for the 
sensitivity of agreement to focus and tense, why lak-agreement is optional in the 
case of non-object infinitives, and the exact nature and structural description of 
lak-agreement.
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Fixed stress as phonological redundancy:

Effects on production and perception in Hungarian 
and other languages

Irene Vogel
University of Delaware

From the perspective of word prosody, fixed stress languages such as Hungarian 
may seem rather uninteresting: stress, by definition, always falls on the same 
position in a word. This paper examines the acoustic properties of Hungarian 
stress based on a large, systematically collected, corpus and considers them in 
relation to issues of redundancy in speech production and in speech perception 
(stress deafness). The Hungarian findings also serve as the basis of comparison 
for languages with other types of stress systems, analysed with the same methods: 
Turkish, Arabic and Spanish. It is demonstrated that stress predictability affects 
both speech production and perception, and also that its effect may be mitigated 
by exceptions in otherwise predictable stress languages.

Keywords: stress, redundancy, stress perception, stress production, stress 
deafness

1.  Introduction

In the field of prosody, fixed stress languages such as Hungarian may seem rather 
uninteresting since stress, by definition, always falls on the same position in a 
word. It turns out, however, that fixed stress in a language has interesting conse-
quences for speakers, observable in production and perception behavior, as well 
as in more subtle brain activity. While fixed stress is not uncommon (e.g., initial 
in Finnish, Icelandic; penultimate in Polish, Quechua; final in Turkish, French), 
Hungarian may be distinguished from some other such languages in that it does 
not admit exceptions. Thus, the consistency of Hungarian stress provides a firm 
basis for comparing the effects of fixed stress with other types of stress systems, as 
well as possible secondary effects of exceptions in languages that otherwise have 
predictable stress.

In this paper, I examine the acoustic properties of Hungarian stress based on a 
large, systematically collected corpus, and consider them in relation to the broader 
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issue of redundancy in speech production and in speech perception (stress deaf-
ness). The Hungarian findings are compared to those of languages with other 
types of stress systems, analysed with the same methods: fixed stress with excep-
tions (Turkish), predictable quantity-sensitive stress (Arabic), and non-predict-
able stress (Spanish).

Section 2 provides a brief overview of stress systems, and how predictable 
stress may be viewed as type of redundancy within the phonology of a language. In 
Section 3, the methodology for the collection and analysis of the production data 
is presented. The results of the Hungarian experiment are presented in Section 4, 
where they are compared to those of Spanish, Turkish, and Arabic. In Section 5, 
the effects of stress predictability on speech production and perception are dis-
cussed. The possible effects of exceptions in otherwise predictable stress languages 
are also considered, as are some recent brain-imaging findings. Finally, Section 6 
offers some general conclusions.

2.  Stress systems and redundancy

In this paper, “stress” is used to indicate word-level (lexical) prominence, a prop-
erty most commonly identified acoustically in relation to F0, duration, intensity 
and vowel centralization.

2.1  Overview of stress systems

Languages may or may not make use of lexical stress, also referred to here just 
as stress, or as word stress, as distinct from broader sentential prosodic promi-
nences. In the languages that do make use of stress, the way in which it is assigned 
may vary in several ways. Figure 1 schematically presents a general view of the 
basic types of stress system for cross-linguistic comparisons and typological con-
siderations, although, of course, any particular language may include exceptions 
or other complexities.1 The languages considered here are all found on the left 
[+stress] branch of the tree.

1.  One of the reviewers draws attention to the fact that stress and tone are not diametrically 
opposed types of prosody. It is thus important to note that Figure 1 is only dividing languages 
based on whether or not they have (lexical) stress. In the absence of stress, tone may or may 
not be present, but this is not relevant to the present study, which focuses on languages that do 
have stress. It is also possible for a language to have both tone and stress, which would require 
a somewhat different schematic representation; however, this is not pertinent to the present 
investigation since the languages examined here all, and only, have (lexical) stress.
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+Stress –Stress

Lexical stress systems

+Predictable –Predictable

+Fixed –Fixed

–Tone
Spanish
English

Mandarin
Japanese

+Tone
Korean
Indonesian

Hungarian (initial)
Turkish (final)
Polish (penultimate)

Arabic

Figure 1. Overview of lexical stress systems

In fixed stress languages such as Hungarian, stress is predictably assigned to a 
specific position independently of the composition of the syllables (quantity-
insensitive). Stress may also be predictable, but variable in position, depending 
on syllable weight (quantity-sensitive), as in Arabic. In both cases, since it is pre-
dictable, stress is not contrastive, or “phonemic”. In other languages, however, 
where stress position is not consistently predictable (e.g., Spanish, English), it may 
be contrastive (e.g., Spanish: sábana ‘sheet’ vs. sabána ‘savannah’)2. In languages 
without lexical stress, tone may or may not be present (e.g., Mandarin, Japanese 
vs. Korean, Indonesian); however, these are not relevant to the present discussion.

Although many languages are considered to have predictable stress, it is not 
uncommon to also find some exceptions. For example, in Turkish, an alternate, 
quantity-sensitive, stress pattern, often referred to as “Sezer Stress,” applies in place 
names and borrowings (e.g., Ánkara), although there are also exceptions to this 
pattern (e.g., Kabak & Vogel 2001). Additionally, there are certain suffixes that 
require stress on a preceding syllable (e.g., kabá-ca ‘roughly’). Hungarian stands 
out, however, in not exhibiting exceptional stress patterns, and thus may be taken 
as a type of baseline against which to compare languages not only with non-pre-
dictable stress, but also others with generally predictable stress, but also some 
exceptions.

2.  An acute accent indicates a stressed syllable unless otherwise noted; this may or may not 
correspond to the orthographic conventions of a language.
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2.2  Redundancy and predictable stress

Redundancy appears throughout language, and in general terms, may be con-
sidered as the encoding of the same type of information in more than one way, 
or the presence of material that is otherwise predictable. Although this could be 
considered uneconomical, we also often observe a “reestablishment” of economy 
within a language. A simple illustration is Pro-Drop. For example, in Italian, 
underlying information about person and number is manifested on the surface 
with different verb endings for Persons 1, 2 and 3, singular (e.g., parlare ‘to speak’: 
parlo, parli, parla), and plural (parliamo, parlate, parlano). Pronouns that pro-
vide the same information may thus be considered unnecessary, or redundant, 
and as such, they are often not used. By contrast, in French, the corresponding 
surface verb forms do not include redundant information: all singular (je parle, 
tu parles, il parle), and the third person plural (ils parlent), verb forms have 
the same surface phonetic manifestation ending in schwa, which may even be 
deleted, despite their various spellings. Thus, the pronouns must be used, since 
the person and number information would not otherwise be available in the 
speech stream.3

The situation in phonology, at first glance, appears to be the opposite. Instead 
of a more complete underlying structure, and more economical surface forms, 
redundancy as expressed by the concept of “underspecification”, calls for the 
Underlying Representations (URs) to exclude predictable, or redundant, infor-
mation.4 The additional information is then introduced in the surface forms in 
speech production. For example, we could consider a property such as voicing 
redundant for sonorants, and not part of their URs, although it is present in the 
speech output. In other cases, allophonic properties, by definition predictable, 
may be excluded from the UR, but then are introduced in actual speech, as in the 
case of aspiration of voiceless stops in English. Thus, generally speaking, while 
in syntax, the underlying representations appear richer, with redundant informa-
tion removed from the output forms, in phonology, the surface forms are richer, 
containing predictable information that is not specified in the UR. Since speech 
must often be understood in “noisy” contexts, surface phonetic redundancy may 

3.  The Italian and French examples come from particular verb classes, -are and -er, respec-
tively. The corresponding endings in other verb classes may differ to some extent; however, 
the fundamental difference between the redundancy in Italian and the lack thereof in French 
still holds.

4.  There are different versions of underspecification, but what is crucial in all of them, and 
for the present point about redundancy in phonology, is that there is relatively less richness 
(i.e., redundant properties excluded), in underlying structure, than in the speech output, 
where the redundant properties are manifested.
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be viewed as favoring the listener, even if it puts a “burden” on the speaker to 
produce additional phonetic cues. By contrast, dropping pronouns simplifies the 
speaker’s task, while still leaving enough information in the verb forms to be clear 
for the listener.

Specifically with regard to stress, fixed (or consistent quantity-sensitive) stress 
may be seen as involving redundancy, in the sense that there are two types of infor-
mation that independently identify the position of the stressed syllable of a word: 
the phonological predictability of the stress position in a language, and the acous-
tic cues in speech that identify the appropriate syllable as the most prominent one 
in a word. Unlike the case of Italian pronouns, stress redundancy results in the 
introduction of a (stress) property in speech that was not present underlyingly. In 
derivational terms, predictable stress is assigned in the appropriate position by a 
phonological rule or process, and expressed with the requisite acoustic properties. 
In this sense, predictable stress appears somewhat like allophonic phenomena, 
where the speaker “knows” where each allophone surfaces, and produces the rel-
evant phonetic properties when speaking. When stress is not predictable, however, 
it must be indicated in the UR, and then pronounced as required in the specified 
position, more like distinct phonemes. In fact, in languages with non-predictable 
stress, it is often referred to as contrastive or phonemic.

While the relationship between the underlying and surface properties of pre-
dictable stress shows the former to be reduced with respect to the latter, there is 
another way in which predictability may affect the manifestation of stress. The 
“Smooth Signal Redundancy Hypothesis” addresses the effect of predictability 
not in terms the representations and properties of individual words, but rather 
in terms of the articulation of different aspects of speech in the broader sentential 
or discourse context. Viewed in this way, we find that predictability does lead to 
somewhat simpler, or reduced, surface forms, more analogous to the dropping 
of pronouns when the information is retrievable in a different way. For example, 
it has been found that contextually predictable syllables and words have shorter 
durations than non-predictable ones, and predictable words have a lower pitch 
or F0 than non-predictable ones. In addition, predictable vowels are more cen-
tralized/reduced than non-predictable ones (e.g., Aylett & Turk 2004; Turk 2010; 
Turnbull 2017; Watson et al. 2008). Such findings are particularly interesting with 
regard to stress, even though they involve non-phonological considerations, since 
they include precisely the acoustic properties that are typically associated with 
stress (i.e., duration, F0 and vowel centralization).

2.3  Predictable stress: Perception and production

While there has been considerable interest in the effects of predictable stress on 
perception, in particular, with respect to “stress deafness”, the general inability of 
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speakers of fixed stress languages to perceive stress, less attention has been paid 
to the possible effects of predictable stress on production. First, a brief summary 
of the findings of perception research is presented, followed by discussion of the 
implications of the nature of the stress system on production.

2.3.1  Stress perception
In a number of behavioral studies of stress perception, using different method-
ologies, it has been quite consistently found that speakers of languages with fixed 
stress (e.g., Hungarian, Turkish, French) are “stress deaf ”. That is, they cannot 
reliably hear stress in other languages, or experimental stimuli, while speakers of 
languages with non-predictable stress are able to perceive stress under similar cir-
cumstances (e.g., Dupoux et al. 1997, 2001, 2008; Peperkamp & Dupoux 2002; 
Peperkamp et al. 2010; Altmann 2006).

The difference in stress perception abilities is attributed to a difference in 
the URs of the different types of language. In languages with predictable stress, 
stress is not indicated in the UR, but rather, inserted by regular phonological 
rules to yield the necessary output forms. By contrast, languages with non- 
predictable stress include an underlying stress specification. It is proposed, 
furthermore, that it is the absence of an underlying stress property that makes  
speakers of a language like Hungarian “stress deaf ”. Thus, the difference may 
be seen as similar to the difference between contrastive underlying (phonemic) 
properties and predictable surface phonetic (allophonic) properties: the former 
are readily perceived by speakers of a language, while the latter are not. In the 
absence of a particular phonological category, if listeners are exposed to the  
relevant property, they fail recognize it since there is nothing to associate it with 
at the contrastive, underlying level.5

The representational difference between predictable and non-predictable 
stress is illustrated in Figure 1, based on proposals of Dupoux and others. A 
speaker of a language with fixed stress like Hungarian applies a Stress Assignment 
rule along with any other phonological rules (P-Rules) to arrive at the surface 
form. A speaker of a language with non-predictable stress like Spanish, however, 
simply brings the underlying stress property to the surface, as distinct from the 
application of other P-Rules.

5.  Note that this pertains to stress perception in language tasks. When speakers must only 
distinguish sounds in an auditory, but not linguistic, task, they are able to respond to different 
acoustic properties that happen to be associated with stress (Dupoux et al. 2001), as they can 
distinguish between many types of subtle, non-linguistic auditory stimuli.
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Hungarian speaker Spanish speaker

P-Rules

UR: /……/
UR: / …… +stress/

Stress Deaf

Stress Deaf
NOT

P-Rulesstress

Figure 2. Stress representation in fixed and unpredictable stress systems

Additional research has shown that what is crucial for stress deafness is the 
predictability of stress, but it need not be fixed. Thus, Arabic speakers are stress 
deaf like French and Turkish speakers (Altmann 2006), although stress position 
is variable, assigned on the basis of syllable structure (quantity-sensitive).6 In this 
case, too, stress need not be present in the UR, so the left side of Figure 2 can 
account for Arabic as well as fixed stress languages like Hungarian.

It has been suggested that the effects of stress deafness may be somewhat miti-
gated by the presence of exceptions in a language. Specifically, it was noted that 
while Polish has predictable penultimate stress, its speakers appear to be some-
what better at perceiving stress than French speakers, but less good than Spanish 
speakers, a result attributed to the presence of exceptions in Polish (Peperkamp & 
Dupoux 2002, Peperkamp et al. 2010). This is somewhat surprising since Turkish 
speakers appear to be just as stress deaf as French and Hungarian speakers; how-
ever, Turkish has considerably more stress exceptions than Polish.

More generally, the possible effect of exceptions on stress perception raises 
interesting questions for an interpretation of stress deafness in terms of the 
absence of an underlying stress property in a language. If such a property is avail-
able to affect stress perception, why does it do so only some of the time? That is, 
if Polish speakers do have some underlying stress category – to handle the excep-
tions, why do they not perceive stress as effectively as Spanish speakers? Moreover, 
why do the more extensive stress exceptions in Turkish not lead it speakers to be 
only partially stress deaf, like Polish speakers – or even more generally sensitive to 
stress like Spanish speakers?7

6.  In most varieties, stress is assigned to the right-most heavy syllable, although for final 
stress, the syllable must be super-heavy (i.e., contain three moras: long vowel + consonant, or 
short vowel + two consonants). In the absence of a heavy (or super-heavy) syllable, stress is on 
the antepenultimate syllable, usually the word-initial syllable.

7.  Note that the assessment of exceptional stress in Polish included final stress in monosyl-
labic words; however, it is not clear that such cases are really exceptions, since no other options 
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2.3.2  Production
While the perceptual consequences of the redundancy associated with predict-
able stress (i.e., stress deafness) have been documented for a number of languages, 
despite some differences as noted, the possible effects of stress redundancy on pro-
duction have received less attention. Although the “Smooth Signal Redundancy 
Hypothesis (SSRH)” does not explicitly consider stress predictability, we may 
nevertheless apply the insights to this case. That is, as suggested above, we may 
expect predictable stress languages to exhibit somewhat reduced cues with respect 
to the cues present in non-predictable stress languages. Furthermore, since the 
properties found to undergo reduction in the context of the SSRH (i.e., duration, 
F0, vowel centralization) are the main properties typically associated with stress 
cross-linguistically, we may expect reduction of these same properties due to the 
redundancy introduced by predictable stress in a language. While languages with 
non-predictable stress require clear acoustic stress cues since the listener cannot 
know otherwise which syllable of a word is stressed, languages with predictable 
stress may require less precision in the production of the stress cues since the lis-
tener already knows where the stressed syllable is. Figure 3 provides a schematic 
representation, where the less precise properties in a predictable stress language 
are informally referred to as “sloppy”, in comparison with those in a language with 
non-predictable stress, referred to as “clear”.

Hungarian speaker Spanish speaker

P-Rules

σ́σσ
σ́σσ
σ́σσ

UR: /……/
UR: / …… +stress/

Stress deaf

Stress deaf
NOT

P-Rulesstress

“sloppy”
stress

σ́σσ
σ́σσ
σ́σσ

“clear”
stress

Figure 3. Stress production in predictable and unpredictable stress systems

are available. If we exclude the monosyllables, the number stress exceptions in Polish is quite 
small, and thus all the more surprising in comparison with Turkish, whose speakers do not 
show an effect of exceptions on their stress perception.
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Note that in this type of representation, a less precise, or “sloppy” manifes-
tation of the stress cues would be expected to arise in both fixed and quantity-
sensitive predictable stress languages, even though in the latter (e.g., Arabic), 
stress appears in different positions in a word. Since this reflects the view that 
the crucial consideration is just whether or not stress is predictable, the group-
ing coincides with the distinction made with regard to stress deafness. Never-
theless, consideration of the clarity of speech production suggests that there 
may be an alternative account, or at least an additional consideration, of the 
stress deafness observed in predictable stress languages. That is, if stress cues 
are produced with less precision, and thus more variability, they will not pro-
vide consistent, reliable acoustic information for the listener. Thus, when faced 
with typical stress properties, the listener does not have a clear and consistent 
constellation of these properties to serve as the basis for the identification of a 
stress category.

3.  Experimental design: Stress production and analysis

Hungarian, as an “exemplary” fixed stress language, with no exceptional stress pat-
terns, provides a means of assessing the effect of predictability on the clarity of 
stress production. The methodology presented is that adopted in a larger cross-
linguistic investigation of the acoustic properties of lexical prosody and (narrow) 
focus. That is, the findings of the other languages considered in relation to those 
of Hungarian have been collected in the same way, and thus provide a meaningful 
comparison.

3.1  Experimental design

3.1.1  Hypotheses
In order to investigate the role of redundancy, specifically predictability, in the 
production of stress, the following hypotheses are tested.

 (1)  Hypothesis 1: Predictable stress results in less clear stress cues than non-
predictable stress.

 (2)  Hypothesis 2: Fixed stress results in less clear stress cues than variable 
stress.

The first hypothesis predicts that languages with predictable stress, whether 
fixed or quantity-sensitive, will similarly exhibit weak stress cues. In the present 
study, this means that Hungarian, as well as Turkish and Arabic, will have a less 
clear distinction between stressed vs. unstressed vowels, regardless of the nature 
of the predictability, than Spanish. This would coincide with the grouping of 
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 languages associated with stress deafness. Hypothesis 2 predicts a slightly different 
grouping of stress production behaviors, specifically that Hungarian and Turkish 
will exhibit weak stress cues, but the variable position of stress, regardless of its 
predictability, will result in a clearer manifestation of stress in Spanish as well as in 
Arabic. In this case, there would be a difference in the grouping of languages based 
on production and perception.

Based on the claim that exceptions allow speakers of a fixed stress language 
to perceive stress somewhat better than speakers of a language without exceptions 
(Peperkamp et al. 2010), a third hypothesis tests the role of exceptions in the pro-
duction of stress.

 (3)  Hypothesis 3: The presence of exceptions in a language with fixed stress 
results in increased clarity in the stress cues.

That is, while the redundancy of predictable stress generally leads to a reduction 
of clarity in the acoustic cues, this effect may be somewhat mitigated by the pres-
ence of exceptions. Specifically, it is predicted that the manifestation of stress in 
Hungarian, without any stress exceptions, will be less clear than the manifestation 
of stress in Turkish.

3.1.2  Procedure
The Hungarian corpus, like the corpora for the other languages, was collected on 
location, by a speaker of the same language variety as the participants, here Deb-
recen, Madrid, Ankara, and Amman. (See Vogel et al. 2016, 2017 for details.) In 
all cases, ten speakers (ideally 5 F), university students or recent graduates, were 
recorded reading short dialogues containing the target stimuli, administered on a 
computer as a PowerPoint presentation.8 The target slides alternate with pictures 
of various objects that the speakers must name, in order to vary the prosodic pat-
terns, and thus encourage more natural readings.

3.2  Stimuli

In all of the languages, the stimuli are real, three-syllable, words. Each of the target 
vowels /i, u, a/, as well as their long versions in Hungarian and Arabic, appeared in 
open syllables in 10 items in all three syllables with and without stress, where pos-
sible. Since Hungarian has fixed initial stress, the comparison was between the first 
syllable (bolded) with stress, and the second syllable without stress, as illustrated 
in (4) (cf., Vogel et al. 2015, 2016).

8.  The data from one Hungarian speaker were eliminated due to recording problems.
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 (4) Sample Stimuli
  a. Short Stressed Vowel

 kapatos ‘tipsy’ fizikus ‘physicist’  tubusok ‘tubes’
  b. Long Stressed Vowel9

 sátoros ‘tent dwelling’  típusos ‘type, adj’ kúpokat ‘cones, acc’

Note that the /a, i, u/ in the second syllable of the items in (4a) may also be included 
in the analysis as tokens of unstressed target vowels. Other items provided long 
vowels in the second, unstressed syllable.

Each word appeared in two dialogues, one priming focus on the target (Focus 
Condition), and one priming focus on a subsequent word, and thus removing it 
from the target (Non-Focus Condition), as shown in (5) for Hungarian; focused 
items are bolded, and the targets are between quotation marks.

 (5) Hungarian Dialogues10

  a. Focus Condition
Q: Mit mondott Mária reggel?
 ‘What did Mária say in the morning?’
A: Mária a “kapatos” szót mondta reggel.

 ‘Maria said the word “kapatos” in the morning.’

9.  In this case, the acute accents follow Hungarian orthography, and indicate long vowels.

10.  A reviewer points out that the questions and answers in our dialogues could also be pro-
duced with other prosodic patterns, especially given the complexities of Hungarian topic and 
focus constructions. It is suggested, furthermore, that this possible use of different options may 
account for the “sloppiness” of the stress manifestation reported here, rather than the more 
general property of fixed (lexical) stress. Different interpretations are a potential problem in 
any data elicitation design; however, we take precautions to reduce such prosodic variability 
to the extent possible, not only in Hungarian, but in all of the languages. Prior to the actual 
experiment, the participants are given very detailed instructions, including explicit informa-
tion about how to interpret the different types of questions and answers. The instructions are 
then followed by practice items, to ensure that the speakers are comfortable with the format 
and intentions of the dialogues. Since we use only two types of dialogues, it is not difficult 
for the participants to recognize them, and read them with the intended interpretations as 
they proceed through the experiment. Moreover, the participants read both the question and 
answer in each dialogue, to further encourage them to produce the intended interpretations, 
especially in the answer portions. It must also be borne in mind that the clarity or “sloppiness” 
of the production patterns reported for Hungarian, and the other languages, are particularly 
meaningful in relative terms here, since the same methods were used for all of the languages. 
That is, we find that the cues are weaker in Hungarian (and other fixed stress languages) than 
they are in languages with non-predictable stress. Thus, the Hungarian findings are consistent 
with a broader typological pattern, even if there were instances in which the speakers pro-
duced some inconsistent prosodic patterns among the 600 target vowels we analyzed.
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  b. Non-Focus Condition
Q: Mária délután mondta azt, hogy “kapatos”?
 ‘Did Maria say “kapatos” in the afternoon?’
A: Nem. Mária a “kapatos” szót reggel mondta, nem délután.
  ‘No. Maria said the word “kapatos” in the morning, not in the 

afternoon.’

For the present investigation, only the targets in the Non-Focus Condition were 
considered, since this permits the examination of the properties of stress without 
the confounding presence of focus properties, a problem encountered in previous 
studies of stress in many languages.

3.3  Analyses

The recordings were annotated manually, and measurements of the vowels were 
made for duration, (mean) F0, ∆F0 (F0 change from the beginning to the end of 
vowel, calculated as F0 at end minus F0 at beginning), intensity and centralization 
using Praat. The data were normalized using Z-scores to permit pooling across 
speakers.

Binary Logistic Regression Analyses (BLRAs) were used to statistically assess 
the clarity of the manifestation of stress, and the contributions of the individual 
acoustic properties. First, an Overall classification rate was calculated, using all of 
the acoustic properties to classify, or distinguish between, two categories of vow-
els, stressed vs. unstressed. A high Overall percentage of correct classification indi-
cates that stressed and unstressed vowels were produced in ways that are clearly 
distinguishable, while a low percentage indicates that the distinction is not very 
clearly or consistently manifested; chance is 50%. Since the initial BLRA includes 
an indication of which properties contributed significantly to the Overall classi-
fication, we also ran follow-up BLRAs using each significant property as the sole 
classifier in order to assess the strength of its contribution to the stress distinc-
tion. Again, a high classification rate means that a clear distinction is being made 
between stressed and unstressed vowels, indicating that the individual property 
tested is a strong cue for stress. A low classification rate means that the property 
is not very salient, and while it may be statistically significant, it is unlikely to be a 
cue used by a listener; again, 50% is chance.11

11.  As a reviewer pointed out, there are acoustic properties other than the ones discussed 
here that may also contribute to stress. It would certainly be interesting to consider other 
properties in future research; however, for the present purposes we focus primarily on du-
ration and F0, since these are the significant properties most consistently returned by the 
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4.   Results: Stress properties in Hungarian, and comparison with other 
languages

As Table 1 shows, the Overall success rate of the BLRA in distinguishing between 
stressed and unstressed vowels in Hungarian is very low (59%). That is, using all 
of the acoustic measures available, the Overall classification is not much greater 
than chance. It can also be seen that the only properties that were significant in the 
classification involve F0: (mean) F0, yielding a 61% success rate when considered 
as the sole classifying property, and ∆F0, the change in F0 from the beginning to 
the end of the vowel, yielding a result barely above chance (Vogel et al. 2016).12

Table 1: Hungarian BLRA classification: Stressed vs. unstressed vowels

Hungarian: ±stress classification (non-focus condition)

Overall rate Significant properties

59% F0 (61%), ∆F0 (56%)

With the Hungarian findings as the basis for comparison with languages with dif-
ferent types of stress systems, we present the BLRA results for the other languages 
in Table 2: Turkish (fixed stress with exceptions), Arabic (predictable but not fixed 
stress) and Spanish (non-predictable stress) (Vogel et al. 2016, 2017). (F0 = mean 
F0, ∆F0 = F0 change from beginning to end of vowel, Dur = duration, Int = Inten-
sity, Cent = centralization)

Table 2. Turkish, Arabic, and Spanish BLRA classifications: Stressed vs. unstressed vowels

±Stress classification (non-focus condition)

Language Overall rate Significant properties
Turkish 71% ∆F0 (64%), F0 (59%), Int (58%), Cent (55%)
Arabic 87% F0 (88%), Int (66%), Dur (59%)
Spanish 86% F0 (82%), ∆F0 (76%)

BLRAs, not only for the languages discussed here, but also across the other languages in the 
larger study. These are also the properties most commonly reported to be significant in the 
manifestation of stress cross-linguistically.

12.  See also Vogel et al. (2015) for discussion of additional findings regarding the stress and 
focus properties of Hungarian.
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As can be seen, there is a considerable difference between the classification rates of 
Hungarian, with fixed stress and no exceptions, and Spanish, with non-predictable 
stress: 61% and 86%, respectively. The other fixed stress language, Turkish (71%), 
also shows a considerably weaker stress classification than Spanish; however, it 
is somewhat stronger than the classification for Hungarian. Although Arabic has 
predictable stress, and Arabic speakers are stress deaf, our findings show that they 
nevertheless produce a very strong difference between stressed and unstressed syl-
lables (87%), placing them with the Spanish, as opposed to the Hungarian and 
Turkish speakers.

5.   Discussion: Effects of predictability and exceptions on the production 
and perception of stress

The analysis of the production of stress in Hungarian, and the comparison with 
several languages with different stress systems, reveals that the redundancy of pre-
dictable stress does affect the manifestation of stress, but the effect also depends 
on the nature of the predictability. Thus, Hypothesis 1 is disconfirmed, in that not 
all of the languages with predictable stress exhibited less clear stress cues than 
Spanish; only languages with fixed stress (Hungarian and Turkish) had “sloppy” 
stress cues. This finding instead confirms Hypothesis 2. That is, only languages 
with fixed stress exhibited reduced clarity, showing that what is crucial for the 
clear production of stress is the variability of its position, whether this is predict-
able (quantity-sensitive) or not. Thus, we find a difference between the grouping 
of languages based on perception, where what matters is only the predictability of 
stress, and the grouping based on production, where what matters is the appear-
ance of stress in the same position in a word.

Hypothesis 3 is also confirmed since a difference was observed between the 
rates of distinction between stressed and unstressed vowels in Hungarian and 
Turkish. That is, the presence of exceptions in Turkish, but not Hungarian, could 
account for the somewhat clearer stress properties in the former. The issue that 
remains, however, is the fact that Turkish speakers appear to be as stress deaf as 
speakers of Hungarian (and French), despite the presence of exceptional stress in 
Turkish (Altmann 2006).

Thus, with regard to production, the general picture that emerges is that stress 
predictability does indeed behave like other types of redundant properties, per-
mitting a less clear or reduced manifestation of stress, but only in fixed stress lan-
guages (Hungarian and Turkish), not in quantity-sensitive languages (Arabic). A 
more subtle distinction also emerges among the fixed stress languages, where the 
presence of exceptions to the fixed stress pattern results in the lessening of the 
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redundancy effects on the clarity of stress production. Thus, stress in Hungarian, 
which lacks exceptions, is the least clearly produced.13

Returning to the issue of the representation of a stress property in the Under-
lying Representations of a language, we observe that the UR appears to play a 
more consistent role in stress perception than it does in production. This, in turn, 
suggests that for perception, redundancy may indeed be viewed as economy at 
the underlying level, with the surface forms manifesting the full set of properties, 
similar to the type of analysis usually proposed for other predictable phonological 
properties (i.e., surface allophonic variations). The effect of redundancy on pro-
duction, however, is observed as an economy (reduction) of acoustic cues, when 
the stress position is not only predictable, but fixed, and the listener need not rely 
as heavily on its acoustic properties (Hungarian, Turkish). This is consistent with 
the reduction of the same acoustic properties seen in a broader context, according 
to the SSRH. It must be noted that although stress is predictable in Arabic, it may 
appear on different syllables, making it crucial for listeners to be able to identify its 
position. Thus, imprecision in production is not permissible, as it is in Hungarian 
and Turkish.

Finally, let us consider further the role of exceptions in stress perception and 
production. As noted above, it has been claimed that despite the general predict-
ability of stress in Polish, speakers are only partially stress deaf, since there are also 
words with exceptional stress in the language (Peperkamp et al. 2010). It was also 
pointed out, however, that this is somewhat surprising since Turkish has consider-
ably more words with exceptional stress than Polish, yet its speakers are as stress 
deaf as speakers of French and Hungarian. The Turkish production data, however, 
offer some support for the position that exceptions may mitigate the effect of fixed 
stress. That is, in comparison with Hungarian, the acoustic properties of stress in 
Turkish are somewhat clearer, consistent with the presence of exceptions in the 
latter but not the former. A similar analysis of stress in Polish would be required to 
further test the role of fixed stress, with exceptions, in production.

13.  At first glance, an alternate account of the difference between Hungarian and Turkish 
seems possible: the somewhat better classification in Turkish may be due to the fact that stress 
is word final, and thus subject to additional boundary effects (e.g., final lengthening). Such 
an account cannot be sustained, however, since (a) final lengthening is not observed in the 
Turkish stressed vowels, (b) final and (exceptional) penultimate stress are not distinguished 
from each other on the basis of duration, and c) the two main stress cues in Turkish are the 
same as those in Hungarian, with relatively similar individual classification rates (i.e., Hun-
garian: F0 = 61%, ∆F0 = 56%; Turkish: ∆F0 = 64%, F0 = 59%). See further details in Athanaso-
poulou et al. (2017).
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In the meantime, additional insight may be gained from recent investigations 
using brain imaging techniques. While German speakers, with non-predictable 
stress, readily detect an incorrectly placed stress regardless of its the location in a 
word, French speakers do not do so (Schmidt-Kassow et al. 2011; Domahs et al. 
2008; Knaus & Domahs 2007; Knaus et al. 2009). Focusing on the role of excep-
tions, it was demonstrated that Turkish speakers appear to be sensitive to incor-
rectly placed stress, but only when the change involves exceptional stress; they do 
not detect alterations involving the canonical fixed stress in word-final position 
(Domahs et al. 2012a).

It has been claimed that Polish speakers also show a sensitivity to altered stress 
position when it involves an exceptional stress, but not the canonical penultimate 
stress (Domahs et al. 2012b). While this may, in fact, be the case, there is reason 
to be concerned about the naturalness of the stimuli, and thus the results, since 
brain imaging picks up responses that are not observable in other ways. Specifi-
cally, it is reported that the Polish stimuli were produced by a monolingual speaker 
of Polish (Domahs et al. 2012b), and it is questionable whether such a speaker 
would be able to manipulate the position of stress at will, in a natural way.14 It 
has also been found that (Cairene) Arabic speakers show sensitivity to incorrect 
stress placement in different positions; however, the results are somewhat complex 
when it comes to different incorrect stress positions. In some cases, it is claimed 
that the perception reflects foot structure, but in another case, it is suggested that 
frequency is the crucial consideration (Domahs et al. 2014). Another possibility 
may be that since the position of stress in Arabic stress is variable, speakers must 
able to detect its location on any syllable in order to understand a word’s meaning. 
Moreover, as was shown above, the cues to stress in Arabic are quite clear, presum-
ably facilitating its identification, although the sensitivity only shows up in brain 
imaging studies, but not behavioral studies.

A final consideration is in order with the brain imaging studies. Although 
they are making claims about the responses to stress, the carriers in which the 
stimuli they are testing place the stimuli in a position of focus. For instance, the 
carrier for Polish was: On powinien powiedzieć … wiele razy ‘he should say … many 
times.’ (Domahs et al. 2012b, p. 5). Since focus is known to enhance the proper-
ties of the stressed syllable of a word, we must also ask whether stress,  without 

14.  In addition, although F0, duration and intensity measurements are provided to show that 
the stress patterns in correctly and incorrectly stressed words were the same, it is not clear 
how accurate these measurements are. That is, different syllable structures were involved in 
the various items, and in many cases, the segmentations would have presented considerable 
challenges (e.g., with /l/ in elementarz).
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the  enhancement of focus, would yield similar results. (See Athanasopoulou et 
al. 2017; Vogel et al. 2015, 2016, 2017 for the effects of focus on the production of 
stressed syllables in the four languages discussed here.)

6.  Conclusions

The present study has investigated the concept of stress redundancy in terms of 
both the production (acoustic properties) and perception of stress in Hungarian, 
a fixed stress language with no exceptions. The Hungarian findings were used as 
the basis of comparison for languages with different types of stress systems. Given 
that different types of linguistic predictability have been found to result in some-
what reduced production of several acoustic properties that are also the ones most 
commonly associated with stress (i.e., F0, duration, vowel centralization), it was 
expected that lexical stress predictability could result in similar reductions in the 
manifestation of stress itself.

Indeed, it was demonstrated that the languages considered here with fixed 
predictable stress, Hungarian and Turkish, showed less clear stress cues than the 
other languages. The cues in Turkish were somewhat stronger than those in Hun-
garian, which may be attributed to the presence of stress exceptions in Turk-
ish, such that the stress position is not fully predictable, as it is in Hungarian. In 
Arabic, although stress is predictable (i.e., quantity-sensitive), the cues were as 
strong as those in Spanish, with non-predictable stress. Thus, as far as stress pro-
duction is concerned, it seems that the variability of the stress position is crucial 
in determining the manifestation of the stress properties, even if the position is 
predictable.

The production findings were additionally considered in relation to stress per-
ceptibility by speakers of the same languages, in particular, their degree of stress 
deafness. Differently from production, it is only the predictability of stress that is 
crucial, whether it is fixed, or variable but quantity-sensitive. Thus, for perception, 
Arabic speakers behave like the Hungarian and Turkish speakers, all of whom have 
been found to be stress deaf. Only Spanish speakers, with non-predictable stress, 
are consistently able to correctly identify the location of stress. It has also been 
reported that the presence of stress exceptions may mitigate the effects of stress 
predictability, in that Polish speakers appear to be less stress deaf than French 
and Turkish speakers. While the potential role of exceptions may account for the 
difference in the clarity of the stress cues in the production of Hungarian and 
Turkish, as noted, the role of exceptions in perception remains somewhat unclear, 
since Turkish has more exceptional stress than Polish, but Turkish speakers do not 
similarly show an intermediate degree of stress deafness.
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Since stress perception abilities have been associated with the presence or 
absence of an underlying stress property, the question was raised as to how excep-
tions might fit into this view. That is, if exceptional stress requires an underlying 
stress specification, we must ask how this affects the phonological system more gen-
erally. The conundrum is that if stress must be available in the UR for some items, 
it would seem that it should be available for stress perception in general, and thus 
allow Turkish and Polish speakers to perceive stress as well as Spanish speakers.

Finally, recent brain imaging studies of stress have been considered, which 
seem to support both the distinction between languages with predictable and non-
predictable stress, and the role of exceptions in stress production. As expected, 
non-predictable stress allows (German) speakers to detect incorrect stress in any 
syllable position, while fixed stress results in the inability to detect stress alter-
nations in French speakers. It has also been demonstrated that Turkish speakers 
respond differently to incorrect stress placement involving exceptional stress, but 
not the canonical final stress. A similar claim has been made with regard to the 
exceptional and canonical penultimate stress in Polish, but as was noted above, 
even if such an effect exists, the results must be questioned in this case since there 
is reason to believe that the stimuli used in the experiment may not have been 
natural-sounding. Speakers of Arabic were found to be generally sensitive to 
incorrect stress placement as well, although different explanations were offered for 
the perceptibility in different positions. A possible alternative was also suggested, 
that is, that the variability in stress position, whether predictable or not, is what 
allows speakers to be sensitive to incorrect stress placement. This would thus align 
with the difference in production discussed here, where both Spanish and Arabic 
speakers produce clear stress cues, while Turkish and Hungarian speakers produce 
less consistent cues. As such, it also makes a different distinction than that made 
by the behavioral stress deafness studies, where all that seems to matter is whether 
or not stress is predictable, by fixed position or quantity-sensitivity.
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We present novel experimental evidence on the availability and the status 
of exhaustivity inferences with focus partitioning in German, English, and 
Hungarian. Results suggest that German and English focus-background clefts and 
Hungarian focus share important properties, (É. Kiss 1998, 1999; Szabolcsi 1994; 
Percus 1997; Onea & Beaver 2009). Those constructions are anaphoric devices 
triggering an existence presupposition. EXH-inferences are not obligatory in such 
constructions in English, German, or Hungarian, against some previous literature 
(Percus 1997; Büring & Križ 2013; É. Kiss 1998), but in line with pragmatic 
analyses of EXH-inferences in clefts (Horn 1981, 2016; Pollard & Yasavul 
2016). The cross-linguistic differences in the distribution of EXH-inferences are 
attributed to properties of the Hungarian number marking system.

Keywords: clefts, definite pseudoclefts, Hungarian focus, exhaustivity, 
experimental evidence, semantics-pragmatics interface

1.   Focus partitioning: A cross-linguistically unified discourse 
phenomenon

Well-studied examples of focus partitioning constructions include the English 
and German focus-background cleft (1) (Horn 1981; Percus 1997; Velleman et al. 
2012; Büring & Križ 2013, i.a.), and the Hungarian preverbal focus construction 
(2) (Szabolcsi 1981, 1994; Kenesei 1986, 2006; É. Kiss 1987, 1998, 1999; Brody 
1990; Onea & Beaver 2009; Horváth 2010, i.a.) (CAPs = focus accenting).

 (1) a. It is MAX who mixed a cocktail.
  b. Es ist MAX, der einen Cocktail gemischt hat.
   ‘It is MAX who a cocktail mixed has’

 (2) Mari PÉTERT hívta fel.
  Mari PÉTER-acc called prt
  ‘It was Peter that Mari called up.’ [É. Kiss 1998: 256]
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A common assumption – articulated in Szabolcsi (1981) and É. Kiss (1998, 1999) 
– is that the two construction types share important interpretive properties, irre-
spective of their different morphosyntactic realization, e.g., existence presupposi-
tions (∃) and exhaustivity (EXH) inferences (e.g., Horn 1981; Percus 1997; Kenesei 
1986; Szabolcsi 1994).

The interpretive similarities raise the question of what focus partitioning con-
structions share across languages. Do they constitute a natural class at the level of 
discourse-structure, with the same (discourse) semantic properties and identical 
pragmatic effects? And if so, do they also share the same (underlying) morpho-
syntax, for instance, in the form of a structural position FocP (Brody 1990; É. Kiss 
1998)? The second question has been answered affirmatively for Hungarian focus 
and English clefts in É. Kiss (1998) and for Russian and English clefts in Reeve 
(2012). In this paper, we will focus instead on the semantic and pragmatic prop-
erties of focus-background partitioning across languages. We argue that focus 
partitioning is a universal structural device for (optionally) expressing informa-
tion-structural partitioning, but languages may differ in their choice of structural 
building blocks (Zimmermann 2016). This is stated as H1, with the semantic cor-
ollary (3).

  H1:  Focus partitioning structures form a unified discourse-semantic class of 
(possibly) structurally heterogeneous constructions.

 (3) Focus partitioning exhibits parallel interpretive effects across languages.

H1 predicts focus partitioning structures to behave on a par across languages 
regarding ∃- and EXH-inferences. Conversely, systematic cross-linguistic differ-
ences in the availability of those inferences would constitute evidence against H1.

This paper reports on the results of a controlled cross-linguistic experimen-
tal study of EXH-inferences in focus partitioning in an incremental information 
retrieval paradigm. The experimental results suggest that EXH-inferences with 
focus partitioning are indeed parallel across languages. Moreover, our results 
pertain to the theoretical debate on the nature of EXH-inferences. The latter are 
commonly taken as a semantic property of focus partitioning; see, e.g., Percus 
(1997), Krifka (2008), Büring & Križ (2013) on clefts and Szabolcsi (1981, 1994), 
É. Kiss (1998), i.a., on Hungarian focus. An opposing view is found in Horn (1981, 
2016), Wedgwood et al. (2006), and Onea & Beaver (2009), who all analyze EXH-
inferences with focus partitioning as optional pragmatic implicatures. In line with 
pragmatic analyses, our results suggest that EXH-inferences are neither obligatory 
with focus-background clefts nor with Hungarian preverbal focus.

To explain our findings, we analyze focus partitioning structures as ana-
phoric devices with specific discourse-semantic use conditions, which are identi-
cal across languages, following ideas in Horn (1981, 2016), Delin (1992), Onea & 
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Beaver (2009), Velleman et al. (2012), Pollard & Yasavul (2016), De Veaugh-Geiss 
et al. (2017). We claim that such constructions semantically encode an ∃-infer-
ence, often explicitly marked by means of givenness or anaphoricity markers (de-
accenting, demonstratives, definites, relative markers, etc.). The EXH-inference, 
by contrast, is not semantically coded, but can be systematically derived from the 
∃- inference and preceding context depending on how the existential presupposi-
tion is resolved. In particular, the presence or absence of EXH-inferences is tied to 
the QUD or to the nature of the (accommodated) discourse antecedent, which can 
be indefinite or definite/maximal. Crucially, in our account, the EXH-inference  
does not involve exhaustifying over focus alternatives, as suggested, e.g., by  
Velleman et al. (2012).

Section 2 of the paper gives a short overview over the cross-linguistically vari-
able morphosyntax of focus partitioning structures and their invariable discourse 
anaphoricity, modelled as an ∃-inference. Section 3 explains the experimental set-
up and the logic behind the experiments. Section 4 reports on the results for Ger-
man and English clefts and introduces our analysis of EXH-inferencing. Section 
5 reports on the results for Hungarian preverbal focus, concentrating on similari-
ties and differences to our findings for German and English clefts. We argue that 
gradual differences in the availability of EXH-inferences with Hungarian prever-
bal focus follow from differences in the number marking system of Hungarian. 
Section 6 concludes with an outlook on the importance of background/anaphoric-
ity marking in the analysis of focus-background partitioning.

2.  Focus partitioning: Morphosyntax and interpretation

Focus partitioning constructions across languages make use of different mor-
phological building blocks, such as pronouns, demonstratives, copulas, relative 
clauses, focus markers, and different syntactic configurations: some focus par-
titions involve bi-clausal structures, whereas others involve focus fronting, and 
some languages require the focus to be in a peripheral clausal position, whereas 
other make use of a designated focus position. According to É. Kiss (1998: 259), 
even the seemingly unified strategy of cleft formation in English involves different 
derivational histories for clefts using the complementizer that or a wh-pronoun.

At least three common strategies for the expression of focus-background par-
titioning can be identified. Next to focus-background clefts, as in (1a–1b) and (4a) 
for French, there are demonstrative èto-clefts in Slavic languages (e.g., Junghanns 
1997; Kimmelman 2009; Reeve 2012), as in (5a) for Russian, and syntactic focus 
left dislocation, such as in Hungarian preverbal focus (2) and Akan left-peripheral 
focus (6a).
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 (4) a. C’est MARCFOC [qui a préparé un cocktail]BG.
   It’s Marc who has prepared a cocktail
  b. PRON/DEM COP XPFOC [CPREL …]BG 
 [French, Destruel & De Veaugh-Geiss 2019: 1]

 (5) a. Èto [BORIS vypil vodku].
   dem Boris drank vodka
   ‘It was BORIS who drank the vodka.’
  b. DEM [XPFOC …]
 [Russian, Reeve 2012: 13]

 (6) a. ɔbaai no na me huu noi.
   woman def foc I saw her
  b. [XPFOC,i] FOC [… PRONi …]
 [Akan, Saah 1994: 102]

Despite their morphosyntactic differences, the three construction types share a 
number of important properties. First, their central purpose is to separate the 
focus constituent from the background, typically expressing given or other-
wise accessible information. This division facilitates processing and information 
update, which makes it a (near) universal feature of natural languages.

Second, focus partitioning structures come with an existence presupposi-
tion, which is computed over the backgrounded property (Rooth 1996) and leads 
to discourse-anaphoric interpretation (Geurts & van der Sandt 2004), and they 
are not licensed out of the blue (Delin 1992; De Veaugh-Geiss et al. 2017). (7) 
and (8) illustrate two standard diagnostics for existence presuppositions in clefts. 
(7) shows that clefts do not license negative quantifiers in focus position. This is 
because the asserted meaning of the cleft (nobody won) would contradict the pre-
supposition ∃z[won’(z)]. As shown by the contrast between the infelicitous cleft in 
(8A) and the felicitous canonical structure in (8A′) (Rooth 1996), clefts are illicit 
in contexts suggesting that nobody has the backgrounded property in question:

 (7) Q: Who won the football pool this week?
  A: #It’s NOBODY who won it.

 (8) Q: Did anyone win the football pool this week?
   A:  #Probably not, because it’s unlikely that it’s MARY who won it, and she’s 

the only person who ever wins.
   A′:  Probably not, because it’s unlikely that MARY won it, and she’s the only 

person who ever wins.

Third, many scholars take EXH-inferences to be a cross-linguistic semantic char-
acteristic of focus partitioning. In order to derive EXH-inferences from such 
diverse surface structures, É. Kiss (1998) postulates a designated focus projection 
with an interpretable feature [+exhaustive] in the underlying syntax. However, 
our experiments indicate that the EXH-inference may not be a cross-linguistically 
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robust, systematic interpretive feature of focus. If the EXH-inference is pragmatic 
in nature, it need not be coded in the syntax of clefts or other focus partitioning 
structures. Instead, we will suggest that the EXH inference should be derived from 
the ∃-inference in certain cases.

3.   Testing for EXH-inferences in an incremental information retrieval 
paradigm

3.1  Experimental set-up

We carried out two behavioral experiments each on the availability of the EXH-
inference with focus partitioning structures in German, English, and Hungarian 
(total of six experiments). The experiments were conducted in an incremental 
information retrieval paradigm. Exp. I was a verification task and tested for the 
existence and the status (in terms of the distinction between at-issue vs. not-at-
issue inferences; cf. Simons et al. 2010; Tonhauser et al. 2013; Destruel et al. 2015; 
De Veaugh-Geiss et al. 2015) of the EXH-inference. Exp. II was a falsification task 
and tested for whether the EXH-inference is semantically coded or not. The two 
experiments yield information about the source of the EXH-inference as semantic 
(conventionally-coded) or pragmatic (non-conventionally-coded), and about its 
robustness or systematicity within and across speakers and trials. The experiments 
had two measures: Early Response [continue vs. judgment] and Late Response 
[±EXH-inference in Exp. I and ±CAN(onical)-inference in Exp. II]. The factor 
‘sentence type’ had four levels, as illustrated in (9) for German:

 (9) a. Es ist MAX\, der einen Cocktail gemischt hat. CLEFT
   ‘It is MAX who mixed a cocktail.’
  b. Derjenige, der einen Cocktail gemischt hat, ist MAX\. DEF.PSE(udocleft)
   ‘The one that mixed a cocktail is MAX.’
  c. Nur MAX\ hat einen Cocktail gemischt. EXCL(usive)
   ‘Only MAX mixed a cocktail.’
  d. MAX\ hat einen Cocktail gemischt. prosodic FOCUS
   ‘MAX mixed a cocktail.’

We controlled information structure with auditory stimuli with a falling nuclear 
pitch accent (\) on the focus constituent and de-accenting on the remainder of 
the clause. The exhaustification domain was controlled for by making reference 
to the same four individuals (four roommates) across all conditions and trials.1 

1.  Participants’ behavior in the exclusive control condition (see below) clearly shows that the 
exhaustification domain indeed consisted of this group of four individuals.
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Finally, the experiments aimed at an explicit comparison of the interpretation 
of focus clefts and definite pseudoclefts, which have been claimed to share the 
same underlying syntax and interpretation (Percus 1997; see also Büring & Križ 
2013). Thereby, we assumed, following the literature, that definite pseudoclefts are 
semantically exhaustive. The conditions EXCL(usive) and Focus were included as 
control conditions to check for the reliability of participants.

The participants saw the target sentences together with a visual display con-
sisting of four covered boxes on a computer screen in a lab. The participants’ task 
was to successively uncover boxes with the computer mouse and to judge the sen-
tence as true or false as soon as sufficient information was available.

The experiments were programmed such that crucial information for deter-
mining whether a target sentence was true in Exp. I on its canonical interpre-
tation (no EXH-inference) or false in Exp. II on an exhaustive interpretation 
always showed in the second box uncovered, irrespective of which particular 
box was targeted with the mouse. The information in Box 1 was always orthog-
onal to the question at hand, and the information in Box 3 and Box 4 made 
the target sentence either true or false on the remaining meaning component 
(canonical or exhaustive).

Consider the evaluation of the cleft sentence in (10) in Exp. I (verification) 
after uncovering the second box (Figure 1).

 (10) Es ist MAX, der einen Cocktail gemischt hat.
  ‘It is Max that mixed a cocktail.’

Max

Tom

Ich habe einen Cocktail gemischt.

r = richtig,  f = falsch

Figure 1. Verification, 2nd box matches canonical inference (Max says: ‘I mixed a cocktail’)

The logic of the verification experiment is as follows. Consider the canonical infer-
ence p of (10), that Max mixed a cocktail, and the EXH-inference q, that nobody 
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else mixed a cocktail. In Figure 1, p is verified in Box 2, leaving two possibilities: If 
only p is relevant for assessing the truth of (10), as is the case in the focus control 
condition, participants should give a true judgment at Box 2 (Early Response) and 
start with the next trial. However, if both p and q are truth-relevant, as is the case 
in the exclusive condition with only, participants should continue to Boxes 3 and 4 
in order to check for the validity of the EXH-inference (Late Response). While the 
predictions are clear for the two control conditions, Exp. I aimed at investigating 
the effect of clefts and definite pseudoclefts.

In the falsification experiment (Exp. II), the reverse situation obtains: the 
information shown in Box 2 was sufficient for falsifying the EXH-inference 
q, if present. Consider again Figure 2, but with a critical difference: in Exp. 
II, Box 2 depicted someone other than Max saying that he mixed a cocktail. 
Consequently, the backgrounded property in question is attributed to a differ-
ent individual than the subject of (10). The logic of Exp. II is as follows. After 
uncovering Box 2, participants have two options. If only the canonical inference 
p (but not the EXH-inference q) is relevant for assessing the truth of the target 
sentence, as in the Focus condition, participants should continue to Boxes 3/4 
to check for the validity of the CAN(onical)-inference (Late Response), namely, 
that Max indeed mixed a cocktail [+CAN]; note that in half the trials the 
canonical meaning was violated [−CAN] and Max did something other than 
mix a cocktail at Box 3/4 (see Table 1). By contrast, if both p and in particular 
q, are truth-relevant, as in the EXCL condition, participants should judge the 
sentence as false at Box 2 and start with the next trial (Early Response). Again, 
the predictions are clear for the control conditions, whereas the main interest 
lies in clefts and pseudoclefts.

Table 1 gives a schematic overview of the experimental set-up for Exp. I and 
Exp. II summing up the conditions obtaining in each box for a trial with target 
stimulus (10).

Table 1. Overview conditions

Exp. I (verifier) Exp. II (falsifier)

Box 1 orthogonal
Jens: ‘I opened a bottle.’

Box 2
(Early Response)

canonical verified
Max: ‘I mixed a cocktail.’

exhaustivity falsified
Ben: ‘I mixed a cocktail.’

Box 3/Box 4
(Late Response)

[+EXH] exhaustivity supported
Tom/Ben: ‘I fetched a straw.’

[+CAN] canonical supported
Max: ‘I mixed a cocktail.’

[−EXH] exhaustivity violated
Tom/Ben: ‘I mixed a cocktail.’

[−CAN] canonical violated
Max: ‘I fetched a straw.’
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3.2  Theoretical accounts and predictions for clefts and definite pseudoclefts

As indicated in Section 1, there are different theoretical analyses of clefts that dif-
fer vastly in empirical predictions when it comes to the robustness of the EXH-
inference with clefts and Hungarian preverbal focus as well as to the parallels with 
definite pseudoclefts. The available accounts sub-divide into three classes: (i) prag-
matic analyses as in, e.g., Horn (1981, 2016) for clefts and Wedgwood et al. (2006) 
and Onea & Beaver (2009) for Hungarian preverbal focus; (ii) semantic analyses 
treating clefts and definite descriptions alike (Percus 1997; Büring & Križ 2013); 
(iii) semantic analyses treating clefts as expressing a not-at-issue maximality infer-
ence, which is unconnected to definite descriptions (Velleman et al. 2012).

On Horn’s (1981) pragmatic account, the use of the structurally marked cleft 
It is a that BGs, with the existence presupposition (11a) and the canonical mean-
ing BG(a), triggers the pragmatic EXH-inference as a generalized conversational 
implicature (11b):

 (11) a. ∃z[BG(z)]
  b. ∀x [x≠ a] → ¬BG(x)

The pragmatic account does not predict EXH-inferences to be consistent, robust, 
or systematic across speakers and trials. Moreover, clefts should behave differently 
from definite pseudoclefts, which – as definites – are commonly taken to trigger a 
maximality presupposition.2

On the semantic definite account in Percus (1997), clefts derive syntactically 
from definite pseudoclefts; cf. (12). The two construction types trigger a unique-
ness/maximality presupposition (13a–13b). The EXH-inference follows from the 
identificational semantics of (13a) in combination with the maximality presup-
position of discourse referent z.3

 (12) [The one/s who mixed a cocktail] is MAX.
  ⇒ It is MAX that mixed a cocktail.

 (13) a. ιz. [z mixed a cocktail] = Max;
  b. defined iff there is a maximal z, such that z mixed a cocktail.

Parallel analyses of Hungarian focus constructions as presupposition triggers are 
found in Kenesei (1986) and Szabolcsi (1994). This analysis of focus partitioning 

2.  But see Heim (1982) and subsequent work for alternative familiarity-based analyses of 
definite descriptions that do not rely on uniqueness/maximality as part of their meaning.

3.  We gloss over known issues the ι-operator encounters with pluralities and assume for 
expository purposes that ι incorporates maximality instead of strict uniqueness; cf. Szabolcsi 
(1994).
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structures as covert definites predicts the EXH-inference of clefts to be robust and 
systematic. Moreover, it predicts clefts to be semantically parallel to definite pseu-
doclefts; see also Büring & Križ (2013).

Finally, the semantic analysis of Velleman et al. (2012) treats focus clefts as the 
semantic counterpart of exclusive operators, with the (not-)at-issue status of the 
MIN- and MAX-meaning components exchanged. With clefts, the MIN-inference 
(John mixed a cocktail) is at-issue (14i), whereas the MAX-inference (Nobody other 
than John mixed a cocktail) is not-at-issue (14ii). The opposite holds for sentences 
with exclusive only (Beaver & Clark 2008).

 (14) It is JOHN who mixed a cocktail. 
  i. at-issue: MINQUD (λs. John mixed a cocktail in s)
  ii. not-at-issue: MAXQUD (λs. Nobody other than John mixed a cocktail in s)

The MIN/MAX-analysis accounts for the fact that clefts are focus-sensitive and 
discourse-anaphoric: they provide a maximally informative answer to the cur-
rent question (because of the MAX-operator). The analysis also predicts the 
EXH-inference of clefts to be robust and systematic, as long as the QUD does not 
change. In contrast to the semantic definite analysis, though, it makes no predic-
tions concerning a parallel interpretation of clefts and definite pseudoclefts. Table 
2 summarizes the predictions of the three major theoretical approaches to cleft 
exhaustivity, with ‘strength’ as short-hand for robustness and systematicity of the 
EXH-inference across experiments, speakers, and trials.

Table 2. Predictions of major theoretical approaches to cleft exhaustivity.

± parallel cleft & def. pseudocleft ± strength

(a) pragmatic − −
(b) semantic definite + +
(c) semantic MIN/MAX ± +

3.3  Procedure

The experiments were conducted in a lab with 32 participants included in the 
analysis for each experiment after exclusion of a small number of participants 
for not being native speakers of the respective language or erratic behavior on 
exclusive controls (German Exp. I: 8 male, 24 female, mean age 25.4, range 20–48; 
German Exp. II: 12 male, 20 female, mean age 27.8, range 19–52; Hungarian Exp. 
I: 9 male, 23 female, mean age 24.2, range 19–40; Hungarian Exp. II: 9 male, 23 
female, mean age 30.03, range 19–55; inclusion criteria for English participants, all 
students at the University of Texas at Austin, were that they were native speakers of 
American English between the ages of 18 and 50).
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After an introduction to the four roommates constituting the discourse 
domain, three practice trials were followed by 64 experimental trials. All stimuli 
were presented auditorily. There were 32 target sentences, corresponding to 8 lexi-
calizations per sentences type, and 32 fillers. Given language-specific differences, 
lexicalizations in the stimuli sometimes differed across languages. The targets were 
distributed over four lists in a Latin square design, yielding a total number of 1024 
data points per experiment. All target sentences contained a transitive verb as well 
as a proper name in subject position and an unspecified indefinite in object posi-
tion (the latter to prevent unwanted interactions with definiteness). After listening 
to the stimulus, participants began uncovering the pictures in the boxes until giv-
ing a truth-value judgment, after which the next trial started. In order to prevent 
participants from uncovering all the pictures in one go, there was a built-in time 
delay of 2000 ms before a new box could be revealed. Participants were free to 
choose in which order the boxes were uncovered, but the experiments were pro-
grammed such that the picture content was presented in the same order irrespec-
tive of individual participants’ choices.4

The experiments delivered two dependent measures: the Early Response (con-
tinue vs. judgment) on seeing Box 2, and the Late Response in Box 3 or Box 4 on 
encountering the relevant information for deciding on whether the EXH- (Exp. I) 
or the CAN- (Exp. II) inferences hold (i.e., the final truth-value judgment when 
participants had chosen to continue at Box 2). Same as for the control items, the 
late measure served as a sanity check for making sure that participants read and 
understood the sentences correctly. We found that participants were highly con-
sistent on the late response: if they decided to continue at Box 2, they judged the 
trial true or false as expected based on the still missing piece of information. For 
this reason, we will disregard late responses in the following.

4.  EXH-inference in German and English clefts: Results and analysis

4.1  Results: A first look

Sample target sentences for the German experiments were shown in (9), repeated 
below:

4.  The procedure and the design of the German experiment are discussed in more detail in 
De Veaugh-Geiss et al. (2017, 2018). The procedure reported there is the same for English and 
Hungarian here.
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 (15) a. Es ist MAX, der einen Cocktail gemischt hat.  CLEFT
  b. Derjenige, der einen Cocktail gemischt hat, ist MAX.  DEF.PSE
  c. Nur MAX hat einen Cocktail gemischt.  EXCL
  d. MAX hat einen Cocktail gemischt.  FOCUS

Averaging over speakers, we obtained the early response patterns shown in Figure 
2, in which the proportions of judgments made at Box 2 are shown graphically 
(corresponding to ‘true’ in Exp. I and ‘false’ in Exp. II).5
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Figure 2. German early responses at Box 2 per sentence type (Exp. I: ‘true’, Exp. II: ‘false’)

Both experiments showed little difference between clefts and definite pseudoclefts 
in the judgments at Box 2 (Exp. I: Clefts 43% vs. Def.Pse. 41% ‘true’ judgments; 
Exp. II: Clefts 47% vs. Def.Pse. 50% ‘false’ judgments), in line with the seman-
tic definite analysis. Moreover, in the verifying experiment, the exclusive condi-
tion almost always elicited ‘continue’ responses (Exp. I: 1% ‘true’ judgments) and 
the focus condition generally elicited ‘true’ judgments (Exp. I: 74%), in line with 
expectations on these control conditions. Conversely, in the falsifying experiment, 
the exclusive condition generally elicited ‘false’ judgments (Exp. II: 92%) and the 
focus condition ‘continue’ responses (Exp. II: 15% ‘false’ judgments), again as 
expected. What is unexpected, though, is the midway exhaustive behavior of both 
clefts and pseudoclefts, which is unaccounted for on any of the three approaches 
mentioned above.

Results for the English experiments are largely the same, as shown in Figure 3:

5.  Note that occasional errors made at Box 2 (‘false’ for Exp. I or ‘true’ for Exp. II, against all 
logic) were removed from the analysis. Total erroneous judgments per language: German: 3; 
English: 4; Hungarian: 4.
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English: Early response
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Figure 3. English early responses at Box 2 per sentence type (Exp. I: ‘true’, Exp. II: ‘false’)

Clefts and pseudoclefts again patterned alike in verification (Exp. I: Clefts 62% 
vs. Def.Pse. 66% ‘true’ judgments) and falsification (Exp. II: Clefts 48% vs. Def.
Pse. 55% ‘false’ judgments), and elicited midway exhaustive behavior. And again, 
under verification the exclusive condition almost always elicited ‘continue’ 
responses (Exp. I: 4% ‘true’ judgments) and the focus condition overall elicited 
‘true’ judgments (Exp. I: 84%), whereas under falsification the exclusive condition 
almost always elicited ‘false’ judgments (Exp. II: 96%) and the focus condition 
generally elicited ‘continue’ responses (Exp. II: 23% ‘false’ judgments). Clefts and 
definite pseudoclefts in English appear to be, at least descriptively, somewhat less 
exhaustive than their German counterparts, a tendency we will return to below.

4.2  Post-hoc analysis: Different sub-groups

A post-hoc analysis of the data reveals the observable midway exhaustivity with 
clefts and pseudoclefts to come about by averaging over two different participant 
groups. On closer scrutiny participants divide into two sub-groups, EXH and 
Non-EXH, where group membership is determined on the basis of participants’ 
interpretive behavior in terms of whether or not a truth-value judgment was made 
in the cleft-condition in German and English.6 Note that members of the EXH-
group chose to make a truth-value judgment 40% or less times at Box 2 in the 
verifying experiment (instead choosing to continue a majority of the time to check 
that exhaustivity holds) and, moreover, they judged the target sentences as ‘false’ 

6.  Group membership was based on the number of truth-value judgments made at Box 2 
(i.e., ‘true’ for Exp. I and ‘false’ for Exp. II) out of the total number of possible judgments per 
participant after data preparation. We refer the reader to De Veaugh-Geiss et al. (2018: 26) for 
details regarding German; the description there also applies to English.
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60% or more times at Box 2 in the falsifying experiment (choosing not to continue 
a majority of the time, but rather make a judgment). Members in the Non-EXH 
group showed the opposite pattern. Note that participants who made truth-value 
judgments between 40–60% of the time were categorized as responding at chance. 
If the responses are sorted according to sub-group, a different picture emerges. 
As shown in Figure 4, members of the EXH-group treat clefts and pseudoclefts 
as more exhaustive, more or less like exclusives. Members of the Non-EXH group 
treat clefts and pseudoclefts as less exhaustive, more or less like prosodic focus. 
In short, one group shows the expected behavior on pragmatic analyses of EXH-
inferences, whereas the other shows the expected behavior on semantic analyses 
of EXH-inferences in focus clefts.

German: Post-hoc groups
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Figure 4. Split results German; large diamonds show proportions per sentence type, small jit-
tered dots show proportions per participant

By and large the same results obtain for the English experiments, with the dif-
ference that the Non-EXH-group is larger than the EXH-group in the verifying 
Exp. I (20:12 as opposed to 13:19 in German). As a result, clefts and pseudoclefts 
come out as overall less exhaustive in the total results for Exp. I, as shown in 
Figure 5.

4.3  Accommodating discourse antecedents (Pollard & Yasavul 2016)

Compared to the predictions of the different types of accounts discussed in Table 2, 
our experiments delivered unexpected results. We found that clefts are indeed par-
allel to definite pseudoclefts, as predicted by the semantic definite analysis. Con-
trasting with this analysis, however, the EXH-inference was neither robust nor 
systematic in either of the two constructions, suggesting a pragmatic approach. In 
sum, our findings are incompatible with any existing account.
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In order to account for the observations, we postulate that the group-specific vari-
ation in the interpretation of clefts and definite pseudoclefts follows from the dis-
course-anaphoric nature of the two constructions. Recall from Section 2 that clefts 
are anaphoric in triggering an ∃-presupposition on the preceding context, same 
as definite pseudoclefts. As a result, both constructions are not easily licensed in 
out-of-the blue utterances. Compare the infelicitous (16a–16b) with the felicitous 
focus clause in (16c):

 (16) a. #Hey, listen! It was the president that I shook hands with yesterday!
  b. #Hey listen! The one I shook hands with yesterday was the president!
  c. Hey listen! I shook hands with the president yesterday.

For concreteness, we adopt the proposal from Pollard & Yasavul (2016), who argue 
that EXH-inferences in focus clefts are optional and follow from their discourse 
anaphoricity. The cleft in (16a) triggers the presupposition in (17), to be satisfied 
by a suitable discourse antecedent in the preceding context.

 (17) ∃x[speaker_shook_hands_with’(x)]

However, target sentences in the experiments were presented without a preced-
ing context, so participants had two options available for accommodating suitable 
discourse antecedents (Pollard & Yasavul 2016): First, they could accommodate 
a discourse antecedent that is maximal (unique) with respect to the background 
property, as sketched in (18a). In a question-based discourse analysis (Roberts 
2012; Beaver & Clark 2008), the corresponding QUD would be an identifica-
tion question (18b). The discourse referent z can be modelled with the Russellian 
ι-operator, and the meaning of the EXH-interpreted cleft is shown in (18c).
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Figure 5. Split results English; large diamonds show proportions per sentence type; small jit-
tered dots show proportions per participant
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 (18) Option I: Maximal antecedent (DEF) ⇒ EXH 
  a. There’s a maximal z that danced. It’s Carla that danced.
  b. QUD: Who’s the (maximal) z that danced?/Who danced?
  c. ιz[danced(z)] = carla

Alternatively, participants could accommodate an indefinite (non-maximal) 
antecedent, as in (19a). The corresponding QUD would be an open complement 
question (19b), as suggested by Onea (2016) under the label potential questions, 
licensed by indefinite antecedents.7 The discourse referent can be modelled with 
the help of a choice function. The meaning of the non-exhaustive cleft is shown 
in (19c).

 (19) Option II: Non-maximal antecedent (indef) ⇒ non-EXH 
  a. Somebody danced. It’s Carla that danced.
  b. QUD: Who was it? / Who danced?
  c. fCH(danced) = carla

In sum, the EXH or non-EXH interpretation of German clefts follows from the 
anaphoric nature of clefts, together with different strategies for accommodating 
suitable antecedents. The two semantic objects ιz[danced (z)] and fCH(danced) 
stand for two possible discourse antecedents that participants can accommodate 
in the absence of context. The two objects may be modelled as possible referents 
for the cleft pronoun it/es, if this pronoun is referential; see Reeve (2012). Depend-
ing on whether participants choose a definite/maximal or an indefinite discourse 
antecedent, clefts will get an EXH- or a Non-EXH-reading. The EXH-inference in 
clefts is a pragmatic inference (Horn 1981), but it has nothing to do with exhausti-
fication of focus alternatives or with scalar implicatures computed over focus alter-
natives, pace De Veaugh-Geiss et al. (2015). Indeed, the MAX-accommodation 
strategy behind the EXH-inference may be what Horn (1981) had in mind with 
his generalized conversational implicature, which was tied to the existence presup-
position of focus clefts (11a–11b); see also Onea (2019) for discussion of this point.

The analysis proposed for focus clefts carries over to definite pseudoclefts 
involving the morphologically complex determiner der/die/das-jen-ige ‘the-
demonstr-adj’ in German and the one in English as in (20), thereby accounting for 
the parallel behavior of the two construction types.

 (20) Diejenige, die getanzt hat, war Carla.
  ‘The one that danced was Carla.’

7.  Pollard & Yasavul (2016) do not explicitly discuss this part, but we see no reason to give 
up the intuition from Velleman et al. (2012) and others that focus partitioning is a general 
answering device to the QUD.
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These inherently anaphoric DPs denote familiarity definites in the sense of Schwarz 
(2009): they refer to the unique/maximal previously mentioned individual z with 
backgrounded property P:

 (21) [[der/die/das-jeni-ige]]g = λP.ιx.[P(x)∧ x = g(i)]

Familiarity definites do not refer to the globally unique/maximal individual with 
property P, but rather to the unique salient individual in a given context. In the 
case of accommodation to non-maximal antecedents, the unique salient indi-
vidual is the discourse referent introduced by a preceding indefinite expression 
(Heim 1982; Kamp & Reyle 1993). In sum, the parallel behavior of focus clefts 
and definite pseudoclefts does not follow from the presence of a Russelian defi-
niteness operator (Percus 1997; Büring & Križ 2013), but rather from their ana-
phoric nature as familiarity definites. Familiarity is compatible with EXH- and 
Non-EXH-readings alike.

5.  Hungarian preverbal focus: Results and analysis

In order to compare the interpretive behavior of focus clefts regarding the EXH-
inference with that of preverbal focus constructions in Hungarian, we also con-
ducted the above two experiments on Hungarian. The four different stimuli types 
are shown in (22). Sentences (22a–22b) are the closest Hungarian counterparts 
to focus clefts and definite pseudoclefts, respectively. What sets Hungarian apart 
is that there is no plain prosodic alternative to structural focusing in Hungarian, 
only preverbal focus as in (22d). Consequently, there is no real control structure 
with a clearly non-exhaustive interpretation.

 (22) a. Tamás az, aki felvett egy pulóvert.
   Tamas that rel on.put a pullover
   ‘Tamás is the one that put on a pullover.’ (biclausal) CLEFT
  b. Az, aki felvett egy pulóvert, az Tamás.
   that rel on.put a pullover that Tamás
   ‘The one that put on a pullover is Tamás.’ DEF.PSE
  c. Csak Tamás vett fel egy pulóvert.
   ‘Only Tamás put on a pullover.’ EXCLUSIVE
  d. Tamás vett fel egy pulóvert.
   ‘Tamás put on a pullover.’ (preverbal) FOCUS

Figure 6 shows the results for the verification and falsification experiments.
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Hungarian: Early response
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Figure 6. Hungarian early responses at Box 2 per sentence type (Exp. I: ‘true’, Exp. II: ‘false’)

The Hungarian results differ slightly from those observed for German and English. 
In particular, there is no clearly non-exhaustive structure eliciting a majority of 
‘true’ judgments (Exp. I: preverbal Focus 54%, biclausal Cleft 53%, and Def.Pse. 
52% ‘true’ judgments; Exclusives 1% ‘true’ judgments). Furthermore, the EXH-
inference is quite robust with the preverbal focus construction under falsification, 
generally eliciting ‘false’ judgments (Exp. II: preverbal Focus 68% ‘false’ judg-
ments; cf. biclausal Cleft 77%, Def.Pse. 77%, and Exclusive 89% ‘false’ judgments). 
At the same time, there are parallels: the results for the exclusive condition pattern 
with the English and German results, and the EXH-inference with preverbal focus 
is available to some extent, giving rise to midway exhaustivity under verification. 
In line with Szabolcsi (1994), among others, preverbal focus constructions dif-
fer systematically in interpretation from sentences with exclusives. At the same 
time, contrasting with previous literature (see specifically Horváth 2010) but in 
line with our findings for German and English clefts, the EXH-inference is neither 
systematic nor robust across participants and experiments. This is evidenced by 
the results for members of EXH- and Non-EXH-group, respectively. Under veri-
fication, in Figure 7, the two groups – for Hungarian determined by participant 
behavior in the preverbal focus condition – are of even size (16 EXH; 16 Non-
EXH), showing that the EXH-inference is not mandatory with Hungarian prever-
bal focus, at least under verification.

Summing up, Hungarian is the only language of the three with no mir-
ror results in the two experiments. There is a rather robust EXH-inference with 
focus, clefts, and definites under falsification, with the Non-EXH group being 
rather small (6 participants). Finally, whereas Hungarian preverbal focus behaves 
on a par with  Hungarian bi-clausal clefts (as often postulated in cross-linguistic 
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 comparison; see É. Kiss 1998), it behaves slightly different from its English and 
German counterparts.

This leaves us with three possibilities for explaining the more robust EXH-inter-
pretation under falsification. First, the effect may be an experimental artifact. There 
was no clear Non-EXH-condition in the Hungarian experiments, so participants 
may develop a bias for EXH-interpretations; still, this would leave open why there is 
a difference between verification and falsification tasks. Second, Hungarian prever-
bal focus might be semantically exhaustive, but at the not-at-issue layer of meaning. 
As a result, exhaustivity may be readily ignored in the verification task (Non-EXH = 
16), but rarely so in the falsification task (Non-EXH = 6) with a more salient EXH-
inference. This line of reasoning would be compatible with standard analyses of 
Hungarian focus (e.g., Kenesei 1986; Szabolcsi 1994). What remains open, though, 
is how this analysis would generalize to definites and definite pseudoclefts.

While we currently lack evidence to reject these possibilities, we would like 
to entertain a third possibility by pushing for a unified pragmatic analysis of 
EXH-inferences in focus partitioning in German, English, and Hungarian. On 
this analysis, focus partitioning structures are not semantically exhaustive in any 
of the three languages, and the EXH-inference arises by pragmatic reasoning to 
a maximal (unique) discourse antecedent as before. The only difference lies in 
the fact that Hungarian speakers preferably accommodate to maximal discourse 
antecedents when encountering a context-free preverbal focus. Why? Hungarian 
focus constructions form default answers to wh-questions (Onea & Beaver 2009; 
Abrusán 2016), so speakers will try to accommodate a suitable singular QUD – or 
the corresponding maximal discourse antecedent. Hungarian differs from German 
and English in that wh-questions in the individual domain are  morphologically 
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marked for sg ki/mi ‘who/whatSG’ vs. pl kik/mik ‘who/whatPL’. pl-marked wh-
questions indicate that the backgrounded property holds of a plurality, whereas 
the sg variant is number-neutral in allowing both sg- and pl-answers. Related 
to this, the choice of a preverbal focus structure with a sg focus constituent in 
(23a, 24a) (or its cleft counterpart with sg aki) over the exclusive variant with 
csak (‘only’) in (23b, 24b) may trigger the accommodation of a sg wh-question 
with sg (= maximal) interpretation. As shown in Balogh (2009), the two focus-
related structures have different answer potentials by imposing different felicity 
constraints on preceding questions. Whereas sentences with csak ‘only’ + focus are 
compatible with both sg and pl wh-questions (23b, 24b), its plain focus counter-
part can only answer sg questions; see (23a) vs. (24a)

 (23) Q: Ki ment el Hágá-ba?
   whoSG went VM Hague-ILL
   ‘Who went to The Hague?’ [Balogh 2009: 108]
  a. AMY ment el Hágába. sg-expectation FOCUS
   ‘Amy went to The Hague.’
  b. Csak AMY ment el Hágába. pl-expect. EXCL.
   ‘Only Amy went to Hague.’

 (24) Q: Kik mentek el Hágá-ba?
   whoPL went-pl VM Hague-ILL
   ‘Who went to The Hague?’
  a. #AMY ment el Hágába. sg-expectation FOCUS
  b. Csak AMY ment el Hágába. pl-expect. EXCLUSIVE

Here is a sketch of this type of the hearer’s answer-based pragmatic reasoning: 
(i) speaker used a focus/aki-structure; (ii) focus/aki-structures must answer sg 
wh-questions; (iii) sg wh-questions are in principle compatible with sg or pl 
expectations on the answer space, i.e., the discourse antecedent to accommodate; 
however, (iv) if the speaker wanted to make unambiguous reference to a ques-
tion with pl expectation on the answer space, she could and should have done 
so by using the more explicit exclusive structure, which would presuppose a plu-
ral expectation, for the maximal/definite antecedent construal. Alternatively, she 
could use, e.g., a focus structure with the particle többek között ‘among others’ for 
an indefinite construal. With no such discourse particles (Beaver & Clark 2008), 
the hearer concludes that the preverbal focus structure constitutes the answer 
to a sg wh-question with a sg-expectation, Who is the sg x with BG-property 
P? Reconstructing this QUD amounts to the accommodation of a unique dis-
course antecedent by way of the maximal antecedent strategy, thereby triggering 
EXH-inferences.
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Finally, judging from the quantitatively different speaker behavior in the veri-
fication and falsification tasks, it appears that in the verification task it is sufficient 
for many speakers that the accommodated maximal individual has the background 
property in Box 2, whereas others continue to check whether uniqueness/maxi-
mality is satisfied. In falsification, by contrast, uniqueness/maximality is violated 
in Box 2, leading the majority of speakers of the EXH-group to judge the sentence 
as ‘false’ due to presupposition failure. The few members of the Non-EXH-group, 
by contrast, make the utterance felicitous given the content of Box 2 by shifting the 
interpretation of the accommodated sg wh-question to a plural expectation. The 
accommodated indefinite antecedent is part of a plurality of individuals with the 
background property in question, resulting in the absence of an EXH-inference.

There are some open ends to this analysis. First, if our analysis is correct, 
plural preverbal focus in Hungarian should be about as (non-)exhaustive in our 
experimental setting as for German or English clefts. This should be tested in 
future research. Secondly, Hungarian definite constructions also exhibit higher 
exhaustivity alongside preverbal focus. This appears unexplained by our analysis. 
Notice, though, that a similar analysis can be produced for Hungarian definite 
pseudoclefts, which also have singular vs. plural marking on the relative pronoun 
(ki/ki-k, aki/aki-k).

6.  Outlook: Anaphoricity vs. EXH-inferences in focus partitioning

We have reported on offline behavioral experiments that showed cross-linguistic 
parallels in the interpretation of focus partitioning structures, in spite of surface 
morphosyntactic differences. We argued that the parallels follow if focus parti-
tioning structures instantiate a cross-linguistically unified construction type, 
which is defined by discourse-anaphoricity in the form of an ∃-presupposition on 
the preceding context. We also found that EXH-inferences on the focus domain 
were neither robust nor systematic in our experiments, which leads us to con-
clude that EXH-inferences are not semantically coded interpretive properties 
of focus partitioning across languages. Rather, focus partitioning structures are 
underspecified for exhaustivity, with the EXH-inference arising when a maximal 
discourse antecedent is established. It follows that the formal semantic analysis 
of clefts or Hungarian preverbal focus should not be based on an interpretive 
feature [+exhaustive], pace É. Kiss (1998) or Horváth (2010). Interestingly, our 
experiments found the robustness/strength of the EXH-inference with clefts and 
Hungarian focus to be somewhere midway between exclusives (entailment) and 
plain focus (conversational implicature), in agreement with most speakers’ pre-
theoretical intuitions and with the divided theoretical landscape.
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Another unifying feature of focus partitioning is that all focus partition-
ing structures feature formal markers of familiarity or givenness. In German 
and English clefts, these are the referential pronouns (es/it) and de-accenting 
(Schwarzschild 1999); and in definite pseudoclefts an overt definite marker. 
Moreover, there appears to be regular morphosyntactic marking of anaphoric-
ity/familiarity even with Hungarian preverbal focus: there are recent claims that 
the obligatory verb movement with preverbal focus is indicative of background-
ing/familiarity (Onea 2007: 170; É. Kiss & Pintér 2014; É. Kiss 2015). In (25a) 
from Onea (2007), the second clause with verb movement anaphorically refers 
back to the previously introduced event, whereas (25b) without verb movement 
introduces a new event.

 (25) a. Péter meg-sebesült. Tegnap sebesült meg Péter?
   Peter prt.hurt yesterday hurt prt Peter
   ‘Peter got hurt. Did Peter get hurt YESTERDAY?’ e1 = e2
  b. Péter meg-sebesült. Tegnap meg-sebesült Péter?
   Peter prt.hurt yesterday prt hurt Peter
   ‘Peter got hurt. Did Peter get hurt YESTERDAY (too)?’ e1≠e2

The overall conclusion is that there has been too strong a focus on focus in the the-
oretical literature of clefts and preverbal focus, which often ignored background-
ing or anaphoricity effects, with the notable exception of Delin (1992). However, it 
seems that the information-structural category of the background plays at least as 
important a role in interpretation as focus.

This is in line with traditional insights from functional grammar (Sgall et 
al. 1986) and functionalist-cognitive approaches (Erteshik-Shir 1997), which 
assign an anaphoric backward-looking function to the category of background, 
whereas the focus domain constitutes the forward-looking at-issue core of the 
information conveyed. Our results are moreover in agreement with formal 
approaches to Hungarian focus, such as É. Kiss (2015) and É. Kiss & Pintér 
(2014: 5), which stress the importance of background: “In fact, the main moti-
vation for the formation of a focus construction can be the need of indicating 
that the background is presupposed”; they are compatible with the possibility of 
independent focus and background marking in Ngamo (Grubic 2015), Fulani, 
and Hausa (Güldemann 2016); and they support Büring’s (2016) conceptual 
shift from focus-driven alternative semantics to background-based Unalterna-
tive Semantics.

To conclude: It is the background that matters for semantic interpretation 
of focus-background partitioning. Focus-background partitions are anaphoric 
devices with an existence presupposition. EXH-inferences may or may not arise, 
depending on how the existence presupposition is resolved.
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